
 
 

  

 

 

 

  

APPENDIX J
Public Comments and Responses

This appendix contains agency, elected official, and public comments received during the Draft
Noise Exposure Map (NEM) comment period, and responses to comments.

Public comments also include written comments and transcripts of spoken comments provided to
court reporters during the Public Information Workshops.

Two elected officials and 534 public comments were received since the Study commenced. This
appendix contains the following items:

• Appendix J-1 Topic Specific Responses

• Appendix J-2 Comments and Responses





APPENDIX J-1 
Topic Specific Responses 

Topic specific detailed responses were prepared for the majority of the comments that were 
received and are provided in this appendix. Responses were categorized into the following three 
issue categories: 

1. Part 150 Regulations/Guidelines/Noise Exposure Maps
2. Current Airport Operations and Concerns
3. Other/Miscellaneous

Each of the three categories above contains a range of responses were developed based on the 
nature of the comments received or additional questions that were raised within each of the 
categories, with each response assigned a number, beginning with the issue category per the list 
above. For example, 1-1 is the first response within the “Part 150 Regulations/Guidelines/Noise 
Exposure Maps” issue category. A response was provided to each of the comment letters that 
provides the topic specific response number(s) as well as the title, that the commenter should 
refer to for a response to their comment and/or question. If a comment letter contained a 
comment or question that was not covered under these general responses, an individual response 
was provided. 
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Issue 1: Part 150 Regulations/Guidelines/Noise 
Exposure Maps 

1.1 Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise 
Study 

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) issued Title 14 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 

Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning, in January 1985. 14 CFR Part 150 provides 

airport operators with a formal process for addressing airport noise and incompatible land uses. 

In order to prepare the Noise Exposure Maps (NEMs) in accordance with the 14 CFR Part 150 

requirements, noise contours are generated. 14 CFR Part 150 specifies that these contours must 

be based on the following metrics: 

 Airport Noise Measurement. The A-Weighted Sound Level, measured, filtered 

and recorded in accordance with Sec. A150.5 of this appendix, must be 

employed as the unit for the measurement of single event noise at airports and in 

the areas surrounding the airports.1 

 Airport Noise Exposure. The yearly day-night average sound level (YDNL) 

must be employed for the analysis and characterization of multiple aircraft noise 

events and for determining the cumulative exposure of individuals to noise 

around airports.2 

Section A150.103 of Appendix A of Part 150 further dictates both the format of the NEMs and 

the factors that must be considered in their development:  

 A map of the airport and its environs at an adequately detailed scale (not less 

than 1 inch to 2,000 feet) indicating runway length, alignments, landing 

thresholds, takeoff start-of-roll points, airport boundary, and flight tracks out to 

at least 30,000 feet from the end of each runway. 

 Airport activity levels and operational data which will indicate, on an annual 

average-daily-basis, the number of aircraft, by type of aircraft, which utilize 

each flight track, in both the standard daytime (0700-2200 hours local) and 

nighttime (2200-0700 hours local) periods for both landings and takeoffs. 

 For landings—glide slopes, glide slope intercept altitudes, and other pertinent 

information needed to establish approach profiles along with the engine power 

levels needed to fly that approach profile. 

 For takeoffs—the flight profile which is the relationship of altitude to distance 

from start-of-roll along with the engine power levels needed to fly that takeoff 

profile; these data must reflect the use of noise abatement departure procedures 

and, if applicable, the takeoff weight of the aircraft or some proxy for weight 

such as stage length. 

                                                      
1 14 CFR Part 150, Appendix A to Part 150, Sec. A150.3 (a), https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-

idx?mc=true&node=pt14.3.150&rgn=div5 
2 Ibid. 
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 Existing topographical or airspace restrictions which preclude the utilization of 

alternative flight tracks. 

 The government furnished data depicting aircraft noise characteristics (if not 

already a part of the computer program's stored data bank). 

 Airport elevation and average temperature3 

The NEM’s must include the 65 DNL and higher contour (unless the local jurisdiction has 

adopted a lower level for land use compatibility purposes) and identify land uses including those 

uses considered incompatible with aircraft noise as outlined in Table 1 from 14 CFR Part 150.  

Finally, the NEMs and supporting documentation must include the following: 

 Runway Locations 

 Flight Tracks 

 Outline of the Airport Boundaries 

 Location of noise sensitive public buildings and properties eligible for inclusion 

in the National Register of Historic Places 

 Location of aircraft noise monitoring sites used for data acquisition 

 Estimates of the number of people residing within the YDNL 65, 70, and 75 

contours 

 Depiction of the required noise contours over a land use map of a sufficient 

scale to discern streets and other identifiable geographic features.4  

A supplemental noise metric analysis or additional studies can be prepared, but they cannot 

serve as the basis of determinations or decisions under either the 14 CFR Part 150 Noise 

Exposure Map or Noise Compatibility Program process. There are no FAA guidelines for land 

use compatibility relative to supplemental or alternative metrics.  

1.2 DNL (Use of the DNL Metric) 

DNL is the standard required metric for quantifying aircraft noise exposure. As a result of the 

1979 Aviation Safety and Noise Abatement Act (ASNA), Congress required the Federal Aviation 

Administration (FAA) to select a single metric to standardize the evaluation of aircraft noise. In 

response to ASNA and through 14 CFR Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning, the 

FAA formally adopted DNL as its primary metric for evaluating aircraft noise to ensure 

consistency across the country. 14 CFR Part 150 states the following details about using DNL: 

 

(a) Airport Noise Measurement. The A-Weighted Sound Level, measured, filtered and recorded 

in accordance with Sec. A150.5 of this appendix, must be employed as the unit for the 

measurement of single event noise at airports and in the areas surrounding the airports. 

                                                      
3 14 CFR Part 150, Appendix A to Part 150, Sec. A150.103 (b) (1)-(7), https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-

idx?mc=true&node=pt14.3.150&rgn=div5 
4 Ibid. 
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(b) Airport Noise Exposure. The yearly day-night average sound level (YDNL) must be employed 

for the analysis and characterization of multiple aircraft noise events and for determining the 

cumulative exposure of individuals to noise around airports.5 

The A-Weighted Sound Level dictates what frequencies of sound are considered as part of the 

analysis. There have been many weightings that have been used in the history of noise science 

but “A-weighted levels were found to correspond reasonably well to human response.”6 DNL is 

the twenty four-hour average sound level in A-weighted decibels (dBA). In order to comply with 

the Part 150 regulations above, this average is derived from all aircraft operations and represents 

an airport’s average annual operational day during a twenty four-hour period. This twenty four-

hour average sound level representing annual operations is referred to as DNL. (It should be 

noted that in the regulation above that the day-night average sound level over using annual 

average data is referred to as YDNL but in practice, DNL is used to represent this annual 

average)   

 

In calculating DNL, sound events that happen between 10 P.M. and 7 A.M. receive an additional 

weight of 10 dB. The additional 10 dB weight means that every nighttime sound event is 

counted the same as 10 daytime events. This extra weight represents the greater annoyance that 

nighttime sounds typically cause for most people. 

 

DNL contours were prepared using AEDT, the FAA’s approved software program used to 

model the noise exposure levels from aircraft operations and engine testing and produce 

contours of equal noise energy. These contours are presented using the DNL metric where DNL 

65 dB represents significant aircraft noise levels for noise sensitive land uses in accordance with 

FAA regulations. 

1.3 Noise Measurements rather than DNL/Modeling 

Noise measurements provide noise levels at specific points and for specific aircraft events and 

are helpful when understanding trends. However, they provide limited information when 

evaluating DNL over a broad area surrounding an airport. As a result, FAA regulations and 14 

CFR Part 150 require the use of a computer model to determine noise exposure. This allows 

calculation of noise exposure at numerous points around the airport. It also allows prediction of 

future exposure levels based on expected changes in aircraft activity. To determine sound 

exposure for this Part 150 Study, AEDT calculated DNL values for the years 2018 and 2023 

based on the activity levels and operational characteristics that either occurred or are projected to 

occur during those timeframes.  

The analysis of aircraft noise exposure was prepared in compliance with 14 CFR Part 150. 

Those regulations require the use of noise exposure contours using the FAA-approved 

methodology or computer program showing the area affected by DNL 65 dB and greater noise 

levels. While alternative metrics can be informative, FAA will not accept noise exposure maps 

                                                      
514 CFR Part 150, Appendix A to Part 150, Sec. A150.3 (a)(b), https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-

idx?mc=true&node=pt14.3.150&rgn=div5 
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that don’t comply with 14 CFR Part 150. Accordingly, the standard DNL metric and DNL 65 dB 

threshold were used to determine potential compatibility of noise sensitive land uses. 

1.4 Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 
System (ANOMS) 

BCAD’s ANOMS consists of two basic elements: a radar system for the purpose of acquiring 

flight track information, and 11 permanent noise monitoring stations. 

The ANOMS main server collects data from both the PASSUR (Passive Secondary Surveillance 

Radar) and the noise monitors. The integration of these two systems allows the Noise Officer to 

gather information on the flight of aircraft and trends and specific noise events in communities 

surrounding FLL. 

Permanent Noise Monitors are located at the following addresses: 

 3640 Southwest 55th Avenue, Davie 

 4548 Southwest 37th Avenue, Dania Beach 

 4609 Southwest 28th Avenue, Dania Beach 

 805-B Northwest 13th Avenue, Dania Beach 

 325 Northeast 3rd Avenue, Dania Beach 

 1021 Southwest 32nd Court, Fort Lauderdale 

 1750 Southwest 32nd Street, Fort Lauderdale 

 3411 Southwest 27th Street, Fort Lauderdale 

 3900 Southwest 100th Avenue, Davie 

 2343 Southwest 27th Avenue, Fort Lauderdale 

 6503 N Ocean Dr., Hollywood FL 33019  

The radar data acquired from the PASSUR is used to identify typical arrival and departure 

corridors, confirm that airplanes are adhering to Noise Abatement Departure tracks, and perform 

operational analyses. An operational analysis can provide information about the numbers, types, 

and altitudes of airplanes that fly over a specific point during a given time period. 

FLL’s noise monitoring sites attempt to differentiate between aircraft and other noise sources by 

referencing programmed algorithm thresholds as noise events progress. ANOMS software 

compares tentatively identified aircraft noise events to radar data to see if aircraft were nearby 

when the event in question occurred. When an unusual noise event occurs, this data allows the 

noise officer to determine the circumstances associated with the noise event. 

The next phase of the noise study, the Noise Compatibility Program (NCP) will consider changes 

to the existing ANOMs system including potential additional monitoring locations. 
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1.5 AEDT/Noise Methodology 

The noise methods used in the Part 150 Study comply with 14 CFR Part 150, which are detailed 

and extensive. The noise contours were developed using the FAA-approved model, the Aviation 

Environmental Design Tool. (AEDT)  

AEDT is a software system that models aircraft performance in space and time to estimate fuel 

consumption, emissions, and noise from aviation-related sources. AEDT is a comprehensive tool 

that provides information to FAA stakeholders on each of these specific environmental impacts. 

AEDT facilities environmental review activities required under NEPA by consolidating the 

modeling of these environmental impacts in a single tool.”7  

The use of an FAA-approved methodology or computer model such as AEDT is required by 14 

CFR Part 150 Regulations and the amount of data that is entered into the model is 

comprehensive and wide ranging. The data that must be collected in order to generate the noise 

exposure map is listed in 14 CFR Part 150 Regulations Appendix A (Sec.A150.103). This list of 

information is given here: 

 A map of the airport and its environs at an adequately detailed scale (not less than 1 inch to 

2,000 feet) indicating runway length, alignments, landing thresholds, takeoff start-of-roll points, 

airport boundary, and flight tracks out to at least 30,000 feet from the end of each runway.  

 

 (2) Airport activity levels and operational data which will indicate, on an annual average-

daily-basis, the number of aircraft, by type of aircraft, which utilize each flight track, in both the 

standard daytime (0700-2200 hours local) and nighttime (2200-0700 hours local) periods for 

both landings and takeoffs. 

 

 (3) For landings—glide slopes, glide slope intercept altitudes, and other pertinent 

information needed to establish approach profiles along with the engine power levels needed to 

fly that approach profile. 

 

 (4) For takeoffs—the flight profile which is the relationship of altitude to distance from start-

of-roll along with the engine power levels needed to fly that takeoff profile; these data must 

reflect the use of noise abatement departure procedures and, if applicable, the takeoff weight of 

the aircraft or some proxy for weight such as stage length. 

 

 (5) Existing topographical or airspace restrictions which preclude the utilization of 

alternative flight tracks. 

 

 (6) The government furnished data depicting aircraft noise characteristics (if not already a 

part of the computer program's stored data bank). 

 

 (7) Airport elevation and average temperature.8 

                                                      
7https://aedt.faa.gov/  
8https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?mc=true&node=pt14.3.150&rgn=div5  
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In addition to the detailed information about airport activity listed above, local terrain data was 

used in the model to ensure that local topographical differences are factored into the 

environmental modeling, which was not required but was done to ensure better accuracy in the 

noise exposure maps. This data was compiled, organized, and entered into AEDT for the 

calculation of the noise impacts in accordance with the requirements and regulations above.  

1.6 Flight Tracks 

Flight tracks are an important aspect of noise modeling in general and generating the noise 

exposure maps.  Flight tracks in noise modeling can be thought of as 3-dimensional bundles of 

similarly oriented flights; these bundles are then weighted to represent the actual activity at the 

airport over an entire year. As part of the FLL Part 150 analysis, radar data from the calendar 

year of 2016 were used as the basis for the flight tracks. The radar data is a set of flight paths for 

each recorded aircraft and it contains data for each flight including aircraft type, flight number, 

registration number, operation type, time of flight, and origin/destination airports. For the 

purpose of flight track development, the radar tracks were broken into smaller groups by 

operation type, runway used, and cardinal directions. The final flight track data set resulting 

from the radar track analysis represents all aircraft arriving and departing an airport throughout 

the course of a year. 

1.7 Public Meetings/Administrative/Communication 

The easiest way to keep up to date on the progress of the Part 150 Airport Noise Compatibility 

Planning Study is through the project website http://www.fllpart150.com.  At the current point in 

the Part 150 process, the draft Noise Exposure Maps (NEMs) have been prepared that depict the 

airport, its noise contours, and surrounding land uses. These Draft NEMs and supporting 

documentation are available for public review and comment. These documents can be found at 

the website above and were available during the comment period at the locations below.  

 

• Broward County Aviation Department Administration Office: 2200 SW 45th Street, 

Suite 101; Dania Beach, Florida 33312. 

• Dania Beach-Paul DeMaio Library: 1 Park Avenue East, Dania Beach, Florida 33004 

• West Regional Library: 8601 W Broward Boulevard, Plantation, Florida 33324 

• Davie/Cooper City Branch Library: 4600 SW 82nd Avenue, Davie, Florida 33328 

• Southwest Regional Library: 16835 Sheridan Street, Fort Lauderdale, Florida, 33331 

• Riverland Branch Library: 2710 W Davie Boulevard, Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33312 

As we progress into the next phase of the study (the Noise Compatibility Program), there will be 

more public meetings and opportunities to provide input. The public meetings will be announced 

on the project website as well as in the Sun-Sentinel. If you have comments or concerns that are 

unrelated to this project, the Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport’s Community 

Outreach Office provides area residents with information about the Airport and its related 

http://www.fllpart150.com/
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projects. Residents can reach the community outreach office via phone, email or an in-person 

visit using the information below.  

 

Location: 

Broward County Aviation Department 

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101, Dania Beach, FL 33312 

 

Email: airportexpansion@broward.org 

Phone: 866-435-9355 

Fax: 954-359-6183  

 

Office Hours* 

8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday - Friday 

* Other Hours By Appointment 

1.8 Available Data 

The amount of data that must be compiled in order to generate the noise exposure maps is 

comprehensive and represents an entire year of aircraft operational data. The use of the Aviation 

Environmental Design Tool (AEDT) is required by 14 CFR Part 150 Regulations and the 

amount of data that is entered into the model for generation of the Noise Exposure Map (NEM) 

is comprehensive and wide ranging. The data that must be collected in order to generate the 

noise exposure map is listed in 14 CFR Part 150 Regulations Appendix A and includes the 

following: 

 Airport Activity Information including by number of aircraft, type of aircraft 

during daytime and nighttime for both landings and takeoffs 

 Forecasted Aircraft Operation Totals for the Study Years 

 Flight Track Data (where and when is each aircraft type flying in the vicinity of 

FLL) 

 Local Meteorological Data 

While it is not required by the 14 CFR Part 150 Regulations, local terrain data was also used in 

the analysis so local topographical differences can be accounted for in the generation of the 

noise exposure maps. 

Airport Activity Information was obtained directly from the airport using radar data from the 

calendar year of 2016. The radar data is a set of flight paths for each recorded aircraft and it 

contains data for each flight including aircraft type, flight number, registration number, 

operation type, time of flight, and origin/destination airports. This full year of data was used to 

build a complete picture of airport activity at the airport.  
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Forecasted airport operations were generated for the two project study years: 2018 and 2023. 

The Accelerated Baseline Forecast (ABF) prepared by Ricondo & Associates in 2016 as part of 

the Master Plan Update was approved for use by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) on 

April 10, 2017 after determining that the ABF was consistent with the FAA’s most recent 

Terminal Area Forecast (TAF) for FLL.     

 

AEDT, the FAA-approved model used for NEM generation, contains a database of average 

annual weather at airports across the country including FLL. This database of weather data 

includes average annual temperature, pressure, sea level pressure, relative humidity, dew point, 

and wind speed.  

In addition to the detailed information about airport activity listed above, local terrain data was 

used in the model to ensure that local topographical differences are factored into the 

environmental modeling.  

Additional data and materials concerning the Part 150 Airport Noise Compatibility Planning 

Study can be found at the project website http://www.fllpart150.com.    

1.9  Part 150 Regulations/FAA Guidelines 

The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) issued Title 14 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 

Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning, in January 1985. 14 CFR Part 150 provides 

airport operators with a formal process for addressing airport noise and noncompatible land uses. 

A “noncompatible land use” is a land use exposed to aircraft noise in excess of the thresholds 

established in 14 CFR Part 150. Part 150 studies are voluntary; typically prepared by airports 

interested in improving compatibility with local communities. Part 150 studies have two 

elements: 

 

 Noise Exposure Map (NEM) Report – Shows existing and future aircraft sound 

exposure levels. 

 Noise Compatibility Program (NCP) – Recommends measures to address aircraft noise. 

FAA-approved measures can be eligible for federal funding. 

The first element of the Part 150 Process develops noise exposure maps that identify the various 

land uses around the airport and identify those that are either compatible or noncompatible. 

These maps and determinations are circulated for public review and comment before 

finalization. The NEMs serve as the baseline against which measures to improve compatibility 

are compared during the second phase of the study. These measures are summarized in the Noise 

Compatibility Program (NCP) and may include changes to arrival and departure procedures, 

providing sound insulation to noise sensitive structures, and the purchase of property by the 

airport for conversion into more compatible land uses, among others. The FAA links below 

provide more information about Part 150 Studies and Noise Compatibility Programs. 

 Elements of Part 150 Noise Compatibility Programs and Community Roundtable 

Information Sheet 

http://www.fllpart150.com/
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(https://www.faa.gov/nextgen/nextgen_near_you/community_involvement/media/Eleme

nts_of_Part_150_and_Community_Roundtables_Info_Sheet.pdf) 

 Fact Sheet- The FAA Airport Noise Program 

(https://www.faa.gov/news/fact_sheets/news_story.cfm?newsId=18114) 

1.10 NCP Recommendations 

This first phase of the Part 150 Study, the Noise Exposure Maps, has just been completed.  The 

NEMs identify the existing and projected noise contours based on the metrics required in 14 

CFR Part 150, and the land uses within these contours categorized as either compatible or 

noncompatible.  These noise contours and land uses are documented in the Noise Exposure Map 

(NEM) Report and serve as the basis for the second phase of the study, the Noise Compatibility 

Program (NCP). The NCP phase is used to identify specific recommendations that can reduce 

the noncompatible land uses identified in the NEM Report as well as reduce the potential for 

establishment of additional noncompatible uses. These recommendations will be summarized in 

the NCP and may include changes to arrival and departure procedures, providing sound 

insulation to noise sensitive structures, and the purchase of property by the airport for conversion 

into more compatible land uses, among others. In order to be approved by the FAA, these 

recommendations must demonstrate they do not impose a burden on interstate or foreign 

commerce, do not degrading the safety of the local airspace, and they must consider both local 

and national air transportation needs. The complete list of NCP requirements can be found in 14 

CFR Part 150, Section B150.5.9  The NCP recommendations are developed in consultation with 

local stakeholders including aircraft operators, local governing bodies, the Federal Aviation 

Administration, and the general public  Recommendations suggested by the Technical 

committee, the public and various stakeholders during the initial phase of the study will be 

evaluated in the NCP phase of the study. For further information, Appendix B of 14 CFR Part 

150 details the full details and requirements of Noise Compatibility Programs.10 

1.11 Future Public Outreach 

The easiest way to keep up to date on the progress of the Part 150 Airport Noise Compatibility 

Planning Study is through the project website http://www.fllpart150.com.  At the current point in 

the Part 150 process, the draft Noise Exposure Maps (NEMs) have been prepared that depict the 

airport, its noise contours, and surrounding land uses. As the project moves into the next stage, 

additional public outreach will be made concerning the status of the project and will be 

advertised locally as well as on the project website. As we progress into the next phase of the 

study (the Noise Compatibility Program), there will be more public meetings and opportunities 

to provide input. The public meetings will be announced on the project website as well as in the 

Sun-Sentinel. 

                                                      
9 14 CFR Part 150: https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-

idx?SID=f8e6df268e3dad2edb848f61b9a0fb51&mc=true&node=pt14.3.150&rgn=div5#_top 
10  Ibid. 

https://www.faa.gov/nextgen/nextgen_near_you/community_involvement/media/Elements_of_Part_150_and_Community_Roundtables_Info_Sheet.pdf
https://www.faa.gov/nextgen/nextgen_near_you/community_involvement/media/Elements_of_Part_150_and_Community_Roundtables_Info_Sheet.pdf
https://www.faa.gov/news/fact_sheets/news_story.cfm?newsId=18114
http://www.fllpart150.com/
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=f8e6df268e3dad2edb848f61b9a0fb51&mc=true&node=pt14.3.150&rgn=div5#_top
https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=f8e6df268e3dad2edb848f61b9a0fb51&mc=true&node=pt14.3.150&rgn=div5#_top
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Issue 2: Current Airport Operations and Concerns 

2.1 Arrivals 

The operational activity at an airport is dependent upon the local prevailing winds. Prevailing 

winds refer to the wind direction that occurs most often. To maximize aircraft operational 

performance aircraft both take off and land into the wind. The local prevailing winds at FLL 

create two distinct operating conditions which are called East Flow and West Flow conditions. 

When the winds are coming from the east, FLL operates in East Flow. During East Flow, 

arrivals approach FLL from the west and departures takeoff from FLL to the east. This 

represents approximately 80 percent of the operational flow at FLL. During West Flow, the wind 

is from the west and thus the arrivals approach from the east and departures takeoff to the west. 

The 2016 radar data collected for the generation of the Noise Exposure Maps (NEMs) contains 

detailed data on the operation of the airport. Based on this information Runway 10L/28R is the 

primary arrival runway accounting for 68 percent of all arrivals in combined east and west flow 

conditions. 

The East Flow arrivals approach the airport from the northeast, southeast, and west. The 

northeast arrivals approach over the ocean and move west traveling parallel to the FLL runways 

approximately five miles north of the airport; these arrivals turn for their final approach into 

Runway 10L approximately over the I-595 and I-75 interchange. Arrivals on this path primarily 

feed Runway 10L. The East flow Arrivals from the southeast approach from over the ocean with 

the arrivals into Runway 10L joining the parallel tracks north of the airport. These tracks follow 

the same path as the East Flow arrivals from the northeast into Runway 10L. A small percentage 

of arrivals, largely turboprop aircraft, branch off while still over the water and travel parallel to 

the FLL runways approximately 6 miles south of FLL in preparation for a final approach into 

Runway 10R. The East Flow arrivals from the west fly straight-in into both available Runways. 

The West Flow arrivals line up for approach over the water and primarily originate over the 

water in the vicinity of FLL traveling from directions both north and south. The largest 

exception is flights originating to the west of FLL, where flights travel parallel to FLL’s 

runways approximately five miles north of FLL and turn into the final approach while 5-6 miles 

offshore. There are flights that travel parallel to FLL’s runways on the south side during West 

Flow, but they are a relatively small percentage relative to the north side traffic and are not as 

concentrated over any one area.      

2.2 Departures 

The operational activity at an airport is dependent upon the local prevailing winds. Prevailing 

winds refer to the wind direction that occurs most often. To maximize aircraft operational 

performance aircraft both take off and land into the wind. The local prevailing winds at FLL 

create two distinct operating conditions which are called East Flow and West Flow conditions. 

When the winds are coming from the east, FLL operates in East Flow. During East Flow, 

arrivals approach FLL from the west and departures takeoff from FLL to the east. This 
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represents approximately 80 percent of the operational flow at FLL. During West Flow, the wind 

is from the west and thus the arrivals approach from the east and departures takeoff to the west. 

The 2016 radar data collected for the generation of the Noise Exposure Maps (NEMs) contains 

detailed data on the operation of the airport. Runway 10L/28R is the primary departure runway 

and for the existing condition, this runway was used for approximately two thirds of daytime 

activity and more than 90 percent of nighttime activity.   

The East Flow departures fly over the ocean with three primary legs of the path branching out to 

the northeast, east, and northwest. The northeast and eastbound departures remain over the water 

in the vicinity of the airport while the northwest leg turns back over the Pompano Beach area 

after doing its initial climb over the water. Most departures in this northwest leg continue on in 

the direction of Lake Okeechobee with the remaining departures in this leg headed slightly south 

of Lake Okeechobee towards Tampa.      

The West Flow departures spread out over a relatively wide area but generally use four primary 

corridors. Currently, most of the flights turn right after the initial climb and travel north of the 

I-595 corridor over the communities of Lauderdale Isles and Plantation. One flight corridor then 

heads toward Lake Okeechobee while another corridor routes aircraft to the northeast. Two 

smaller groups of flights break off after their initial climb out of the runway and both groups 

head to the northwest in the direction of Sarasota and Tampa respectively.  

2.3 East Flow 

The operational activity at an airport is dependent upon the local prevailing winds. Prevailing 

winds refer to the wind direction that occurs most often. To maximize aircraft operational 

performance, aircraft both take off and land into the wind. The local prevailing winds at FLL 

create two distinct operating conditions which are called East Flow and West Flow conditions. 

When the winds are coming from the east, FLL operates in East Flow. During East Flow, 

arrivals approach FLL from the west and departures takeoff from FLL to the west. This 

represents approximately 80 percent of the operational flow at FLL. During West Flow, the wind 

is from the west and thus the arrivals approach from the east and departures takeoff to the east.  

The East Flow arrivals approach the airport from the northeast, southeast, and west. The 

northeast arrivals approach over the ocean and move west traveling parallel to the FLL runways 

approximately five miles north of the airport; these arrivals turn for their final approach into 

Runway 10L approximately over the I-595 and I-75 interchange. Arrivals on this path only feed 

into Runway 10L. The East flow Arrivals from the southeast approach from over the ocean with 

the arrivals into Runway 10L joining the parallel tracks north of the airport.  These tracks follow 

the same path as the East Flow arrivals from the northeast into Runway 10L. A small percentage 

of arrivals branch off while still over the water and travel parallel to the FLL runways 

approximately 6 miles south of FLL in preparation for a final approach into Runway 10R. The 

East Flow arrivals from the west fly straight-in into both available Runways. 

The East Flow departures all go straight over the ocean branching out primarily to the northeast, 

east, and northwest. The northeast and eastbound departures remain over the water in the 
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vicinity of the airport while the northwest leg turns back over Pompano Beach after doing its 

initial climb over the water. Most departures in this northwest leg continue on in the direction of 

Lake Okeechobee with the remaining departures headed slightly south of Lake Okeechobee 

towards Tampa. 

The 2016 flow data was used to generate not only flight tracks but also operational information 

in order to generate the noise contours that are contained within the Noise Exposure Map (NEM) 

Report. These NEMs include the noise from any shortened north bound turns and other aircraft 

actions that cause noise levels that are incompatible with the 14 CFR Part 150 guidelines. These 

aircraft actions will be considered as part of the Noise Compatibility Plan (NCP) and changes to 

the aircraft paths may be considered as a possible recommendation coming out of the NCP 

process.   

2.4 West Flow 

The operational activity at an airport is dependent upon the local prevailing winds. Prevailing 

winds refer to the wind direction that occurs most often. To maximize aircraft operational 

performance, aircraft both take off and land into the wind. The local prevailing winds at FLL 

create two distinct operating conditions which are called East Flow and West Flow conditions. 

When the winds are coming from the east, FLL operates in East Flow. During East Flow, 

arrivals approach FLL from the west and departures takeoff from FLL to the east. This 

represents approximately 80 percent of the operational flow at FLL. During West Flow, the wind 

is from the west and thus the arrivals approach from the east and departures takeoff to the west. 

The 2016 radar data collected for the generation of the Noise Exposure Maps (NEMs) contains 

detailed data on the operation of the airport.   

The West Flow arrivals line up for approach over the water. These aircraft primarily originate 

over the water in the vicinity of FLL traveling from both north and south. Flights originating to 

the west of FLL travel parallel to FLL’s runways approximately five miles north of FLL and 

turn to the final approach approximately 5-6 miles offshore. There are flights that travel parallel 

to FLL’s runways on the south side during West Flow, but they are a relatively small percentage 

relative to the north side traffic and are not as concentrated over any one area.   

 

The West Flow departures spread out over a relatively wide area but generally use four primary 

corridors. Most of the flights turn right after the initial climb and travel north. One flight corridor 

then heads toward Lake Okeechobee while another corridor routes aircraft to the northeast. Two 

smaller groups of flights break off after their initial climb out of the runway and both groups 

head to the northwest in the direction of Sarasota and Tampa respectively. 

The 2016 flow data was used to generate not only flight tracks but also operational information 

in order to generate the noise contours that are contained within the Noise Exposure Map (NEM) 

Report. These NEMs include the noise from the current departure headings to the west, early 

turns over noncompatible land uses and any other aircraft actions that cause noise levels that are 

incompatible with the 14 CFR Part 150 guidelines. These aircraft actions will be considered as 
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part of the Noise Compatibility Plan (NCP) and changes to the aircraft paths may be considered 

as a possible recommendation coming out of the NCP process.   

2.5 Existing Noise Complaint 

Existing aircraft-related noise exposure was defined in the Part 150 Study through the use of 

noise exposure maps or contours prepared with the FAA’s Aviation Environmental Design Tool 

(AEDT). AEDT is the FAA-approved software program used to model the noise exposure levels 

from aircraft operations and engine testing and produce contours of equal sound energy. These 

contours are presented using the DNL 65 dB contour metric where DNL 65 dB represents 

significant aircraft noise impacts or the purposes of determining compatible land uses. 

The DNL metric measures the overall aircraft noise experienced during an average annual 

(twenty four-hour) day. DNL calculations account for the sound exposure level of each aircraft 

operation, the number of aircraft operations, and a 10-dB penalty for nighttime operations. In the 

DNL scale, each aircraft operation occurring between the hours of 10:00 PM to 7:00 AM 

includes a sound level penalty to account for the higher sensitivity to noise in the nighttime and 

the expected further decrease in background noise levels that typically occur at night. DNL is a 

numerical description of the weighted twenty four-hour cumulative noise energy level using the 

A-weighted decibel scale, over a period of one year. 

Although the FAA recognizes that noise occurs outside of these contours, the DNL 65 dB 

contour has been federally accepted as the level at which residential and other noise sensitive 

land uses are incompatible with aircraft noise. FLL has worked after their most recent FAA-led 

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) to mitigate noise within the DNL 65 dB contour through 

the FLL Noise Mitigation Program.  Further information about this noise insulation program can 

be found on the program’s website at http://fllnoisemitigation.com.  

If your concerns relate to individual aircraft overflights and you are located outside the DNL 65 

dB contour, it is beyond the purview of the Part 150 Study. However, BCAD works with the 

FAA and aircraft operators try to minimize community noise impacts and has set up an airport 

noise office to manage and investigate community noise concerns. If you would like to file a 

specific aircraft noise comment with BCAD, you can do so at 

http://www.broward.org/Airport/Business/NoiseInformation/Pages/default.aspx. 

2.6 Frequency of Operations 

Some areas around the airport experience a much higher level of overflights due to the 

configuration of the airfield, wind conditions, published flight procedures and airspace 

operational separation requirements. As part of the FLL Part 150 analysis, radar data from the 

calendar year of 2016 were used as the basis for the flight data entered into the Aviation 

Environmental Design Tool (AEDT) for the generation of the Noise Exposure Maps (NEMs). 

The radar data is a set of flight paths for each recorded aircraft and it contains data for each 

flight including aircraft type, flight number, registration number, operation type, time of flight, 

and origin/destination airports. The flight tracks used for modeling use the concentration of radar 

http://fllnoisemitigation.com/
http://www.broward.org/Airport/Business/NoiseInformation/Pages/default.aspx
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track to reflect the higher frequency of overflights experienced in some areas versus others. It 

should be noted however that 14 CFR Part 150 requires the use the DNL noise metric to 

determine sound exposure. DNL reflects the annual average day sound exposure in A-weighted 

decibels (dBA). As a result, areas that occasionally receive high levels of overflights by aircraft 

that are relatively loud, may be located outside the noise contours. 

2.7 Nighttime Operations 

The frequency and location of nighttime operations are key considerations in the Part 150 

process. As required by 14 CFR Part 150, the DNL metric is used to determine the noise 

exposure at FLL. The DNL metric automatically includes a 10-dB penalty for nighttime 

operations to reflect the higher potential for annoyance associated with that activity. Due to the 

logarithmic nature of noise, this means that each operation occurring between the hours of 10:00 

PM to 7:00 AM counts as 10 daytime operations for the purposes of determining cumulative 

noise exposure. The AEDT modeling conducted for the FLL Part 150 was based on the actual 

2016 operational data which includes the additional aircraft operations that occurred during 

nighttime hours as a result of flight delays. 

2.8 Aircraft Altitude 

According to Title 14, Code of Federal Regulations, Section 91.119, Minimum Safe Altitudes, in 

general, there are minimum standards for operations of fixed-wing aircraft (excluding when 

necessary for takeoff/landing). Over congested areas, an altitude of 1,000 feet above the highest 

obstacle within a horizontal radius of 2,000 feet is required, except for under take-off and 

landing procedures. For safety, as well as other reasons such as noise and weather, it is rare for 

aircraft to fly below the minimum altitudes. Complaints of low-flying aircraft may be filed with 

the FAA, Office of Flight Standards, which monitors aircraft operations. Once the complaints 

have been recorded, an FAA aviation safety inspector attempts to identify the aircraft operator. 

For more information on low flying aircraft complaints, please visit the following website: 

http://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/field_offices/fsdo/. 

The height of aircraft on final approach to a runway or departure from a runway is established by 

the FAA. The standard traffic pattern altitude for small propeller aircraft is 1,000 feet above 

ground level  (agl), while the traffic pattern altitude for large propeller, turboprop, and jet 

aircraft is 1,500 feet agl as specified by FAA Advisory Circular AC90-66A, Section 8 Part C.11  

An airfield traffic pattern is a standard path followed by aircraft on takeoff or landing while 

maintaining visual contact with the airfield. Aircraft typically begin descending from pattern 

altitude in the downwind leg of the pattern when landing and on a 3-degree approach slope for 

the final leg of the pattern. 

The airspace surrounding FLL is structured so that arriving aircraft can be safely and efficiently 

transitioned from the en route environment to the approach control environment and eventually 

to the airfield. Likewise, the airspace is structured so that departing aircraft can transition from 

                                                      
11https://www.faa.gov/documentLibrary/media/Advisory_Circular/AC90-66A.pdf  

https://www.faa.gov/documentLibrary/media/Advisory_Circular/AC90-66A.pdf
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the airfield to the terminal environment and ultimately to the en route environment. Standard 

Terminal Arrival Routes (STARs) and Departure Procedures (DPs) simplify and expedite 

Instrument Flight Rules (IFR) arrival and departure procedures in airspace. Aircraft flying in and 

out of FLL follow these routes, depending on the operational flow of the Airport. 

The Miami TRACON and FLL ATC use nine STARs to route aircraft into FLL. There are 

currently five RNAV (GPS) arrival procedures and four conventional arrival procedures. These 

procedures have specific vertical navigation planning information published on the chart that 

helps the pilot preplan the decent into the airport at the required altitudes  

FAA’s Instrument Procedures Handbook (FAA-H-8083-16A) notes that STARs based on 

conventional NAVAIDs essentially have the same procedure design and obstacle clearance 

criteria as that for en route procedures. STAR procedures typically include standardized descent 

gradients and allow for deceleration segments. RNAV STARs serve the same purpose as 

conventional STARs, but are only used by aircraft equipped with Flight Management System or 

GPS. An RNAV STAR typically includes flyby (or flyover) waypoints. These waypoints may be 

assigned crossing altitudes and speeds to optimize the descent and deceleration profiles. 

2.9 Changes to Airport Operations 

This Part 150 Study is working to predict what the soundscape is at the airport under current 

operating conditions and forecasted conditions in the near future, and to generate a noise 

compatibility program that reduces non-compatible land uses relative to those modeled 

conditions. This Study has not yet identified or recommended any changes to airport operations. 

However, potential changes will be evaluated as part of the next phase of the study, the Noise 

Compatibility Program.   

 

It should be noted that there is a current completely separate FAA project that is proposing 

changes to aircraft flight paths and altitudes called the South-Central Florida Metroplex. This 

project proposes the optimization of aircraft routes and the supporting airspace management 

structure. The proposed flight path and altitude changes may occur in certain areas and the 

changes and their environmental effects are presently being evaluated by the FAA. You can find 

further information about that project at: 

http://www.metroplexenvironmental.com/fl_metroplex/fl_introduction.html. 

2.10 Aircraft Operations Forecast 

As part of the 14 CFR Part 150 process, Noise Exposure Maps (NEMs) were generated for two 

project years: 2018 and 2023. Since actual data from calendar year 2016 was used, a forecast 

was used to scale that data to 2018/2023. The Accelerated Baseline Forecast (ABF) prepared by 

Ricondo & Associates in 2016 as part of the Master Plan Update was approved for use by the 

Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) on April 10, 2017 after determining that the ABF was 

consistent with the FAA’s most recent Terminal Area Forecast (TAF) for FLL. 

http://www.metroplexenvironmental.com/fl_metroplex/fl_introduction.html
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2.11 FLL Sound Insulation Program 

The Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) sound insulation program was a voluntary program 

that follows FAA guidelines to achieve an interior noise level of no greater than 45 DNL. The 

current program was set up as a result of the 2008 EIS for the addition of the new southern 

runway. The treatments include, but are not limited to, upgrading windows, doors and 

ventilation systems in order to reduce the interior noise.  

There are approximately 1,706 single-family and multi-family residences identified as 

potentially eligible and many of these homes have already been improved. Further information 

about the noise insulation program can be found on the program’s website at 

http://fllnoisemitigation.com. 

Issue 3: Other/Miscellaneous 

3.1 Health Effects of Noise 

According to various studies and scientific research, noise can have varying effects on people. 

From these effects, criteria have been established to protect public health and safety and prevent 

disruption of certain human activities. These criteria are based on the effects of noise on people, 

sleep interference and physiological responses, 

The health effects of noise were taken into account when the FAA was required by Congress, 

through the Aviation Safety and Noise Abatement Act of 1979 (ASNA), to select one metric for 

describing aircraft noise levels. The FAA selected the use of the Day-Night Noise Level (DNL), 

which is required for use in FAA NEPA documents. The DNL reflects the Schultz curve, which 

predicts that approximately 14 percent of the exposed population would be exposed to the DNL 

65 dB.  

As stated above, noise is known to have adverse effects on people, and these effects have helped 

establish criteria to protect public health and safety and prevent disruption of certain human 

activities. These criteria are based on the effects of noise on people, including, sleep interference 

and physiological responses. Each of these potential noise impacts is briefly discussed in the 

following points: 

 

Sleep Interference, particularly during nighttime hours, is one of the major causes of 

annoyance due to noise. Noise may make it difficult to fall asleep, create momentary 

disturbances of natural sleep patterns, and may cause people to awaken from sleep. 

 

Physiological Responses reflect measurable changes in pulse rate, blood pressure, etc. 

Generally, physiological responses reflect a reaction to a loud short-term noise, such as a rifle 

shot or a very loud jet overflight.  

 

http://fllnoisemitigation.com/
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3.2 Quality of Life 

The Part 150 Study is determining what the current as well as forecasted soundscape is based 

on current predictions of airport activity. The forthcoming Noise Compatibility Program 

(NCP) may lead to recommendations that have the potential to improve the compatibility of 

the airport with the surrounding community. FLL has a history of working with the community 

to try to balance the airport operations with the impact the airport has on the surrounding 

community and has established a noise office for this purpose. BCAD has also established an 

Airport Noise Abatement Committee (ANAC), which gives the public a forum in which to 

discuss aircraft noise impacts with the airport in a regular forum. BCAD also maintains a 

system of permanent noise monitors along with a full-time Noise Officer, and have established 

multiple programs and procedures at the airport designed to limit aircraft noise impacts where 

possible.  

3.3 Impact on Property Values 

A number of studies have attempted to measure the impact of aircraft noise on property values. 

Specific studies of the impact of noise at FLL on real property values have not been conducted. 

The closest thing to a FLL-specific study is the Standard Sales Assistance Program, which 

provided sales assistance to eligible properties located within the DNL 65+ contours. The 

payments to homeowners ranged from $8,208-$169,725 and the average payment was $55,716.      

There is no FLL-specific study linking noise to property values as part of the Noise Exposure 

Map (NEM) Report because a study of that kind is not within the scope of the Part 150 process.   

As aviation noise became a greater concern in the 1980s, initial studies were done to analyze the 

effect of aviation noise on property values. An FAA summary report from 1985 stated that 

“Studies have shown that aircraft noise does decrease the value of residential property located 

around airports. Although there are many socio-economic factors which must be considered 

because they may negatively affect property values themselves...”12 This study also stated 

through a comparison of older studies to more recent studies indicates that the impact was 

greater in the 1960s, when jet aircraft first entered the fleet, than in the 1980s or 1990s. As part 

of a Research Update on several topics, the Airport Cooperative Research Program (ACRP) 

provided a summary of the current research and found while aviation noise does have a direct 

effect on property value, the impact is more often negative than positive, but not in all cases. The 

summary of that report states: 

“In summary, the studies of the effects of aviation noise on property values are highly 

complex owing to the differences in methodologies, airport/community environments, 

market conditions, and demand variables involved. Whereas most studies concluded that 

aviation noise effects on property value range from some negative impacts to significant 

                                                      
12 Aviation Noise Effects, J. Steven Newman and Kristy R. Beattie, Report No. FAA_EE-85-2, March, 1985. 
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negative impacts, some studies combined airport noise and proximity and concluded that the 

net effect on property value was positive.”13   

3.4 Fuel Residue/Soot 

The Part 150 process focuses on noise and land use compatibility and does not consider either 

emission or dispersion of atmospheric pollutants such as soot as part of its process. It should be 

noted that source attribution in dispersion modeling of air pollutants is difficult because one 

must consider the multiple possible sources of that pollutant. Soot, which by definition is a 

mixture of various hydrocarbons mainly caused by incomplete combustion, can come from 

stationary sources like coal power plants, furnaces, fireplaces, waste incineration and mobile 

sources such as cars, trains, buses, and planes. Any pollutant deposition would be a 

combination of all potential local sources and should be assessed as such.  Aircraft departing 

and arriving at FLL do not dump fuel unless required for an emergency landing.  

3.5 Vibration 

Vibrations caused by aircraft activity are similar to sound in that they are a wave traveling 

through the environment around us but the difference is that vibrations are thought to be 

induced by what is called low-frequency noise (LFN). LFN is caused by jets at the start of a 

take-off roll and/or the jet noise from thrust reversers during aircraft procedures. Compared to 

higher frequency noise, LFN is not as well absorbed by either the atmosphere, land, or 

manmade structures meaning LFN has the capacity to travel farther than more higher 

frequency noise.14 DNL is the standard required metric for quantifying aircraft noise exposure, 

and this metric is required to have an A-weighted sound level. An A-weighted sound level 

does not capture the frequencies of sound considered LFN while it has been noted during 

research into LFN that an A-weighted sound level does correlate to low and moderate level 

LFN.15 Despite the research into LFN that has continued, there is no universally accepted 

method for describing LFN and its impact on communities around airports. The resulting effect 

of LFN in homes, otherwise known as rattle, can be reduced by typical sound insulation 

treatments such as replacing windows and doors, which could be a possible recommendation 

of the Noise Compatibility Program.  

 

 

                                                      
13 Effects of Aircraft Noise: Research Update on Select Topics, National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and 

Medicine; Transportation Research Board; Airport Cooperative Research Program Synthesis Program, page 20, 
https://www.nap.edu/catalog/14177/effects-of-aircraft-noise-research-update-on-select-topics 

14 Effects of Aircraft Noise: Research Update on Select Topics, National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and 
Medicine; Transportation Research Board; Airport Cooperative Research Program Synthesis Program, page 18, 
https://www.nap.edu/catalog/14177/effects-of-aircraft-noise-research-update-on-select-topics 

15 PARTNER Low Frequency Noise Study, Report No. PARTNER-COE-2007-001, 
http://web.mit.edu/aeroastro/partner/reports/proj1/lfnreport-2007-001.pdf  

https://www.nap.edu/author/TRB
https://www.nap.edu/author/ACRPSYNTH
https://www.nap.edu/catalog/14177/effects-of-aircraft-noise-research-update-on-select-topics
https://www.nap.edu/author/TRB
https://www.nap.edu/author/ACRPSYNTH
https://www.nap.edu/catalog/14177/effects-of-aircraft-noise-research-update-on-select-topics
http://web.mit.edu/aeroastro/partner/reports/proj1/lfnreport-2007-001.pdf


 
 
 

APPENDIX J-2 
Comments and Responses 

Comment Responses  
This sub-appendix contains a list of all parties that submitted comments on the FLL 14 CFR Part 
150 Study, the comment letters, and responses. For the purposes of the Final Noise Exposure 
Map report, all comment formats (i.e., form letters, letters, comment forms, e-mails, and verbal 
comments) are referred to as comment “letters.” 
 
It should be noted that the comment letters included in this Appendix are presented exactly as 
they were received and may contain typographical errors and/or misspellings.  They have not 
been edited in any way and are provided in this manner to show that they were quoted exactly as 
they were in their original form.  Additionally, it is worth noting that typed comment letters were 
received via the project website.  
 
Comment Letter Coding 
The enclosed table includes a list of public comment letters, with the name(s) of each party that 
provided a comment. Each comment letter was assigned a unique Letter Code to catalog the 
submittal. Public comments are generally organized in the order they were received, as 
practicable. 
 
Letter Codes consist of a character and a number to identify each comment letter. The first 
character identifies the type of commenter (affiliation code): 

G – Government/Elected Official 

P – Public  

The number identifies the specific comment letter. For example, a Letter Code “P-41” describes 
the comment letter as being the 41st letter in this appendix.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Topic specific detailed responses were prepared for the majority of the comments that were 
received and are located in Appendix J-1, Topic Specific Responses. Responses were categorized 
into the following issue categories:  
 

1. Part 150 Regulations/Guidelines/Noise Exposure Maps 
2. Current Airport Operations and Concerns 
3. Other/Miscellaneous 

 
Within each of those categories, a range of responses was developed based on the nature of the 
comments received or additional questions that were raised within each of the categories. Each 
response was assigned a number, beginning with the issue category per the list above. For 

Affiliation Code 

P-41 

Numeric Identifier 



 
 
 

example, 1-1 is the first response within the “Part 150 Regulations/Guidelines/Noise Exposure 
Maps” issue category. A response was provided to each of the comment letters that provides the 
topic specific response number(s) the commenter should refer to for a response to their comment 
and/or question. If a comment letter contained a comment or question that was not covered under 
these general responses, an individual response was provided.  
 

INDEX OF PUBLIC COMMENT LETTERS 
 

Commenter Letter Code(s) 
Government/Elected Officials 

Mary Ann Johnston G-1 
Debra Case G-2 

General Public 
Aaron Pankonin P-25, P-216 
Adrian Farmer P-229, P-342, P-366 
Adriana Graubard P-23 
Ahmmed Chowdhury P-87, P-97, P-438 
Alan & James Gagnon P-506 
Alex Gutierrez P-446 
Alexander Borodenkov P-101 
Alexander Cabrera  P-202 
Ali & Phyllis Andalib P-483 
Allan Finn P-223 
Alma Fuentes P-442 
Amanda Spartz P-52 
Andrea Brin P-194 
Andrea Luke P-252 
Andrew Bibbins P-217 
Angel Rivera P-306 
Angela Iudica P-326 
Angelina Pluzhnyk Evans P-33, P-246, P-402, P-496 
Ani Maggio P-251 
Anker Pearce P-390, P-490, P-522 
Anne Marie Hall P-122 
Anonymous Hauft P-406 
Arnold Lieberman P-294 
Asher Spalding P-197 
Audrey J Edwards P-183, P-184, P-417 
Barbara Davila P-95, P-96, P-285 
Barbara Huie P-509 
Barbara Magill P-278, P-531 
Barbara Natelli P-258 
Barry Garfeis P-389 
Barry Migicovsky P-155 
Barry Walko P-250 
Becky Barstow P-55 
Ben Breunig P-291 
Ben Sorensen P-303 
Benjamin Acher P-515 
Bernadette Peters P-60, P-345 
Beverley Tai Binger  P-61 
Beverly Rose Banks P-133 



 
 
 

Commenter Letter Code(s) 
Bill Cole P-245 
Bob Leonard P-513 
Bob Magill P-533 
Bobbi Bunton P-15 
Brenda Horner P-193 
Carl Fazekas P-117 
Carlos Menendez P-126 
Carlos Saez P-210 
Carole & Jonathan Harvey P-421 
Carolyn Lemay P-106 
Caron McClure P-361 
Cary Stebner P-18 
Charles & Helga Long P-308 
Charles B Butman P-356 
Charles Evans P-401 
Charles Solak P-500 
Charlotte Rodstrom P-516 
Christian Miller P-316 
Christina Bullins P-224 
Christine Douglas P-358 
Christine Grandillo-Shefner P-237, P-238 
Christopher Crossley P-99 
Colvin Pinkerton P-419 
Conrad H. Taylor P-436 
Conrad H. Taylor P-301 
Corinne Pierson-Blanchette P-287 
Craig Canning P-8 
Cris Crossley P-290 
Crystal Townsend P-508 
Cynthia Preziosi P-141 
D. Loleski P-422 
Dale Rausch P-231 
Dale Wilson P-471 
Dan & Sophie Morrison P-393 
Dan Morrison P-360 
Dana Bardfeld P-227 
Dana Sakada P-157 
Darcy Parker P-386 
Dave Goldman P-472 
Dave Power P-256 
David Glickman P-125 
David & Sara Nichols P-363 
David Brindley P-347 
David Buanchette P-268 
David Fambo P-119 
David Gabbard P-502 
David Lyon P-254 
Davin Townsend P-510 
Deborah Deetz P-327 
Debra Case G-002 
Decter F. George P-480 



 
 
 

Commenter Letter Code(s) 
Demetra Lentzos P-54 
Dharma Kumar P-142 
Diana Steeger P-109, P,350, P-498 
Diane Barron P-47 
Diane Lemieux P-236 
Dirk Lowry P-30, P-487, P-511 
Don & Gayle Buening P-32 
Don Uden P-394 
Donald Martin P-275 
Donna Carson P-288 
Donna Couhe P-512 
Donna Russo P-62 
Doreen Schmid P-381 
Douglas Bushey P-514 
Douglas McKay P-462 
Earl Prizlee P-403, P456 
Ebenere Faloden P-468 
Edward Rebholz P-98 
Elaine Francis P-114 
Elizabeth Diamond P-144 
Ernesto Escoto P-299 
Ernie Siegrist P-459 
Esteban Salvatore P-24 
Fiona McClusky P-432 
Francis Atwill P-415 
Frank Dawry P-228 
Frank Tappen P-362 
Fred Elson P-271 

Fred Schmid P-372, P-374, P-375, P-376, P-377, 
P-388 

Fred Schmid, Jr. P-373 
Gary Luedtke P-19, P,74, P-75, P-76, P-430, P-528 
Geoff Rames P-279, P-457, P-505 
George Corey  P-158 
George & Lisa Finck P-449 
George Prieto P-292 
George Tokesky P-192 
Gerald Bendheim P-132 
Gerald Licari P-118 
Gilbert Pinkham P-281 
Gina Garcia P-400 
Gitty Malo P-354, P-,416 
Glori Stauch P-330, P-392, P-492 
Graham Sharman P-482 
Gregg Karasik P-203 
Greggory W. Sanders P-331 
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Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
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Comment Form
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The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartlSQ.com.Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

^Arrivals
Departures
East Flow
West Flow

JSf Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

^Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway
Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches

j^Weston

Other

SGoetzinger
Typewriter
Dear Mary Ann Johnston:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. Please see the following responses that apply to your comment.

• 2-1: Arrivals
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations

The purpose of the Part 150 Study currently underway at FLL is to evaluate the compatibility of aircraft noise and surrounding communities.  The Master Plan update is a separate project that is being conducted by a different consultant.  It is suggested you refer to the master plan website, available at the link below. However, the next stage of the Part 150 Study process involves the introduction of recommendations to reduce the noncompatible land uses identified in the Noise Exposure Map Report and upgrading the network of noise monitors around the airport may be considered. Any future monitoring methodologies would be determined in coordination with FAA, but may include consideration of ANSI, ISO, or other standards.

http://www.broward.org/Airport/Business/Community/MasterPlan/Pages/default.aspx
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COMMENT CONTINUED

G-1: Mary Ann Johnston (continued)
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Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future

project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by December 1, 2017 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Debra Case:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study.   
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments.

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
•  2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
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First and Last Name

Address

Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study,a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR ) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning , At key points
during the project,newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals
Departures

East Flow
C West Flow

Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations

FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations

Jit\ Overflights related to the new south runway

/0 Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches

C Weston
Other
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G-2: Debra Case (continued)
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Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport.Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates,please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.
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Please drop this form In the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by December1, 2017 to:

Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study
2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101 Dania Beach,Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be mode publicly available.



We in the Lauderdale Isles neighborhood (about 3000 feet in a 
direct line from the western end of the north runway) have been 
SEVERELY negatively aff ected by fl ight-pattern changes since the 
opening of the south runway. Whenever winds are from the west, 
MANY takeoff s turn sooner than prescribed--even by the FAA’s own 
recommendations-- thus putting jets directly over our homes. We 
have been trying several diff erent NON confrontational means to 
get ALL western departures to go out directly west over 595 as they 
should-- to no avail. This is primarily a noise issue; our sleep and our 
lives are seriously disrupted during west winds. A secondary issue is 
the large amount of dirt that accumulates on our property from these 
fl ights. We have been told we must participate heavily in this Part 
150 study, in order to get relief. So we are. PLEASE get us relief from 
these fl ights. Thank you.

Dear Lynn Cahoon:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-9: Part 150 regulations/FAA Guidelines
• 2-4: West Flow
• 3-2: Quality of Life 
• 3-4: Fuel residue/Soot
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P-1: Lynn Cahoon



The 290 heading required to be assigned to all departures using 
ARKES, ZAPPA, and BAHMA is extremely destructive to areas 
northwest of FLL. No study was performed to assess the noise 
impact on communities under the fl ight new fl ight path. Our families, 
neighbors, and communities suff er with this fl ight path. We are 
no longer able to carry on conversations, our children’s sleep is 
disturbed, our property values are falling when by all measures they 
should be rising.Tens of thousands of complaints have already been 
logged with the city of Fort Lauderdale. We have met with our elected 
offi  cials. We have tried to appeal to the FAA and government. All 
to no avail.But a relatively simple fi x is staring you in the face. NO 
290 HEADING for jets departing runway 28R. The current use plan 
adversely aff ects well over seven hundred homes. Not assigning a 
290 heading would not require a buy out, compensation, or retrofi tting 
of any home. (saving $$$) The south runway departures would 
continue to use a 290 heading, helping to alleviate any associated 
noise issues with Dania Beach.The FAA will may say that the 290 
heading is necessary to avoid delays. Most of the time, THIS JUST 
ISNT TRUE. The majority of departures do not have another jet 
anywhere around it! The data that showed major delays was old, 
when there was a single runway operation. Many traffi  c management 
issues for departure this winter were for staffi  ng at Miami center. Not 
traffi  c movements backing up due to unavailable departure space 
for jets.We are not anti growth. My family and I believe that growth 
should occur as positive , respectful plan for the residents. Not some 
hap hazard, poorly thought out, destructive operation breaking the 
backs of tax payer and neighbors.Again. Please examine all the data. 
Traffi  c management inpatient(departure delays) are kept in a log in 
FLL tower and MIA approach control. Examine the noise monitor in 
our neighborhood. Look at the complaints logged. The sheer number 
of which is staggering. Come sit in a school, a church, or a park in 
our area. Live a hour in the hell you expect us to endure. And above 
all, remember that you are killing hard working neighborhoods for the 
sake of tourist dollars.

Dear John Anderson:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-9: Part 150 Regulations/FAA Guidance
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 3-2: Quality of Life 
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P-2: John Anderson



I am a resident of Lauderdale isles. Considering we are not in the 
commercially zoned area we should not be aff ected by noise, in 
fact, prior to the south runway opening there was little to no issue 
as planed fl ew the real runway heading and turned north later. Now 
some airlines are fl ying 295 or 300 headings right from takeoff  which 
fl ies them at the noisiest state over our homes. this is not acceptable. 
they also do this from 5:50am till after 11pm come live here and 
see if you would like this. considering we pay higher taxes due to 
water access we expect some changes to be made. we have had 
responses claiming the FAA wants separation, this can be easily 
achieved by staggering takeoff s which is being done anyway do this 
is not an excuse. based on the fl ights we see doing this, its clear 
some airlines choose to turn north early to save fuel at the cost of 
noise for us tax payers.

Dear Vincent Valldeperas:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
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P-3: Vincent Valldeperas



Periodically planes keep fl ying over our street and it is so noisy, 
that I have to interrupt the class I am teaching online. I selected this 
neighborhood because it was not impacted by planes, and now it is - 
although not every day. I hope this can be addressed.

Dear Isabel Rimanoczy:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
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P-4: Isabel Rimanoczy



Hello,I have lived in Lauderdale Isles since 1990. My current address 
is 2425 Andros Lane. I am close to Riverland Rd and the New River 
Middle School. Up until a few years ago, the West Departures fl ew 
straight out I-595 and didn’t make turns to the north until somewhere 
around Weston. The northerly turns over Lauderdale Isles has 
changed so many things for the residents. On a beautiful winter day 
I can’t open up my windows and screen doors to air out the house 
because the noise and vibration is so loud you can’t hear anything 
else inside. On a beautiful winter day, we can’t enjoy our great 
backyard because every 3 minutes a plane is taking off  overhead 
and the noise is unbearable. Every day we fi ght black soot on our 
house, screens, patio furniture, cars -everything. The planes wake 
us up in the mornings and keep me from falling asleep when they 
are taking off  to the West. On top of that, even when there is no 
wind, the jets take off  to the west when taking off  to the east will not 
interrupt anyone but the industrial areas. AND WHEN WINDSPEED 
DICTATES a westward departure - PLEASE KEEP THEM OVER 
I-595 UNTIL THEY GET TO WESTON. That was the fl ight pattern 
before someone came in and made the unconscionable decision 
to allow west departures to turn north over our neighborhood. Now 
we are expected to sit on our phones reporting departures every 
3 minutes in order for someone to understand the gravity of our 
pain and suff ering. Planes overhead in the mornings wake me up. 
I go to bed early; planes overhead prevent me from falling asleep. 
Planes overhead when I get home from work prevent me from calling 
my parents while outside, yet having been inside all day at work, I 
want to spend my after work hours outside enjoying my waterfront 
property. Planes overhead on the weekend prevent me from enjoying 
the entire weekend. Please do the right thing for us and require 
planes to fl y straight out 595 when they must depart to the west. A 
easterly departure is the best scenario for all. Thank you

Dear Helen Gray:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: Existing Noise Complaint
• 2-7: Nighttime Operations
• 3-2: Quality of Life
• 3-4: Fuel Residue/Soot
• 3-5: Vibration
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P-5: Helen Gray



We live right on the river and the airplanes coming right over my 
home at all hours is so disturbing. My pets become fearful and it is 
so loud it hurts my ears at times. I just do not understand why the 
airlines are allowed to come over our homes so low does our quality 
of life no matter? And what about our air quality the fuel burn cannot 
be healthy.

Dear Penny Shea:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude
• 3-2: Quality of Life
• 3-4: Fuel Residue/Soot
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We are only asking that jet departures to the west do not turn north 
while still low over our homes. West winds usually mean cool weather 
and we cannot enjoy open windows or outside fun because of the 
constant loud jets taking off  overhead.

Dear Joni White:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

• 2-4: West Flow
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P-7: Joni White



Seems to me that all westward departures do not have to veer so far 
north so quickly. Even if the south runway is in use at the same time 
they would be landing from the east not the west... thanks!!

Dear Craig Canning:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

• 2-4: West Flow
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Dear Layne Aurand:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 3-2: Quality of Life
• 3-3: Impact on Property Values
• 3-5 Vibration

Day after day my ability to enjoy my property outdoors is RUINED 
by the constant, intrusive scream of accelerating jets, as they come 
off  the runway and immediately bank north, swinging right over 
the rooftops of our neighborhood as they try to gain altitude. You 
can’t have a conversation, can’t hear music, a phone conversation, 
nothing. I’ve even had the roof of my patio literally rattle and vibrate 
from the lowest overpasses. I KNOW they’re supposed to go further 
west before they turn, but they ignore that and demean us with their 
selfi sh arrogance. The fact that you LET THEM continue to behave 
thus way shows US that you value the economics of that airport more 
than you value the welfare of your own citizens. And, economically, 
I’ve already been told by friends they’d never want to LIVE in this 
neighborhood because of the jets, so I have NO DOUBT you’re 
driving down the value of my real estate, should there come a time I 
need to sell. The inconsiderate manner in which we are disregarded 
in this matter is infuriating.
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Dear Les Annan:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment.

• 2-4: West Flow

I live on Marathon Lane for the past 17 years. Only since the new 
runway has the noise been bad. They have changed the traffi  c fl ow 
and it very bad now.
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Dear Pamela Leone:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-4: West Flow
• 3-2: Quality of life

When the wind is from the west and the departures are to the west 
the constant departures, many of which are directly over my house 
are not only VERY disturbing to every part of our lives both inside 
and outside the house, they are also frightening. If there were to 
be an incident like the plane that went down in the Everglades it 
would instead be mowing through our neighborhood. That is a very 
disturbing thought for me and does cause me anxiety. I am very 
hopeful that the result of this part 150 study will return the westerly 
departures to the former path over 595 and the industrial areas. 
Thank you for listening to our input.
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Dear Pierre Dougniaux:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

• 3-2: Quality of Life

The airplane traffi  c is horrendous. Now that the FAA has changed the 
fl ight patterns in our area our quality of life has been disrupted by the 
airplane noise and this is unacceptable.
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Dear Susan Moustaki:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude

It should not take a 3 or 5 year study to know that when the winds 
change and they send departures over our heads it is VERY loud. 
Planes are routinely sent out to go higher at take off  in all major 
cities so as not to have the constant bombardment of noise that we 
experience constantly. OR, put them back on the 270 course that 
they were on for decades that did not bother anybody, as it is over 
the 595 corridor.thank you
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Dear Susan Moustaki:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

STOP THE NOISE NOW. WE DO NOT NEED ANOTHER STUDY 
TO KNOW THE NOISE FROM THE DEPARTURES SINCE 
THE HEADINGS WERE CHANGED TO 290 ARE TOTALLY 
UNACCEPTABLE.
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• 2-4: West Flow



Dear Bobbi Bunton:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint 
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 3-2: Quality of Life
• 3-3: Impact on Property Values
• 3-4: Fuel Residue/Soot

Since about 5:15 am this morning my husband and I have completed 
about 75 noise complaints, and that was with leaving the house for a 
few hours to celebrate Mother’s Day and get some peace and quiet 
away from the continuous airplane noise! This is totally insane that 
the residents of Lauderdale Isles and surrounding communities must 
deal with this assault of airplane noise when a quick fi x is so readily 
available and reasonable. The planes are turning north too soon after 
departure and fl ying directly over our neighborhood versus Interstate 
595, in spite of the fact that residents were assured that the new 
south runway would not impact the noise pollution in our community! 
They are also taking off  prior to 6 am and later than 10 pm frequently, 
so relief from the annoying noise is pretty much non existent when 
there is a west wind. Some claim that the reason for the premature 
turn is to save fuel? This noise is aff ecting our quality of life and 
health tremendously, and we are unable to enjoy our waterfront 
backyards due to the noise levels during a west wind, which occurs 
quite frequently during the fall & winter months when the weather 
is cooler. In addition, our patio furniture, cars and anything outside 
is continually covered in black soot, and who knows what we all 
might be inhaling into our lungs on a daily basis? We have been 
informed by realtors that it is also impacting the value of our homes.
We installed all new hurricane windows and doors recently to help 
eliminate some of the noise, however, when planes fl y directly 
overhead of our homes it is still impossible to hear the TV or another 
person’s conversation--the noise at times is deafening!!! We bought 
our home on Marathon Lane in the Isles in 1986 and have enjoyed 
a very quiet and peaceful existence here until about 2 1/2 years ago 
when the south runway opened and the new departure prodedures 
and fl ight paths were introduced. The LICIA has been working w/
the Broward Aviation Department to try and remedy this situation 
with the FAA, but eff orts and Noise Studies are slow and frustrating. 
We continue to submit the noise complaints, which are much easier 
to complete with the new Smartphone App, but they are still very 
time consuming when planes are departing every 1-2 minutes apart. 
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Many folks in the Isles are not technically savy or are elderly, thus 
they simply deal w/the noise levels and complain to their neighbors! 
Others have simply given up any hopes of a resolution after 2 1/2 
years of no improvement. Also, many of our residents leave the area 
when the weather turns hot, so the overall number of complainers 
diminishes. Perhaps members of the FAA, Broward Aviation and FLL 
Airport should visit the Isles on a day when a west wind is blowing, 
maybe even schedule an outside meeting here, and experience the 
noise volumes personally. They would not be able to conduct their 
meeting without screaming to one another! Instead we simply get the 
Olympic fi nger pointing syndrome; the FAA claims it’s the airport’s 
responsibility and the airport points it’s fi nger back to the FAA, and 
nothing can now be done until the Part 150 is completed!What does 
the community have to do to resolve this issue? Are we to be held 
hostage until the next Noise Compatability Study is completed? 
One certainly does not have to be a rocket scientist to examine the 
data that has been submitted over the past 2+ years since the south 
runway became operational and determine that there is indeed a 
huge problem with folks being severely impacted from the plane 
noise! When will someone step up to the plate and attempt to protect 
our health, quality of life, and property values by enforcing airport 
administrators to be good neighbors?
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Dear Klalil Nasser:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks

departures on 28R were changed from 275 to 290 with no part 150 
study, and with an operating agreement made with Dania that did not 
include Lauderdale Isles. This is not legal. BCAD is the co-signing 
authority with Dania on these changes. Departures on 28R should 
return back to 275 until the part 150 study is completed with the 
exception of the day when noise measurements are taken.
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• 1-7: Public Meetings/Administration/Communication
• 2-2: Departures



Dear Janice Banken:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

• 2-6: Frequency of Operations

I have lived in Imperial apt for 21 years and I’m sick and tired of the 
constant sound of loud airplanes. I’m right in line with one of the 
runways and our association has been telling us for years it’s going 
to get better. It’s gotten way worse. It’s beyond anything I have ever 
heard on a daily basis. It’s wrong on every level and something must 
be done.
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Dear Cary Stebner:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-2: Departures

• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations

It is absurd to think I am going log every fl ight that goes directly over 
my home for your records. I work many hours as a self employed 
electrical contractor and I’ll be damned if I am going to spend the 
few hours I have at home logging fl ights. When there is a West wind, 
the fl ights start right around 6 am. Some planes keep heading West 
along the South edge of 84. many of the large jets make immediate 
right turns as they clear I-95. I have witnessed this myself while 
buying electrical supplies at Rexel Consolidated, located just west 
of the airport and South of 84. I have lived in this house since 1981. 
I have never had to endure this kind of noise in all these years. This 
doesn’t take a rocket scientist to fi gure out. The airlines are saving 
fuel by turning North too soon. That’s it in a nut shell. I have friends 
that are fl ight controllers that live in the area, and I know that some of 
the pilots that fl y out of there live in homes in the area. As I write this, 
June 25th, 8:22pm, there are planes fl ying over my home. THIS HAD 
BETTER STOP!
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• 2-4: West Flow



Dear Gary Luedtke:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

• 2-10: Aircraft Operations Forecast

Regarding the development of the 5+ year forecast...1. Since besides 
the “forecast”, Part 150’s mission is to develop ways to quiet FLL 
for its neighbors,will the forecast, study & technical panels restrain 
themselves from passenger-predictions &limit the forecast to what 
produces the noise ... aircraft operations?2. Is the chronological 
development of the forecast -The FAA’s Terminal Area Forecast, the 
basis for FLL’s Master Plan which includes an operations forecast.
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P-19: Gary Luedtke



Dear Michael Friend:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6 Flight Tracks
• 1-7 Public Meetings/Administrative/Communication
• 2-5 Existing Noise Complaint
• 2-6 Frequency of Operations
• 2-7 Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 2-8 Aircraft Altitude

Our address is 9285 Southern Orchard Road S, Davie, Fl 33328. 
We live on the fl ight path to FLL International and the noise has 
become a signifi cant issue recently more than ever! It appears the 
frequency of planes, the times of day (morning and evening), and 
altitudes of planes have changed. Another impact could be the type 
of plane airlines are using currently. The noise is unbearable at times. 
I understand the airport is still expanding and feel this will bring 
additional airway traffi  c and increase the concern. Please inform me 
of what I can do to be pro-active and eliminate this concern beyond 
moving from my home. Thank you, Michael Friend
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Dear Nancy Mccrea:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

• 2-5 Existing/General Noise Complaint

I have called and complained for a long time. Something needs to be 
done to help us get control over this constant noise. Our voices need 
to be heard. Compromise from everyone might help more than you 
know.
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This comment is a duplicate of comment P-21.I have called and complained for a long time. Something needs to be 
done to help us get control over this constant noise. Our voices need 
to be heard. Compromise from everyone might help more than you 
know.
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P-22: Nancy Mccrea



Dear Adriana Graubard:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-5 Existing/General Noise Compliant
• 2-6 Frequency of Operations

There are at least 1-2 loud planes PER MINUTE lately. They are 
extremely loud, and constant!
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P-23: Adriana Graubard



Dear Esteban Salvatore:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response(s) that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6 Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 3-2 Quality of Life

The change in fl ight patterns after the additional runway has 
been negatively aff ecting our way of life. We bout hour house in 
Lauderdale Isles in June of 2015 and the patterns were changed in 
2017. Had I know this I would have purchased elsewhere. Planes 
fl y right overhead. Our home is old and had little insolation with 
no attic so the sounds are unbearable in the day time let along at 
night. Heading need to be changed back south as they were. Simple 
solution....stagger takeoff s to create separation. Not that hard.
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P-24: Esteban Salvatore



Dear Aaron Pankonin:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations

BCAD has shifted the fl ight pattern for westbound fl ights on the north 
runway to north if I-595. Planes often now fl y directly over Lauderdale 
Isles. Planes fl ew overhead last night until almost 2am and started 
today prior to 6am.
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Dear Michael Sartori:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 3-2: Quality of Life

My wife and I recently moved from the Midwest and purchased a 
home in Lauderdale Isles (33312). The FLL westbound departures 
are ridiculously loud and are negatively impacting our quality of life.
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P-26: Michael Sartori



Dear Robert Calabrese:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-1: Arrivals
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude

Excessive low altitude, and frequently loud arrivals over specifi c 
Davie neighborhoods on approach to the North runway. Please look 
into varying approach patterns so not all arrivals are fl ying over the 
same residences.
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P-27: Robert Calabrese



Dear Khalil Nasser:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations

Oct 26, 2017“ Perfect day, clear skies, good visibility, no weather 
related NOTAMs, yet FLL keeps assigning 290 as departure heading 
to both north and south runways 28R and 28L !! You assign 290 even 
when operating with 0 degrees of separation, with no simultaneous 
departures in both runways and the airport is not operating at 
capacity ! Why? And why increase the risk of a disaster by issuing 
departures on runway 28R an immediate heading of 290 over a 
residential area instead of a 275 heading over a commercial area and 
turn to a 290 heading after passing state road 441, which is 3 miles 
from the runway ? “
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Dear Khalil Nasser:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations

Night of Oct 25, 2017“Good night, good visibility, no weather related 
NOTAMs, yet FLL keeps assigning 290 as departure heading to north 
runway 28R even when the south runway 28L is closed between 
10pm and 6am !! We keep having departures at a heading of 290, 
that end up over us with headings of 300 or above even though the 
south runways is not operational at night, there is no separation 
concern, and clearly on a night like this, no weather concern. Why? 
And why increase the risk of a disaster by issuing departures on 
runway 28R an immediate heading of 290 over a residential area 
instead of a 275 heading over a commercial area and turn to a 290 
heading after passing state road 441, which is 3 miles from the 
runway ? “
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Dear Dirk Lowry:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
•  1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow

Revert to the original fl ight path and stay away from over fl iying 
neighborhoods closer than 3 miles. Considering the noise fact and 
safety factors. We understand, it’s all bout the money fuel, time 
and passengers. We knew an airport was near and the noise was 
negligible but no planes were making direct fl ights over our homes. 
As a retired homicide detective from Chicago I’ve been to three 
major plane crashes.....they’re not pretty especially in a residential 
community. There’s an alternate (original) routing (175) that doesn’t 
involve over fl ying residential communities. You have been notifi ed or 
a safe routing and there is this record of you options. Who is liable? 
QUESTION !:“ Perfect day, clear skies, good visibility, no weather 
related NOTAMs, yet FLL keeps assigning 290 as departure heading 
to both north and south runways 28R and 28L !! You assign 290 even 
when operating with 0 degrees of separation, with no simultaneous 
departures in both runways and the airport is not operating at 
capacity ! Why? And why increase the risk of a disaster by issuing 
departures on runway 28R an immediate heading of 290 over a 
residential area instead of a 275 heading over a commercial area 
and turn to a 290 heading after passing state road 441, which is 3 
miles from the runway ? “ QUESTION 2:At night:“Good visibility, no 
weather related NOTAMs, yet FLL keeps assigning 290 as departure 
heading to north runway 28R even when the south runway 28L is 
closed between 10pm and 6am !! We keep having departures at a 
heading of 290, that end up over us with headings of 300 or above 
even though the south runways is not operational at night, there is 
no separation concern, and clearly on a night like this, no weather 
concern. Why? And why increase the risk of a disaster by issuing 
departures on runway 28R an immediate heading of 290 over a 
residential area instead of a 275 heading over a commercial area and 
turn to a 290 heading after passing state road 441, which is 3 miles 
from the runway ? “
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Dear Dick Cahoon:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise OCmplaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 3-2: Quality of Life

Prior to the South runway, Airline arrivals and Departures from and 
to the west for many years travelled from the everglades straight 
to the runway. We were never bothered and still are not bothered 
by arrivals from the west, which line up with the runway and are 
always south of I-595. Departures were noisy at times, and had I 
known how noisy, I would not have bought a home here. However, 
it was nothing compared to the horror of the intrusive noise after 
the drastic change in operations following the opening of the 2nd 
runway. The FAA started having west departures turn sharply and 
immediately to the north so the planes fl ew close to and sometimes 
over our houses. The FAA changed the departures without notice 
or explanation, without public comment, and without a study such 
as a Part 150 study. The FAA refuses to change departures back to 
the way they were for decades, ruining our quiet enjoyment of our 
property and blasting noise sometimes so bad that we cannot hold 
a conversation outside on our lawn or patio or even inside or even 
inside with windows closed. Also, planes prevent sleep from before 
6 am to late at night, until 11:30 and sometimes after midnight. 
This directly DIMINISHES OUR HEALTH. At least 4 out of 5 health 
professionals will tell you the average person, especially those age 
70 or more like me and my wife, needs more sleep than that, or we 
will suff er the consequences of shortened life, diminished quality of 
life and many other health hazards.The solution for our neighborhood 
is incredibly simple. Go back to departures straight out toward the 
everglades to the west until at least 3 miles to US 441 before turning 
north. There is no reason to turn north. We have been lied to about 
the reasons, ignored, and been given bogus reasons for the change 
in fl ight direction. Flying over a residential area is outrageous when 
fl ights could continue the historic direction to the west over areas that 
are mostly natural, commercial, industrial, or transportation corridor of 
I-595.
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Dear Don and Gayle Buening:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

•  3-4: Fuel Residue/Soot

It’s not the noise so much as it is the “schmutz ” the airplanes drop 
all over the area. POLLUTION ! DIRT! GREASE ! GRIT ! I’d like to 
see them address THAT !The Buenings2620 SW 110 WayDavie, FL 
33328
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Dear Angelina Pluzhnyk:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations

Our neighborhood has become severely impacted by unbearable 
aircraft noise and constant overfl ights since the departure procedure 
for the North runway changed. We were told by offi  cials of BCAD 
and the FAA that the change from 270 degrees to 285 degreeswas 
necessary for safety reasons for simultaneous departures from the 
South and North runways. We were then told that the new departure 
procedures are in accordance with the Environmental Impact 
Study (EIS) for 2008. Page 6C-20 of the EIS 2008 states: “Runway 
9L/27R departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree and 
30-degree turns to the North. Runway 9R/27L departure tracks were 
supplemented with 15-degree turns to the South. The additional 
turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous 
departures”. [emphasis added]Note that based on the Miami Air 
Traffi  c Control Tower (ATCT) and Fort Lauderdale ATCT letter dated 
August 3, 2015, Page 3, the 290 (west) heading must be used for 
all departures to gates ARKES/ZAPPA/BAHMA [sic] and 275 (West) 
MNATE [sic].There is no mention of simultaneous versus non-
simultaneous departures in the Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale 
ATCT document. ALSO these new departures were implemented 
with no public input from our community and the EIS 2008 does 
not address the noise levels over our community if new departure 
procedures are implemented. As a matter of fact, there was only one 
noise reading taken, see Appendix H, Page H.1-6 TM29 during the 
EIS 2008 for an arrival on Tortugas Lane.Also, on August 3, 2015, 
Kent George stated in his letter to the mayor of Fort Lauderdale, 
“Pilots will also be requested to maintain their heading within the 
respective corridor until an altitude of 3,000 feet, or a distance from 
the runway end of three miles is reached (standard departure for 
FLL)”. THIS IS NOT WHAT HAPPENS IN REALITY!!! Airplanes 
start turning while they even do not reach the end of the runway.
To conclude, the airplanes fl y over our homes when there is no 
simultaneous departure. Airplanes make turns before they even 
reach the end of the runway. Airplanes take off  very frequently on 
290 heading from the South and North runways, which suggests 
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that they are staggered. Since the departures are staggered on 290 
headings why are they not staggered on 275 headings? Above all, 
as we repeated from the beginning, we need a waypoint directly west 
on each runway at the Turnpike in order to avoid airplanes turning 
prematurely right over our homes.
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Dear Richard Cahoon:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-9: Part 150 regulations/ FAA Guidelines
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations

Comment for the BCAD Part 150 StudyI request that my comments 
on this page be entered into the offi  cial record of the Part150 
Airport Noise Compatibility Planning Study being conducted for Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. I also request that all 
notifi cations of future meetings for Public Input be sent to my email 
address.My Name & Address: Richard Cahoon, 2460 Cat Cay Lane, 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312 __________ My email address: _______
BchProp@mac.com______________________________I live in 
the Lauderdale Isles neighborhood in southwest Fort Lauderdale. 
Our neighborhood has become severely impacted by the unbearable 
aircraft noise and constant overfl ights since the westward departure 
procedure for the north runway changed after the opening of the 
new south runway. This is due to the original departure heading 
being changed from 275 to 290.1. We were told by offi  cials of BCAD 
and the FAA that the change from 275 degrees to 290 degrees was 
necessary for “safety” reasons for simultaneous departures from 
the South and North runways.2. When assigned the 290 heading, 
pilots begin that turn as soon as the aircraft “wheels up” instead of 
waiting till the end of the runway, thereby not using the designated 
fl ight path south of I595. Additionally, “Pilots will also be requested to 
maintain their heading within the respective corridor until an altitude 
of 3,000 feet, or a distance from the runway end of three miles is 
reached (standard departure for FLL)”. 1 This is not being complied 
with.3. We were then told that the new departure procedures are in 
accordance with the Environmental Impact Study (EIS) for 2008. “The 
additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during 
simultaneous departures”.2 [emphasis added].4. The EIS 2008 does 
not address the noise levels over our community if new departure 
procedures are implemented and only one noise reading was taken 
for the EIS: for an arrival on Tortugas Lane.35. There is no mention of 
simultaneous versus non simultaneous departures in the Miami ATCT 
and Fort Lauderdale ATCT document.46. These new departures were 
implemented with no public input from our community.HOWEVER, 
despite the FAA’s requirement for the 290 heading for 15 degrees 
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of separation, the reality is that for west departures:- Numerous 
departing fl ights on the south runway are assigned a 290 heading, 
which crosses over the fl ight path of the north runway and is 
obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of 
separation- Numerous departing fl ights on the north runway are still 
assigned the 275 heading every day that westward departures are 
used, which is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 
15 degrees of separation- As both 275 and 290 are assigned from 
both runways throughout the day, a reasonable person can only 
conclude that the 290 heading is used strictly for convenience and 
NOT FOR SAFETY.- The tower is able to assign these headings 
because it staggers the takeoff s.And since the staggering of 
departures is normal operating procedure now, we maintain that 
all fl ights can use the original 275 heading with departures being 
staggered as necessary. Using the 275 heading exclusively for 
both runways with staggered departures, when necessary, greatly 
diminishes the horrendous aircraft noise to which the neighborhoods 
in southwest Fort Lauderdale are exposed during westward 
departures.Simply stated, since the departures are staggered on 
290 headings, there is no reason they cannot be staggered on 275 
headings.1Letter from Kent George to Mayor Jack Seiler, August 
3, 2015.1Environmental Impact Study 2008, Page 6C-20: “Runway 
9L27R departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree and 
30-degree turns to the North. Runway 9R/27L departure tracks were 
supplemented with 15-degree turns to the South. The additional 
turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous 
departures”.3 EIS 2008: Appendix H, Page H.1-6 TM294 Miami ATCT 
and Fort Lauderdale ATCT letter dated August 3, 2015. Also states, 
Page 3, “the 290 (west) heading must be used for all departures to 
gates ARKES/ZAPPA/BAHMA [sic] and 275 (West) MNATE [sic].
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Dear Thierry Richter:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
•  2-8: Aircraft Altitude
• 3-2: Quality of Life

With a westerly operation (wind out of the west), North runway (27R) 
departures (assigned 290° heading) fl y over our neighborhood at low 
altitudes (worse with southerly winds) causing sleep disruption as 
well as lessening our quality of life due to the level of noise.
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Dear Rodney Jamison:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations

Redirect westward bound fl ight paths.
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I live in the Lauderdale Isles neighborhood in southwest Fort 
Lauderdale. Our neighborhood has become severely impacted by the 
unbearable aircraft noise and constant overfl ights since the westward 
departure procedure for the north runway changed after the opening 
of the new south runway. This is due to the original departure heading 
being changed from 275 to 290.1. We were told by offi  cials of BCAD 
and the FAA that the change from 275 degrees to 290 degrees was 
necessary for “safety” reasons for simultaneous departures from 
the South and North runways.2. When assigned the 290 heading, 
pilots begin that turn as soon as the aircraft “wheels up” instead of 
waiting till the end of the runway, thereby not using the designated 
fl ight path south of I595. Additionally, “Pilots will also be requested to 
maintain their heading within the respective corridor until an altitude 
of 3,000 feet, or a distance from the runway end of three miles is 
reached (standard departure for FLL)”. 1 This is not being complied 
with.3. We were then told that the new departure procedures are in 
accordance with the Environmental Impact Study (EIS) for 2008. “The 
additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during 
simultaneous departures”.2 [emphasis added].4. The EIS 2008 does 
not address the noise levels over our community if new departure 
procedures are implemented and only one noise reading was taken 
for the EIS: for an arrival on Tortugas Lane.35. There is no mention of 
simultaneous versus non-simultaneous departures in the Miami ATCT 
and Fort Lauderdale ATCT document.46. These new departures were 
implemented with no public input from our community.HOWEVER, 
despite the FAA’s requirement for the 290 heading for 15 degrees 
of separation, the reality is that for west departures:- Numerous 
departing fl ights on the south runway are assigned a 290 heading, 
which crosses over the fl ight path of the north runway and is 
obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of 
separation- Numerous departing fl ights on the north runway are still 
assigned the 275 heading every day that westward departures are 
used, which is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 
15 degrees of separation- As both 275 and 290 are assigned from 

Dear Joni White:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-9: Part 150 regulations/ FAA Guidelines
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-6: Frequency of operations. 
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
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both runways throughout the day, a reasonable person can only 
conclude that the 290 heading is used strictly for convenience and 
NOT FOR SAFETY.- The tower is able to assign these headings 
because it staggers the takeoff s.And since the staggering of 
departures is normal operating procedure now, we maintain that 
all fl ights can use the original 275 heading with departures being 
staggered as necessary. Using the 275 heading exclusively for 
both runways with staggered departures, when necessary, greatly 
diminishes the horrendous aircraft noise to which the neighborhoods 
in southwest Fort Lauderdale are exposed during westward 
departures.Simply stated, since the departures are staggered on 
290 headings, there is no reason they cannot be staggered on 275 
headings.
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I live in the Lauderdale Isles neighborhood in southwest Fort 
Lauderdale.  Our neighborhood has become severely impacted 
by the unbearable aircraft noise and constant overfl ights since the 
westward departure procedure for the north runway changed after 
the opening of the new south runway.  This is due to the original 
departure heading being changed from 275 to 290. 1.  We were told 
by offi  cials of BCAD and the FAA that the change from 275 degrees 
to 290 degrees  was necessary for “safety”reasons for simultaneous 
departures from the South and North runways.  2. When assigned 
the 290 heading, pilots begin that turn as soon as the aircraft “wheels 
up” instead of waiting till the end of the runway, thereby not using 
the designated fl ight path south of I595.  Additionally, “Pilots will also 
be requested to maintain their heading within the respective corridor 
until an altitude of 3,000 feet, or a distance from the runway end of 
three miles is reached (standard departure for FLL)”. 1   This is not 
being complied with. 3.  We were then told that the new departure 
procedures are in accordance with the Environmental Impact Study 
(EIS) for 2008. “The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum 
separation during simultaneous departures”.2 [emphasis added]. 4.  
The EIS 2008 does not address the noise levels over our community 
if new departure procedures are implemented and only onenoise 
reading was taken for the EIS: for an arrival on Tortugas Lane.3 
5.  There is no mention of simultaneous versus non-simultaneous 
departures in the Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT document.4 
6. These new departures were implemented with no public input 
from our community. HOWEVER, despite the FAA’s requirement 
for the 290 heading for 15 degrees of separation, the reality is 
that for west departures:- Numerous departing fl ights on the south 
runway are assigned a 290 heading, which crosses over the fl ight 
path of the north runway and is obviously not in compliance with 
the requirement for 15 degrees of separation - Numerous departing 
fl ights on the north runway are still assigned the 275 heading every 
day that westward departures are used, which is obviously not in 
compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation - As 

Dear Lindsey Woodruff :

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-2: Departures 
• 2-4: West Flow 
• 2-6 Frequency of Operations 
• 3-6: Prior Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
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both 275 and 290 are assigned from both runways throughout the 
day, a reasonable person can only conclude that the 290 heading is 
used strictly for convenience and NOT FOR SAFETY.- The tower is 
able to assign these headings because it staggers the takeoff s. And 
since the staggering of departures is normal operating procedure 
now, we maintain that all fl ights can use the original 275 heading 
with departures being staggered as necessary.    Using the 275 
heading exclusively for both runways with staggered departures, 
when necessary, greatly diminishes the horrendous aircraft noise to 
which the neighborhoods in southwest Fort Lauderdale are exposed 
during westward departures. Simply stated, since the departures 
are staggered on 290 headings, there is no reason they cannot be 
staggered on 275 headings. 1Letter from Kent George to Mayor 
Jack Seiler, August 3, 2015. 1Environmental Impact Study 2008, 
Page 6C-20:  “Runway 9L27R departure tracks were supplemented 
with 15-degree and 30-degree turns to the North.  Runway 9R/27L 
departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree turns to the 
South. The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation 
during simultaneous departures”. 3 EIS 2008: Appendix H, Page H.1-
6 TM294 Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT letter dated August 
3, 2015.  Also states, Page 3, “the 290 (west) heading must be used 
for all departures to gates
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With winds from the east, ALL arrivals start very far out due west and 
proceed south of I 595 directly onto the runway. When winds are from 
the west, all departures should proceed straight out westward from 
the runway at least for 3 miles or until they reach the big interchange 
with the Florida Turnpike near US 441 before turning north. In the last 
two years or so, the faa tower has given pilots headings that bring 
them directly over our houses just north of the end of the runway. 
Then sometimes the faa sends planes due west, south of I-595. Then 
sometimes not. They should NEVER COME NORTH OVER OUR 
HOMES!

Dear Richard Cahoon:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
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Dear Mark Main:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude

Please enter my comments into the offi  cial record of the Part150 
Airport Noise Compatibility Planning Study currently conducted for 
the Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, and request 
that all future meeting notifi cations for Public Input are sent to my 
email address: noise@markmain.comI live in the Lauderdale Isles 
neighborhood, we are now severely impacted with unbearable 
aircraft noise and constant low overfl ights now that you route these 
enormous departure jets our way, often right over the tops of our 
homes. You have essentially moved our homes right under the 
runway when you do this! We did not purchase homes under the 
runway, but you have now moved us there, you and your pilots who 
are anxious to get fl ying northbound right away!I formally request 
that you fi gure out how to fl y departing westbound traffi  c for runway 
28R so they fl y straight off  the runway bearing 275 and do not course 
change until the aircraft reaches at least a 3000-foot altitude.You 
safely fl y aircraft right now bearing both 275 and 290, certainly with 
today’s modern technology you can fi gure out how to fl y aircraft 
safely bearing 275--you’re doing it today! Please do this, because it 
is NOT right that you have now moved our homes directly under your 
runway, and it’s not right that the pilots’ banking HARD right angling 
to get northbound parallel to I-95 as soon as they can! We cannot 
carry on conversations while these mammoth jets thunderously fl y 
overhead. We live here, this is not healthy.Mark Main2524 Nassau 
LaneLauderdale Isles, FL 33312
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Dear Melenrita Main:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude

Please enter my comments into the offi  cial record of the Part150 
Airport Noise Compatibility Planning Study currently conducted for 
the Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, and request 
that all future meeting notifi cations for Public Input are sent to my 
email address: melyn.main@yahoo.comI live in the Lauderdale 
Isles neighborhood, we are now severely impacted with unbearable 
aircraft noise and constant low overfl ights now that you route these 
enormous departure jets our way, often right over the tops of our 
homes. You have essentially moved our homes right under the 
runway when you do this! We did not purchase homes under the 
runway, but you have now moved us there, you and your pilots who 
are anxious to get fl ying northbound right away!I formally request 
that you fi gure out how to fl y departing westbound traffi  c so they fl y 
straight off  the runway bearing 275 and do not course change until 
the aircraft reaches at least a 3000-foot altitude.You safely fl y aircraft 
right now bearing both 275 and 290, certainly with today’s modern 
technology you can fi gure out how to fl y aircraft safely bearing 
275--you’re doing it today! Please do this, because it is NOT right 
that you have now moved our homes directly under your runway, 
and it’s not right that the pilots’ banking HARD right angling to get 
northbound parallel to I-95 as soon as they can! We cannot carry on 
conversations while these mammoth jets thunderously fl y overhead. 
We live here, this is not healthy.Melenrita Main2524 Nassau 
LaneLauderdale Isles, FL 33312
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Dear Jacqueline Zumwalt:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 3-2: Quality of Life
• 3-5: Vibration

These planes wake you out of a sleep when the take off  over 
Lauderdale islesThey also at times cause vibrationI have also noticed 
planes arriving on a path over our neighborhood. Which although 
not as noisy as takeoff s it is of great concern to the families living 
beneath this new path. further south is a more industrial area that 
the planes arrive on and used to take off  on. I don’t understand why 
they changed, to fl y over our community. This is South Florida we 
enjoy our outdoor living all year long. When the planes fl y over our 
propertiesThey eff ectively take away our right to quiet enjoyment 
of our property.You have the power to let our community enjoy our 
properties and future generations to experience and enjoy this old 
Florida waterfront neighborhood as previous owners have for the past 
sixty years. Please Save our homes and community!
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Dear Joan Sheridan:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations

Part 150 Comments:My husband and I have been residents 
of Lauderdale Isles on Key Largo Lane for over 53 years.Our 
neighborhood has become severely impacted by unbearable aircraft 
noise and constant overfl ights since the departure procedure for 
the North runway changed. We were told by offi  cials of BCAD and 
the FAA that the change from 270 degrees to 285 degrees was 
necessary for safety reasons for simultaneous departures from the 
South and North runways. We were then told that the new departure 
procedures are in accordance with the Environmental Impact 
Study (EIS) for 2008. Page 6C-20 of the EIS 2008 states: “Runway 
9L/27R departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree and 
30-degree turns to the North. Runway 9R/27L departure tracks were 
supplemented with 15-degree turns to the South. The additional 
turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous 
departures”. [emphasis added]Note that based on the Miami Air 
Traffi  c Control Tower (ATCT) and Fort Lauderdale ATCT letter dated 
August 3, 2015, Page 3, the 290 (west) heading must be used for 
all departures to gates ARKES/ZAPPA/BAHMA [sic] and 275 (West) 
MNATE [sic].There is no mention of simultaneous versus non-
simultaneous departures in the Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale 
ATCT document. ALSO these new departures were implemented 
with no public input from our community and the EIS 2008 does 
not address the noise levels over our community if new departure 
procedures are implemented. As a matter of fact, there was only one 
noise reading taken, see Appendix H, Page H.1-6 TM29 during the 
EIS 2008 for an arrival on Tortugas Lane.Also, on August 3, 2015, 
Kent George stated in his letter to the mayor of Fort Lauderdale, 
“Pilots will also be requested to maintain their heading within the 
respective corridor until an altitude of 3,000 feet, or a distance from 
the runway end of three miles is reached (standard departure for 
FLL)”. THIS IS NOT WHAT HAPPENS IN REALITY!!! Airplanes 
start turning while they even do not reach the end of the runway.
To conclude, the airplanes fl y over our homes when there is no 
simultaneous departure. Airplanes make turns before they even 
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reach the end of the runway. Airplanes take off  very frequently on 
290 heading from the South and North runways, which suggests 
that they are staggered. Since the departures are staggered on 290 
headings why are they not staggered on 275 headings? Above all, 
as we repeated from the beginning, we need a waypoint directly west 
on each runway at the Turnpike in order to avoid airplanes turning 
prematurely right over our homes.
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Dear Peter Sheridan Jr.:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations

Part 150 Comments:My wife and I have been residents of Lauderdale 
Isles on Key Largo Lane, Fort Lauderdale 33312 for over 53 years.
Our neighborhood has become severely impacted by unbearable 
aircraft noise and constant overfl ights since the departure procedure 
for the North runway changed. We were told by offi  cials of BCAD 
and the FAA that the change from 270 degrees to 285 degrees was 
necessary for safety reasons for simultaneous departures from the 
South and North runways. We were then told that the new departure 
procedures are in accordance with the Environmental Impact 
Study (EIS) for 2008. Page 6C-20 of the EIS 2008 states: “Runway 
9L/27R departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree and 
30-degree turns to the North. Runway 9R/27L departure tracks were 
supplemented with 15-degree turns to the South. The additional 
turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous 
departures”. [emphasis added]Note that based on the Miami Air 
Traffi  c Control Tower (ATCT) and Fort Lauderdale ATCT letter dated 
August 3, 2015, Page 3, the 290 (west) heading must be used for 
all departures to gates ARKES/ZAPPA/BAHMA [sic] and 275 (West) 
MNATE [sic].There is no mention of simultaneous versus non-
simultaneous departures in the Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale 
ATCT document. ALSO these new departures were implemented 
with no public input from our community and the EIS 2008 does 
not address the noise levels over our community if new departure 
procedures are implemented. As a matter of fact, there was only one 
noise reading taken, see Appendix H, Page H.1-6 TM29 during the 
EIS 2008 for an arrival on Tortugas Lane.Also, on August 3, 2015, 
Kent George stated in his letter to the mayor of Fort Lauderdale, 
“Pilots will also be requested to maintain their heading within the 
respective corridor until an altitude of 3,000 feet, or a distance from 
the runway end of three miles is reached (standard departure for 
FLL)”. THIS IS NOT WHAT HAPPENS IN REALITY!!! Airplanes 
start turning while they even do not reach the end of the runway.
To conclude, the airplanes fl y over our homes when there is no 
simultaneous departure. Airplanes make turns before they even 
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reach the end of the runway. Airplanes take off  very frequently on 
290 heading from the South and North runways, which suggests 
that they are staggered. Since the departures are staggered on 290 
headings why are they not staggered on 275 headings? Above all, 
as we repeated from the beginning, we need a waypoint directly west 
on each runway at the Turnpike in order to avoid airplanes turning 
prematurely right over our homes.
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Dear Richard Cahoon: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-9: Part 150 Regulations/FAA Guidelines
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

Regarding the study’s consideration of noise averaging, it would be 
helpful to ask whether a low average would make up for a violent 
wake up by even one plane at 5:54 am.Or,How would someone like 
an average of only one air horn blast daily from his neighbor, even 
though the average noise level for the day would be much lower.
Or,How many days of no activity would be required to average away 
the pain level following a pulled tooth without anesthesia? Or to 
average away the noise from the screams resulting from such pulled 
tooth?Or,How can the study talk about noise average when the sound 
is not averaged for our ears. Rather, our ears are ASSAULTED for 
30 seconds or longer during westerly departures that veer north from 
275 heading, followed by silence until the next air assault. The next 
assault often occurs within one or two or so minutes, and sometimes 
we get some relief for several minutes between noise assaults.THE 
POINT IS AVERAGING IS ABSURD.Averaging is just another of the 
many ways the faa tries to use to distract from the noise imposed by 
its narrow focus on airplane departures without regard to the tragedy 
on the ground.When we cannot hear ourselves think, let alone talk or 
hear at times when planes are overhead.
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Dear John Anderson: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 3-2: Quality of Life
• 3-3: Impact on Property Values

My comments specifi cally address the assignment of a 290 
heading to jet departures on a west operation.My family has lived in 
Lauderdale Isles since 2001. We realized that west departures were 
straight out and accepted it without any problems. BUT in the past 
three years, a living hell has been thrust upon our neighbors and us. 
Without study. Without consideration for residents. Without concern 
for the children living, studying, and playing in this area. The FAA has 
changed their departure procedures, ignored an existing informal 
noise abatement procedure, and routed a majority of jet departures 
over our once calm neighborhood.The eff ects are very noticeable. 
Often every few minutes a jet will be assigned a 290 heading which 
places the turbojet vastly closer to, if not over our home. Making it 
impossible to enjoy our property. Even inside much less the outside. 
We have worked so hard to enjoy. Our children ask for the noise 
to stop as it is their bedtime. Pets exhibit signs of stress and panic. 
Simple conversations with our neighbors become impossible unless 
we yell into one another ears.I worked hard to provide for my family 
only to have it snatched away by the FAA in a poor, inconsiderate, 
harmful move benefi ting the airlines. While robbing from us. Before 
you think I am over reacting with the last statement I can provide 
appraisals showing a loss of value from the time just prior to 
implementation to a period a little over a year later. While the rest 
of Broward county home values increased. Ours greatly decreased.
While the FAA may state that the 290 heading is necessary for the 
expeditious movement of aircraft. The vast majority of departures 
are not simultaneous, but single. And could easily be assigned a 
275(standard) heading. This could minimize any impact and save our 
quality of life. Even a sole heading of 275 could be reinstated with 
no or very little impact on departure delays. The FAA fl atly refuses to 
even try.As Winston Cannicle, FLL noise abatement offi  cer, can attest 
our neighborhood is bearing the brunt of this seizure of our homes. 
Noise complaints are rising off  the charts and often controllers will 
assign even further turns for go arounds. Or windage will push 
the jets over our homes. Exactly what the “noise consultant” from 
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Boston swore would “never happen.”In conclusion, this addition of 
a 290 heading adversely aff ects our home, neighborhood, schools, 
churches, parks, and enjoyment of our property. I feel strongly that 
it should be pushed back to the south. The 290 heading is a costly 
mistake, while the 275 heading allows for jets to depart over industrial 
properties more suited to adsorb the noise.
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Dear Diane Barron:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude

We’ve defi nitely noticed an increase in aviation traffi  c and noise, 
particularly after the new runway was opened. It also seems aircraft 
are at times fl ying extremely low, greatly increasing the noise and 
intrusion. I’m in the area just North of Broward Blvd and just West of 
Nob Hill Road. Any abatement would be greatly appreciated.
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Dear Patrice Villalobos: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 3-4: Fuel Residue/Soot

We lived here for 5 years come this Thanksgiving and it’s very 
noticeable that there has been a tremendous increase of fl ights over 
our area Fig Tree Park. That thunderous sound in the wee hours 
gets to be upsetting, and it’s a sound one can’t get use to. On the 
weekends when we should be able to sleep in late we are woken up 
by it! We are not only speaking about the noise pollution but the fi lth 
the planes bring to our neighborhoods when the planes fl y low.
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Dear Nancy Mccrea:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response(s) that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 3-2: Quality of Life

After the new runway was built, my life has changed for the worse. 
My husband and I worked and saved all of our lives to retire in FL. 
Too bad, it is not at all relaxing, or quiet. It is a shame that this has 
happened, and if their are no changes made, I am out of here. Planes 
roaring over our house from early morning to late at night is horrible. 
Obviously, you care more about arriving tourists, than taxpayers who 
call this home. We have spent over 30,000.00 in home improvements 
trying to make the situation better (hurricane windows, attic insulating 
sound barrier, etc.), to no avail. It is just too loud! My address is 1620 
NW 99th Ave. 33322. I attended the meeting in Plantation on 11-15-
17. Please help.
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Dear Mr. and Mrs. Howard Frank:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 2-9: Aircraft Altitude

With the new Runway Banner Planes have been pushed South. 
Question are these fl ights being watched on Radar ? Our Home is 
300 feet from the Intercoastal . About 1000 feet from the Western 
Diplomate Landing. Has the FAA Addressed the Fly Over Banner 
Aircraft Noise levels from these low level fl ights? It appears the 
more engine noise more people will look up ? The Banners turning 
should be redirected and turned around off  shore for safety. How 
close do they come to a fl ight path ?Many fl yovers come from the 
Broward County Pennbrook Pines Air feild. How many Banner 
accident crashes last year? We feel all surrounding areas shoud be 
addressed. Howard & Eleanor Frank948 Harborview N Hollywood, FL 
33019 TEL. 954 455 1770
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Dear John Serko:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comment. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-3: East Flow
• 2-4: West Flow

The solution to this is so simple. When the winds are out of the West 
and the planes take off  to the West, they simply keep fl ying due 
West over 595 until they reach the Everglades before they make the 
turn North. Reverse the process for landing West to East - make the 
approach begin over the Everglades and over 595, instead of the 
short cut approach over Plantation.
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Dear Amanda Spartz:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations

When the wind is coming from the southwest, west or northwest 
airplanes come right over the house - outbound - waking me out of a 
sound sleep. Then you have to go to sleep to the same noise. I work 
out of my home and i need to apologize for the airplane noise when 
my doors and windows are CLOSED. It is one right after another with 
only a few minutes of quiet inbetween. It gives you headaches.
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Dear Victor Lehoczky: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations

The increase in noise is exponentially greater. Noticeably in the early 
AM mostly
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Dear Demetra Lentzos: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations

Cannot sleep past 6am on many mornings
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Dear Becky Barstow:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations

Airplane traffi  c has increased over Plantation. We live about 3/4 of 
a mile North of 595 just East of University Drive.We moved AWAY 
from Davie in Forest Ridge off  of Pine Island/Nova Drive specifi cally 
because of the airplane noise and it seems it has followed us to 
Plantation since the opening of the new runway.Very disappointing, 
especially since Winter is here and we won’t be able to keep the 
windows open or enjoy sitting outside.
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Dear Ileana Weider:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude
• 3-3: Property Values
• 3-4: Fuel Residue/Soot

We have lived in this home for 20 years. Not until the last few years 
did we notice the loud and low fl ying planes. We live in a nice house 
and I am sure our property value will diminish if people got how noisy 
it is over our home. We purchased accordion shutters 15 years ago 
so we are not able to aff ord hurricane glass. Certain times of year 
the noise gets much worse and starts around 6 am. I am not sure 
why the planes can not make the turn 2 miles west of my home 
where there is only commercial buildings or go out east and turn over 
Atlantic. In addition we have to clean our tile roof every year from the 
plane soot which is pricey and not good for our roof. Please address 
this situation Thanks
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Dear Monica Casado:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations

We live in Plantation (west of Turnpike, east of University Drive) 
close to 595. Our neighborhood experiences very high noise levels 
throughout the day due to planes fl ying overhead. We experience 
the noise mostly on the weekends when we are home. The noise is 
so loud at times that we step outside of the house to ensure a plane 
is not experiencing technical issues near our home. Can something 
not be done to alter the fl ight patterns of incoming and departing 
planes to another area? Also, why are planes fl ying what appears to 
be very low when they have yet approached the airport. There should 
be a regulation on how soon a plane can commence descending, 
especially, when fl ying over a residential area.
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Dear Kim Huynh:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations

The airplanes coming in and taking off  are a nuisance when one is 
trying to sleep at normal hours. This is assuming that one was able to 
go to sleep without the noises bothering them from the night before. 
I can deal with the occasional fl y by during the day, but at 6AM?!?!? 
It wasn’t the case when we bought our home and had we known this 
would happen, we wouldn’t have. We can’t aff ord the storm windows 
to block the noise, not that it matters if you want to enjoy outdoor 
living here!
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Dear Maria Avila:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations

Terrible noise too often.
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Dear Bernadette Peters:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude

Flights are loud and aircraft depart every minute. They fl y so low 
over house so that noise penetrates hurricane windows. Starts 
early on weekends. Doesn’t happen all the time so there should be 
alternatives.
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Dear Beverley Tai Binger:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

It gets noticeably noisy in the evenings... very disrupting at the end of 
the day when u are trying to relax outside your home
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Dear Donna Russo:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

• 2-6: Frequency of Operations

I noticed an increase of planes fl ying over our home in Plantation. 
Two just fl ew by while typing this. Why the increase. Hopefully it is 
temporary.
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Dear Janet Brady:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-2: Departures
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 3-2: Quality of Life
• 3-3: Impact on Property Values

It has become impossible at times to enjoy weekend sleep-ins 
with the windows open, as we used to, or to sit outside with guests 
and enjoy our outside areas as it used to be before the opening of 
the new runway! This is not good for our property values. Why do 
planes have to veer off  over Plantation after take-off ? Why can’t 
they go straight out to the Everglades and then make their turn, just 
as they do when they arrive? Every time I have ever arrived in FLL 
the plane goes way out to the Everglades, makes a turn and comes 
back straight in over the canal between Orange Dr. & Griffi  n Road. 
Takeoff s could be the same way!!!Please do something about this 
situation. This is NOT the same peaceful and beautiful Plantation we 
moved into years ago.
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Dear John Mccrea:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations

Two things were very important to our decision to purchase a home in 
Plantation, Florida. One was the orientation of the home to maximize 
the trade winds. The other was to avoid airplane noise. At the time 
of our purchase in March of 2009, both issues were studied and 
approved. Since the expansion in 2014 of the south runway the 
airplane noise has increased to unacceptable levels. Most of time the 
planes approach for landing, east to west, right over our house. Our 
home is located at Nob Hill and Sunrise Blvd. As well as increased 
noise, we are experiencing huge increases of plane frequency. This 
increase is day and night. We experience traffi  c up to about 2:00 
am. Then their is about a two hour window of quiet. But at 4:00am, 
the noise starts up again. Why can’t the planes make their approach 
and turn towards the FLL airport over the everglades? Are these 
changes a result of NextGen? We did our due diligence before buying 
our home, apparently the citizens of Broward don’t matter. All you 
read about is growth and expansion at the expense of your current 
citizens.
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Dear Joseph Mercogliano:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply  to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 2-1: Arrivals
• 2-2: Departures

Please address that since the new south runway, planes taking off  to 
the west and landing from the west now travel directly over Plantation 
when they never did before. There is no logic that those planes using 
the north runaway cant travel west over I-595 before making their 
respective turns over the Everglades.Thank you.
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Dear  Meghan Emerson:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude
• 3-3: Impact on Property Values
• 3-4: Fuel Residue/Soot

West bound aircraft departures are a nuisance. When the planes fl y 
out West, they fl y low, frequently and make early Northbound turns, 
which increases the amount of time the noise can be heard. On these 
days, you can’t enjoy a day outside or even peace and quiet inside of 
your own home. Commercial aircraft noise can be heard as early as 
5:00am and as late as midnight, which is a major sleep disturbance. 
In addition to the noise, the planes leave behind black soot, which 
coats our roofs, pools, and other outdoor items. I am constantly 
cleaning up after these planes. Also, I am unsure of the eff ect that the 
soot has on your health, but I have noticed that it causes my allergies 
to fl are up. The departures over the populated neighborhoods West 
of the airport agree that this fl ight pattern is a nuisance, but we are 
also concerned what this will do to our property values. What was 
one a peaceful neighborhood, is now an aircraft highway.
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Dear Joseph Layne:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-2: Departures
• 2-3: West Flow
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude
• 3-5: Vibration

I have submitted frequent complaints over the years for low fl ying 
aircraft over my home in plantation since 2014. I wish these 
aircraft could take a steeper takeoff  pattern and follow 595 out the 
everglades before they turn north and hit the afterburners. Pilots lean 
on that stick to point north during western takeoff s as soon as the 
wheels are up. Each takeoff  is diff erent they all follow a diff erent path. 
To make the problem worse my house only rattles from the roar of the 
engines when the weather is the best. Flights take off  west generally 
during the winter months which is the best time of the year. We can’t 
even open our windows when the fl ights are coming west. I get when 
there is a storm or some strange weather going on in the area but 
plane after plane after plane when the weather is below 75 is the 
worst.
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Dear Karen Warfel:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-7: Public Meetings/Administrative/Communication
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 3-2: Quality of Life
• 3-5: Vibration

The departures westbound have a signifi cant adverse impact on 
the Villas at Harbor Isles. I understand that I live next to an airport 
and the noise does not bother me except the westbound departures 
on the south new runway. Those are extremely loud to the point 
of vibration in my home. This impact was not here prior to the new 
runway and should be mitigated. Although they are not often, only 
when a front comes through, they are extremely disturbing to sleep 
and activity around our homes. If you are outside talking you need to 
stop because it is so loud. I am not against the airport or the planes. 
I enjoy living so close to the airport, however these new impacts 
caused by the south runway need to be mitigated.I would also like to 
know how you send notifi cations for meetings. I did not fi nd out about 
the November meetings until after the fact and from another city that 
they had happened. I would like to get on any list that exists.
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Dear Karen Warfel:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

• 1-7: Public Meetings/Administrative/Communications

Could you provide me with your community outreach plan? How do 
you advertise public meetings? Could i please be put on the list. I 
own a home in the Villas at Harbor Isles just south of Griffi  n Road 
and was not notifi ed of the meetings in November. I would like to 
understand how you notify the public of these meetings.
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Dear Stephen Lynch:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 

The 2008 Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) was a study that 
considered the potential impacts of the addition of the southern 
runway at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport (FLL) 
A Record of Decision

 

(ROD) approved the 2008 EIS and all 
operations within this Part 150 Study are consistent with the published 
procedures at FLL.

 

Please see the following topic specific responses that apply to your 
comments.  

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 2-11: FLL Noise Insulation Program

1. TDLS vs Voice 
The FAA has spent millions of taxpayer dollars implementing a system at FLL called TDLS 
or Terminal Data Link System.  This system enables Pilots and Controllers to 
communicate electronically, improving the delivery of complex clearances and removing
the “human in the loop” and eliminating Readback/Hearback errors associated with 
voice communications. However, the practice of turning all departures to 290 headings 
requires the use of voice communication, thereby negating the safety benefits of the 
TDLS system.  The TDLS system is just a small part in the billion-dollar Next Gen Initiative 
the FAA is currently implementing.

Voice communication errors that went undetected was the cause of the Tenerife airport 
disaster. From Wikipedia: On March 27, 1977, two Boeing 747 passenger jets, KLM Flight 
4805 and Pan Am Flight 1736, collided on the runway at Los Rodeos Airport (now 
Tenerife North Airport), on the Spanish island of Tenerife, Canary Islands, killing 583 
people in the deadliest accident in aviation history. 

The collision occurred when KLM 4805 initiated its takeoff run while Pan Am 1736, 
shrouded in fog, was still on the runway and about to turn off onto the taxiway. The 
impact and ensuing fire killed everyone on board the KLM jet and most of the occupants
of the Pan Am, leaving only 61 survivors from the aircraft's front section.

The subsequent investigation by Spanish authorities concluded that the primary cause 
of the accident was the KLM captain's decision to take off in the mistaken belief that a 
takeoff clearance from air traffic control (ATC) had been issued. Dutch investigators 
placed a greater emphasis on mutual misunderstanding in radio communications 
between the KLM crew and ATC but ultimately, KLM admitted their crew was 
responsible for the accident and the airline agreed to financially compensate the 
victims' relatives. 

2. Heading change not IAW EIS 
The environmental study never accounted for the change in procedures. And the noise 
mitigation monies were predicated on the study results.  So, homes in my area were 
never considered for mitigation, even though I routinely register 80 decibels inside the 
master bedroom during west operations. Sound mitigation monies were paid according
to EIS and not actual flight tracks. 

3. Business vs Residential impact, 8 hour occupancy vs 24 hour 
The change in procedures from leaving westbound departures on a 270 heading until 
west of Pine Island road has shifted the noise impact from a nearly entirely 
business/industrial area to a nearly completely residential area. The impact to the 
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In addition to the information referenced above, the following discussion 
 addresses your comment.



humans on the ground has shifted from part time occupancy dwellings to full time 
occupancy dwellings.  
 

4. No simultaneous departures 
Page 3, paragraph 9.a.1 of the 8/1/2017 Miami Approach Control/Fort Lauderdale 
Tower Letter of Agreement specifies all Turbojet departures utilizing the 
ARKES/ZAPPA/BAHMA/THNDR Departure Transition Areas or DTA’s shall be established 
on 290 headings during west operations. This effectively means regardless of runway 
assignment FLL Tower must turn the lion share of all traffic north. This requirement 
negates the notion of FLL Tower ever utilizing “Simultaneous Departures” and putting 
both aircraft on 290 heading.  Paragraph 9.b.1 further stipulates all other aircraft are 
assigned 305 headings moving them further into residential areas.  
 
Considering the fact that procedurally FLL Tower must turn west runway turbojet 
departures to 290 heading regardless of runway assignment, thereby precluding any 
real simultaneous operations one must conclude this is being done to shave a mile or 
two of flight time from every departure.  The fuel savings is then calculated and used as 
a justification for the runway expansion to begin with.  Without actual simultaneous 
departures the airports capacity has not truly been increased by any significant degree.  
The only real benefit of the entire project is being experienced by airlines and it’s 
miniscule at best. Meanwhile hundreds maybe thousands of residents that were never 
before affected by airport noise are now living in the path of these new procedures that 
were never briefed to the public prior to implementation for consideration or 
opposition. 
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Dear Su Jin Hwang: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 3-4: Fuel Residue/Soot

Since the opening of concourse 4 at FLL, it’s noticeably changed 
the noise level at my house located at 3971 SW 72nd Way, Davie, 
FL 33314. The arrival & depature air crafts directly / near my house 
skyline contributes unbeatable noise even in the house after closing 
all doors/windows. I’ve also noticed it’s more dustier than before. We 
can’t even think of sitting in a screened back patio to enjoy the cool 
weather in winter time anymore. The noise continues until around 
1am and pick it up again around 5am. It doesn’t provide enough time 
my house hold to rest well.
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Dear Su Jin Hwang:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response(s) that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-7: Public Meetings/Administrative/Communication
• 1-8: Available Data

In continuation of my previous email, I would like to point out that 
i’ve already reached out to the noise complaint staff  & was advised 
that my house is not part of noise mitigation area & was directed to 
contact this site for more information about the new study. I would 
like to know about the detail & meeting schedules if it’s open to the 
public. Thanks.
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Dear Josh Hayer:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response(s) that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
•  2-1: Arrivals
• 2-3: East Flow

To Whom It May Concern,I’m a resident of Forest Ridge in Davie, 
specifi cally the Old Orchard section. Thank you for completing this 
study, and hopefully, reducing the FLL noise impacts in my area. 
I’m specifi cally concerned about West to East arrivals on the north 
runway. They’re happening late into the night, and most disturbingly, 
in the early morning hours (4-7am). It’s disrupting my family’s 
sleep and that of my neighbors. I realize we live in somewhat close 
proximity to the airport, but some respect for local homeowners would 
be appreciated. Why not have all late evening and early morning 
arrivals come in East to West over the ocean, thereby reducing noise 
impacts to residents? Or, as in the case of a number of other US 
cities, prohibit extremely late and very early activity (perhaps 11pm-
7am)? I also would like to suggest a more even balance of West to 
East and East to West fl ow. As I understand it, West to East accounts 
for something like 80% of traffi  c. East to West is far less disruptive 
to my area, although I realize the takeoff s East to West may impact 
others. Why not split it evenly to be fair to all?Thanks in advance for 
your consideration.
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Dear Gary Luedtke:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response(s) that apply to your 
comments. 

•  1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations

2/3/18, 3:45 am wake-up That pilot and/or airline, are exactly 
what either the ANAC, or Part 150, should establish hefty fi nancial 
penalties to.Into a dedicated fund, which annually gets divided 
by 857 & distributed to those homes in the 65 DNL.The pilot & 
airline because regardless if MIA FAA Controllers vector it to the 
south runway, the pilots • know they’re going to roar >90 dB over a 
thousand homes adjacent to the south runway• know that FLL has 
requested the overnight curfew of south-runway landingsand can, & 
should request being side-stepped to the main runway instead.
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Dear Gary Luedtke:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

•    1-10: NCP Recommendations

CLOSE, meaning RUNWAY LIGHTS OFF, 9p to 9am; the south 
runway as it was from ~1991 to 2013.Can it be done now? • just think 
of the times FLL uses just one runway overnights when one runway’s 
under maintenance.• look at current operations reports, all showing 
one runway suffi  cient those hours
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Dear Gary Luedtke:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-9: Part 150 Regulations/ FAA Guidelines
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

It was the late 80’s when FLL expanded its main runway, & Broward 
purchased the adjacent Ravenswood homes, then converted the 
area to more-lucrative, commercially-succesful Port 95.When likewise 
lengthening its south runway, the 1995 Interlocal Agreement stated 
that mitigation would be per “the preference of the aff ected residents”. 
Polled, its lesser-than-Ravenswood parcels preferred “relocation’, 
defi ned as being moved to a like-home elsewhere in the county. 
To fi nance the relocations, the FAA approved FLL increasing each 
departing Passenger Facility Charge $1.50, suffi  cient to cover & per 
Broward “walled-off , not to be mingled with construction funding”.18 
years later, the Interlocal was reneged, & replaced by terms of 
remaining directly below the fi nal approach; with partial, alternate 
mitigations. The accumulated PFC relocation-funding was redirected 
to construction.The result is the ~ 2,500 neighboring residents, of 
mostly Florida ocean-access homes, are to be isolated indoors. Even 
thru new windows, the average overfl ight’s 85 dB approach disrupts a 
city-block, & continues another block beyond. But better than being in 
these predominantly waterfront yards, where exposure to the average 
85 dB overfl ight prohibits conversation, & is defi ned as being harmful 
to hearing. Part 150 is the vehicle to renege the now-4-year renege, 
& revert to the ‘95-’13 Interlocal Agreement the adjacent incompatible 
65 DNL victims relied-on for 18 years...to “like-residences elsewhere 
in the county... unaff ected by airport operations”.
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Dear Noemi Perez:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comment. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complain  
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations

The aircraft noise is constant. Please try to fi nd a solution that will 
work for everyone involved.
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Dear Ralph Guglielmo:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 3-5: Vibration

After speaking to Winston Cannicle, the airport’s noise offi  cer, 
turns out my home is right in the path of direct air traffi  c to the FT 
Lauderdale airport. Due to the increase in travel, there seems to be 
a plane passing by once every few minutes. As you can imagine this 
noise has been very disruptive to me and my family. In fact I have 
a toddler that gets woken several times every night by the rattling 
& volume. I cannot have a conversation outside my home without 
stopping each time a plane passes. My wife’s hair is falling out from 
the stress and anxiety of buying this home without knowledge of the 
planes constantly passing over.Seeing how the assistive program 
does not cover my area for noise suppression, this is my only hope. 
Please take a long hard look at what can be done to lessen or better 
yet move the path to another area. From my understanding, even 
though I am new to the area, this has been going on for years. I think 
it’s time for others to deal with this nusaunce. If there are any other 
ways to address this concern, be sure to contact me at 954-806-
3736.Thanks,Ralph
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Dear Meagan Clark:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
This Part 150 Study is unrelated to the North Perry Airport and will 
not be generating any Noise Exposure Maps for North Perry Airport. 

Good morning, I am performing a noise study on a site located within 
the vicinity of the North Perry Airport. I was wondering if the noise 
study has been able to confi rm noise contour lines for the airport? If 
not, I found a study from Grenier Engineering Services (1980) that 
states levels of 65 dB (decibels) and greater are limited to the airport 
boundaries. Is this still an accurate interpretation of the noise levels? 
Any help you can provide would be greatly appreciated!
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Dear Ralph Guglielmo:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments.

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations    
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations

Every night this month I am hearing fl ights pass over my home after 
the 11pm hour, this is not ideal. I have watched a fl ight pass by at 
a average of evey 5 minutes from 7am - 11:30pm. This is by far 
excessive!My understanding is that my home is in the direct path 
of the “rectangle” for ft lauderdale airport, however can we look at 
moving that path further west past sawgrass where there are no 
residential homes eff ected? Being part of a prominent community 
with constant air traffi  c is far from desirable. I would believe that this 
study can conclude that the minimal cost to divert the fl ight path 
as far from residential areas would be benefi cial to those residents 
for dealing with the irritating noise and in turn if any emergencies 
happen, there would be minimal casualties if a fl ight crashed down 
into a swamp compared to a row of himes. A win-win situation! 
Thanks for your consideration, Ralph
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Dear Neil Smithson:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

• 1-7: Public Meetings/Administrative/Communication

I would like to attend the meetings. Is it possible to be notifi ed when 
they are scheduled?Neil Smithson
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Dear Michael Sartin:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
From your description of the document in question, our supposition

Except for the fact that I live in Dania Beach, my fi rst two comments 
check above are not relevant. I received a low resolution copy of 
“High Noise Events” at the Griffi  n Neighborhood Association last 
night and the person who gave it to me provided a URL that does 
not work. I’d simply like access to the website. You may email me at 
mikesartin@gmail.com, send me snail mail at 746 SW 3RD ST, Dania 
Beach, FL 33004. My analysis, based on the limited data that I could 
read on the copy seems to suggest that airliners make more noise 
when they take off  than when they land and that the closer one is to 
FLL, the louder the sound would be. I would like to see the original 
data because what was handed to me seems completely ambiguous. 
I have a pilot’s license and I honestly don’t need a “study” that tells 
me airplanes make more noise at the airport when taking off , but as 
someone with a degree of knowledge about physics and aviation, I’d 
like to see the original data. You may call me at 754 581 0158.
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would be that the document in question was a copy of the Partnership
for Quieter Skies Quarterly Report, which is prepared by the Broward
County Aviation Department. While we can not conclude which quarter
this report was from, we would suggest reaching out to the Aviation
Department to ask about the most recent Quarterly Report, which
contains High Noise Events for both Arrivals and Departures out of 
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport.



Dear Michael Sartin:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-2 DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-7: Public Meetings/Administrative/Communication       
• 1-9: Part 150 Regulations/ FAA Guidelines

I essentially made up my responses to “What would you like the Part 
150 Study to address about aircraft fl ight activity at FLL;” however, 
I do live in Dania Beach. Thirty or forty years ago I held a private 
pilot’s license and I was somewhat surprised to hear from two people 
that “airplanes accelerate when they land.” OK, I’ll admit to having 
dragged a Cessna 130 in a few times, but, obviously, airliners do not 
accelerate after landing. I would like to participate as an audience 
member at the next “Part 150” noise study meeting. I rarely hear 
aircraft at the airport and the last time I fl ew into FLL as a passenger, 
I looked out the window to see if I could see The Bahamas. I don’t 
know whether or not the extended fi nal was due to traffi  c or noise 
abatement, but we barely made any noise. As a bit of a math nerd I’d 
also like to know how dB are “averaged” to achieve DNL levels. Are 
the dBs converted to natural numbers, averaged, and then put back 
in to logarithms?Mike Sartin, 754 581 0158
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Dear Susan Knight:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 3-2: Quality of Life

For several months, the noise created by airplanes fl ying overhead 
during early morning hours has been very disruptive to being able 
to sleep to a reasonable hour. I have begun keeping a log and 
have recorded numerous planes as early as 4 am and several on a 
regular basis beginning at approx 5 - 5:30 am. Not only do the planes 
awaken you, but it is nearly impossible to fall back asleep as the 
planes start coming every 5 minutes or so beginning at around 5:30 
am. This regularly occurs any day of the week including weekends. 
This has severely aff ected our quality of life living here as almost 
daily we do not get adequate sleep. Although, the early morning 
fl ights are disruptive to our sleep and therefore, the most concerning, 
the plane noise during the day is pretty much non stop. During the 
time that it took for me to write this, there have been at least 4 or 5 
planes fl ying by, however, they sound like the smaller planes from 
Perry Airport which is a few miles away. When you add that to the 
big planes that are awakening us during the morning hours, I would 
say that the airplane noise in this area of Pembroke Pines should be 
addressed. We live just north of Pines Boulevard between Douglas 
Road and Palm Avenue in Pembroke Pines (33024).
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Dear Khalil Nasser:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations

Sometimes fl ight tracks supplied by BCAD do not match ground 
observations, and I refer to major diff erences, as in a fl ight shows 
departing below I-595 with a heading of 290 in the fl ight tracks, while 
visual observations of the underside (belly) of the plane at a location 
north of I-595 makes the fl ight track inaccurate, with a heading 
clearly north of I-595. Can Broward county citizens obtain historical 
data of fl ight tracks directly from the FAA?When was this fl ight 
tracking system last calibrated?How accurate is it?Is the fl ight track 
information given to citizens the same as the information handled by 
ATC at KFLL? from the same source?
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Dear Khalil Nasser:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks  
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations

From 11:40pm onwards, today July 12th, planes are departing 
on 28R with a 290 to 300 heading... why? with the south runway 
closed... WHY IS FLL ISSUING 290 DEPARTURES RATHER THAN 
270 !!!!!!!!!!!!! THIS KEEPS HAPPENING AGAIN AND AGAIN... IT IS 
MID NIGHT !!!! CLEAR SKIES !!! WHY THE TOTAL DISREGARD!!!!
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Dear Ahmmed Chowdhury:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

• 2-11 FLL Noise Insulation Program

Hi, my property address 2290 SW 44Th st ,33312 . I just recently 
purchased that property last month. I didn’t know about noise 
program . I found out this property never registered to participate to 
get impact windows and doors. But noise comes in at day and night. I 
need your consideration to see what can be done and thank you.
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Dear Khalil Nasser:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-7: Public Meetings/Administrative/Communication
• 1-8: Available Data
• 2-4: West Flow

We need the part 150 to address the accuracy of fl ight tracks (+/- 
nm) especially the fi rst 3 to 5 miles after takeoff , and adjust the 
analysis to the fact that way more planes are fl ying over Lauderdale 
Isles than it is actually recorded.I live on Nassau Lane, Lauderdale 
Isles, North of I-595, and we are greatly aff ected by the arbitrary 
change in west departures on runway 28R (used to be 27R) from 
the old departure of 270 to the new departure of 290 chosen without 
performing a part 150!Planes that depart on 290 tend to either drift, 
or make a turn north early, or both, crossing I-595 and fl ying right 
through our neighborhood. Every time we ask BCAD for tracks, 
they come back with tracks south if I-595. Either BCAD gives us the 
wrong track for wrong fl ight, or the tracks are OFF by 1 to 3 miles, 
that is all it takes. In this regard, the times I have spoken with BCAD, 
it has been useless, not addressing the residents concerns when 
it comes to the accuracy of fl ight tracks.I completely understand 
that when viewing a plane on a diagonal the fl ight track can be 
diffi  cult to assess using plain eye-sight. But when a plane passes 
right over you, and you see the belly, the wheel compartment, etc... 
then there is no debate, it is pretty clear the plane is fl ying right 
over you, and your current location. Hence, I am convinced that 
the fl ight tracks have at least a 2 to 3 mile error.I have asked BCAD 
the following questions, and because of their dismissal, I ask the 
Part 150 committe to respond to:1) Who provides the fl ight tracks, 
i.e. who operates the equipment the generates the fl ight tracks ?2) 
When was this equipment and method for fl ight tracks calibrated? 
Who often does it need calibration?3) What is the accuracy of these 
fl ight tracks? Is it possible that 90% of fl ights shown parallel to I-595 
on the south side to be actually fl ying north of I-595 ?4) When is 
the Part 150 study actually deploy human observes and equipment 
into our neighborhood to actually calibrate these fl ight tracks and 
show that a considerable amount of air traffi  c is going through our 
neighborhood..... even past 10:30PM when the south runway is 
closed !!!!
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This comment is a duplicate of P-88.We need the part 150 to address the accuracy of fl ight tracks (+/- 
nm) especially the fi rst 3 to 5 miles after takeoff , and adjust the 
analysis to the fact that way more planes are fl ying over Lauderdale 
Isles than it is actually recorded.I live on Nassau Lane, Lauderdale 
Isles, North of I-595, and we are greatly aff ected by the arbitrary 
change in west departures on runway 28R (used to be 27R) from 
the old departure of 270 to the new departure of 290 chosen without 
performing a part 150!Planes that depart on 290 tend to either drift, 
or make a turn north early, or both, crossing I-595 and fl ying right 
through our neighborhood. Every time we ask BCAD for tracks, 
they come back with tracks south if I-595. Either BCAD gives us the 
wrong track for wrong fl ight, or the tracks are OFF by 1 to 3 miles, 
that is all it takes. In this regard, the times I have spoken with BCAD, 
it has been useless, not addressing the residents concerns when 
it comes to the accuracy of fl ight tracks.I completely understand 
that when viewing a plane on a diagonal the fl ight track can be 
diffi  cult to assess using plain eye-sight. But when a plane passes 
right over you, and you see the belly, the wheel compartment, etc... 
then there is no debate, it is pretty clear the plane is fl ying right 
over you, and your current location. Hence, I am convinced that 
the fl ight tracks have at least a 2 to 3 mile error.I have asked BCAD 
the following questions, and because of their dismissal, I ask the 
Part 150 committe to respond to:1) Who provides the fl ight tracks, 
i.e. who operates the equipment the generates the fl ight tracks ?2) 
When was this equipment and method for fl ight tracks calibrated? 
Who often does it need calibration?3) What is the accuracy of these 
fl ight tracks? Is it possible that 90% of fl ights shown parallel to I-595 
on the south side to be actually fl ying north of I-595 ?4) When is 
the Part 150 study actually deploy human observes and equipment 
into our neighborhood to actually calibrate these fl ight tracks and 
show that a considerable amount of air traffi  c is going through our 
neighborhood..... even past 10:30PM when the south runway is 
closed !!!!
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This comment is a duplicate of P-88 and P-89.We need the part 150 to address the accuracy of fl ight tracks (+/- 
nm) especially the fi rst 3 to 5 miles after takeoff , and adjust the 
analysis to the fact that way more planes are fl ying over Lauderdale 
Isles than it is actually recorded.I live on Nassau Lane, Lauderdale 
Isles, North of I-595, and we are greatly aff ected by the arbitrary 
change in west departures on runway 28R (used to be 27R) from 
the old departure of 270 to the new departure of 290 chosen without 
performing a part 150!Planes that depart on 290 tend to either drift, 
or make a turn north early, or both, crossing I-595 and fl ying right 
through our neighborhood. Every time we ask BCAD for tracks, 
they come back with tracks south if I-595. Either BCAD gives us the 
wrong track for wrong fl ight, or the tracks are OFF by 1 to 3 miles, 
that is all it takes. In this regard, the times I have spoken with BCAD, 
it has been useless, not addressing the residents concerns when 
it comes to the accuracy of fl ight tracks.I completely understand 
that when viewing a plane on a diagonal the fl ight track can be 
diffi  cult to assess using plain eye-sight. But when a plane passes 
right over you, and you see the belly, the wheel compartment, etc... 
then there is no debate, it is pretty clear the plane is fl ying right over 
you, and your current location. Hence, I am convinced that the fl ight 
tracks have at least a 2 to 3 mile error.PLEASE CALIBRATED AND 
VERIFY ACCURACY OF FLIGHT TRACKS !I have asked BCAD 
the following questions, and because of their dismissal, I ask the 
Part 150 committe to respond to:1) Who provides the fl ight tracks, 
i.e. who operates the equipment the generates the fl ight tracks ?2) 
When was this equipment and method for fl ight tracks calibrated? 
Who often does it need calibration?3) What is the accuracy of these 
fl ight tracks? Is it possible that 90% of fl ights shown parallel to I-595 
on the south side to be actually fl ying north of I-595 ?4) When is 
the Part 150 study actually deploy human observes and equipment 
into our neighborhood to actually calibrate these fl ight tracks and 
show that a considerable amount of air traffi  c is going through our 
neighborhood..... even past 10:30PM when the south runway is 
closed !!!!PLEASE CALIBRATED AND VERIFY ACCURACY OF 
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FLIGHT TRACKS !
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PLEASE CALIBRATE AND VERIFY ACCURACY OF FLIGHT 
TRACKS !I have asked BCAD the following questions, and because 
of their dismissal, I ask the Part 150 committe to respond to:1) 
Who provides the fl ight tracks, i.e. who operates the equipment the 
generates the fl ight tracks ?2) When was this equipment and method 
for fl ight tracks calibrated? Who often does it need calibration?3) 
What is the accuracy of these fl ight tracks? Is it possible that 90% of 
fl ights shown parallel to I-595 on the south side to be actually fl ying 
north of I-595 ?4) When is the Part 150 study actually deploy human 
observes and equipment into our neighborhood to actually calibrate 
these fl ight tracks and show that a considerable amount of air traffi  c 
is going through our neighborhood..... even past 10:30PM when 
the south runway is closed !!!!PLEASE CALIBRATE AND VERIFY 
ACCURACY OF FLIGHT TRACKS !
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Dear Khalil Nasser:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-8: Available Data



Dear Khalil Nasser:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-9: Part 150 Regulations/ FAA Guidelines
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 2-10: Aircraft Operations Forecast
• 3-2: Quality of Life

I would like the Part 150 Committee to investigate how it was possible 
for Fort Lauderdale airport to arbitrarily change its westerly departure 
procedures for runway 28R starting in 2014, without conducting a 
Part 150 study! The departure heading changed from 270 to 290, not 
temporarily, not for a few fl ights in order to analyze impacts, but for 
the past 5 years, it has been permanent! How is this possible? We 
keep getting told by BCAD that no changes can be made to fl ight 
departure patterns without completion of the Part 150, and that keeps 
being the excuse given to residents and politicians as to why we can’t 
go back to the original 270 departure. But using the same argument, 
then how come it was possible to change departures in the fi rst 
place? !!!How was a change done in 2014 without any studies, nor 
regard for safety and un-necessary increased exposure of residential 
areas, rather than sticking to the commercial / industrial area under 
the 270 departure heading ?
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This comment is a duplicate of P-92.I would like the Part 150 Committee to investigate how it was possible 
for Fort Lauderdale airport to arbitrarily change its westerly departure 
procedures for runway 28R starting in 2014, without conducting a 
Part 150 study! The departure heading changed from 270 to 290, not 
temporarily, not for a few fl ights in order to analyze impacts, but for 
the past 5 years, it has been permanent! How is this possible? We 
keep getting told by BCAD that no changes can be made to fl ight 
departure patterns without completion of the Part 150, and that keeps 
being the excuse given to residents and politicians as to why we can’t 
go back to the original 270 departure. But using the same argument, 
then how come it was possible to change departures in the fi rst 
place? !!!How was a change done in 2014 without any studies, nor 
regard for safety and un-necessary increased exposure of residential 
areas, rather than sticking to the commercial / industrial area under 
the 270 departure heading ?
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This comment is a duplicate of P-92 and P-93.I would like the Part 150 Committee to investigate how it was possible 
for Fort Lauderdale airport to arbitrarily change its westerly departure 
procedures for runway 28R starting in 2014, without conducting a 
Part 150 study! The departure heading changed from 270 to 290, not 
temporarily, not for a few fl ights in order to analyze impacts, but for 
the past 5 years, it has been permanent! How is this possible? We 
keep getting told by BCAD that no changes can be made to fl ight 
departure patterns without completion of the Part 150, and that keeps 
being the excuse given to residents and politicians as to why we can’t 
go back to the original 270 departure. But using the same argument, 
then how come it was possible to change departures in the fi rst 
place? !!!How was a change done in 2014 without any studies, nor 
regard for safety and un-necessary increased exposure of residential 
areas, rather than sticking to the commercial / industrial area under 
the 270 departure heading ?
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Dear Barbara Davila:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations

Is really hard to sleep in this area, late night and day time yesterdad 
12:11am and 12:16am my address is 4437 SW 50 STREET DANIA 
BEACH FL 33314 I m exasperated I am leaving in this area since 
1979 but now is the worseplease do something thank you
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Dear Barbara Davila:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude
• 3-5: Vibration

My name is Barbara Davila my address is 4437 SW 50th Street 
Dania Beach the noise is incredibly in my neighborhood daytime and 
nighttime my house shake the airplane fl y to low over my roof I can’t 
sleep at night my mother has 84 years old and complain all time she 
can’t sleep I live in this area since 1979 and never been this way .
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Dear Ahmmed Chowdhury:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-7: Public Meetings/Administrative/Communication
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

I bought the property #2290 SW 44th st ,33312 June 2018 . I didn’t 
know anything about noise program until me and family started living 
that area . I have two boys are going school , they are complaining 
about noise to bother them to get sound sleep. Please consider us 
very seriously for thier studies. Thank you.
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Dear Edward Rebholz:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

•   1-7: Public Meetings/Administrative/Communication

I am a member of the Technical Committee,i was wondering when is 
the next meeting.Ed Rebholz
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Dear Christopher Crossley:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-9: Part 150 Regulations/ FAA Guidelines
• 2-11: FLL Noise Insulation Program

Just purchased home in Avon Heights need to stay connected to 
study. I was told I am not eligible for any noise mitigationprograms 
need to know why
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Dear Richard Sarafan:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comments. 

• 1-9: Part 150 Regulations/FAA Guidlines
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations

It appears your DNL maps do not address noise levels in Weston. 
Hundreds of fl ights a week fl y very low over Weston at all times 
of day and night and often the noise is deafening (depending on 
altitude and type of aircraft). Why is this not a part of your study? Our 
distance from the airport does not mean we are unaff ected.
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Dear Alexander Borodenkov:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-11: FLL Noise Insulation Program

I was was wondering how can I submit my feedback regarding my 
personal experience living next you FLL.I live at 2239 Clipper pl, Fort 
Lauderdale 33312.It’s a shame that my condo was not approved for 
mitigation project and I have to deal with this increasingly annoying 
noise due to south runway expansion and excessive use especially 
west fl ow. Nothing bothers me and every other resident of my Villas 
at Harbor Isles community (approx 140 townhouses) that your new 
runway. North runway east or westfl ow is not a problem at all, but 
when it comes westfl ow departures from south runway it turns our 
community into living hell as we have to deal with it from as early 
as 6.15 am all the way till 1.15 am (Sunday 12/17/18 for example).
It’s a shame that you decided to call it a day by simply basing your 
decision on 2008 FAA report when the south runway wasn’t even 
used for large commercial aircrafts since it was too short.Yes I 
know that offi  cials did some sort of a computer test to calculate a 
noise impact from the south runway and ended up gettin the same 
exposure map as one back in 2008, but let me assure you that unless 
you are completely deaf there is no way you gonna determine that an 
impact from both runways on my community in particular is the same.
Bottom line is yes, this noise is annoying, yes have someone from 
the decision making department come here and spend a day/night 
in our community so you’ll understand the impact this westfl ow south 
runway departures.I’ll gladly provide my bedroom free of charge.
Thanks
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Dear Khalil Nasser:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-9: Part 150 Regulations/ FAA Guidelines
• 2-4: West Flow

We are concerned that the 2018 DNL Contour Maps currently 
published in this website for the Part 150 study are NOT helpful 
and they DO NOT represent accurately the noise exposure of 
neighborhoods around the airport.This is because the current map 
is an average of ESTIMATED noise levels for an entire year, diluting 
easterly and westerly takeoff s and departures into one chart. We 
understand the FAA is ok with just annual average charts, but they 
do not restrict the development of other charts. The data is there, 
it is just a matter of showing it in 4 charts instead of 1. A quick 
Google search has yielded studies for other airports were not only 
an annualized average chart is shown, but also a peak season chart 
is developed.For Fort Lauderdale airport, given the seasonality of 
conditions, were westerly operations are more often in winter/spring 
time, and easterly operations more often in summer/fall, it makes a 
lot of sense to ALSO display the noise contour charts in the following 
yearly groups:1) Easterly Operations Takeoff 2) Easterly Operations 
Landings (landing from the West)3) Westerly Operations Takeoff s4) 
Westerly Operations Landings (landing from the East)This will depict 
a more accurate graphical representation of Noise contours. As a 
taxpayer in Broward county and following the sentiment of many in 
our community, we ask those at BCAD employed with our tax dollars, 
and the consultants for this study being paid with our tax dollars, to 
develop these charts. The data is there, there is not additional work 
or modelling required.Another problem with these charts is that they 
are based on theoretical values computed using fl ight track data 
and estimating the noise based on the type of plane along with it. 
Radar based fl ight track data is not highly accurate like GPS based 
data, and up until now BCAD employees and the consultants for 
this Part 150 study are not able to defi ne the accuracy of radar 
based fl ight tracks with a +/- x ft range, since they have recognized 
there are variations based on radar location and we have been 
told also based on weather and other conditions. This confi rms our 
neighborhood’s concern that when fl ight tracks show a plane just 
south of I-595 heading west on a 290 departure, that it is actually 
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north of I-595 and crossing through Lauderdale Isles with heading 
above 300. BCAD employees have not followed on our request to 
come up with an answer on fl ight track accuracy range, resolution 
and margin of error. If fl ight tracks have a range of accuracy and 
a resolution and a margin of error that is not identifi ed, then noise 
levels obtained theoretically though the use of fl ight track data will 
not be accurate, there will be a compounded margin of error which 
should be included in the study, at the request of the people paying 
for this study (the client, we the taxpayers).Noise predictions for 
locations very close to actual fl ight tracks will be off , and offi  cials in 
Broward County will be misled to believe noise contour maps that do 
not depict actual exposure levels. The current methodology may work 
well for other airports, but not for Fort Lauderdale, and we ask again, 
that the data is shown in four map/charts as listed previously. We 
ask BCAD employees to start addressing these concerns with ANAC 
representatives during regular or special sessions without further 
delays.
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Dear Khalil Nasser:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-7: Public Meetings/Administrative/Communication

According to the Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 
14 CFR Part 150 Study Draft Noise Exposure Map Report, section 
6.3.2:“The comment period begins December 16, 2018 and ends 
on January 23, 2019 (5:00 PM Eastern). The Draft NEM Report will 
be available at the above locations until the close of the comment 
period. Anyone wishing to submit comments may do so at any time 
during the comment period. …”We ask that the comment period be 
extended by at least another 30 days after January 23rd, because 
the Draft NEM Report published for review IS INCOMPLETE, AND 
MISSING IS THE MOST IMPORTANT INFORMATION, WHICH IS 
THE FLIGHT TRACK DATA USED TO GENERATE THE NOISE 
CONTOURS.According to section 4.5.2:Flight corridors utilized by 
arriving and departing aircraft to and from each runway end were 
reviewed and a series of centerlines of the fl ight corridors (backbone 
tracks) were established. These tracks were dispersed within 
AEDT to generate sub-tracks in order to distribute the aircraft within 
each of the primary fl ight corridors based on the actual distribution 
of radar tracks. The AEDT fl ight tracks are depicted on Figures 
4-2 through 4-3. Additional graphics that provide a more detailed 
depiction of FLL’s arrival and departure fl ight tracks are provided in 
Appendix F, and large-scale drawings are included in Appendix K. 
The fl ight tracks and their respective utilization rates are forecast 
to remain constant for the 2018 and 2023 study years. Flight track 
utilization, by time of day, is provided in Appendix B-2, Tables B-2.13 
and B-2.14.”FIGURES 4-2 and 4-3, and APPENDIX F and K ARE 
MISSING.Without any fl ight track data, map or fi gure, the author of 
the report is depriving the reviewer from essential information, hence 
the report cannot be reviewed for accuracy and all any conclusion 
is baseless.Please extend your comment period and submit the 
aforementioned Figures 4-2 and 4-3 and Appendix F and K for public 
review.
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Please see the following topic specific responses that apply to your comments.

Additionally, Figure 4-2, Figure 4-3, Appendix F, and Appendix K of the 
Draft NEM Report all contain the flight tracks used in the AEDT
modeling and these sections were included in the printed and online
copies of the Draft NEM Report. 

In addition to the information referenced above, the following discussion 
 addresses your comment.



Dear Robert Calabrese: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-3: East Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude

The arriving planes heading east are fl ying too low, making too much 
noise, and are using too similar of an approach pattern. This causes 
too much noise concentrated over specifi c locations east of the north 
and south runways. I’ve had impact windows installed on my own 
dime and that has not diminished the ridiculously loud noise coming 
from the aircraft. Please adjust the approach patterns for my variance 
and steeper descents to reduce noise concentrations.
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Dear Michael Olejniczak:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: General Noise Complaint
• 2-11: FLL Noise Insulation Program

When planes take off  heading west over my house the noise is 
unbelievable. Not much diff erence which runway is being used. This 
happens way to regularly. I live at 3620 SW 82 avenue and there is 
a microphone in my front yard. Not quite sure why this area was not 
included in the noise mitigation program. Would love to see the noise 
level stats for 1/6/19Michael Olejniczak
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Dear Carolyn Lemay: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-1: Arrivals
• 2-3: East Flow

• 2-5: General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations

Ever since the new runway was built, the frequency of landings 
from the west have increased and the planes now come right over 
my house in Davie. I live off  of 81st Ave. Also, in the early mornings 
on any given day when the winds are favorable, the planes taking 
off  going west from the new runway go right over my house at full 
throttle. Family visiting said this should be against the law. I’m like 
yeah, well, they are an airport and can do whatever they feel like 
doing. Very upsetting that I can’t sleep later than 5am and very 
upsetting that planes still come in at all hours of the night. I feel that 
the incoming planes should still use the original route that have them 
going near Griffi  n road. A plane can change direction easier than I 
can get any sleep. I have been living in my townhouse for over 25 
years and never have been subjected to so much noise. It is truly 
aff ecting my stress level.
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• 2-4: West Flow



Dear Robert Landers: 

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comments. 

• 1-9: Part 150 Regulations/ FAA Guidelines

International Air Transport Association User ID: 668246.Pursuant 
14 CFR 157.3 each person who intends to do any of the following 
shall notify the Administrator in the manner prescribed in § 157.5. 
14 CFR 150.21(b) states that each map, and related documentation 
submitted under this section must be developed and prepared 
in accordance with appendix A of this part, or an FAA approved 
equivalent, and in consultation with states, and public agencies and 
planning agencies whose area, or any portion of whose area, of 
jurisdiction is within the Ldn65 dB contour depicted on the map,FAA 
regional offi  cials, and other Federal offi  cials having local responsibility 
for land uses depicted on the map. International Air Transport 
Association Rules and Regulations of the Industry Committees I.(1)
(i) outlines the Industry Committees role shall be to work closely with 
IATA management, advising on campaigns, policy issues or questions 
associated with the operation of industry programs.
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Dear Paul Cunningham: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations

For a 18 months now, it has been unbearable since the change of 
anything goes west of 441. I heard the noise pick up dramatically 
since the change. I heard that pilots are allowed to do any pattern 
they chose after they are west of 441. Of course they have to 
watch out for oncoming planes and have some rules. The noise 
is ridiculous. I have 50 percent hurricane windows and that’s not 
enough even though that’s all I can aff ord. I can’t even go outside on 
certain days when the wind is in a certain direction and they are just 
coming over my house every 45 seconds to a minute and a half. I 
have been in the same home for 15 years and it seems like it wasn’t 
as loud when they had diff erent rules approximately 18 months ago. If 
there is any way they can go back to the older pattern, it wasn’t near 
as bad. It’s sad to live on the water and you can’t entertain due to the 
unbearable noise.
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Dear Diana Steeger: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-1: Arrivals
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations

Aircrafts are fl ying directly over Lauderdale Isles for departures, as 
well as for arrivals into Fort Lauderdale airport. If that wasn’t bad 
enough, operations start as early as 5:30am and can go as late as 
11:00pm at night, with constant activity throughout any given day. 
The noise level is unbearable, and not to mention it aff ects our sleep, 
either waking us up or not allowing us to fall asleep. The airplane 
noise travels through our neighborhood, at times startling residents 
due to the loudness. This needs to stop.
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Dear Mary Ayers: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics (Additional Noise Study 
Should Be Conducted as Part of the Part 150 Study)

• 1-2: Use of the DNL Metric
• 1-3: Noise Monitoring (Noise Measurements should be made 

and Supplemental noise metrics should be used instead of 
DNL)

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude

In addition to the pattern that takes the plane directly over our 
neighborhood at low levels when it is absolutely not necessary, 
the loud noise that constantly goes later than midnight and starts 
earlier than 6am has caused MUCH sleep disturbance.The fact that 
this study has stated that Lauderdale Isles does not have a plane 
noise issue is absolutely insane. I challenge you to try to have a 
conversation in my house with the low overfl ights and it is impossible. 
God forbid we want to open the windows when the weather is nice. 
We cannot due to the noise. Unacceptable.
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P-110: Mary Ayers (continued)

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 201E
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Name:

Address
;

I live in the uudcrdalc isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.

The Noise Exposure Maos developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FU arc not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft none levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1J We Object to the exclusive use of the method of‘annual averaging* the DNl (Day Night Average Sound Level) in thecomputer
modellrg of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents.The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels In our area are below 6Sdb for the entire year.

2| As part of this study, we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 Study
and theconsultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as It has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just fix periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the westl. in order to accurate*show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.

y

We object to the report's findings (5ectlon 4.5 3), where It states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary |i e. on* using annual average cortours). We beweve that
modifications are necessary given a) that westwa-d departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

31 We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolutbn and accuracy of such flight tracks Thu issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail We have reoeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595

4 ) We object to the fact that real world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around theairport are not included
In the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling

Our area files more nexse complaints with BCAD than aa other areas In Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise ieves in our area.

This graohtc superimposes two
maps provided on
lllDartl50.com. M plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area , the Study
contour lines are not even dose to
us



Dear Neil Rubin: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics (Additional Noise Study 
Should Be Conducted as Part of the Part 150 Study)

• 1-2: Use of the DNL Metric
• 1-3: Noise Monitoring (Noise Measurements should be made 

and Supplemental noise metrics should be used instead of 
DNL)

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations

If the departures stay along the 595 corridor and do not turn until 
west of I-75 then the noise levels are completely acceptable. 
What is unacceptable is the overfl ights occurring at all hours of 
the night and early morning, sometimes with less than 20 seconds 
between planes fl ying over. The sleep disturbance caused by this is 
UNACCEPTABLE. The fact that our neighborhood, Lauderdale Isles 
and surrounding neighborhoods is not included is insane. The noise 
levels are far beyond acceptable with these overfl ights.
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P-111: Neil Rubin (continued)

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
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Name

Address I

I live m the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fot Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County

The None Exposure Maps developed for the Part ISO Airport Noise Stuoy for FU are not accurate and do nDt depict the horrendous
aircraft roise levels we experience during westwarc depa -tures on the North Runway durng winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of 'annual averaging* tne ONL (Day Night Average Sound Level) m the computer
modeling of the Part ISO process whila ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA anc requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 6Sdb for the entire year.

2) As part of this study, we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCADI which oversees the Pan ISO study
ana theconsultants performing »t, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part ISO
studies.We specifically requested and contmue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
Showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.

We object to th* report’s findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Avation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours). We believe that
modifications are necessary given a| that westward departures which occur for 20X of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurate^ represented by'annual averaging, *and blthat the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3| We abject to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses‘light track cata with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the fi ght track
shows them south of 1-595.

4| We abject to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levelsdepicted by the computer modeling.

Our area faes more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas In Broward County combined , yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels We therefore question the accuracy of th.s Part 150 study and request that Broward County
official and the FAA reject current conclusions for nDise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
fllMrtl50.com. ft plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from ojr area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
us.



Dear Shar Fromhoff : 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 3-4: Fuel Residue/Soot

The cooler weather allows for open doors and windows but the 
overhead noise is every 3-5 minutes. Plantation used to be quiet. 
The pollution also seems to present with more grime than before and 
being outside isn’t relaxing when planes are coming and going.
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P-112: Shar Fromhoff 



Dear Linda Doiron: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 3-2: Quality of Life

I am a owner of a condo located at 85 Gulfstream Road apt 103. 
When we purchased our condo, it was a quiet and nice place.Then, 
with the new runway, it is very noisy. We can no longer enjoy our 
balcony, we can not leave our doors open to let the breeze in that it 
is too noisy!When we have friends and family over, if we are sitting 
outside on the balcony, it becomes annoying that we have to stop 
talking to let the plane depart or arrive because of the noise!When 
we want to sleep in on the weekends, forget it! the planes wakes 
us up! Something when we go to bed earlier, the noise keeps us 
awake!What can we do to fi x this?Thank you
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Dear Elaine Francis: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 3-4: Fuel Residue/Soot

I am complaining about the airplane noise over by house. The noise 
can be easily eliminated. The planes are turning too soon when the 
planes are taking off  or landing. The pilots know exactly what they 
are doing. We live near University Drive. The planes dump their fuel/
exhaust putting black specks all over the driveway.
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Dear Jean Alley: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-1: Arrivals
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations

The noise as they come in over a Davie to land is too loud. 
Sometimes there is a new plane landing every minute.
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Dear Michael Olejniczak: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations

The noise and frequency of departures heading west is insane. 
Anytime the weather changes one might as well stay inside. Also 
there are many of us out there ( 3620 SW 55 Avenue ) that do not 
waste our time complaining anymore. It has been a waste of time 
for the 25 years I have lived here. Believe in the real world where 
people are treated fairly the federal government should have bought 
these properties if they needed so badly to disrupt life around them. 
Incredible waste of man hours as in the end the airport is in the metro 
area and will only be handling more planes and any help with noise is 
fi ne if you hide inside. Michael Olejniczak3620 SW 55 AvenueDavie, 
Fl Microphone #1
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Dear Carl Fazekas: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-1: Arrivals
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations

Like to see airport implement RNAV controlled descent approach 
to east runways. Frequency of arrival at night is unbearable. My 
Nieghborhood gets impacted by both runways with arrivals.
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Dear Gerald Licari: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-1: Arrivals
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations

I live in a community called Lake Estates at Rolling Hills in Davie. 
I would like to make a complaint a out the frequency and noise if 
airplanes that land at the North runway of FLL. We unfortunately live 
in the direct line of the landing.I would like to recommend that the 
airport implement (RNAV CONTROLLED descent approaches) to 
both east runways. This method would lessen noise by approaching 
aircraft.
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Dear David Fambo: 

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

Noise is unbearable
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P-119: David Fambo



Dear Keith Wagner: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-1: Arrivals
• 2-3: East Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations

Landings from West to East from approximately 5:15am to 5:45am 
are very noisy.
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Dear Sharon Hart-Wagner: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-1: Arrivals
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations

Why is their landings before 6am most every morning at about 5:00 
to 5:30am coming over Davie.Very loud!
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Dear Anne Marie Hall: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

Please address the noise. RNAV controlled descent to east runways.
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Dear Michael Ray: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

Please do something about the noise of landing planes. These 
plane come right over my home in Davie. Please have the airport 
implement RNAV CONTROLLED descent approaches. Thank you.
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Dear Rose Ellen Glickman: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

Address noise issues with descent to both east runways.
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Dear David Glickman: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

Noise from descent to 2east runways.
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Dear Carlos Menendez: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

Aircraft noise is a real problem Please consider (RNAV 
CONTROLLED descent approaches to lessen this mayor problem
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Dear Sarah Cliff ord Owen: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations

The constant noise from aircrafts fl ying over my home at all hours 
of the day and night is a nuisance. Please implement RNAV 
CONTROLLED descent approaches to both east runways. This 
method would lessen noise by approaching aircrafts.
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Dear Jackie Miller: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10 - NCP Recommendations
• 2-1 - Arrivals
• 2-5 - Existing/General Noise Complaint

There is too much aircraft noise and recommend airport to 
implement(RNAV CONTROLLED descent approaches) to both east 
runways. Please lessen noise by approaching aircraft.
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Dear Jesse Miller: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

The aircraft noise is horrible and I recommend the airport to 
implement(RNAV CONTROLLED descent approaches) to both east 
runways. Thank you.
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Dear Stacey Manzo: 

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations

Impliment RNAV CONTROLLED descent approaches to both east 
runways.
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This comment is a duplicate of P-130.implement RNAV CONTROLLED descent approaches to both east 
runways
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Dear Gerald Bendheim: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude

We now have twice the amount of air planes due to the expansion. 
Even though I live miles from the airport, I don’t understand why 
the planes are coming in so low so far from the airport. Can they 
employ a steeper decent closer to the airport? Just trying to open our 
windows or sit outside at night is far from peaceful. Please help!
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Dear Beverly Rose Banks: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations

Well as I am commenting here (11:28 pm), the planes are fl ying 
right over my house and they are quite noisy. I’ve live directly on 
the fl ight path of FLL since I moved to Davie in 2003 and since that 
time I have noticed a considerable uptick in traffi  c and noise. Often, 
I am awaken by approaching planes somewhere in the 4:30-6:30 
timeframe. Some planes are considerably louder than others. They 
seem to just come speeding over I’ve tried earplugs to block out the 
noise but this is an uncomfortable way to sleep. (My neighbor uses 
earplugs.) However, I do understand the important role aviation plays 
for the economy of Broward County. But with the expected growth of 
aviation in this region all parties should be working collaboratively on 
how to minimize the impact on communities. I know of many airports 
that have curfews, such as 11:00 PM-6:00 AM. Also, RNAV controlled 
descent approaches, which improve safety also lessen noise. I love 
my home and my community and throughout most of the day, the 
planes go unnoticed.
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Dear Joel Spiegelman: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations

When I purchased my house over 17 years ago, the fl ight pattern did 
not go over my house. All day it was quiet and peaceful and I was 
able to enjoy my yard and pool. In those days it seemed that the fl ight 
path was much closer to SR 84, hence not a noise annoyance. Now 
aircraft fl y over my house totally disturbing the the quiet enjoyment of 
my home. When I am in my pool, or have guests outside, when the 
aircraft fl y over my house that is all we can hear. I do not understand 
why planes coming in for a landing cannot fl y over SR 84. It makes 
sense not only from a noise abatement point of view, but also from 
a safety point of view as well. When planes fl y over my house they 
are also fl ying over Nova Southeastern and a number of public 
and private schools as well. If there were to be an aircraft accident, 
the loss of young lives could run into the thousands. If that ever 
happened, I am sure everyone would want to know, what bureaucrats 
were so irresponsible as to allow such a dangerous condition to exist.
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P-134: Joel Spiegelman



Dear Michael Meltzer: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-1: Arrivals

Eliminate nighttime fl ights that arrive early in the morning.
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Dear Susan Coe: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

Using both north and south runways simultaneously is deafening. 
A conversation is impossible. RNAV controlled descent approaches 
would be best.
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Dear Susan Coe: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

When both north and south runways are being used simultaneously, 
the noise is deafening. A conversation is impossible .RNAV controlled 
descent devices would be recommended.
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Dear Virginia Maier: 

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations

(RNAV CONTROLLED descent approaches) to both east runways
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Dear Iris Bornstein: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations

Too much noise too frequent over our house
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Dear William Washa:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-1: Arrivals
• 2-3: East Flow
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations

When landing to the east why can’t you make the approach following 
I-595 until it clears the residential neighborhoods.
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Dear Cynthia Preziosi:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

There is so much noise I would recommend you implement RNAV 
controlled decent approaches to both east runways.
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Dear Dharma Kumar:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 3-4: Fuel residue/Soot

Aircraft noise at late night and early morning is very disturbing and 
interrupts with our sleep. No aircraft should be landing over the 
residences between 9 pm and 8 AM. Many of the aircraft are very 
noisy during landing, implement RNAV Controlled descent approach 
to reduce noise.Based on the study in state of California, breathing 
jet fuel causes cancer. No aircraft should be allowed to land or takeoff  
over the residential areas.
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Dear Marie Fazekas:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

Airplane noise is unbearable when I’m sitting outside in my backyard. 
Please implement(RNAV CONTROLLED descent approaches) to 
both east runways.
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Dear Elizabeth Diamond:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

I would like to complain about aircraft noise and recommend airport 
to implement(RNAV CONTROLLED descent approaches) to both 
east runways. This method would lessen noise by approaching 
aircraft. Thank you.
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Dear Susan Gilden:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

I would like to complain about aircraft noise and recommend airport 
to implement(RNAV CONTROLLED descent approaches) to both 
east runways. This method would lessen noise by approaching 
aircraft. Thank you.
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Dear Susan Licari:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

I have lived in this community for over 20 years and the airplane 
noise us getting worse every year. I would like to recommend that 
the airport implement(RNAV CONTROLLED descent approaches) to 
both east runways. This method would lessen noise by approaching 
aircraft.
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Dear Joanka Lobracco:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations

Please implement the RNAV CONTROLLED descent approaches to 
both east runways. This method would lessen noise by approaching 
aircraft over my home in Davie.
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This comment is a duplicate of P-147.Please implement RNAV CONTROLLED descent approaches to 
both east runways. This method would lessen noise by approaching 
aircraft over my home in Davie.
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Dear Jonathan Streisfeld:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

My complaint is about aircraft noise and I recommend the airport 
implement(RNAV CONTROLLED descent approaches) to both east 
runways. This method would lessen noise by approaching aircraft in 
my neighborhood.
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Dear Jack Heilig:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations

Limit arrivals from the west over Davie.Limit arrivals from 11pm - 
7amReduce frequency of fl ights over Davie.
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Dear Samuel Gurevich:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-3: East Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

Airplane noise is unbearable! Noise mitigation, including RNAV 
CONTROLLED descent approaches to both east runways, is 
requested. Over ocean activity should replace overland activity 
whenever possible.
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Dear Sarah Wellik:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-11: FLL Noise Insulation Program
• 3-2: Quality of Life

Noise mitigation is requested for severe decrease in quality of like. 
Any changes, including RNAV CONTROLLED descent approaches 
to both east runways, is requested. Use of over water approaches 
whenever possible. Thank you.
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Dear Jason Howard:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of  Operations

The planes make a lot of noise and there is aot of them.
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Dear Kim Bria:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

• 2-1: Arrivals

The loudest noise contributors tend to be the the arrivals, specifi cally 
non-passenger fl ights particularly FedEx.
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Dear Barry Migicovsky:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 3-2: Quality of Life

I live inDavie and the airplanes start at 5 am and continue through 
out the day and night. The noise is horrendous and would so much 
appreciate if they take off  and land off  the ocean where it is not so 
disruptive. The noise level is bothersome during sleep hours and if 
outside every 5-10 minutes a fl ight is overhead.
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Dear Nick Sadaka:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

Airplane traffi  c and noise have become a nuisance in Lake Estates 
of Rolling Hills. We get the majority of traffi  c to 10L. Please institute 
RNAV controlled descent approaches to both east runways.
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Dear Dana Sakada:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations

Seasonal aircraft traffi  c has increased and night operations are a 
nuisance. Please implement RVAV controlled descent approaches to 
both east runways to reduce noise in our neighborhood.
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Dear George Corey:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-4: West Flow

595 should be the line to the airport not over homes...fl ights should 
take off  toward the west not circling out to land...land from east to 
west
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Dear Selden Ross:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 3-2: Quality of Life

The noise caused by air traffi  c aff ecting my neighborhood (Lake 
Estates at Rolling Hills), which is west of the airport, is extraordinarily 
disruptive and is an unmitigated nuisance. I can’t sit inside my own 
home with my family to watch TV without having to pause the TV 
every 5-10 minutes when a plane fl ies overhead. The noise from 
planes overhead wakes me and my pregnant wife up at all hours 
of the night and early morning. Outside of my home, I can’t engage 
in friendly conversation with my neighbors without having to either 
yell at the top of my lungs or pause my conversation to wait until 
the plane passes overhead. The noise from arriving and departing 
planes has gotten progressively worse over the past year or so, 
and something needs to be done. The perpetual airport noise is 
making my home and my neighborhood unlivable; it has signifi cantly 
detracted my ability to enjoy my home (both inside and out). I invite 
you to come to my neighborhood, walk around outside and sit inside 
any of our homes to experience fi rsthand the awful disruption from 
the airport noise.Couldn’t the planes be redirected to take off  and 
land along a path that follows I-595, which is not a heavily residential 
area and is already a noisy area because of the highway?Please 
feel free to call me if you have any questions, would like a recording 
of the disruptive noise or would like to visit my neighborhood to hear 
the noise fi rsthand.Selden Ross954-558-31173723 W. Lake Estates 
Dr.Davie, FL 33328
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Dear Juliann Ross:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
•  2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 3-2: Quality of Life

I live in Lake Estates at Rolling Hills (across the street from Nova 
Southeastern University). We moved here a little over a year ago 
and love the neighborhood. However, our one complaint is the 
planes. They are extremely loud, distributive, frequent, and honestly 
a deterrence. We hear them at all hours (early morning and late at 
night). It hinders our ability to sleep, to have conversations, to watch 
television, and to enjoy our home. I am 8 months pregnant (already 
having trouble sleeping) and when I am actually able to sleep, I am 
am often woken by planes. I am not looking forward to how the noise 
will aff ect the sleep of our newborn. It would be much appreciated 
and a huge relief if the fl ight plans were switched to a less residential 
area. Thank you for your consideration.
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Dear Lawrence Kenney:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
•  2-1: Arrivals
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations

Aircraft noise for those on fi nal approach is highly intrusive. It is 
impossible to hold a conversation when outside and awakens us 
during the night. We recommend that RNAV controlled descent 
approaches be implemented for both eastbound runways.
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Dear Gregory Trask:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
•  2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

Hello. My family (including our minor children) live in Davie. The 
noise from aircraft is insuff erable. It is never ending all day and night. 
These planes fl y RIGHT ABOVE my house (we live off  University 
Drive between 595 and Griffi  n Road). It is particularly bad when 
planes are arriving/approaching for landing from the west. Something 
really needs to be done to ameliorate the noise. As a matter of fact, 
there have been multiple airplanes fl ying right over my house as 
I am typing this complaint. I did some research on my own and I 
understand that the airport could implement RNAV controlled descent 
approaches, and that method would lessen noise by approaching 
aircraft. Couldn’t that be implemented?!?!?!I also believe the new 
runway should be used more for landings from the west, so that the 
old runway doesn’t get all the landings. I rarely see planes landing 
from the west on the new runway.
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Dear Luis Giralt:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 3-4: Fuel Residue/Soot

Aircraft noise at night and in the morning is a big nuisance. 
Furthermore, our roof has to be pressured cleaned (at our expense) 
much more often due to fuel from commercial planes.
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Dear Luis Giralt:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 3-4: Fuel Residue/Soot

Aircraft noise at night and in the morning is a big nuisance. 
Furthermore, aircraft fuel forces us to pressure clean our roof (at our 
expense) much more often.
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Dear Melissa Fisher:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-1: Arrivals
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

Complaints about NOISE. Would like to reduce notice from incoming 
planes. Please implement RNAV controlled decent approaches to 
lessen noise to both east runways.
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Dear Michael Olenjniczak:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

In addition to the information referenced above, the following discussion 
addresses your comment.

Runway Use
The south runway at FLL is Runway 10R/28L. For the year Existing 
Condition (2018) contour, Runway 10R was used 28% and 7.4% of 
daytime and nighttime arrivals, respectively. Runway 28L was used 
for 6.9% and 1.2%, respectively, for daytime and nighttime arrivals. 
For aircraft departures, Runway 10R was used 31.6% during the 
daytime and 15.8% during the nighttime. Runway 28L was used 
6.7% and 3.4% for daytime and nighttime departures, respectively. 

As activity increases at FLL through the year 2023, and the gate 
improvements at the south terminal area are completed, it is 
expected that Runway 10R/28L will continue to support a larger 
percentage of aircraft operations.

The noise levels are absurd when planes depart fl ying west. Also 
what is happening with the new runway we built? See very very little 
traffi  c.
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Dear Layne Aurand:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-7: Public Meetings/Administrative/Communication
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 3-2: Quality of Life
• 3-5: Vibration

I have reviewed your “sound contour” maps, which I suppose used 
“algorithms” and some kind of dream about how physics allow 
sound to move in air. They are NONSENSE, when the actual 
tracks of the westbound departing planes fl y RIGHT OVER THE 
TOP of populated areas immediately to the north and west of the 
airport show you clearly where the noise actually IS. Have you 
even came to Lauderdale Isles on a westerly day? Go stand at 
the end of Marathon Lane for a morning. See what nonsense your 
“contour maps” really are. I’ve also seen the alleged “track maps” 
of departing fl ights. Do you not SEE the preponderance of fl ights 
that leave in a northwesterly direction virtually the instant they leave 
the end of the runway? The SOUND from those departing heavy 
jets, reaching maximum throttle as they attempt to climb, literally 
rattles the roofs on our buildings, and makes the outdoor use of our 
properties virtually impossible. According to all reports, the “Part 
150 study” says we don’t have a “problem,” because we only deal 
with noise about 19-20% of the year. Well, think about that for a 
moment. That represents between 69 and 73 DAYS out of a year. 
Now mind you, on days when the prevailing weather is coming from 
the west, they begin at 5:45 am and often don’t stop until 1 am! And 
sometimes, those weather patterns stay in place for days at a time! 
Let’s imagine this, for you who don’t experience what we do: Have 
someone show up at your house and fi re repeated semi-automatic 
blank shotgun rounds over your roof every three to fi ve minutes 
from before sunrise, ‘til midnight. THEN you might get a sense of 
what you people are WILLFULLY INFLICTING ON US. Yes I said 
willfully, because we ALL know this departure pattern is relatively 
new. Even when I fi rst moved here, which was only three years ago, 
this departure disruption almost never happened. What “I” think is, 
you, the Broward county government, think of two metrics: “Growth,” 
and “revenue.” Sure, the airport provides revenue, and yes, the 
area is experiencing explosive growth. BUT, those are not the only 
two metrics with which to experience success. They’re not even the 
best metrics. QUALITY OF LIFE is more important. But, because 
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of your greed for revenue, and the pride with which you brag about 
growth, you capitulate to the airlines and allow their pilots to run all 
over you just so they can knock a few miles and minutes off  of their 
fl ight times, so two-or three-hundred people can get to Newark fi ve 
minutes faster, while THOUSANDS OF US on the ground, your 
permanent constituency, your rate payers, and your VOTERS, have 
our lives ruined, in the name of airport jobs and revenue. The level of 
stress created by this situation alone is enough to make some people 
experience distress, as they just ponder the prospect of waking up 
to another day of endless ear shattering noise.DEAL WITH IT. Shut 
DOWN the northerly departures. INSIST the fl ights travel west, over 
the commercial corridor, until they have gained suffi  cient altitude 
that their “sound contour” isn’t rearranging the furniture by my pool, 
THEN allow them to turn to the north. It’s disgusting, and you CAN 
stop it.And, if you don’t, remember this. Remember Phoenix. The city 
government of Fort Lauderdale has committed to SUING you for your 
infringement on our rights, and your disruption of our lives. So deal 
with the mess you’re allowing, or spend your money defending your 
negligence.
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Dear Kimberly Wang:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comments. 

•  2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

The aircrafts are very noisey! It disturbs the peace.
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Dear John Howard:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 3-4: Fuel Residue/Soot

The airplanes are loud and I’m worried about the fumes.
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Dear Kimberly Solodkin:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

•  2-8: Aircraft Altitude

The planes feel like they are getting closer and closer.
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Dear Kimberly Solodkin:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

•  2-6: Frequency of Operations

Its starting to feel like you are in the backyard of the airport. The 
frequency of planes has increased dramatically.
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Dear Henry Cusnir:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 2-11: FLL Noise Insulation Program

I have been living in Davie for almost 15 years.We chose our house 
location based on the original airport runway.Since the south runway 
has been operational I had to change my windows due to the noise 
as it would wake me up at night as well as early morning. Davie did 
not qualify for reimbursement of impact windows so I had to pay 
out of pocket (almost $25.000.00)I have spoken to members of our 
community and it seem to be a solution which I hope is implemented. 
I hope Broward county mandates aircraft noise reduction and 
recommend airport to implement RNAV CONTROLLED descent 
approaches to both east runways.
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Dear Paul Maier:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

•  2-6: Frequency of Operations

The planes come over the house every 2/3 min. It’s just too often.
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Dear Jodie Maker:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

Aircraft noise is very apparent and would like FLL airport to 
implement(RNAV CONTROLLED descent approaches) to both east 
runways as this method would lessen noise by approaching aircraft.
Thank you.
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Dear Scott Manzo:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

•  1-10: NCP Recommendations

Implement rnav controlled decents
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This comment is a duplicate of P-175. Implement rnav controlled descents
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Dear Louis Preziosi:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

The airplane noise is extremely loud over our very nice housing 
development. I would like to see the fl ight plan change at least a mile 
south of us for incoming and outgoing fl ights. The path is currently 
directly over over housing development and late night fl ight, early 
morning departures and the “red eye arrivals” in the early early 
mornings are rediculous. The fl ight plan could be routed a little south 
over a commercial area that isn’t occupied after 6:00pm or open 
before 6:00am. Having the fl ight plan over residential is rediculous 
while options are available not to far south from our neighborhood. 
Thank you..
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Dear Roni Cohen:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-1: Arrivals
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

Very strong noise from approaching aircraft. Please implement RNAV 
CONTROLLED descent approaches to both east runways.
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Dear K George Rabindran:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

•  2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

The noise is disturbing, making conversation diffi  cult, if our windows 
are open, or if we are outside.
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Dear Thomas Ross: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-1: Arrivals
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude
• 3-3: Impact on Property Values
• 3-4: Fuel Residue/Soot

I live in a private community at Lake Estates Rolling Hills off  of 
University Dr. and SW 36th street and we are apparently the traffi  c 
area for these plans to line up before they land...one after the other...
It’s loud as they are making the descent and are very close. It would 
be fair if perhaps it were like this sometimes...but it seems like all the 
time. Also, the gas dump gets on our cars and roofs causing long 
term damage. I believe the fl ight path has negatively impacted the 
property values and desirability of a great neighborhood to some 
extent.
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Dear Melissa Harris:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

aircraft noise and recommend airport to implement(RNAV 
CONTROLLED descent approaches) to both east runways.
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Dear Sharon Lowe:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

The noise has indeed become very noticeable. I have had company 
comment on it and one morning I actually wondered if we were at 
war!
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Dear Audrey Edwards:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-4: West Flow
• 3-2: Quality of Life

I can’t sleep when I need to. I work THREE jobs and need my sleep. I 
d. Ought Bise sly dbufs but I have to have the volume so loud, it’s too 
loud and they are of no use. On the nights I know that the planes will 
be fl ying west, I pack an overnight bag and spend the. Ishtar away 
from my house. I can’t even have a conversation with my neighbor 
across the street!
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Dear Audrey J Edwards:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

• 2-4: West Flow

I can’t sleep in my own house when the planes take off  to the west!
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Dear Michael Mcgehee:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-7: Public Meeting/Administration/Communication
• 1-8: Available Data
• 1-9: Part 150 Regulations/FAA Guidelines
• 2-4: West Flow

I live in the Lauderdale Isles area of Broward County.The Noise 
Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for 
FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous aircraft noise 
levels we experience during westward departures on the North 
Runway during winds from the west. They are misleading reviewers 
and we have the following objections:1) We object to the exclusive 
use of the method of “annual averaging” the DNL (Day Night Average 
Sound Level) in the computer modeling of the Part 150 process while 
ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by 
residents. The result is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels 
in our area are below 65db for the entire year.2) As part of this study, 
we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) 
which oversees the Part 150 study and the consultants performing 
it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has 
been done in other Part 150 studies. We specifi cally requested and 
continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds 
(a contour map showing departures to the west and another for 
arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable 
aircraft noise levels we experience.We object to the report’s fi ndings 
(Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifi cations to the Aviation 
Environmental Design Tool standard departure and arrival profi les are 
necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours). We believe that 
modifi cations are necessary given a) that westward departures which 
occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in our area 
are not accurately represented by “annual averaging, “and b)that the 
290 heading regularly used for westward departures compounds the 
noise levels for us.3) We object to the fact that the noise contours 
are based on computer modeling that uses fl ight track data with 
no information regarding the resolution and accuracy of such fl ight 
tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and 
the study consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that 
when planes fl y over our neighborhood north of I-595, the fl ight track 
shows them south of I-595.4) We object to the fact that real-world 
data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the 
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airport are not included in the Study and are not used to verify the 
noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.Our area fi les more 
noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County 
combined, yet the study indicates we do not have unacceptable noise 
levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study 
and request that Broward County offi  cials and the FAA reject current 
conclusions for noise levels in our area.
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Dear Michael Sartori:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-7: Public Meeting/Administration/Communication
• 1-8: Available Data
•  1-9: Part 150 Regulation/FAA Guidelines
• 2-4: West Flow

I live in the Lauderdale Isles area of Broward County.The Noise 
Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for 
FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendousaircraft noise 
levels we experience during westward departures on the North 
Runway during winds from the west. They are misleading reviewers 
and we have the following objections:1) We object to the exclusive 
use of the method of “annual averaging” the DNL (Day Night Average 
Sound Level) in the computer modeling of the Part 150 process while 
ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by 
residents. The result is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels 
in our area are below 65db for the entire year.2) As part of this study, 
we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) 
which oversees the Part 150 study and the consultants performing 
it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has 
been done in other Part 150 studies. We specifi cally requested and 
continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds 
(a contour map showing departures to the west and another for 
arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable 
aircraft noise levels we experience.We object to the report’s fi ndings 
(Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifi cations to the Aviation 
Environmental Design Tool standard departure and arrival profi les are 
necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours). We believe that 
modifi cations are necessary given a) that westward departures which 
occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in our area 
are not accurately represented by “annual averaging, “and b)that the 
290 heading regularly used for westward departures compounds the 
noise levels for us.3) We object to the fact that the noise contours 
are based on computer modeling that uses fl ight track data with 
no information regarding the resolution and accuracy of such fl ight 
tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and 
the study consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that 
when planes fl y over our neighborhood north of I-595, the fl ight track 
shows them south of I-595.4) We object to the fact that real-world 
data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the 
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airport are not included in the Study and are not used to verify the 
noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.Our area fi les more 
noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County 
combined, yet the study indicates we do not have unacceptable noise 
levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study 
and request that Broward County offi  cials and the FAA reject current 
conclusions for noise levels in our area.This graphic superimposes 
two maps provided onfl lpart150.com. It plainly shows that despite 
the fact that the majority of noise complaints are generated from our 
area, the Study contour lines are not even close to us.
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Dear Richard Allen:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-4: West Flow
•  2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude
• 2-5: General Noise Complaint
• 3-2: Quality of Life
• 3-3: Impact on Property Values

The fl ight frequency is so often and the planes are so low there is 
seldom a break from the noise. The new runway has literally hindered 
our quality of life and can no longer use our backyard. In addition, it 
has adversely aff ected the value of our home by approximately 30% 
due to noise pollution.
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Dear Vanessa Tobin:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations

The planes are very loud, often waking me from my sleep and very 
often
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Dear Richard Hermann:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

The noise created from the increase in air traffi  c has become a 
palatable problem. It would be appreciated if the airport implemented 
some sort of noise reducing guidelines that would lessen any noise 
by approaching aircraft. One such suggestion would be the use of 
RNAV controlled descent approaches to both east runways.Thank 
you
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Dear Marilyn Eyerman:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations

We live in Plantation Harbor, the southeast area of Plantation and 
have lived here for 20 years. We realize airports and air travel has 
increased over the years, but we have never experienced such a high 
degree of noise and frequency of fl ights taking off  continuously over 
our house (when the wind is out of the west, southwest or northwest) 
as we have these past few years. We thought with the new runway 
the noise issue would be somewhat curtailed, but it has just gotten 
horrifi c! Early morning, late night and anytime in between...we cannot 
hear ourselves talk, the phone, the television...every 30 seconds we 
need to put the tv on pause so we can hear whats going on! Thank 
goodness for dvr’s and the pause button! It seems the planes turn 
directly over our house to go north. The noise from one plane stops 
when another one starts!!! If only they could stay on the due west 
course, more so directly over 595 or a bit south before turning north 
it may help somewhat. We have submitted complaints constantly in 
the past to the website obviously to no avail. Help would certainly be 
appreciated.
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Dear Kristene Lundblad:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations

The incoming aircraft noise is excessive. We cannot carry on a 
conversation on my back patio when a plane is coming in for a 
landing. Which is every few minutes! I recommend that the airport 
implement RNAV CONTROLLED descent approaches to both east 
runways. This method would lessen noise by approaching aircraft. 
Thank you.
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Dear George Tokesky:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

The aircraft noise is excessive. I recommend that the airport 
implement RNAV CONTROLLED descent approaches to both east 
runways. This method would lessen noise by approaching aircraft.
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Dear Brenda Horner:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 3-2: Quality of Life

I have done everything in my house to limit the noise and now it 
is up to you. It is very frustrating that we simply cannot carry on a 
conversation in our backyard while these planes are cutting over our 
neighborhood. I bought my house in 2003 and this was not the case. 
We were also informed that the new runway would not be an impact - 
well something has changed. The late night and early morning fl ights 
are disruptive to sleep and it is impossible to leave the windows open. 
I also do not understand why we need to continue to fi le complaints 
when there is a microphone 3 houses away. I bought my house in a 
location that should not have been impacted by the airport and the 
ability to enjoy the outdoors as I did years ago. Please restore my 
sleep and restore my tranquil piece of paradise
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Dear Andrea Brin:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations

We live in Davie and we hear the noises from the airplanes all the 
time. It is really loud and wakes us up very early in the morning too.
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Dear Michael Brin:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
•  2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations

The noise that we hear in and around my home is quite obtrusive. 
I am putting in impact windows and additional insulation in my attic 
to combat this noise. I have the annoyance of being woken up by 
aircraft early in the morning and hearing the aircraft throughout the 
day and ultimately in the evening. It is maddening. I would hope that 
my voice will be included with others that fi nd this to be out of control. 
With FLL becoming more of a major airport, air traffi  c has continued 
to get out of control, much to my disdain. I have heard that RNAV 
descent controls could lessens the impact of the noise, and if this is 
the case, I fully support the measure so long as it doesn’t place me in 
additional harms way by having aircraft falling out of the sky. I implore 
the committee to spend time in Davie in the landing path to see how 
productive they can be if they had to endure the same issues that we 
have for so long.
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Dear Tony Spalding:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  1-9: Part 150 Regulation/FAA Guidelines
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 3-2: Quality of Life

150 your part 150 study is fl awed as these aircraft are just as noisy 
in the morning as they are in the afternoon as they are in the evening 
just depends on how many people are home to report it . for people 
like me , , who live with the windows open and mostly Outdoors , you 
have ruined my life! I have been here 30 years and the last fi ve have 
been a nightmare you owe me big-time
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Dear Asher Spalding:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
•  2-4: West Flow
• 3-3: Impact on Property Values

90% of all aircraft are banking to the north where they leave the north 
Runway or the South Runway one out of every 11 fl ights leaves to 
South Runway All other fl ights are leaving on the North Runway your 
data fl ightpath is skewed compared to GPS and radar data from my 
equipment you are lying to us and you need to fi x the problem you 
have ruined my house value and you have ruined my way of life
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Dear Margaret Heinsen:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-4: West Flow
•  2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 3-5: Vibration

These fl ights Over The Last 5 Years go directly over my house 
from 5:30 in the morning until 3 a.m. at night when there is a west 
southwest Northwest or no wind at all every fl ight is banking to the 
north and at my age the noise and the shaking of the house can be 
life-threatening
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Dear Julie Soviero:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 3-4: Fuel Residue/Soot

The noise from the planes overhead are too frequent and too loud. I 
am concerned with the pollution they give too close to our home.
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Dear Julie Soviero: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendation
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 3-4: Fuel residue/Soot

The aircraft noise and pollution are concerning. I recommend that 
the airport implement(RNAV CONTROLLED descent approaches) to 
both east runways. This method would lessen noise by approaching 
aircraft.
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Dear Rich Soviero:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/ General Noise Complaint

Aircraft noise is an issue. It’s recommended that the airport 
implement(RNAV CONTROLLED descent approaches) to both east 
runways. This method would lessen noise by approaching aircraft.
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Dear Alexander Cabrera:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude 
• 3-2: Quality of life

We live directly Northwest of the airport in Riverland Village. We have 
serious noise issues with departing aircraft. The aircraft are way to 
low and the fl ight path that they take puts them way to close to our 
homes. The aircraft often follow I-595 and they come too close or 
fl y directly overhead. The planes should be fl ying directly west but 
instead fl y towards the north west directly along and sometimes over 
our homes. Please understand that the agreement when the southern 
runway was expanded was that there would be less traffi  c on the 
northern runway. We are taking the brunt of the traffi  c and it is ruining 
our quality of life.
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Dear Gregg Karasik:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-1: Arrivals
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

aircraft noise extremely loud and unpleasant everyday. Descent 
approach should be on east runways
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Dear Jennifer Pham:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

Lots of aircraft noise and would recommend airport to implement 
RNAV CONTROLLED descent approaches to both east runways.
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Dear Phung Pham:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

Lots of aircraft noise and would recommend airport to implement 
RNAV CONTROLLED descent approaches to both east runways.
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Dear Michael Olejniczak:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-1: Arrivals
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

Would like to see planes depart only over the ocean. There ate days 
when the switch patterns because of the wind. Not sure what the 
criterion is as I know the can take off  no matter which way the wind 
blows. Jacks noise levels way up. Do not even see these levels in 
your survey. Also why is the south runway only used so little. Would 
like to see more of 5050 split.
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Dear Paula Damiani:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-9: Part 150 Regulations/ FAA Guidelines
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-11: FLL Noise Insulation Program 
• 3-2: Quality of life

The noise level from the airport fl ight path is absolutely unacceptable. 
I reside in Lauderdale Isles. This “noise problem” is contributing to the 
declination of my HEALTH! This problem needs to be solved ASAP; 
otherwise, at a minimum, the FAA, City, County and/or airlines will be 
purchasing sound proof windows and doors for my entire residence. 
This should be available for ALL RESIDENTS suff ering from this 
nonsense. You cannot have it both ways!!! Solve the PROBLEM or 
cough up the bucks for the “soundproofi ng”.
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Dear Jane Dyar:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

There are particular times when the noise is consistantly worse than 
others we would like more studies & information
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Dear Leo Carey:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-9: Part 150 regulations/ FAA Guidelines 
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-3: East Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 3-2: Quality of Life
• 3-3: Impact on Property Values

January 18, 2019Broward County Aviation DepartmentRe: 
Comments on Part 150 Noise Compatibility Planning Study Harbour 
Inlet along with Harbor Beach make up the Southeastern end of 
the barrier island, bounded by the Intracoastal Waterway, Port 
Everglades inlet, and the Atlantic Ocean.This is a family-oriented 
enclave of well-maintained single family homes along with several 
high-rise and mid-rise condominiums at the beach. Both St. 
Sebastian Catholic Church and the Church by the Sea are located in 
the neighborhood.The vast majority ( ~ 80%) of departures / takeoff s 
from FLL are to the East. Unfortunately for our neighborhood, most 
of the large commercial jets turn Northerly almost immediately after 
they become airborne, typically taking them just South of or directly 
over our neighborhood. The noise from these engines in take-off  
mode is almost continuous at times.The blue shading on the following 
NEM Report graphic depict the typical East-bound fl ight path: During 
the Part 150 Airport Noise Study there were 11 permanent noise 
monitoring locations established. Two of these were located in 
Davie, four in Dania Beach, four in SW Fort Lauderdale and one in 
Hollywood. We don’t feel that this would give an adequate picture 
of aircraft and aircraft noise in SE Fort Lauderdale.The situation 
is diminishing our quality of life and likely having a signifi cant 
negative impact on property values.We believe there are reasonable 
alternatives to the early turns to the North. If the planes were to delay 
their turn northerly, the departure fl ight path would take them a short 
distance over industrial areas and Vod D. Mizell and Eula Johnson 
State Park to the Atlantic Ocean. Once over the Atlantic they could 
make their turn toward the North.We further believe that the DNL 
noise modeling results presented at the workshop do not adequately 
distinguish the noise contours for periods of East-bound departures 
from periods of West-bound departures. Averaging the two does 
not accurately or fairly represent the conditions experienced by our 
neighborhood during periods of East-bound departures.We kindly 
request your attention to addressing our concerns.
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Dear Carlos Saez:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 3-5: Vibration

I invite anyone who feels this study is accurate to come spend time 
in the neighborhood of Lauderdale Isles at any point in the day and 
imagine living through the noise. I invested over $15k in impact 
windows and can still hear and feel the vibrations from planes. 
The noise can be so severe outside that you need to pause your 
conversation until the plane passes and you have a few minutes until 
the next one. If this was your home and these changes were made 
how would you feel?
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Dear Michael Abitol:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

Reduce aircraft noise and please implement RNAV controlled 
descent approaches to both east runways.
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Dear Michael Olejniczak:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

How about dividing the traffi  c equally between runways. why the 
75/25 split?????
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Dear Rich Cunningham:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 3-2: Quality of Life
• 3-3: Impact on Property Values

Quality of life has DRAMATICALLY declined in Lauderdale Isles 
since the change of runway use on west-bound departures. I grew 
up in Plantation in a house with no A/C and so am very comfortable 
with the windows/doors open. On the days it is nice out the airplanes 
departing west overhead make it impossible to hear the TV and 
even to have a normal family conversation.I want to know if Broward 
County Aviation is going to make up the lower sales price on my 
house when the unbearable noise forces me to sell?
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Dear Kimberly Brown:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-8: Available Data
• 1-9: Part 150 Regulations/ FAA Guidelines
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations

During the days of Westward departures the on-slot of commercial 
jets and turbo props that fl y over our neighborhood is unacceptable 
and frankly should be criminal. Homeowners have the right to live in 
a peaceful environment where they can enjoy conversation or watch 
tv inside their homes without having to pause every time we have a 
direct hit from the FAA, which is often more than twice in 2 minutes. 
The Part 150 study is incomplete and biased. The FAA chose to study 
themselves, like the fox guarding the hen house. Annual averaging 
and day night averaging is absurd and does not refl ect or present a 
true picture, it’s biased in the favor of the FAA. Even though BCAD 
has been informed numerously that their tracking system is faulty 
showing more southernly fl ight patterns, the FAA has used this fl awed 
information, to conclude that we are not being negatively eff ected 
by the noise. The FAA should use the noise meters throughout our 
neighborhood and the remote monitoring terminals around the airport 
and see the indisputable facts. The FAA’s continuance to ignore the 
facts and fabricate false results calls for a class action law suit, which 
I would gladly pay my share of attorney fees for. Let’s use the law fi rm 
that Phoenix used!
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Dear Taylor Simmons:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

Would like the noise to be reduced.
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Dear Aaron Pankonin:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

I’ve experienced increased noise from FLL outbound operations. 
Airlines often deviate north of approved fl ight paths. Often planes fl y 
directly over Lauderdale Isles which is north of I-595 and east of SR7.
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Dear Andrew Bibbins:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-9: Part 150 Regulations/ FAA Guidelines
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-7: Early Morning/ Night Time Operations
• 3-5: Vibrations

As a resident in SouthWest Fort Lauderdale we frequently hear 
air traffi  c early in the morning and late at night. My home routinely 
shakes from the aircraft taking off ; enough for windows vibrations 
to make noise. Formerly in military aviation I am accustom to being 
around aircraft and loud military operations. The amount of air traffi  c 
pollution my residence receives is only slightly below that of living 
directly below the take-off  area for F-18 aircraft. The study stating that 
my area of residence is not at unacceptable levels is unacceptable 
and wrong.
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Dear Joanne Robinson:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-9: Part 150 Regulations / FAA Guidance
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-3: East Flow
• 2-5: Existing / General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 3-2: Quality of Life
• 3-3: Impact on Property Values

Please see attached letter from the Harbour Inlet Board of Directors
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Harbor Inlet Association 
PO Box 460549 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33346-0549 
 
January 18, 2019 
 
Broward County Aviation Department 
Re: Comments on Part 150 Noise Compatibility Planning Study  
 
Harbour Inlet along with Harbor Beach make up the Southeastern end of the barrier island, 
bounded by the Intracoastal Waterway, Port Everglades inlet, and the Atlantic Ocean. 
 
This is a family-oriented enclave of well-maintained single family homes along with several 
high-rise and mid-rise condominiums at the beach.   Both St. Sebastian Catholic Church and the 
Church by the Sea are located in the neighborhood. 
 
The vast majority ( ~ 80%) of departures / takeoffs from FLL are to the East.   Unfortunately for 
our neighborhood, most of the large commercial jets turn Northerly almost immediately after 
they become airborne, typically taking them just South of or directly over our neighborhood.   
The noise from these engines in take-off mode is almost continuous at times. 
 
The blue shading on the following NEM Report graphic depict the typical East-bound flight path: 
 

 
 

 

During the Part 150 Airport Noise Study there were 11 permanent noise monitoring locations 
established. Two of these were located in Davie, four in Dania Beach, four in SW Fort Lauderdale and 
one in Hollywood. We don't feel that this would give an adequate picture of aircraft and aircraft noise in 
SE Fort Lauderdale. 

The situation is diminishing our quality of life and likely having a significant negative impact on 
property values. 
 
We believe there are reasonable alternatives to the early turns to the North.    
 
If the planes were to delay their turn northerly, the departure flight path would take them a 
short distance over industrial areas and Vod D. Mizell and Eula Johnson State Park to the 
Atlantic Ocean.   Once over the Atlantic they could make their turn toward the North. 
 
We further believe that the DNL noise modeling results presented at the workshop do not 
adequately distinguish the noise contours for periods of East-bound departures from periods of 
West-bound departures.   Averaging the two does not accurately or fairly represent the 
conditions experienced by our neighborhood during periods of East-bound departures. 
 
We kindly request your attention to addressing our concerns. 
 
Joanne Robinson, President 
Board of Directors 
Harbour Inlet Association 
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Dear Martha Hall:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-9: Part 150 Regulations/ FAA Guidelines
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-10: Aircraft Operations Forecast.

January 20th,2019 1909 Admirals Way Fort Lauderdale, 
FL 33316Attention: Fort Lauderdale Airport Department:My husband 
and I are residents of Harbour Inlet and are members of the Harbour 
Inlet Association. Harbour Inlet is a residential community on the SE 
part of the barrier island.We have several concerns regarding the 
documentation we received at the recent planning session which 
we attended at the Signature Grand on Wednesday evening.First 
of all, regarding complaints about the fl ight paths of the aircraft. It is 
our understanding that aircraft are exempt from state and local law 
and that they are only subject to Federal law. This already places 
three levels of jurisdiction above residents and their concerns as I 
understand it.There were 11 permanent noise monitoring locations 
established. Two of these were located in Davie, four in Dania Beach, 
four in SW Fort Lauderdale and one in Hollywood. We don’t feel that 
this would give an adequate picture of aircraft and aircraft noise in 
SE Fort Lauderdale.The problem is virtually the same for SW Fort 
Lauderdale as it is in for SE Fort Lauderdale. Outgoing fl ights do not 
reman on their runway heading as long as they should. They turn 
north far too early and since they do, there is extreme noise in many 
residential neighborhoods. Not only is this noise unacceptable, but 
the number of fl ights has been increasing and is predicted to increase 
further by 2023.We need to resolve this situation. Obviously, the FAA 
must be involved. If we are not given satisfaction, then I believe we 
must take the same action as Phoenix, Arizona took when they were 
not satisfi ed. They sued the FAA. I believe there is enough support 
here in Fort Lauderdale to do the same. I understand form Ben 
Sorenson that we, Fort Lauderdale, have hired the same consulting 
fi rm that Phoenix hired when they were having problems with the 
FAA.This project requires much oversight from the community as well 
as from local government. We hope we will get it. It is really our only 
hope.Dr. and Mrs. Michael H. Hall202-549-4435
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Dear Nicholas Brown:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics (Additional Noise Study 
Should Be Conducted as Part of the Part 150 Study)

• 1-2: Use of the DNL Metric
• 1-3: Noise Monitoring (Noise Measurements should be made 

and Supplemental noise metrics should be used instead of 
DNL)

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-9: Part 150 Regulations/ FAA Guidelines 
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 3-2: Quality of Life

This study is a biased inaccurate reporting of the reality and noise 
atrocities homeowners in our neighborhood experience any time 
there is no wind or west winds and westerly departures. I complained 
for a year and half prior to this study only to be told that a study was 
being conducted moving forward over the next year and half. We 
pay a lot of money in real estate taxes and work very hard to live 
in paradise only to be subjected to the tortuous noise created from 
aircraft fl ying to close, to low and directly over our homes. Even with 
impact windows, can’t talk on phone, can’t hear tv and many times 
at night and early mornings can’t sleep due to unbelievable jet and 
plane noise issues. It has disturbed our sleep patterns, as well as 
our enjoyment of our own home both inside and outside. Originally, 
the noise monitors clearly showed there was exorbitant noise issues 
in our immediate neighborhood. However, for some reason the 
FAA, BCAD decided that a part 150 study was necessary in order to 
determine the problem that clearly exists when the fl ight path was 
changed to planes fl ying to close and even over our homes. I am 
exhausted, sleep deprived and fed up with having to fi le a complaint 
every time there was an aerial assault overhead. If I continued 
complaining every time a fl ight goes over, I would not be able to enjoy 
the freedom of my own home as I would be a prisoner of the phone 
app or computer making complaints day and night. Obviously, we will 
need to pursue a class action suit as your 150 Study is completely 
manipulated and falsifi ed by the very organization that is allowing 
the problem to exist. IT’S ABOUT DOING WHAT’S RIGHT! PLEASE 
TAKE NOTE AND GOVERN YOURSELVES ACCORDINGLY! SEE 
ATTACHED COMMENTS FOR FURTHER OBJECTIONS.
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Comment for tha Part 150 PubSc Workshop lanuary 16,201*fcOOPM 8.30PM.SignatureGrand,6300Fl-MOwia,Florida J3J17
fGv*/i41 (DIM i» * gt roniiirlv nXWu /nr your raanwtv tob* atiMtor Ĵ

I\) u/^Name:

NaSStiuJ-y), ffi /ojid.fU' j'??J>)2̂Address:

I live In the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest fort Laudero**/ southeast Plantation area of BrowardCounty.

fte Node Exposure Maps developed for the Part ISO Airport Noise Study for FIL are not qpcuratc and do not depict the horrendoua
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections

1| We object to theexclusive use of the method of 'annual averaging' the DM.(Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modelingof the Part ISO process while ignoringadditionalmethods allowed by the fAA andrequested by residents The result
Is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels In our area ara below 65dt> for the entire year.

2) As part of this study, wecontinue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department|BCAD|which oversees thePart 150 study
and the consultants performing It,to request the development of seasonal noise contours,as It has been done In otter Part 150
studies We specifically requested andcontinue to request nose contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showingdepartures to the west and another lor arrivals from the west),in order to accurately show tte unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience

We object to the report's flndlrgs (Section 4.5.3J, where it states that no modifications to the Aviation EnvironmentalDesign
Tool Standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only usingannual average contours). We believe that
modifications are necessary given e) that westward departures which occur for70% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately representedby "annual averaging,'and bjthet the 290 heeding regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that ttenoise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolirtion and accuracy of such fight trades. This Issue has beenbrought to the attention of BCAD end the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of1-595, the ffcght trade
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monttonng Terminals that exist arornd the airport are not induded
in the Study and are not usod to vartfy tte noise levels depictedby the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas InBroward County combined,yet the study indcates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefor# question theaccuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
OfflcMs and the FAA reject current condusions for noise levels In our area.

This graphic superimposes two

maps provided on
ftr-ar^M.ccm. It plainly shows
thet despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even dose to
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Dear Jeff  Combs:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

(RNAV CONTROLLED descent approaches) to both east runways. 
This method would lessen noise by approaching aircraft
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Dear Robert Powell:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-1: Arrivals
• 2-3: East Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude

Planes coming in from the West seem to descend at diff erent 
altitudes. Some planes are very low especially the larger cargo 
planes creating a higher level of noise.
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Dear Allan Finn:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-9: Part 150 regulations/ FAA Guidelines 
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude
• 2-11: FLL Noise Insulation Program
• 3-4: Fuel Residue/ Soot
• 3-5: Vibration

We live just north of Griff en Rd., about a mile East of 441. We have 
some periods where the plains are coming very close to our house, 
on their way to land, sometimes as frequently as 9 or more aircraft 
within an hour. We have black soot on our back porch and the 
back side of our house, and when we leave the windows open, we 
get a kind of oil slick that quickly builds up in the front of our living 
room (visible within a matter of days after we clean it). Everyone 
in our house, including our 15 month old daughter has a chronic 
cough, even though most of the time, our doctor says that nobody 
has any infections. This is increased for my wife, myself and my 
teenage daughter since we moved into the house. As for the noise, 
is a constant din of aircraft and walking around the neighborhood, 
and when the big Spirit jet arrives and departs in the morning and 
evening, at times it shakes our house, to the point where we hear 
/ feel it. Both of our surrounding neighbors and our across the 
street neighbor have been given noise abatement windows, but we 
supposedly do not qualify. I don’t understand how that could be, but 
I would like our residents to be retested. When we moved in, we had 
no idea of the frequency of the aircraft in our area. We were told the 
runway by us was used for overfl ow on occassion, but it seems that 
that is no longer the case, or that overfl ow is running most of the 
time. I think the best solution it’s for them to go closer to the highway 
and avoid our neighborhood completely. The next best solution would 
be being given proper noise insulation, but this is still secondary to 
moving the fl ight paths away, to less occupied areas, as I fear the 
other health factors involved beyond even just the sound. However, 
as a professional music educator, musician and songwriter, I am very 
concerned about accelerated hearing loss. I also worry about this for 
my family, especially our baby.
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Dear Christina Bullins:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-8: Available Data
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-9: Changes in Airport Operations

From my understanding, the study is using fl awed data to include 
areas not aff ected. I grew up where I live now at 2380 SW 34 Way 
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312 from 1983. When I was younger, we 
would only have planes overhead in severe weather. The plane traffi  c 
was rare and absolutely nothing like the frequent planes that we now 
have fl ying (leaving, coming) overhead. I vehemently object to using 
county wide data which is statistically irrelevant instead of using 
data from the areas aff ected by the increase in plane traffi  c and the 
changing of runways used. Thank you, Christina Bullins
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Dear Jenn Orkin:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments.  

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 3-5: Vibrations

We have lived in Plantation Harbor since 1992. Only the past couple 
of years have we had issues with the airplane noise. We would like to 
see the planes head further West before turning North. It might only 
eff ect us 20% of the time, but that is too much. Possibly put a sound 
sensor in the Plantation Harbor area and see how terrible the noise 
and vibrations are.
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Dear Roz Cohodas:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-3: East Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude

Far too often the East bound fl ights head north ubruptly above our 
house at low altitude. The noise is becoming unbearable and the 
frequency is increasing.Please have the planes fl y due east and turn 
north over the ocean.
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Dear Dana Bardfeld:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-3: East Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude

We hear the noise for almost all the fl ights arrivals and departures. 
Many of the larger planes are extremely loud for their East bound 
arrival as they are fl ying so low.
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Dear Frank Dawry:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations

For the past two or three years planes have started to turn early, 
passing nearly over my house while departing towards the west. This 
change has resulted in a lot of noise from planes interfering with my 
quality of life. Before, planes would head much further west, over the 
everglades, before turning, so there was never any noise issues. I 
would like to see a return to the prior condition.
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Dear Adrian Farmer:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-9: Part 150 regulations/ FAA Guidelines 
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 3-2: Quality of Life
• 3-4: Fuel Residue/Soot

I have lived in my house for 20 years. There is absolutely no reason 
why fl ights take off  to the west and make an immediate turn over our 
neighborhood. This was not an issue before 2015 but increasingly 
is a major problem with pollution and noise. This has had a major 
aff ect on our lifestyle where we live. The noise is deafening and we 
can not enjoy the outside, especially in the cooler months, which is 
when we see westerly winds the most. Flights need to maintain the 
heading of the runway until at least I75 then turn north. There should 
also be fi nes imposed on fl ights who do break this rule and noise 
ordinance. So should the fl ight tower if they instruct fl ights to do so 
and they should be $10k per incident. The recent study does NOT 
refl ect what is happening and does not show the real problem. How 
can you average noise and time and state there is not a problem. 
No one complains when planes don’t fl y over our houses and should 
not be part of the equation. Averaging noise and fl ights is stupid and 
not realistic. Do a study of the eff ect when planes interfere in day to 
day lives. Also on landing, there should be non power 3:1 ratio glide 
landings implemented to decrease noise. Currently, nothing is being 
taken into account now to reduce this. There are simple ways to help 
reduce noise. Also this ridiculous study that was completed is a set 
up to have air traffi  c increase over the next few years. So we can 
expect this to get worse over the next few years unless something is 
done now. This study should not be approved and concessions made 
to the residents it has aff ected.
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Dear Mitchell Nathan:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-1: Arrivals
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude

Hello. Thank you for your consideration. We have planes fl ying low 
over our house all day every day as they approach the airport. It’s 
loud. You hear it outside and inside. It’s at all hours. We are woken up 
at night from it. We can’t sit outside during the evening because every 
8 minutes a fl ight is over our heads.
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Dear Dale Rausch:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-1: Arrivals
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

There is way too much airplane noise from landing planes along the 
36th street corridor near the Nova University area. Please implement 
RNAV controlled descent approaches to both east runways to reduce 
noise.
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Dear Tanya Rausch:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments.  

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-1: Arrivals
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude

Excessive noise from low fl ying planes landing thru Davie. Please 
use RNAV controlled descent approaches.
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Dear Michael Olejniczak:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

• 2-9: Changes in Airport Operations

Heard the reasons but would like to see both north and south 
runways used the same amount. All the money spent for a runway 
used less than 25 percent. Only in the government.
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Dear Khalil Nasser:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations

As a member of Lauderdale Isle’s Airport Noise Committee, we want 
our following objection regarding the “Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood 
International Airport / 14 CFR Part 150 Study / Draft Noise Exposure 
Map Report” to be addressed and explained in the aforementioned 
document: We object to the report’s explanation in Section 2.5.2, 
page 2-15, where it states that “Due to the dual runway confi guration 
and parallel spacing at FLL, aircraftdeparting simultaneously on 
the two parallel runways currently require a 15 degree divergence 
inheading to ensure adequate separation. This divergence has 
resulted in an increase in aircraftoverfl ying areas in the vicinity of 
the north runway that may have experienced limited overfl ightsprior 
to the expansion of the south runway”We object this statement, 
and demand its removal from the report.BCAD employees and the 
consultants for this study have repeatedly used this statement (which 
misleads local residents, city offi  cials and county commissioners) as 
an explanation to why westward departures on 28L and 28R have 
changed from a 275 heading to a 290 heading.We have brought 
up this issue several times in the past, to both BCAD and the Part 
150 consultants, they have acknowledged and agreed verbally to 
our objection, an yet they keep using such statement. This amounts 
to either gross negligence or willful misconduct by both BCAD 
employees and Part 150 Consultants.The 15 degree divergence 
in heading to ensure adequate separation is used in airports with 
parallel runways that are two close to one another and are below the 
minimum distance requirement per the FAA. Fort Lauderdale Airport 
has 2 parallel runways that exceed this distance requirement and 
hence the 15 degree separation is not required. Other airports like 
Fort Lauderdale, with similar distance between runways, do not use 
the 15 degree separation. I ask BCAD and Part 150 consultants, to 
actually list the FAA requirement, to also list the airports with similar 
distance between runways like Fort Lauderdale that do not use 15 
degree divergence for separation, and to explain why they keep using 
such statement.Furthermore, even if the 15 degree divergence for 
separation was needed, Fort Lauderdale does not implement it for 
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simultaneous departures on 29L and 29R. A simultaneous departure 
occurs when planes depart on both 28L and 28R within the same 
minute. To have 15 degrees of separation, a planes should depart 
on one runway with a 275 heading while the other plane departs 
on the other runway with a 290 heading, hence 290 – 275 = 15 
degrees of separation. But we have documented departures from 
Fort Lauderdale that occur simultaneously on 28L and 28R, both 
with a 290 heading, which means there is 0 degrees of separation ! 
So on one side we are told that westward departure headings were 
unilaterally changed from 275 to 290 for safety, and yet, airport 
operations do not comply.We ask BCAD and the Part 150 consultants 
to:1) Refrain using the 15 degree divergence heading for 
separation as an excuse for heading changes.2) Document how 
many simultaneous departures occur on 28L and 28R per day as an 
annual average, for years 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018. In 2015 the 
average was maybe 6 simultaneous departures per day?3) 
Document for these aforementioned simultaneous departures, how 
many times there was 0 degrees of separation (i.e. both planes on 
runways 28L and 28R depart with a 290 heading) and how many 
times there were 15 degrees of separation (one plane departs with a 
275 heading and the other plane in the other runway departs with a 
290 heading).Regards,Khalil
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Dear Khalil Nasser:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-7: Public Meetings/Administration/Communication
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations

Please explain why since 2014 we have been told that NO departure 
heading changes can be made until the Part 150 study is completed, 
yet in August 2015, Fort Lauderdale Air Traffi  c Control and Miami 
Air Traffi  c Control unilaterally changed departure headings as per 
the document attached (“MIAMI ATC and FORT LAUDERDALE 
ATC Agreement” page 4, section 9 a), headings for ARKES, ZAPPA, 
BAHMA, THNDR) from a 275 heading to a 290 heading.Did Fort 
Lauderdale ATC reach an agreement with Miami’s ATC without 
informing Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) ?Was 
BCAD aware of this agreement?How come a departure heading 
was made without any study or public notifi cation?How come the 
actual departure procedures ARKES, ZAPPA, BAHMA, THNDR, as 
per November 2018 still list 275 headings were applicable, yet Fort 
Lauderdale ATC continues to use 290?We request that you include 
the document attached and submitted (“MIAMI ATC and FORT 
LAUDERDALE ATC Agreement” August 3, 2015) as an appendix to 
the “Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport / 14 CFR Part 
150 Study / Draft Noise Exposure Map Report”.Please reach me for 
the ATC agreement since the pdf is not uploading on this site
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Dear Diane Lemieux:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 3-4: Fuel Residue/Soot

This area is so noisy, and dirty from all these airplanes fl ying right 
above our head, it’s impossibleto have a decent conversation 
outside, we always have to stop talking for the airplane to pass and 
then continue until right after another one passing by again, this is 
ridiculous.We can never open our windows when it’s a propitious 
weather outside, again because of the noise.Not only that but I also 
loose my satellite signal for each airplane passing by.Nothing was 
inspect and done at our house to be able to have a decent living.
What’s the purpose of living by a canal if we can never go outside.
We defi nitely need a change.Thank you for your concern and 
cooperation,
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Dear Christine Grandillo-Shefner:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations

The air traffi  c over my house is unbearable 24 hours a day.We 
need a curfew, engine noise ordinance and steep take off  rules To 
mitigate the noise.The departing airplanes with engine whine are 
overwhelming. At times I am in my bed and I feel as though I know 
what those at Pearl Harbor felt like with the Japanese invasion.
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Dear Christine Grandillo:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

The airplane noise is overwhelming.We need an airport curfew 
and changes to fl ight patterns or takeoff  pitch to avoid disturbing 
residential areas.At times I am in my bed and I feel like those at Pearl 
Harbor must have felt when the Japanese invasion happened.
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Dear Travis Dawry:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments.  

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

I have lived here for 27 years, and the noise has only been a problem 
for the last few years. A solution, to my mind, would be for planes to 
fl y farther west before turning north. Flying north over the Everglades, 
as was previous policy to my understanding, does not bother anyone.
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Dear Lauderdale Isles Civic Improvement Association Association’s 
Airport Noise Committee:
Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-9: Part 150 regulations/ FAA Guidelines
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 3-2: Quality of Life

THIS COMMENT IS BEING SUBMITTED ON BEHALF 
OF THE LAUDERDALE ISLES CIVIC IMPROVEMENT 
ASSOCIATION’SAIRPORT NOISE COMMITTEEJanuary 22, 
2019To: ESA, Consultant for the Part 150 Airport Noise StudyFr: 
The Lauderdale Isles Civic Improvement Association’s Airport Noise 
Committee.PO Box 122271, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312 Email: 
grames.licia@gmail.comRe: Comment Form for the Part 150 Airport 
Noise StudyOur committee was formed in February, 2015, a few 
months after the south runway opened. We have been very vocal 
about the airport noise issue for our area for the past four years 
and we have met numerous times with City, County, and Federal 
offi  cials. The answer has always been “Wait for the Part 150 Study.” 
With the release of the Noise Exposure Maps recently, we fi nd that 
the Study we were told to wait years for will do absolutely nothing 
for us.For the record, we totally endorse the proposal by the BCAD 
Airport Noise Abatement Committee, which was presented at the 
Technical Committee meeting on January 16th.Our volunteer group 
presents this comment form in very simple form, because we believe 
the solution to airport noise in our area is, in fact, very simple. It’s just 
common sense.---------------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------Regarding the Part 
150 Study:According to the NEM’s created for the Part 150 study, 
Lauderdale Isles and southwest Fort Lauderdale are not within the 
65db noise contour. This is because of the faulty method required 
by the FAA for the Study which requires the DNL to be a daily 
annual average. We request that contours be developed for smaller 
time frames( such as daily or weekly during west winds) for west 
departures only, which will more accurately depict the unacceptable 
noise levels that occur in our area during west winds. We request that 
such contours be provided to the FAA by the consultant in the fi nal 
report for the Part 150. Note that the consultant stated to us at the 
January 16 Public Workshop that they could provide these contours, 
if requested by BCAD. The assistant director for BCAD, Marc 
Gambrill, advised us he made this request to the consultant on that 
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have asked BCAD for the number of simultaneous departures that 
occur daily, to no avail. We analyzed the data ourselves and found 
that there are only approximately 25 simultaneous departures out 
of approximately 800 total operations every day.- Also note that 
procedures for 275 departures off  the north runway to all destinations 
already exist. Such procedures are used nightly from 10:30pm to 
6am, when the south runway is closed and all departures are only 
given the 275 heading.- The everyday use of 275 on the north runway 
and 290 on the south runway are totally contrary to “separation for 
safety.” We believe that the 290 heading was established for, and is 
being used for, the convenience of the airlines, the tower controllers 
and BCAD.- More noise complaints are fi led with BCAD from Laud 
Isles/southwest Fort Lauderdale than from all other neighborhoods 
in Broward combined! Noise complaints are real data and cannot be 
refuted. Residents do not fi le noise complaints because they have 
nothing else to do. They fi le noise complaints because they can’t 
speak to one another in their homes, their quality of life is ruined, and 
the value of their homes deteriorates due to the horrendous noise.
The solution to the noise issue in our area is simple: Eliminate the 
290 heading completely and issue runway heading (275) departures 
ONLY for both runways. For the few simultaneous departures that 
occur each day, stagger the departures. Once airborne, fl ights should 
be required to maintain runway heading for 3 miles/3000 feet before 
turning. This solution is simple and can be established easily.Lastly, 
the 290 heading, which is the cause of all the airport noise in our 
area, was put into place without any type of study. If no study was 
needed to put the 290 in place, then we should not need a study to 
eliminate it.For the Association,Geoff  RamesChairman LICIA Airport 
Noise Committee

date. Additionally, it is our opinion that the fl ight tracks used as data 
for the computer modeling for the Part 150 are not accurate. We have 
brought this to the attention of BCAD and the consultant numerous 
times and have asked for accuracy fi gures for the tracks to no avail. 
Lastly, we are incredulous that data from the twelve Remote Noise 
Terminals stationed around the airport is not used to compare or 
verify the results of the computer modeling of the study.Please note 
the following:- For the approx. 20% of the time that west winds occur, 
Lauderdale Isles experiences excessive aircraft noise due to the 
290 departure heading on the north runway. Additionally, especially 
during southwest winds, the aircraft drift farther north of I595 due 
to those winds. Also, we have observed departures on the north 
runway where aircraft are approximately halfway down the runway 
when they are airborne, and they steer the 290 heading immediately, 
instead of waiting till they are past the end of the runway. Doing so 
puts these aircraft in a path much farther north of I595 and over 
our area. - We are told that the 290 heading on the north runway is 
necessary in order to provide “separation for safety” for simultaneous 
departures from both runways.- The 290 heading was instituted 
without appropriate notifi cation to the public. It was put into place 
through a Letter of Agreement between Miami and Fort Lauderdale 
FAA personnel with no public notice. No study was done before this 
heading was established.- The 275 heading is also regularly issued 
for north runway departures.- Note that the 290 departure heading 
is also regularly issued for departures from the south runway. Such 
departure headings run directly across the 275 heading for the 
north runway. This totally contradicts “separation for safely.”- The 
method now used to allow 290 departures from the south runway 
is simply the staggering of simultaneous fl ights. - Since staggering 
of departures is now used every day, there is no reason why both 
runways cannot have departures ONLY on runway heading (275), 
and staggering be used to separate departures as necessary. This 
would eliminate the 290 heading which is the cause of unacceptable 
noise in our area.- Simultaneous departures are minimal. We Stop 
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Dear Pierre Dougniaux:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

the airplanes fl ying over our neighborhood of Lauderdale Isles. The 
noise is out of control. Go back to the old departure heading of 270. 
Stop allowing the planes to turn northwest upon departing.
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Dear Justin Grubich:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments.  

• 1-7: Public Meeting/Administration/Communication
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude 
• 3-5: Vibration

For over two years, I have watched planes during west winds fl y 
directly over my home (sometimes turning so sharply that they run 
parallel to my north running street). They fl y so low that the sound 
is so loud that the house shudders. My house, 2519 Key Largo Ln, 
is well beyond the 290 heading & actually lies between 293-296 
from the end of the north FLL runway. I have photographic and 
video supporting evidence. The heading during west winds must 
be changed back to the original 275, keeping the air traffi  c over the 
commercial district parallel to I 595 until it has reach at least 5000’. 
Otherwise, as a city and beighborhood we have been organizing to 
begin taking up civil action against FLL and the FAA.
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Dear Ulvi Mammadov:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations

Please address the frequency of fl ying time and noise
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Dear Paula Kogan: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations

Way too early fl ights and noise
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Dear Bill Cole:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-3: East Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

It is my understanding that east bound departures are to be on a 
heading between 080 and 095. But on a regular basis headings are 
frequently less than 080. I’ve attached a few examples using the 
Plane Finder App as the source of information. UA832 on 1/22/19 
@ 74degrees @ 1300ft altitudeAS 1327 on 1/2/19 @69 degrees @ 
1400ft altitudeJBU 181 on 4/12/18 @ 73 degrees @ 1250ft altitudeDL 
2820 on 4/13/18 @ 73 degrees @ 1425ft altitudeWith the prevailing 
breeze from the SE the noise created by east bound fl ights carries 
into our neighborhood making the situation much worse than it would 
be otherwise. Please consider restricting east bound departures 
to a heading of 090 until they reach a waypoint equal to the shore 
line which is less than two miles from the end of the runway. this 
minor change would result in a signifi cant improvement for our 
neighborhood and would not impede air travel what so ever.
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Dear Angelina Pluzhnyk:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-9: Part 150 Regulations/FAA Guidelines
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations

As a member of Lauderdale Isle’s Airport Noise Committee, we want 
our following objection regarding the “Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood 
International Airport / 14 CFR Part 150 Study / Draft Noise Exposure 
Map Report” to be addressed and explained in the aforementioned 
document:We object to the report’s explanation in Section 2.5.2, 
page 2-15, where it states that “Due to the dual runway confi guration 
and parallel spacing at FLL, aircraftdeparting simultaneously on 
the two parallel runways currently require a 15 degree divergence 
inheading to ensure adequate separation. This divergence has 
resulted in an increase in aircraftoverfl ying areas in the vicinity of 
the north runway that may have experienced limited overfl ightsprior 
to the expansion of the south runway” We object this statement, 
and demand its removal from the report. BCAD employees and the 
consultants for this study have repeatedly used this statement (which 
misleads local residents, city offi  cials and county commissioners) as 
an explanation to why westward departures on 28L and 28R have 
changed from a 270 heading to a 285 heading and later in 2015 to 
290. So on one side we are told that westward departure headings 
were unilaterally changed from 275 to 290 for safety, and yet, airport 
operations do not comply. No document was presented to us on 
why and who made the decision in 2014 to change the departure 
procedures. In addition there are departures on 290 heading after 
10:30 pm, sometimes we receive apologies from the tower. But, there 
are no strict noise abatement rules in place regarding departures 
between 10:30 pm and 6:00 am. We, the residents, have to police 
the tower and BCAD representatives regarding late departures 
over our homes. We ask BCAD and the Part 150 consultants to:1) 
Refrain using the 15 degree divergence heading for separation as an 
excuse for heading changes.2) Document how many simultaneous 
departures occur on 28L and 28R per day as an annual average, 
for years 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018. In 2015 the average was 
maybe 6 simultaneous departures per day?3) Document for these 
aforementioned simultaneous departures, how many times there 
was 0 degrees of separation (i.e. both planes on runways 28L and 
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28R depart with a 290 heading) and how many times there were 15 
degrees of separation (one plane departs with a 275 heading and the 
other plane in the other runway departs with a 290 heading).
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Dear Linda Picciolo:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 3-2: Quality of Life

We live in Lauderdale Isles and are constantly having airplanes 
depart directly over our home. The noise is very loud and disruptive 
to our lives. We are woken early in the morning, before 6:00 AM due 
to airplane noise. The planes are so loud that we cannot hear the TV 
or talk on the telephone when overhead. We are unable to fully enjoy 
the outdoor use of our home. This problem has recently become 
worse in the last 4 or 5 years. We moved into our home more than 20 
years ago and did not have this issue back then.
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Dear Wendy Bravo:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP recommendations
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude
• 3-2: Quality of Life

Airplanes taking off  west on the northern runway are turning to the 
north too early and are making a lot of noise as they are going over 
the house. The departure directs them to take parallel to I595 past 
Pine Island Rd and THEN turn north, not before, but most of them 
are not complying with this route. All day on west departures we 
have this problem, turning too early and too low. We cannot speak 
a normal conversation in the pool area anymore and must pause 
until the airplane has faded away. Even as we are seating in the 
living room or any other part of the house for that matter, we have to 
increase our voice volume to be able to hear one another while the 
airplane passes directly over us.The noise pollution has increased 
dramatically since the new runway was opened, for no reason. If the 
same departure route is kept as pre south runway this problem will 
not happen. Reinstate or enforce airplanes to strictly follow the same 
departure as before to resolve the noise in the area..
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Dear Nancy Rodriguez:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

• 1-7: Public Meetings/Administrative/Communication

Good afternoon,Please include me in all studies surrounding aircraft 
fl ight activity at FLL. Thank you.
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Dear Barry Walko:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendation
• 2-3: East Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations

Per Review of the RADAR EASTBOUND Runway fl ight patterns at 
the recent public workshop juxtaposed with an in depth discussion 
with one of the representatives...I am suggesting the below 
request:To initiate (Especially Early Morning & Late Evening-when 
sound is more pronounced), that the Northeast & Northbound fl ights 
be instructed to MAINTAIN RUNWAY COURSE HEADING for at least 
two/three miles (out to the Ocean) BEFORE altering to their Final 
Flight Destination Path. This will allow the planes to reach a MUCH 
higher elevation and proximity from local Residencies to the North.I 
live at the Northeast side of Port Everglades Inlet and occasional Air 
Traffi  c Flights “CUT” North at a very low elevation and distance from 
runway which creates an Unnecessary and Disturbing Noise and 
could be readily abated with this recommendation.
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Dear Ani Maggio:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-2: Departures
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 3-2: Quality of Life

The entire month of Jan has been non stop noise from airplanes 
departing from FLL over my house. I have lived here for over 5 yrs 
and it has never been this bad. I’m hoping whatever runways the 
airplanes have been using prior to Jan, they can go back to using 
those runways. This is ridiculous and its ALL THE TIME. Starting as 
early as 530am, up until 1130pm. 7 days a week. Like I said, this has 
never happened before. This has got to stop! I cant have my windows 
opened, the noise is constant.
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Dear Andrea Luke:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency Of Operations
• 3-2: Quality of Life

I am now hearing planes especially Soutwest constantly during the 
day. I sometimes work from home so it is annoying. I called after 
the new runway was opened and was told the noise will get worse 
because a rerouting will take place. We are all unhappy about the 
new runway and fl ight path. This needs to be addressed.
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The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Flollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150,Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to
monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at
www.fllpartl50 com. Thank you for your interest and participation.



Dear Matthew Silverstein:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-3: East Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude

I’m a pilot for spirit and I also live in s community plagued by aircraft 
noise. The main problem is this:On an east fl ow, arrivals are dropped 
down to 4000 crossing the shoreline. Abeam NOVAE they are given 
a 180 heading down to 2000. This short approach leaves many 
aircraft high which necessitates the use of speed brakes. The Airbus 
is notorious for loud speed brakes. Also some AC are hustling down 
to 2000 too early which leads to 767s and A321s screaming over my 
neighborhood very low. If that’s not enough, some spirit and Jetblue 
redeyes get in at 4am which can also be heard overhead. I propose 
that ATC force an extended fi nal for AC operating between 10pm and 
7am. The extended fi nal will solve 2 problems: give pilots more time 
to descend so that they don’t have to use speed brakes and also 
keep the noise west over the Everglades.I’d love to speak fi rst hand 
and in more detail with anyone. Just shoot me and email.
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Dear David Lyon:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 3-2: Quality of Life
• 3-3: Impact on Property Value

Flight noise is out of control. It’s too loud and decreasing our 
property value. And aff ecting our children. We must Decrease fl ights, 
frequency, and we must demand an approach from the east for 
landing and takeoff s to the east for takeoff  whenever possible.
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Dear Kristi Morrow:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude

I live in Jacaranda Lakes and Plantation. I have noticed a steady 
increase of airplane traffi  c over our community for the past several 
years. The planes are more frequent, lower and much louder. My 
backyard is often no longer a quiet calm. It’s especially noisy when 
they are taking off  to the west. Thx.
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Dear Dave Power:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude
• 3-5: Vibration

Not sure of the categories to select above. But there are times when 
the aircraft is especially low. So much so that we can see faces in the 
windows. Sometimes they rattle the house. These are the annoying 
times. I’m not sure if it’s individual pilot or ground control.
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Dear Kevin Valle:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude

The fl ight traffi  c over Jacaranda Lakes is horrible, all day long planes 
going low right over our homes. Stay out over 595 Please!
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Dear Barbara Natelli: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 3-3: Impact on Property Values

Our quite neighborhood is now a fl ight path. It is continuous and 
loud. Very disappointed. I live in beautiful Jacaranda Lakes and I am 
worried this will hurt on property values.I choose not to move into 
Forest Ridge because of the fl ight noise and now it is in my neighbor.
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Dear Shirley S. Weissman:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude
• 3-2: Quality of Life

The price of progress is heavy. I have lived in this house in Jacaranda 
Lakes for 34 years and I have noticed that the winter pattern has 
somehow seemed heavier over my house than other times of the 
year. But the new runway was a cause for a degree of greater noise; 
now, the noise level is higher and more constant. Over the weekend 
sitting on the patio made me feel that I was in a war zone, ready to be 
bombed at any moment.I love being so convenient to the airport but 
I hope something can be done to alleviate the noise issue (and the 
safety issue of low fl ying planes).
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Dear Stephen Coleman:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 
System)

• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations

Didn’t see my neighborhood in the SunSentinel newspaper article 
from 1/27/19 on the map in this article showing Flight patterns in and 
out of the airport? Get a lot of incoming and outgoing traffi  c daily and 
increasing numbers that some days every 2 minutes is another plane 
overhead drowning out sound on TV! Will continue for hours. Flights 
@ 1:30 AM 4:30 AM and some mornings 5:30 AM with increasing 
fl ights for 3 hours every 2 minutes such that there is always the 
sound of jet engines as background noise. Las Saturday my sister 
was visiting and commented if there was an Airshow happening.1:30 
PM nonstop for 2 hours.I am approx.; 10 miles north of the airport? 
Been at this address since 1984 and would not have bought here if 
this was the case back then.Lived in SE Ft. Lauderdale since 1953 
at age 2.This current activity most likely began when new South 
runway opened and just didn’t realize that this is the new norm but 
is.1:15 PM and just now is one passing.2/7/19 1:17 another.1:19pm 
hear another coming this way etc etc etc Do you know this activity is 
happening?Maybe a sound recorder device needs to be put in area 
to know that this is serious.Wish to get some relief.Thanks
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Dear Peggy Roger:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude

Sometimes it seems like the planes are too low.
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Dear Stephen Fithian:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude

This has become a nightmare! The planes don’t follow the evergladed 
595 lane 50% of the time. They come directly over my neighborhood. 
Low fl ying at high speed. Inside my fully Hurricane proofed home it 
sounds like I am right next to the airport. Outside its unbearable! I 
dont want to live like this anymore. My beautiful community is being 
destroyed by airport operations.
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Dear Joseph Namn:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude

I would like to see low approaches minimized. I am a pilot and 
monitor ADS-B traffi  c info which shows some approach altitudes < 
1500 MSL on the downwind/base portion of the pattern over west 
plantation.
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Dear Norman Longo:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-8: Available Data 
• 2-11: FLL Noise Insulation Program

Where can I see the latest Noise Exposure Map? I live in the Ocean 
Waterway Mobile Home Court and was one of the units in the high 
exposure area. I would like to see if I am still in that area and what 
can be done about it if I am.Thank you, Norm Longo
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Dear Steve Coleman:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-3: East Flow
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude

Been submitting comments in hope that someone will see and ask 
why this part of town isn’t speaking up? Yesterday afternoon 2/16/19 
@ 4:10 PM while watching a Netfl ix movie at home 1700 block of 
NE 17th Ave Ft. Lauderdale I almost jumped off  my chair when 
suddenly the sound of a very low,fast moving jet plane came from 
the NW heading SE fl ew over head. It was the worse of many other 
jets especially low during night time operations.Called the Broward 
Aviation Complaint Hotline shortly thereafter to report same.
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Dear Joann Krohn:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-1: Arrivals
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

I see and hear the planes everyday they make a lot noise and come 
in to turn to get to The Ft Lauderdale Airport
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Dear Stephen Coleman:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 2-3: East Flow
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude
• 3-2: Quality of Life

This is my 3rd complaint to this forum and Broward Aviation’s 
comment page and 800 Hotline plus emails to both My county 
and city elected offi  cals.Not getting either to address the current 
overfl ights 24/7 over my residence in NE Ft. Lauderdale. That wasn’t 
the case when I moved from Rio Vista area in 1984 or I would not 
have bought here. I surely wouldn’t now but can’t aff ord to move 
elsewhere.It appears that your not willing to acknowledge this pattern 
since the majority of fl ights in and out of FTL are now using this fl ight 
pattern 24/7. I was told that the aircraft has to be at 6,000 ft but that 
is not the case with most maybe 1/2 that and after dark more like 
1/3 and I can’t hear my TV and have to wear ear plugs as not to get 
disturbed through out the night! I don’t like having to do this in case 
there is a life threatening event that I will sleep through. Plus I enjoy 
the sound of rain etc to sleep with. Now it is the constant sound equal 
to a thunder strom but it isn’t,but the distant approaching jets one 
after the other for hours at a time?Why hasn’t this study shown the 
fl ight patterns over this area. I am 8 miles north of the airport.
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Dear David Buanchette:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 3-2: Quality of Life
• 3-3: Impact on Property Values
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-268: David Buanchette

BRjcWVARD
COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45"1Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L o R I D A

\ J i /_ \ C .<— A~J -TT <C
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First and Last Name

Address y

f 333 /̂ —T

/ /%/ O?if^ /<J

yo,!̂̂ Q yyx

Email Address

^ & / J & r* j /c tfMeeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR ) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to
monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at
www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-268: David Buanchette (continued)

nn v A /A nr\ AV|AT|0N DEPARTMENT

Dl \ Cjl^r l4r\l\l J Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45'h Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated,

if you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear William Runndehum:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-11: FLL Noise Insulation Program
• 3-2: Quality of Life
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-269: William Runndehum

Bftj^WARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

UJjUL / frgvi UA A. tt~u HA
~TZJUI

First and Last Name

4 biru s.m,

J^A J /A 3^> 3/ >
Address

5ibMA7unM 6> fuQ* jh
Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-269: William Runndehum (continued)

Bft$WARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45ln Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop,or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach,Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Todd Carpenter:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-9: Part 150 Regulations/FAA Guidelines
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-4: West Flow
• 3-2: Quality of Life
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-270: Todd Carpenter

Bf^WARD
COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45m Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

" t OEva C A&pt 'First and Last Name

QO-SQ 5w AJC.AJC Plo*\Tjt F<- V531 '7Address L,'V

Ccxrpr -̂Vgf . +c Qt ^ . I ,CEmail Address

Meeting Location F-.Q.>' r- 7

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to
monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at
www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-270: Todd Carpenter (continued)

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International

CPUNT Y 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

AVIATION DEPARTMENT Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments

will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Fred Elson:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-11: FLL Noise Insulation Program
• 3-2: Quality of Life
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-271: Fred Elson

BRjcWVARD
1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

2First and Last Name ,A/I

fw fa f~~/ 33s
JfSSL .Ntt?

<
jVy ,\^~f(A

Address

Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to
monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation .
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-271: Fred Elson (continued)

BR#WARD‘ COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45,h Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L o R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23,2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Lesley Sanchez:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-11: FLL Noise Insulation Program
• 3-2: Quality of Life
• 3-5: Vibration
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-272: Lesley Sanchez

BR&WARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

UsIni SanchezJFirst and Last Name

l#l &U 55 Nt ( Pk\ / ikiiirn isks )

Plartta-fm Ft 333li
Address

ieslyafi aol. arm
Shrjnnbirv, fivnnd Paul, Florid a

Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to
monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at
www fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-272: Lesley Sanchez (continued)

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International

C O U N T Y 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

AVIATION DEPARTMENT Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Jose R Frias:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 3-4: Fuel Residue/Soot
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-273: Jose R Frias

BROWARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45in Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L o R I D A

AOFirst and Last Name

P-Ho V AAA,M> /.Address

Email Address

Meeting Location
0

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to
monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at
www fllpart150.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-273: Jose R Frias (continued)

nn . \ A // r»r\ AV|AT|0N DEPARTMENT

UlT V/ xKI-J F°rt Lauderdale-Hol|ywood International

(!OUN 1 Y 2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments

will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop,or mail by January 23,2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Justine Browning:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 3-2: Quality of Life
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-274: Justine Browning

BR#WARD
COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45"1 Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L o R I D A

First and Last Name G 1-0 T

\ ^bvio PulpAddress

v ‘ \ i . uU o n , PL \1

*»-A\\o noou L- (ryj (A A)Email Address C v.: '1C\ \ NC .'VN'-*-\ i i
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The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to
monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at
www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-274: Justine Browning (continued)

nnVAA /A nr\ AV|AT|ONDEPARTMENT

Dl \ Vr \KU F°rt Lauderdale-Hol|ywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

P L O II I P A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.

If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study
2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Donald Martin:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 2-11: FLL Noise Insulation Program 
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-275: Donald Martin

BRjc&VARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45,n Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

A L/Ro-̂ htnFirst and Last Name

&f? 4-^» / l̂OvT IU. UaW ^oir£*t D
TWifr ten*AFJU^A ^ / IA^AT

Address

Email Address

fiiyufchwe &r<xwW HA I>\A/ VC-Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-275: Donald Martin (continued)

BR&VVARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.

If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop,or mail by January 23, 2019 to:

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study
2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach,Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available. i
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Dear Ruth Tapper:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
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June 2019
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-276: Ruth Tapper

P* V-* \ A /A nr\ AVIATION DEPARTMENT

Dlv Fort Lauderdale-Hol|ywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

L,u i U,^ S-h
First and Last Name

Address

0JL
k4iif ) fD / Cn—-

7w
Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-276: Ruth Tapper (continued)

BI^WARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101 • Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23,2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Jonathan Howe:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments.

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics (Additional Noise Study 
Should Be Conducted as Part of the Part 150 Study)

• 1-2: Use of the DNL Metric
• 1-3: Noise Monitoring (Noise Measurements should be made 

and Supplemental noise metrics should be used instead of 
DNL)

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks
•  2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 3-2: Quality of Life
• 3-3: Impact on Property Values

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-277: Jonathan Howe

BfcC*Y\/ARD F°rt Lauderdale-Hol|ywood International

COUN1 Y 2200 SW 45ln Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

AVIATION DEPARTMENT Comment Form

F L O R I D A

First and Last Name A.
QHH -'k YY\ ar&iUor\

)
j -f, i-dLud

f
f- L- 33312-Address

A/A L R I S E R / & <iot' co^\Email Address

Meeting Location
/

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUEDCOMMENT CONTINUED

P-277: Jonathan Howe (continued)

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January16,2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM,Signature Grand,6900 FL-84 Davie,Florida 33317

yourfull name and complete address for your comment to be considered)(You must Include y

Kit)
U/H

I
f ~r LvJpJtj/t fa ^

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101•
954-359-6100

AVIATION DEPARTMENT Comment Form
Ult-Name:

Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
Address:V

p|ease use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the

f-rt easures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Flollywood International Airport. Your comments

^v/ ill be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated,

l-f you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
,̂-ther side of this form.

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures ontheNorth Runway during winds from the west.They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of‘annual averaging” the DNL(Day Night AverageSound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents.The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.Alit tllnk’\Uak

[/^IH* wAfh (yfa VAA Ifij , /sf'frw/ufl uniAxT /.'i
at \ ohi\ cA

Tfr a 2) As part of this study,we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performingit,to request the development of seasonal noise contours,as it has been done in other Part 150
studies.We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.fft (ji \ r?X< l ^ffion ^iv\ d? Hfr' j (wf) /ftohtU
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We object to the report’s findings (Section 4.5.3),where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e.only using annual average contours).We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

VfAA.

r

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks.This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595,the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.
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4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote MonitoringTerminals that exist around the airport are not included

in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.JthA
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CATA i.NFA Sfc Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined,yet the study indicates we do not

have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.
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Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101Dania Beach,Florida 33312 us.

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Barbara Magil:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-4: West Flow 
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-278: Barbara Magil

BR&WARD' COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45ln Street, Suite 101 • Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

pA'lU64rt>i MAC, / //First and Last Name

Address

LAU 0Y2S A® 6 A / / . C (DT)Email Address

ir\ 4*£ZL i'be- 6Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to
monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-278: Barbara Magil (continued)

BKjcftVARD
COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45,n Street. Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Geoff  Rames:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments.

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics (Additional Noise Study 
Should Be Conducted as Part of the Part 150 Study)

• 1-2: Use of the DNL Metric
• 1-3: Noise Monitoring (Noise Measurements should be made 

and Supplemental noise metrics should be used instead of 
DNL)

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-279: Geoff  Rames

nrv/JA /A nr\ AV|AT|ON DEPARTMENT
IJITW\KU ^°rt Laud®rdale-Ho»ywoc,d International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45'* Sire*. Suita 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

E L O R I P A

First and Last Name STV-ILTS

2S 3C> 0 r-tQ*Address

& <-/ ^/*]Q anaEmail Address

/ Ad. //sMeeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regu lations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to
monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at
www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-279: Geoff  Rames (continued)

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

(You must include your full name and complete addressfor your comment to beconsidered)

Name:

'2- S-Jo C'Ucf /7-C A*S- 3* 32,^Address:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study,we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies.We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.

We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3),where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours). We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and bjthat the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote MonitoringTerminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined,yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

:°<$ 6 a—This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
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majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
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Dear Terry Rhodes:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-280: Terry Rhodes

BR&WARD* COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Flollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Flollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Gilbert Pinkham:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments.

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics (Additional Noise Study 
Should Be Conducted as Part of the Part 150 Study)

• 1-2: Use of the DNL Metric
• 1-3: Noise Monitoring (Noise Measurements should be made 

and Supplemental noise metrics should be used instead of 
DNL)

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks
•  2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-281: Gilbert Pinkham

BR&WARD
COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45"' Street, Suite 101 • Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Crt /b&f / /?/? LiFirst and Last Name

s 2(P2- fe/ /&r rae

FT
Ah.Address

(pP/*i l o k u Q c c y/r.Email Address Mi

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to
monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at
www.fllpartl50.coni. Thank you for you;interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED COMMENT CONTINUED

P-281: Gilbert Pinkham (continued)

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16,2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

(You must include yourfull name and complete address for your comment to be considered)

nn^\ A /Anr\ AVIATION DEPARTMENT
nKCrWAKU Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International

^ * COUNTY 2200 SW 45" SlreeL Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
— 954-359-6100

Comment Form ft-i /bCrTName:

36 1.1 fcoAddress:
7

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the

would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.

measures you
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments

will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.

If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents.The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

other side of this form.
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2) As part of this study, we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part ISO
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.

Con We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3),where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours). We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.ybt/ a // flA ucc/re hotSc
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3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks.This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.
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Ac/ oe Met/er -See* 4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote MonitoringTerminals that exist around the airport are not included

in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.ry? c3
Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.
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This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
fllpartl50.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23,2019 to:

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach,Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.
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Dear Ismael Hernandez:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude 
• 2-11: FLL Noise Insulation Program
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June 2019
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-282: Ismael Hernandez

nnv'AA /A nr\ AV|AT|ON DEPARTMENT

Dlv Fort Lauderdale-Hol|ywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45in Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A
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First and Last Name

Address

i
L Cpyr\Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-282: Ismael Hernandez (continued)

BKjcftVARD
COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.

If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop,or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Mia Jowsson:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments.

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics (Additional Noise Study 
Should Be Conducted as Part of the Part 150 Study)

• 1-2: Use of the DNL Metric
• 1-3: Noise Monitoring (Noise Measurements should be made 

and Supplemental noise metrics should be used instead of 
DNL)

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-283: Mia Jowsson

BROWARD1 COUNTT

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45"1 Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A
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The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150,Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to
monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at
www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-283: Mia Jowsson (continued)

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

(You must include yourfull name and complete address for your comment to be considered)

MWr JcjWSj>£rnJName

T- ic 'YL \Ce-y LA-46-̂ UWhAddress:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.
The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents.The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study, we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours,as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.
We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours).We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote MonitoringTerminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined,yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.
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maps provided on
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Dear Michael Mulligan:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology 
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-11: FLL Noise Insulation Program
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-284: Michael Mulligan
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COUNTY 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form
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The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a “Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-284: Michael Mulligan (continued)

BRjctyVARD
COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45ln Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Barbara Davila:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 3-2: Quality of Life
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-285: Barbara Davila
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Comment Form
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Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150,Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-285: Barbara Davila (continued)

nnVJA /A nn AVIATION DEPARTMENT
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UjUN j Y 2200 SW 45"' Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Roger Haberkorn:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-4: West Flow
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-286: Roger Haberkorn
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Comment Form
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The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-286: Roger Haberkorn (continued)

BROWARDCOUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 • Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

E L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.

Ahrf

Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23,2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Corinne Pierson-Blanchette:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude 
• 3-2: Quality of Life
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-287: Corinne Pierson-Blanchette
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Comment Form
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First and Last Name

Address

Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-287: Corinne Pierson-Blanchette (continued)

BRjcftVARD
1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Donna Carson:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 3-2: Quality of Life
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-288: Donna Carson

Bf$WARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45ln Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A
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The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Flollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at
www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-288: Donna Carson (continued)

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International

C .OljNT Y 2200 SW 45,n Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 -954-359-6100

AVIATION DEPARTMENT Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments

will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Neal Leschel:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-289: Neal Leschel

BROWARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street , Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

First and Last Name
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The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Flollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-289: Neal Leschel (continued)

D V J\ A /A rjr\ AVIATI0N DEPARTMENT

DK( VVr\KL/ F°rt Lauderdale-Hol|ywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available



Dear Chris & Trish Crossley:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-1: Arrivals
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-11: FLL Noise Insulation Program
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-290: Chris & Trish Crossley

BI^WARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45"1 Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A
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First and Last Name

Address
1 &3 /?

b5£
Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Flollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-290: Chris & Trish Crossley (continued)

BRjcWVARD
COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form. ^ ^-iU*7
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop,or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101 Dania Beach,Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Ben Breunig:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P291: Ben Breunig

nnv 'A A /A nr> AV|AT|0N DEPARTMENT
DKC/YVAKU Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International

COUNI Y 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 * Dania Beach, Florida 33312 *
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

h>en SncanlaFirst and Last Name

23 3 / key

hr. jcUrdtJ*.. Fi 7SSl ~L

Address

I ,
( j' O .̂SKcl

SrzuniJ dc;,MEmail Address

S,Meeting Location 9
The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P291: Ben Breunig (continued)

Bft Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International

C O U N T Y 2200 SW 45m Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

AVIATION DEPARTMENT Comment Form

F L o I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available. 1Vr /



Dear George Prieto:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 3-2: Quality of Life

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-292: George Prieto

OV\/^\PlP Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International

COUNJY 2200 SW 45'n Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

AVIATION DEPARTMENT Comment Form

F L O R I D A
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First and Last Name

Address

(ftfttJrfi r/ v'JftfiM rfl no*) f SAM

!"/()?Ptf ! //crA*+U'Email Address

f1 /C H A /Z T"Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150,Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-292: George Prieto (continued)

DDV'iA /ADP\ AVIATION DEPARTMENT

Dl \ F°rt Lauderdale‘Hol|ywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L o R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101 Dania Beach,Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Susan Convey:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations 
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude
• 3-4: Fuel Residue/Soot
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-293: Susan Convey

BRjtftVARD
1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100
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Comment Form

F L o R I D A

First and Last Name

Address

r>
"jjgAn.w.Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to
monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-293: Susan Convey (continued)

nn - \ A M nr\ AV|AT|0N DEPARTMENT

Dl \ ; V\v \| \L/
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45,n Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Arnold Lieberman:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-294: Arnold Lieberman

V / \ A / JL rjp. AVIATION DEPARTMENT
DlTVj YVAKIJ Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

/First and Last Name

Sf-/ 76 <? ^^Address

/V** 4Xc* & ?&/?
<?</// '& ItEmail Address

Jo <5yMeeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to
monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-294: Arnold Lieberman (continued)

BRjctyVARD
COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street. Suite 101 • Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates,please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop,or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Jei Li:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-295: Jei Li

nn \ A /A D AVIATION DEPARTMENT
[j|\ V^\|\L/

Fort Lauderdale‘Hol|ywood International

COUNTS 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Trg. I \First and Last Name

Ln , lA/g-S , FLjjlUAddress <7

.( OrAEmail Address

4gi> ,SiCjfSti'tXiVPMeeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-295: Jei Li (continued)

BR&WARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Rich Musch:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-2: Departures
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-296: Rich Musch

BR#WARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 • Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

£ vc
~uFirst and Last Name

79 V/ S -UJ KAddress
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p iVlU/bOK <U.ol .L d ,t- sEmail Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150,Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-296: Rich Musch (continued)

BRjcftVARD
4 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45,h Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop,or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear T. Cipollone:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 
System) 

• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-297: T. Cipollone

BRjctyVARD
1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form
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Address
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Email Address CCYTCA

WWirl\Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-297: T. Cipollone (continued)

nnVfA A /A nn AVIATION DEPARTMENT

DK^VVAKU F°rt *-auderdale‘Ho,|ywood |nternational

COUNTY 2200 SW 45,h Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.

If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study V* 3^0*72200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available. ~~TWXVAC X^O* "



Dear Martha Hall:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments.  

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 3-2: Quality of Life

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-298: Martha Hall

nn '̂AA/Ann AVIATION DEPARTMENT
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COUN 1 Y 2200 SW 451" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form
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First and Last Name

\ cTo \̂Address

tfkrfh .Email Address

, ~OajD .& . ^ 3Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of

Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150,Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-298: Martha Hall (continued)

BR C ’ WARD F°rt Lauderdale'Hol|ywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

AVIATION DEPARTMENT Comment Form

E L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Ernesto Escoto:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 3-4: Fuel Residue/Soot
• 3-5: Vibration

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-299: Ernesto Escoto

B&jc&VARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Etf i^ jeSTbFirst and Last Name

2,5̂ -pgl/Mcg

PL 7JJ / ^
Q 7Address

(£> JZrC LotSc/ . .Email Address

*> / <5^ 71/K f £ •Meeting Location
7

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-299: Ernesto Escoto (continued)

BR&WARD
COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear James L. Patterson:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-300: James L. Patterson

nnv'AA /A nr*\ AVIATION DEPARTMENT
\J y F°rt Lauderdale‘Hol|ywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

First and Last Name

Address

Jki'M. "70 [ *5 ^ ^2 Pol r̂ fvt (.Email Address
<^£Vvv <i.

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-300: James L. Patterson (continued)

-p
BRjcftVARD

COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45ln Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

x Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Dear Conrad H. Taylor:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-7: Public Meeting/Administration/Communication
• 3-3: Impact on Property Values
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-301: Conrad H. Taylor

nPI V.' \ A /A nr\ AVIATI0N DEPARTMENT

DirtCV\r\KU F°rt Lauderdale'Hol|ywood International

COUN I~ Y 2200 SW 45lh Street. Suite 101 •Dania Beach. Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

la/ zOlFirst and Last Name

1 / ?.3 £ cu ,fQ c /
I3<?cr<c/i /

Address

7 7 7 / *
y (os kCl* fr, CTf.1 »-iEmail Address

7
Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of

Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-301: Conrad H. Taylor (continued)

BRjcWVARD
1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

E L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates,please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport,Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Philippo Allemaud:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments.

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics (Additional Noise Study 
Should Be Conducted as Part of the Part 150 Study)

• 1-2: Use of the DNL Metric
• 1-3: Noise Monitoring (Noise Measurements should be made 

and Supplemental noise metrics should be used instead of 
DNL)

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-302: Philippo Allemaud

BROWARDCOUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
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2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
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Comment Form
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The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Flollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to
monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at
www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-302: Philippo Allemaud (continued)

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

x- -v. . (You must include your full nameaMl complete address for your comment to be considered)

\1>u.i ~/~|(Ib £AAQLU&MName:

( r\Address:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.

aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents.The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study,we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.
We object to the report’s findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours). We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging,"and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
fllpartl50.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
us.



Dear Ben Sorensen:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments.

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics (Additional Noise Study 
Should Be Conducted as Part of the Part 150 Study)

• 1-2: Use of the DNL Metric
• 1-3: Noise Monitoring (Noise Measurements should be made 

and Supplemental noise metrics should be used instead of 
DNL)

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-303: Ben Sorensen

BR&WARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A
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First and Last Name

Address

Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150,Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at
www.fllpart150.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-303: Ben Sorensen (continued)

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

(You must include your full name and complete address for your comment to be considered)
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Name:

Address:
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The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study, we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.
We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours). We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant tono avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood northof 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
fllpartl50.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area,the Study
contour lines are not even close to
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Dear Ken Stauch:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments.

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics (Additional Noise Study 
Should Be Conducted as Part of the Part 150 Study)

• 1-2: Use of the DNL Metric
• 1-3: Noise Monitoring (Noise Measurements should be made 

and Supplemental noise metrics should be used instead of 
DNL)

• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 
System)

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-9: Part 150 Regulations/FAA Guidelinles
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: General Noise Complaint
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-304: Ken Stauch

BRjcftVARD
* COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

First and Last Name
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Address

/
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Email Address
7

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations ( CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to
monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at
www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED COMMENT CONTINUED

P-304: Ken Stauch (continued)

'"N Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie,Florida 33317

(You must include yourfull name and complete addressfor your comment to be considered)

nn\ f \i/1nr-v AVIATION DEPARTMENT

Dl \ V/ \l\Lr F°rt Lauderdale-Hol|ywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312 -
954-359-6100

Comment Form Name:

Address:

Ilive in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.
Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments

will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLLare not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west.They
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

are

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

s*,* /34 2) As part of this study,we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.

s*rc> T UT‘7
We object to the report’s findings (Section 4.5.3),where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e.only using annual average contours).We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

K.'*; * /^,

y^/ /Zl 'i Î J* 4** ,Y
JL. ///? v/. 3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information

regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595,the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

S

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
fllpartl50.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area,the Study
contour lines are not even close to

Fort Lauderdato HoOywood
In'ematKHiul

. *3*••Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23,2019 to:

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study
2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312

o
.... °°US.

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available. 8euffw»t'

\ Noise Complaints and Noise Contours



Dear Julie Gordon:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology 
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 3-2: Quality of Life

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-305: Julie Gordon

nn i * I A pv pv AVIATION DEPARTMENT

Dl \ i
F°rt Lauderdale-Hol|ywood International

1 COUNTY 2200 SW 45"’ Street Suite 101 •Dama Beach. Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Cr^ ~JTcS.DS\\ \ AFirst and Last Name

0 (YVW

5V. nfQO/fr^fli) g . j ^7̂
>yoy\Address

i r»-^ — » L- p— I ’ “Email Address £

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of

Fort Lauderdale Flollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This

study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal

Regulations (CFR ) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,

newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-305: Julie Gordon (continued)

^ \ A /A AVIATION DEPARTMENT

V# \l\U Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45in Street. Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport , Aviation Department - Part 150 Study
2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312
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Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Angel Rivera:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-7: Public Meeting/Administration/Communication
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 3-2: Quality of Life
• 3-5: Vibration

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-306: Angel Rivera

nn «. t \ A /A rir*\ AVIATION DEPARTMENT

DrTt \̂r\KU FOrt Lauderdale-Hol|ywood International

COUN I Y 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 *
954-359-6100

Comment Form

First and Last Name

yy 3 6 s'y ^ s TAddress

I ft flLC f~L 3 Z J /

<i / / / g yak* ! •

5* / 0 /^7^ £ fivAtsJ Cpfao Ft

Cj**7K~Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-306: Angel Rivera (continued)

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

AVIATION DEPARTMENT Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach,Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Sophie Allemand:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics (Additional Noise Study 
Should Be Conducted as Part of the Part 150 Study)

• 1-2: Use of the DNL Metric
• 1-3: Noise Monitoring (Noise Measurements should be made 

and Supplemental noise metrics should be used instead of 
DNL)

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-307: Sophie Allemand

BRjcftVARD
COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45in Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form
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First and Last Name

Address

cpr
Email Address

Meeting Location
j

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR ) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to
monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at
vAVW.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-307: Sophie Allemand (continued)

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

(You must include your full name and complete address for your comment to be considered)

SCP-4f T J-V( PrKf^bName:

(£lfap (?utf^j-reorw [Q W , -pt . LAP'ft .Address:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.
The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study,we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours,as it has been done in other Part 150
studies.We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.
We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3),where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours).We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined,yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
fllpartl50.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
us.



Dear Charles & Helga Long:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-308: Charles & Helga Long

DD ‘r 'A A /A D Pv AVIATION DEPARTMENT

VVAKU Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International

COUNT T 2200 SW 45'n Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

<* Hebn LofOQ
/53/ 72- flug/

First and Last Name

Address

?( frAstrf ,oA} , FL 333'7
C&L niT-CEmail Address

JXMe, FLMeeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to
monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-308: Charles & Helga Long (continued)

BRjcftVARD
' COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45ln Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Joel Mains:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-7: Public Meeting/Administration/Communication
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 3-2: Quality of Life
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-309: Joel Mains

BKjcWVARD
COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45“'Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

First and Last Name

4V. /// Sc/£Address

<ZCj -
*// £ 0 /4*Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-309: Joel Mains (continued)

BRtfWARDCOUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

L o R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Flollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study
2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach,Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available,



Dear Jean Thomas:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments.

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics (Additional Noise Study 
Should Be Conducted as Part of the Part 150 Study)

• 1-2: Use of the DNL Metric
• 1-3: Noise Monitoring (Noise Measurements should be made 

and Supplemental noise metrics should be used instead of 
DNL)

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-310: Jean Thomas

nn '' \ A /A nn AVIATION DEPARTMENT

DKC^WAKD FortLauderdale-Hol|ywood |ntemationa|

COUNTY 2200
>
SW 45lhStreet, Suite 101 • Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •

954-359-6100

Comment Form

<f>9jO T77O/7? /4£First and Last Name

/AA/ ,T /J. HOP.
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Address

/£>6/ & Cjrry(sEmail Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED COMMENT CONTINUED

P-310: Jean Thomas (continued)

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018

6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317
(You must inrkMtr yourfull name and complete address for your comment to be considered)

TTILLms
JbAJ JC/yy,BROWARDCOUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form Name:

Addressc L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
willbe reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLLare not accurate and do not depict the horrendous

aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are

misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer

modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA andrequested by residents.The result

is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study, we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study

and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150

studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map

showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft

noise levels we experience.

We object to the report’s findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design

Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours).We believe that

modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in

our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.
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3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information

regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight trackconsultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our

shows them south of 1-595.
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4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included

in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not

have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County

officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area,
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This graphic superimposes two

maps provided on
fllpartlSO com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to

Fort

Please drop this form in the Comment Box at th/Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312
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Please note: All comments may be made publicly available. 0

Noise Complaints and Noise Contours
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Dear John Nichols:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-5: External/General Noise Complaint
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 3-2: Quality of Life

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019

Comments and Responses
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-311: John Nichols

psrs \ t % * IA pv rs AVIATION DEPARTMENT

D l v ^ V V/ V l v l ^ Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45"' Street. Suite 101 •Dania Beach. Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

-VJWAI Aid-W-CFirst and Last Name

/ /Address

(LAXr TCCHK)cLol̂ Y .\Email Address

S.Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at
www.fHpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-311: John Nichols (continued)

Bfc#WARD* COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45"' Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates,please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach,Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Luna Nichols:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-7: Public Meeting/Administration/Communication
• 3-2: Quality of Life

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019

Comments and Responses
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-312: Luna Nichols

nn v' \ A /A nr\ AV|AT|ON DEPARTMENT

Dl \CrWAKI J Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 • Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L o R i

CU./1 /w/ ( ]/ -)First and Last Name

Y> /6 d SLKJ / b j/Address

Email Address

j [JitOo ^Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-312: Luna Nichols (continued)

BRjcWVARD
1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Kelly Andrews:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 3-2: Quality of Life

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019

Comments and Responses
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-313: Kelly Andrews

n n V'A A /A p> AVIATI0N DEPARTMENT

Dl \ C^VVAKU FOrt Lauderdale'Hol|ywood International

CPUNTY 2200 SW 45,h Street, Suite 101 • Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

R I D A

First and Last Name

5:S?J / /C V̂ /7^ S7/f£znrAddress

o^
~>3> 3/ 7

/r/7~ (P Co*+iEmail Address

/ / */ / ?/Meeting Location
/

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-313: Kelly Andrews (continued)

nn A /A np\ AVIAT|ON DEPARTMENT

Dlvî V W\KU F°rt Lauderdale-Hol|ywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45lhStreet, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Flollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Natalie Cooke:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-1: Arrivals
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019

Comments and Responses
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-314: Natalie Cooke

BKXWVARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45"1 Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

^CV vg\ ^First and Last Name

SV CczyorC.lvj , -Ti 333.1*10631 60 S3Address

rY'Vi » \Email Address
~\ —Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl5Q.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-314: Natalie Cooke (continued)

BRjcWVARD
COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 • Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available,



Deal Khalil Maurice Nasser:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-8: Avialable Data
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019

Comments and Responses
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-315: Khalil Maurice Nasser

BROWARD' COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45,n Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

IClttsUL MptfJC/T

^ ???;7.
k-M /iay-

First and Last Name

Address ) )

LEmail Address on 4U24

DiisJit.Meeting Location
)

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150,Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to
monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at
www.fllpartl50.com, Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-315: Khalil Maurice Nasser (continued)
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Comment Form
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please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Christian Miller:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 3-2: Quality of Life

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-316: Christian Miller

BRjcftVARD
* COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

lKlli vr
SLS'S' S" /nc\ rocr^cn

First and Last Name > M r\. r-

Address

F L 333/(~ -r. L-o, 1 -o
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n i J ft 7r H?Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Flollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress, BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at
www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-316: Christian Miller (continued)

BR&WARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Kevin Young:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-3: East Flow

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-317: Kevin Young

BROWARD' COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L o R I D A

KP.V

'J-' J PiQ A'V I-IIN hr . of7

First and Last Name \ m

Address

her K C V < Ar 0 A 4*f rrtfc:Email Address <LOfY\nor \
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The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to
monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at
www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-317: Kevin Young (continued)

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

AVIATION DEPARTMENT Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments

will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop,or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101 Dania Beach,Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Richard Cahoon:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-7: Public Meetings/Administrative/Communication
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 3-6: Prior Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-318: Richard Cahoon

BRjctyVARD
COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 •Dama Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

list oQ /CS
ch^(/r

7

( ,First and Last Name

Address

/-V, ^ l 2 ? / ^
P hi?.Email Address

Meeting Location
• . '

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to
monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at
www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED COMMENT CONTINUED

P-318: Richard Cahoon (continued)

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

(You must include your full name and complete addressfor your to benn v ' \ A /A n n AVIATION DEPARTMENT

Dl \ ' V Vr\| \[.J Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
1 COUNTY 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •

954-359-6100

Comment Form

Address: ^
êCiud«^^B^e^southwst F^'Lauder^e/southeast Plantation area of Broward County.

'/V/piAName:

dA/e, fr* ?F L O R I D A s A y /.
/

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the

measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase

of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments

will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.

I live in

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAAand requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.?

. Ty l x*?'

P.* i\i y s SL 7̂ttM̂ y1 £

0~

ttf / j ( \ t f 2) As part of this study,we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies.We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.

7
4 „4*if unc •*

We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3),where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e.only using annual average contours).We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

1
4

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

c<<2

'~7%' r /i

's

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote MonitoringTerminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.4̂ -

JL/

1 Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined,yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

7 f /

l

cr

-<Z-
This graphic superimposes two

maps provided on
fllpartl50.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to

I For!Uudcld.'ltO 'HoJIywoorl
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Flollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312

us.

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available. Noise Complaints and Noise Contours



Dear Jeannie DeRolf:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-9: Part 150 Regulations/FAA Guidelines
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude
• 3-4: Fuel Residue/Soot

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-319: Jeannie DeRolf

nn \ A /A nr\ AV|AT|ON DEPARTMENT

Dl \ V̂Vr\l\U Fort Lauderdale-Hol|ywood International

' A_) JK T )' 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

.^ VW i l i rJ~

fwx&CL+Xdl (2a-

>c?foO 16.First and Last Name

r^dQjAddress

33^ i^
^ f>a.not c\ *> ro\f c\c \ > ( QIV )Email Address

uMeeting Location ^ VA \ .\ xA

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR ) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-319: Jeannie DeRolf (continued)

BRjcftVARD
‘ COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program,which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Kathleen Howe:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics (Additional Noise Study 
Should Be Conducted as Part of the Part 150 Study)

• 1-2: Use of the DNL Metric
• 1-3: Noise Monitoring (Noise Measurements should be made 

and Supplemental noise metrics should be used instead of 
DNL)

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 3-2: Quality of Life

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-320: Kathleen Howe

BROWARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

\\ f\i-UiW "[\~DlUQ—>

44 (X rexiU
First and Last Name

L-CX iA^—- LtSUUcIOVAAddress

Wo iO . 4— 6--°
ACH -Wre C\ /

C X O L. Co^Email Address

> \Meeting Location u
The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to
monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at
www.fllpartl5Q.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED COMMENT CONTINUED

P-320: Kathleen Howe (continued)

Comment for the Part 150Public Workshop January 16,2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM,Signature Grand,6900 FL-84 Davie,Florida 33317

, (You must im (ude your /uD name anrf complete address for your comment to be considered)

KajbMw
^ VUn A /A nn AVIATION DEPARTMENT

B Fort L̂ derdale-Hollywood International

C O U N T Y 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 *
954-359-6100

uoêComment Form Name:

iO'lafr \ ionn La y\o If Uuict ,Address:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.
P|^ase use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the

p-,^asures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Flollywood International Airport. Your comments

|II be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.

YOU wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
,̂-t:her side of this form.

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway duringwinds from the west.They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents.The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

'1

0.0w\ W\Q /dhaHaCIVQJ^ho £ - 2) As part of this study,we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part150 study
and the consultants performingit,to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as ithas been done in other Part 150
studies.We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west),in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.

-VU* \ CkHr ITSQ sUop
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ML ftj W
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U ( S We object to the report’s findings (Section 4.5.3),where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e.only using annual average contours).We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.
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3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information

regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595,the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.
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4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote MonitoringTerminals that exist around the airport are not included

in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.
f Your/V\P < Z)

7

^ (x fa i 4 -f i/J £d . Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined,yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
fllpartl50.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area,the Study
contour lines are not even close to
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312 us.

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear L. Cindric:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 3-2: Quality of Life

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-321: L. Cindric

nn V A /A nr\ AVIATION DEPARTMENT

1̂ 1̂ .
T/ \l \l_y F°rt Lauderdale-Hol|ywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

First and Last Name . . . I fj IC'

^cV \$K\\WrRmW -PI 'U
P I P hJ551̂ ^ & <v UsM-itk » l\ i \

\

Address

Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-321: L. Cindric (continued)

BRjctyVARD
1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

o D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form
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Please drop this fdrm in the Cdjnment Boxat the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study
2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Susan Moustaki:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 3-3: Impact on Property Values
• 3-4: Fuel Residue/Soot

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-322: Susan Moustaki

BR&WARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45in Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

gia <

S' jirt /rA / bi /pto
LctAidoA d aXb . FI .

?i <^nW-»/a e

First and Last Name

Address

ti r7T).C r/W\ru^c< nEmail Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-322: Susan Moustaki (continued)

BR&WARD* COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45ln Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

L o R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to: *r—> AS\ C\

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study ^ ^ t

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312
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Dear Heather Macintyne:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-11: FLL Noise Insulation Program
• 3-2: Quality of Life
• 3-4: Fuel Residue/Soot

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-323: Heather Macintyne

ps rv \ f i * /* PN pv AVIATION DEPARTMENT

Dl \ Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45m Street, Suite 101 • Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form
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\h&First and Last Name

Address

ro{Y\Email Address

Meeting Location 3
The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-323: Heather Macintyne (continued)

BI^WVARD
COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program,which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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op this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312
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Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.
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Dear Richard Bongiorro:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-2: Departures

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-324: Richard Bongiorro

B&jcMARD
1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101Dania Beach,Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Zory Hunoz:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 3-2: Quality of Life

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-325: Zory Hunoz

BR&WARD
COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study
2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Z-Or^j vx7 0\VXATOG.\ j -^AnPlease note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Angela Iudica:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 3-2: Quality of Life

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-326: Angela Iudica

BF^WARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

L> C.UC> ‘bu )

TL 5530

First and Last Name

Address

VTTMC\ u etc (&) gfl\cu (. . Cg)onEmail Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to
monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-326: Angela Iudica (continued)

nnV'AA /A nn AVIATION DEPARTMENT

Dlxt̂ VAKL/ F?rt Lauderdale-Hollywood International

COUN1 Y 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Deborah Deetz:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-9: Part 150 Regulations/ FAA Guidelines
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-327: Deborah Deetz

nn\r'A A /A nnv AVIATION DEPARTMENT

DlT^VVr\KL/ F°rt Lauderdale-Hol|ywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 • Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form
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First and Last Name

01 5o9Address

nyY uy.
Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at
www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-327: Deborah Deetz (continued)

BRjctyVARD
' COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45"1 Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Helen Gray:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics (Additional Noise Study 
Should Be Conducted as Part of the Part 150 Study)

• 1-2: Use of the DNL Metric
• 1-3: Noise Monitoring (Noise Measurements should be made 

and Supplemental noise metrics should be used instead of 
DNL)

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-328: Helen Gray

BR&WARD
COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 451" Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A
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First and Last Name

Address

Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a “Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to
monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at
www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED COMMENT CONTINUED

P-328: Helen Gray (continued)

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

. . (You must Include yourfull name and complete addressfor your comment to be considered)
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COUNTY 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form
Name:

Address
F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the

measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase

of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments

will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the

other side of this form. .
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I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County

aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents.The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study, we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.I

4 V We object to the report’s findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours). We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and bjthat the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

V

GPAvr ifsa
-^4 3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information

regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
tlin.uilSQn;-:i. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close toPlease drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312
us.

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Marvette & Bruce Hagevik:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 3-2: Quality of Life
• 3-3: Impact on Property Values
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-329: Marvette & Bruce Hagevik

nn \ A /A nP\ AV|ATION DEPARTMENT
\J y V/ x l XU 5=0,1Lauderdale-Hol|ywood International

( .OUN I Y 2200 SW 45ln Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Firs,and Las,Name M A ftV^TfC^ ^P l (0^ j^ AGt^lK
Kl. 333/ 7
Address
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Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of

Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This

study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www-fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-329: Marvette & Bruce Hagevik (continued)

BRjcWVARD
COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study
2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach. Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.
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Dear Giori Stauch:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-330: Giori Stauch

BRjctyVARD
1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45'" Street , Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

<£ ( AIT UFirst and Last Name UL u <

.^3 /‘7

Address

(p> j/4 /t-f ) ' f f)r^Email Address

S'f L CLAJL>Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Flollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-330: Giori Stauch (continued)

BRjcWVARD
COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45ln Street. Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach,Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Greggory W. Sanders:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-8: Aircraft ALtitude

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-331: Greggory W. Sanders

nrv 'A A /A nPv AVIATION DEPARTMENT

Dl \ CvVAKU FOrt Lauderdale-Hol|ywood International

COUNTS 2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L o R I D A

First and Last Name (_*3rPryy)p1 1

ff3L{3 Fore sT^br ,

a
Address

333Z8
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C*lA\Email Address

totMeeting Location u
The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-331: Greggory W. Sanders (continued)

B K&W A R D
COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

E o D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Flollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part ISO Study &A Tx ** iJ^Aj
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Dear Rafael Puig:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 3-2: Quality of Life
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-332: Rafael Puig
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Comment Form
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Ssrf ford ZamAddress
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Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a “Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at
www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-332: Rafael Puig (continued)

BRjcftVARD
1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45in Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach,Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear William Gray:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics (Additional Noise Study 
Should Be Conducted as Part of the Part 150 Study)

• 1-2: Use of the DNL Metric
• 1-3: Noise Monitoring (Noise Measurements should be made 

and Supplemental noise metrics should be used instead of 
DNL)

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-333: William Gray

r

BRXWVARDCOUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45m Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form
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333 /^Address
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Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to
monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at
www fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED COMMENT CONTINUED

P-333: William Gray (continued)

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

(You must include yourfull name and complete address for your comment to be considered)

XX L/
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\J\ A /A nr\ AVIATION DEPARTMENT

KKOvVAKI / F?rt Lauderdale-Hollywood International

^ 1 COUNTY 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 -
954-359-6100

Comment Form Name

Address:
i.

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.
Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the

measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase

of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments

will be reviewed and considered during the Study, Your participation in the process is appreciated.

If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the

other side of this form.

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

/^5 J& 77/̂ O& i£L(2r/ PAj 2) As part of this study, we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.

We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours). We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote MonitoringTerminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not

have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
liln.iitiSfJ i . It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study
2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

o> ... 0 o cUS.

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear James L. Patterson:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-334: James L. Patterson
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Comment Form
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First and Last Name
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The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of

Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This

study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal

Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-334: James L. Patterson (continued)

BRjcftVARD
1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45,h Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates,please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Karen Rames:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics (Additional Noise Study 
Should Be Conducted as Part of the Part 150 Study)

• 1-2: Use of the DNL Metric
• 1-3: Noise Monitoring (Noise Measurements should be made 

and Supplemental noise metrics should be used instead of 
DNL)

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-335: Karen Rames

DD V *L\ A /A D AVIATION DEPARTMENT
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COUNTY 2200 SW 45'h Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
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Comment Form
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tYZJLrc&VLXtt»Meeting Location -

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR ) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to
monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at
www.fHpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

*
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-335: Karen Rames (continued)

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16,2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM,Signature Grand,6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

(You must include yourfull name and complete address for your comment to be considered)

Name:

Address:
O

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.
The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accuratr and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study, we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.

We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3),where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours).We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote MonitoringTerminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
klnori 5Q (nm. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
us.



Dear Michael Oleiniezah:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

• FLL Noise Insulation Program
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-336: Michael Oleiniezah
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COUNTY 2200 SW 45in Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
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Comment Form
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The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR ) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-336: Michael Oleiniezah (continued)

BR&WARD
COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Richard N. Seaman:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-337: Richard N. Seaman
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Comment Form
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The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a “Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-337: Richard N. Seaman (continued)

r\r> V '\ A / A pj pN AVIATION DEPARTMENT

Dl \ ViKLr Fort Lauderdale-Hol|ywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Flollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Sara Nichols:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-338: Sara Nichols
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Comment Form
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The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-338: Sara Nichols (continued)
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2200 SW 45"' Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100
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Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Sara Torres:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study.  
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment.

• 1-7: Public Meeting/Administration/Communication
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-339: Sara Torres
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Comment Form
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First and Last Name
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The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-339: Sara Torres (continued)

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

AVIATION DEPARTMENT Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop,or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach,Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Vincent Valldeperas:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics (Additional Noise Study 
Should Be Conducted as Part of the Part 150 Study)

• 1-2: Use of the DNL Metric
• 1-3: Noise Monitoring (Noise Measurements should be made 

and Supplemental noise metrics should be used instead of 
DNL)

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-340: Vincent Valldeperas

BR&WARD‘ COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O W I D A

First and Last Name

/ vAddress

iCT t ,/LpO . 2j" t-
\ )& Lt & ePirEmail Address i j>

<,n^ AJk Ton . t< c /JM>QMeeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to
monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at
www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED COMMENT CONTINUED

P-340: Vincent Valldeperas (continued)

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

(You must include your full name and complete addressfor your comment to be considered)

**\ t % A # A pi p»v AVIATION DEPARTMENT

LJLTu VVAKU Fort Lauderdale‘Hol|ywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 451" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •

954-359-6100

Comment Form A me<AJT U(i U CTEP&M kName: !

Address: Q 1 J / jcJIDS' LA
E L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the

measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase

of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments

will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.

If you wish to receive future project updates,please provide your contact information on the

other side of this form.

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are

misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study, we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study

and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150

studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west),in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.

/\ rr acsxt- a- i>

t u t f c re o>P /now / .4 TOTQ- Lc rop^ Lo 4 c.
We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours). We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in

our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging,"and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study

consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote MonitoringTerminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not

have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two

maps provided on
)iloartl5Q.coni>. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close toPlease drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312
us.

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Thomas Ferland:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-8: Available Data
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-341: Thomas Ferland

BRjcftVARD
1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

TL FrU5First and Last Name

2̂C‘ 3b / 7̂^ <rs> f'i /Address

ft Lt'Je'-tUe F1 ' jm -T-
+

i f c\ r { t . 5^ 4
~tEmail Address

$rs. si* Fi* r 3̂ -Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-341: Thomas Ferland (continued)

BRXWVARDCOUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates,please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Adrian Farmer:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-9: Part 150 regulations/ FAA Guidelines
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-4: West Flow
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-342: Adrian Farmer

nn ' \ A /A n n AVIATION DEPARTMENT

Dl \ F°rt Lauderdale-Hol|ywood International

C OUNIY 2200 SW 45lhStreet, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

ADg//4rJ
.‘ScOl 34 Alter

£O£T 3,33/JK

First and Last Name

Address

{A-esrterZcJJbJQ r*>Â . Cor̂Email Address

/CJAI A-TO&&5Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-342: Adrian Farmer (continued)

Fort Lauderdale-Flollywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45'B Street, Suite 101 •Dama Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

AVIATION DEPARTMENT Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Flollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates,please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Flollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear John & Bobbi Bunton:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-5: AEDT/ Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight tracks
• 1-7: Public Meeting/Administration/Communication
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 3-2: Quality of Life
• 3-4: Fuel Residue/Soot

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-343: John & Bobbi Bunton

BKjcftVARD
' COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45"1 Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

/First and Last Name

ZJ?ode/'dak
'
, /2- .

'^3/A
Â A/zlu/n'krfi)a/m/ L o&n / J A W C M )

Address

Email Address

tMeeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to
monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at
www.fllpartl50.cQm. Thartk youjQi_v;our interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-343: John & Bobbi Bunton (continued)

BROWARD* COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in tneComment Box at the Public Workshop, or mailtyf January 23, 2019 to:

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study
, ^ / , 2200 SW 4Sth Street,Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312 ^
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Dear Holly Miller:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 2-11: FLL Noise Insulation Program
• 3-2: Quality of Life
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-344: Holly Miller

nn ' \ A /A n n AVIATION DEPARTMENT
[jlY F°rt Lauderdale-Hol|ywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 • Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

WJlv. /tilIkFirst and Last Name *Q 33 S <Mcv voTLî vcA.Address

Ut. tWAoA t- (— "3 -S3/ A
(ZL A i e* , I, c o nCfr /V\Email Address

—•HyUVvU/$ U\ fi A tu_ wMeeting Location
J

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for vour interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-344: Holly Miller (continued)

BROWARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45m Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L o R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Bernadette Peters:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-345: Bernadette Peters

BRjcWVARD
1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

nA IrW 'YCÂ -L{First and Last Name

1CKL SiOAddress

Up-e >4̂ 3 |T) <? f^vv/yvcuJ? qvv̂
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Email Address

Meeting Location t0
The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-345: Bernadette Peters (continued)

BROWARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Jim Pinleston:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-4: West Flow
• 3-3: Impact on Property Values
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-346: Jim Pinleston

BKjcWVARD
COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45m Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

FLO R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form. 1 - / -â > / 4*
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear David Brindley:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-347: David Brindley

ri, r : % A /A r\r ,, AVIATION DEPARTMENT

DKOVVVAKU F°rt Lauderdale‘H°Hywood International

COUN I 2200 SW 45,n Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L o R I P A

First and Last Name ' <*
^

^ t tr

I7.̂ D X̂ -̂ r lo~) AJCAddress

^/w-pvno/O -A. 7-
Email Address iMrQlxry /

Meeting Location P'TL^cr

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations ( CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-347: David Brindley (continued)

BRjctyVARD
1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45m Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Flollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear John Barter:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 3-2: Quality of Life
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-348: John Barter

nn \ A /A nr\ AV|AT|0N DEPARTMENT

Q|^ yy^|^ Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International

' 1 : : : 1 vJT Y 2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O II I

U— ^First and Last Name r—Jn.

fu A7/'bn dAddress

Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-348: John Barter (continued)

BR&WARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study
2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments mav be made publicly available.



Dear Zachary Schultz:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-4: West Flow
• 3-2: Quality of Life
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-349: Zachary Schultz

nnv 'A A /A nr\ AVIATION DEPARTMENT

BKW/AKL) Fort >-auderdale-Hollywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Sc. LulllFirst and Last Name

i& 5i
f htJgltM {^ 3 / 7

Address

'l̂ cholfz 1 l&yobco. co/ yyEmail Address

Meeting Location _Jj
/

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR ) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTIUED

P-349: Zachary Schultz (continued)

BftjdWARD
COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach,Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-350: Diane Steeger

Dear Diana Steeger:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 
• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics (Additional Noise Study 

Should Be Conducted as Part of the Part 150 Study)
• 1-2: Use of the DNL Metric
• 1-3: Noise Monitoring (Noise Measurements should be made 

and Supplemental noise metrics should be used instead of 
DNL)

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

nnv/'A A /A nr\ AV|AT|oN DEPARTMENT

1̂ 1̂ .U;YVAKD F°rt Lauderdale'Hol|ywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form
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First and Last Name ,
Address

/ 4-jEmail Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150,Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www-fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTIUED

P-350: Diane Steeger (continued)

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

(You must Include yourfud name and complete addressfor your comment to beconsidered)D Sih-klName:

/^Qc; ^ 3 5̂)2.Address:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County,

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west.They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study,we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours,as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west),in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.
We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3),where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e.only using annual average contours).We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595,the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined,yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
fllpartl50.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area,the Study
contour lines are not even close to
us.
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-351: Heather Lieberman

Dear Heather Lieberman:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-4: West Flow

n n V/'\ A /A n n AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

First and Last NameJlifl

J7(?G> (r,^ 'h/'s0^Address

(cL Cv, r î' r 1 <r-.Email Address

lQ$Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Flollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation,
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COMMENT CONTIUED

P-351: Heather Lieberman (continued)

BR&WARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101Dania Beach,Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-352: Richard Katz

Dear Richard Katz:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 
• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics (Additional Noise Study 

Should Be Conducted as Part of the Part 150 Study)
• 1-2: Use of the DNL Metric
• 1-3: Noise Monitoring (Noise Measurements should be made 

and Supplemental noise metrics should be used instead of 
DNL)

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

nn A /* nn AVIATION DEPARTMENT

Dl \ V# \|\L-/ F°rt Lauderdale-Hol|ywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I

l\c\rorcMo\^First and Last Name

AW WOS C
l

(Src/vD

Address

, lOOnEmail Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150,Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTIUED

P-352: Richard Katz (continued)

Comment for the Part'150 Public Workshop January 16,2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

(You must include yourfull name and complete addressfor your comment to be considered)

K>AT?Name:

Address:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLLare not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west.They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study, we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours,as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.
We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3),where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours).We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling,

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined,yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
fllpartl50.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area,the Study
contour lines are not even close to
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-353: William Burns

Dear William Burns:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments.

• 
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude

fin \ AM n AVIATION DEPARTMENT
y\[\|_/

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International

C QUNI Y 2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 • Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

A/ t f l / A M f t v r M

Pi/Uu isn.'L/.
17 urn

(f .

First and Last Name

Address
y^/7/Ĉ ~v

dScL , r LdEmail Address

AMeeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of

Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This

study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal

Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,

newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllDartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTIUED

P-353: William Burns (continued)

BRjcWVARD
COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23,2019 to:

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study
2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-354: Gitty Malo

Dear Gitty Malo:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments.

• 
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude
• 2-11: FLL Noise Insulation Program
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nn A /A nr\ AVIATION DEPARTMENT

UlT F°rt Lauderdale'Ho,|ywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 -
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

G> , Mat l bFirst and Last Name

Address
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Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.cpni . Thankiou for your interest and participation.

/
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COMMENT CONTIUED

P-354: Gitty Malo (continued)

nvM A /A nP\ AVIATION DEPARTMENT
F°rt Lauderda|e-Hollywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45lhStreet, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 *
954-359-6100

Comment Form

p|ease use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments

w/iII be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated,

if y°u wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
0-ther side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-355: Rose Bechard Butman

Dear Rose Bechard Butman:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments.

• 
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude
• 3-2: Quality of Life

BR&WARD
COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lr Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

I D A

cisrol CN) yfc Si

Y*L\ i A cM ft Cl

First and Last Name

Address

Email Address

i/\A tivL-AA^O1 ^ ~ Xy~.CA.--1Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150,Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTIUED

P-355: Rose Bechard Butman (continued)

BI^WARD
COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-356: Charles B Butman

Dear Charles B Butman:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments.

• 2-9: Changes to Aiport Operations
• 3-2: Quality of Life

BROWARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

AA /3 GAS\First and Last Name
'01 4 (\Address

L/ H'h '’) b 3-Y
(2>//{ SJ /\ LU> &C-h /4 'fm a AJ, Ctf-yrt

^ Z'T'l

Email Address

Meeting Location y

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Flollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTIUED

P-356: Charles B Butman (continued)

Bft FOft Lauderdale*Hol|ywood International
COUNTI 2200 SW 45lhStreet, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •

954-359-6100

AVIATION DEPARTMENT Comment Form

F L O W I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23,2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-357: Russ Pressey

Dear Russ Pressey:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments.

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude

n n' 9 \ A /A n n AVIATION DEPARTMENT

DLT^^W\KU F?rt Lauderdale-Hol|ywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 *
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Ki\$s TTaFirst and Last Name

(Mo<^ <S(J
(CTTIOAT/ ~ 3330-5/05"

I <-fmro Grfg JXV / P

Address

Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTIUED

P-357: Russ Pressey (continued)

BROWARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 • Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

sf fAdwfkxF L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach,Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-358: Christine Douglas

Dear Christine Douglas:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments.

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-11: FLL Noise Insulation Program
• 3-2: Quality of Life

BRjcftVARD
' COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

First and Last Name C

£!)- 'g? 72.Address

g p/.

be //Sex, xEmail Address

S~
l f A|- ? » , . • —Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Flollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This

study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTIUED

P-358: Christine Douglas (continued)

BftyWARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study
2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-359: Linda & Dick Stoddard

Dear Linda & Dick Stoddard:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments.

• 1-10 NCP Recommendations
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 3-2: Quality of Life

n n^'A A /A n r\ AVIATION DEPARTMENT
0 Y V/ \| \L/ FOrt Lauderdale‘Hol|ywood International

COUNrY 2200
>
SW 45"lStreet, Suite 101 - DaniaBeachlFlorida 33312 *

954-359-6100

Comment Form

/ //>/ v rtS'CS -\SS3̂ / 'V
Osrst — / /;

s/s VFirst and Last Namjj.

Address

4 (T? . /?S/ sYEmail Address

JMeeting Locationi

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Flollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTIUED

P-359: Linda & Dick Stoddard (continued)

Bftjc&VARD* COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of thi
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lease drop this form in the Comment Box at tKewfi\\c Workshop, or /nail by JarW^r 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study .

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-360: Dan Morrison

Dear Dan Morrison:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics (Additional Noise Study 
Should Be Conducted as Part of the Part 150 Study)

• 1-2: Use of the DNL Metric
• 1-3: Noise Monitoring (Noise Measurements should be made 

and Supplemental noise metrics should be used instead of 
DNL)

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

BROWARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45,n Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

'pA /J
s2 A77/1{rf {-Ao 5>.

A,>/*<><’sY)/^

First and Last Name

Address

7. 3 JL

Email Address 0 i- Do^ ^^ sn.4 .y
Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to
monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

,5C|.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.www.fllDartl

/
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COMMENT CONTIUED COMMENT CONTINUED

P-360: Dan Morrison (continued)

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

(You must include yourfull name and complete addressfor your comment to be considered)

nnv ' \ A /A nr\ AVIATION DEPARTMENT

Dr : WAKU Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International

* COUNTY 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 • Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

(4 / 2. I'yi /i A / / t H / •

Name:

7 l-rAyfe//} /<- 333y'2.AM/ cAddress:

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the

measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase

of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments

will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates,please provide your contact information on the

other side of this form.

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County ,

aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

/7 /yhoh dn< e 2) As part of this study, we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.
We object to the report’s findings (Section 4.5.3),where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours).We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b) that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood northof 1-595,the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling,

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
fllpartlSQ.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to

Fori InuderdalO'HolyvrtxxJ
Internalion»»lAirport

oPlease drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop,or mail by January 23,2019 to:

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

•t !
o» 0... 0US.

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.

Noise Complaints and Noise Contours
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-361: Caron McClure

Dear Caron McClure:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments.

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

BfctfWARD1 COUNTY

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

use's. .

7VHS // C5cA-

^33/ ~7

First and Last Name

Address

Email Address

Meeting Location
O

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www,fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTIUED

P-361: Caron McClure (continued)

BRjcftVARD
* COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hotlywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

E L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates,please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-362: Frank Tappen

Dear Frank Tappen:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments.

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations

nnV/M A /A nn AVIATION DEPARTMENT

Dl \^V\/ \l\U Fort Lauderdale_Hol|ywood International

COUN 1 '( 2200 SW 45'n Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

A7ZrtÂ .'TA7 /a AJ/S)First and Last Name

0 /&> SrTaAddress
*“ /~S>KsrArf & Aj) / / 'fS'75

:fra AUkt f> gr ĉ .o / • Cjfrrf

*S/ <rX Au-xx

Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTIUED

P-362: Frank Tappen (continued)

BROWARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort lauderdale-Flollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-363: David & Sara Nichols

Dear David & Sara Nichols:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics (Additional Noise Study 
Should Be Conducted as Part of the Part 150 Study)

• 1-2: Use of the DNL Metric
• 1-3: Noise Monitoring (Noise Measurements should be made 

and Supplemental noise metrics should be used instead of 
DNL)

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM,Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie,Florida 33317

(You must include yourfull name and complete addressfor your comment to be considered)

Name:

*2 ?og.A LtJ* /^r.
'Z'lZ ( -Address:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendousaircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computermodeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The resultis an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.
2) As part of this study,we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study

and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraftnoise levels we experience.
We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours). We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no informationregarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks.This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the studyconsultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595,the flight trackshows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not includedin the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined,yet the study indicates we do nothave unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
fllpartl50.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area,the Study
contour lines are not even close to
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COMMENT CONTIUED

P-363: David & Sara Nichols (continued)
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-364: Paul Hunt

Dear Paul Hunt:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics (Additional Noise Study 
Should Be Conducted as Part of the Part 150 Study)

• 1-2: Use of the DNL Metric
• 1-3: Noise Monitoring (Noise Measurements should be made 

and Supplemental noise metrics should be used instead of 
DNL)

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie,Florida 33317

v (You must include your Jull name and complete address lor your comment to bpconsidered)

o 4JTName:

: 3c H o i* M, N LA> 3S3\y~Address:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation, area of Broward County.

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2 ) As part of this study, we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.

We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours). We believe that
modifications are necessary given a ) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3 ) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on

i : 1. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
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Dear Jacquline Zumwalt:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics (Additional Noise Study 
Should Be Conducted as Part of the Part 150 Study)

• 1-2: Use of the DNL Metric
• 1-3: Noise Monitoring (Noise Measurements should be made 

and Supplemental noise metrics should be used instead of 
DNL)

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019

Comments and Responses

Page 485

COMMENT RESPONSE

P-365: Jacquline Zumwalt

Comment for the Part ISO Public Workshop January 16,2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM,Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie,Florida 33317

(You must include yourfull name and complete addressfor your comment to be considered)

2 WeV \PrPrjf~> lA-TEr IffooryewiL? VCŜ fLj
Name:

Address:

Ilive in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.
The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLLare not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west.They are
misleadingreviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of'annual averaging” the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) inthe computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents.The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study,we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it,to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west),in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.

We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3),where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e.only using annual average contours).We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging,"and b)that the 290 headingregularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modelingthat uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant tono avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595,the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport arenot included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined,yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two

maps provided on
fllpartl50.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
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Dear Adrian Farmer:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics (Additional Noise Study 
Should Be Conducted as Part of the Part 150 Study)

• 1-2: Use of the DNL Metric
• 1-3: Noise Monitoring (Noise Measurements should be made 

and Supplemental noise metrics should be used instead of 
DNL)

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019

Comments and Responses

Page 486

COMMENT RESPONSE

P-366: Adrian Farmer

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018

6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317
(You must include your full name and complete address for your comment to be considered)

f t p L

mal MZ PC /JpSDuezMZPu
Name

Address:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLLare not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study, we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.

We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours). We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study

consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined,yet the study indicates we do not

have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County

officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
fllpartl50.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
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Dear John Anclerson:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics (Additional Noise Study 
Should Be Conducted as Part of the Part 150 Study)

• 1-2: Use of the DNL Metric
• 1-3: Noise Monitoring (Noise Measurements should be made 

and Supplemental noise metrics should be used instead of 
DNL)

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019

Comments and Responses

Page 487

COMMENT RESPONSE

P-367: John Anclerson

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16,2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM,Signature Grand,6900 FL-84 Davie,Florida 33317

IYou must include yourfull name and complete address for your comment to be considered)

Name:

Ofatchdltf /f/w . A/ L/ X/C
(cl f'L 333/ l__ .&WLAddress:

/ I

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.
The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west.They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modelingof the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents.The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study, we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it,to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies.We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.
We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3),where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours).We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks.This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to noavail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhoodnorth of 1-595,the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined,yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
fllpartl50.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaintsare
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-368: James L. Patterson

Dear James L. Patterson:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics (Additional Noise Study 
Should Be Conducted as Part of the Part 150 Study)

• 1-2: Use of the DNL Metric
• 1-3: Noise Monitoring (Noise Measurements should be made 

and Supplemental noise metrics should be used instead of 
DNL)

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Comment for the Part150 Public Workshop January 16,2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM,Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie,Florida 33317

(You must kKfodhyour ft/A name and complete address for your comment to be considered)

V) (V(A^7Name:

^IT-KrAddress:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents.The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels inour area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study,we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours,as it has been done in other Part 150
studies.We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.

We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3),where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours).We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 headingregularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant tono avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595,the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined,yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
fllpartl50.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area,the Study
contour lines are not even close to
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-369: Jennifer Rutenis

Dear Jennifer Rutenis:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics (Additional Noise Study 
Should Be Conducted as Part of the Part 150 Study)

• 1-2: Use of the DNL Metric
• 1-3: Noise Monitoring (Noise Measurements should be made 

and Supplemental noise metrics should be used instead of 
DNL)

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

(You must include yourfull name and complete address for your comment to be considered)

JCAJAJ I T=E& L\TrsJ / f)

31^1 Su) 3Srĉ STteCT, FT: LAUD.}n~ 333 /^
Name:

Address:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study, we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.

We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e.only using annual average contours). We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks.This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined,yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

.«* •
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Dear Thierry Richter:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics (Additional Noise Study 
Should Be Conducted as Part of the Part 150 Study)

• 1-2: Use of the DNL Metric
• 1-3: Noise Monitoring (Noise Measurements should be made 

and Supplemental noise metrics should be used instead of 
DNL)

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-370: Thierry Richter

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

(You must include your full name and complete addressfor your comment to be considered)

Address: H J /3.S.S /3U L(1 Fl' ~ I A \B p'

Name:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study, we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.
We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3),where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours). We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
fllpartl50.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
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Dear Kraig Johnson:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics (Additional Noise Study 
Should Be Conducted as Part of the Part 150 Study)

• 1-2: Use of the DNL Metric
• 1-3: Noise Monitoring (Noise Measurements should be made 

and Supplemental noise metrics should be used instead of 
DNL)

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
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June 2019
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-371: Kraig Johnson

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 201B
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Sfenature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

(You muit Include you/ full name and complete odtiresi for your comment to be consider ed}

^OHAJ <>QAsName:
/

OlLt£ CHO^ t L /y , r? lALO/rRAULC . fL 3X5 /2Address:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendou:
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels In our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study,we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing It, to request the development of seasonal noise contours,as It has been done In other Part 15
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours Just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west}, in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.

We object to the report's findings(Section 4.5.3),where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours).We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging,"and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks.This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote MonitoringTerminals that exist around the airport are not includei
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas In Broward County combined, yet the study Indicates we do no
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
fllpartl50.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
us.
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-372: Fred Schmid

Dear Fred Schmid:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics (Additional Noise Study 
Should Be Conducted as Part of the Part 150 Study)

• 1-2: Use of the DNL Metric
• 1-3: Noise Monitoring (Noise Measurements should be made 

and Supplemental noise metrics should be used instead of 
DNL)

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

(You must include yourfull name and complete address for your comment to be considered)

y
<> !# M 9/. fA / a^

jLy. A
sn <Name

Address:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL.-re not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study,we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.

We object to the report’s findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours).We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined,yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
llln-v tisc com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-373: Fred Schmid, Jr.

Dear Fred Schmid, Jr.:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics (Additional Noise Study 
Should Be Conducted as Part of the Part 150 Study)

• 1-2: Use of the DNL Metric
• 1-3: Noise Monitoring (Noise Measurements should be made 

and Supplemental noise metrics should be used instead of 
DNL)

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

(You must include your full name and complete addressfor your comment to be considered)

/ J^'mo / t« Fj - u /M hr JZf/s
Name:

Address:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLLarenot accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study, we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.

We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours). We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote MonitoringTerminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined,yet the study indicates we do not

have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
fllpartlSQ.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
us.
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-374: Fred Schmid

Dear Fred Schmid:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics (Additional Noise Study 
Should Be Conducted as Part of the Part 150 Study)

• 1-2: Use of the DNL Metric
• 1-3: Noise Monitoring (Noise Measurements should be made 

and Supplemental noise metrics should be used instead of 
DNL)

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

(You must include yourfull name and complete address for your comment to be considered)

A -fJ
I 3 S£ / 5^ les-f’ac -f i £i . !e £L £

Name:

Address: 1

I live in the Lauderdale isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study, we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.
We object to the report’s findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours). We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
fjIp.I'M50 rn-n. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area,the Study
contour lines are not even close to
us.



Dear Fred Schmid:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics (Additional Noise Study 
Should Be Conducted as Part of the Part 150 Study)

• 1-2: Use of the DNL Metric
• 1-3: Noise Monitoring (Noise Measurements should be made 

and Supplemental noise metrics should be used instead of 
DNL)

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-375: Fred Schmid

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16,2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM,Signature Grand,6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

(You must include your full name and complete address for your comment to be considered)

5f<r /?ST), </Name:

Address:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL arc not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study, we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds ( a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.
We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours). We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and bjthat the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
i:Ip.irl:50.cum. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
us.



Dear Fred Schmid:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics (Additional Noise Study 
Should Be Conducted as Part of the Part 150 Study)

• 1-2: Use of the DNL Metric
• 1-3: Noise Monitoring (Noise Measurements should be made 

and Supplemental noise metrics should be used instead of 
DNL)

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-376: Fred Schmid

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

(You must include your full name and complete address for your comment to be considered)

£ d ^Name:

yS~0 F’ /flAso/g /7W , !or ^ /.4f </erdc( fr tAddress

‘
I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.

aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents.The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study, we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.
We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours).We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
lllpartlSQ.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
us.



Dear Fred Schmid:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics (Additional Noise Study 
Should Be Conducted as Part of the Part 150 Study)

• 1-2: Use of the DNL Metric
• 1-3: Noise Monitoring (Noise Measurements should be made 

and Supplemental noise metrics should be used instead of 
DNL)

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-377: Fred Schmid

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

(You must include your full name and complete address for your comment to be considered)

*7^0 CsUillAl /! . f~o r ~f C i
Name

Address:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLLare not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year .

2) As part of this study, we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.

We object to the report's findings (Section4.5.3),where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours).We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595,the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote MonitoringTerminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on

|. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
us.
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-378: Fred Schmid

Dear Fred Schmid:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics (Additional Noise Study 
Should Be Conducted as Part of the Part 150 Study)

• 1-2: Use of the DNL Metric
• 1-3: Noise Monitoring (Noise Measurements should be made 

and Supplemental noise metrics should be used instead of 
DNL)

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

(You must include your full name and complete address for your comment to be considered)

/~~ s~ P<J. <> c ^5 hiy Ptiy /ts' , ( / rc /e . Fori U
Name:

Address:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.
The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west.They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study,we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.

We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours). We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
fllpartl50.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
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us.

Noise Complaints and Noise Contours



Dear Robert Franks:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics (Additional Noise Study 
Should Be Conducted as Part of the Part 150 Study)

• 1-2: Use of the DNL Metric
• 1-3: Noise Monitoring (Noise Measurements should be made 

and Supplemental noise metrics should be used instead of 
DNL)

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019

Comments and Responses

Page 499

COMMENT RESPONSE

P-379: Robert Franks

Comment for the Part150 Public Workshop January16,2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM,Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie,Florida 33317

(You must include your full name and complete address for your comment to be considered)

ei?f 'll £e 1 Ue-Gr /l-V ft-
Name:

Address:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west.They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging” the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents.The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study,we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performingit, to request the development of seasonal noise contours,as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west),in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.
We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3),where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e.only using annual average contours).We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging,"and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks.This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and arenot used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined,yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
fllpartl50.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area,the Study
contour lines are not even close to
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-380: Jeannie DeRolf

Dear Jeannie DeRolf:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-3: Noise Measurements rather than DNL/Modeling
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16,2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM,Signature Grand,6900 FL-84 Davie,Florida 33317

(You mail mtiotlr yoor /aUnom and comp/rtt wMnufor your iOfnmrnl tohr tofn*Sered)
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I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Caudcrdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.

f7 -JName:

Address:

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL arenot accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west.They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part150 process while ignoring additionalmethods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents.The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 6Sdb for the entire year.

2) As part of this study,we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies.We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west),in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.
We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e.only using annual average contours).We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks.This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595,the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined,yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two

maps provided on
fllpartl50.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area,the Study
contour lines are not even close to
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Dear Doreen Schmid:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-3: Noise Measurements rather than DNL/Modeling
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019

Comments and Responses
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-381: Doreen Schmid

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018

6:00PM - 8:30PM,Signature Grand,6900 FL-84 Davie,Florida 33317
(You must include your full name and complete address for your comment to be considered)

k Set 7p t- pe* cName.

Sf /?* Trr . . FtAddress: t
I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents.The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study, we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.

We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours).We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b) that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
fllpnrt150 com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
us.



Dear Milady Frias:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-3: Noise Measurements rather than DNL/Modeling
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019

Comments and Responses
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-382: Milady Frias

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16,2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand,6900 FL-84 Davie,Florida 33317

(You must include your full name and complete address for your comment to be considered)
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Name:

Address

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents.The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study, we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours,as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.

We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours).We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined,yet the study indicates we do not

have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two

maps provided on
fllpartl50.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-383: Ryan Schmid

Dear Ryan Schmid:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-3: Noise Measurements rather than DNL/Modeling
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM,Signature Grand,6900 FL-84 Davie,Florida 33317

(You must include your/MV name and complete addressfor your comment to be considered)zName

(~ O A / LcfUr/fr'm iAddress:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer

modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study,we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department ( BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study

and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.

We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design

Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours). We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in

our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study

consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included

in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not

have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County

officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
flloartl5Q.com. Itplainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
us.



Dear Rahizza Larco:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-3: Noise Measurements rather than DNL/Modeling
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019

Comments and Responses
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-384: Rahizza Larco

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM,Signature Grand,6900 FL-84 Davie,Florida 33317

_ (You must include your full name and complete address for your comment to be considered)

La ^ co
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Name.

Address:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County,

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLLare not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents.The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels inour area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study, we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.

We object to the report’s findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours). We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595,the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not

have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
flloartlSO com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
us.



Dear Jose Frias:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-3: Noise Measurements rather than DNL/Modeling
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019

Comments and Responses
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-385: Jose Frias

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018

6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317
(You must include your full name and complete address for your comment to be considered)

Name:

Moi l\UMliL 335le)—Address:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoringadditional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents.The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study, we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.
We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours).We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b) that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
flloartl50.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
us.



Dear Darcy Parker:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-3: Noise Measurements rather than DNL/Modeling
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019

Comments and Responses
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-386: Darcy Parker

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16,2018

6:00PM - 8:30PM,Signature Grand,6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317
(You must include yourfull name and complete address for your comment to be considered)

Name

Address:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study,we continue to ask the BrowardCounty Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours,as it has been done in other Part 150

studies.We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.
We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours).We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in

our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modelingthat uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1 -595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not

have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County

officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two

maps provided on
fllpartl50.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-387: Milady Frias

Dear Milady Frias:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-3: Noise Measurements rather than DNL/Modeling
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

(You must Include yourfull name and complete addressfor your comment to be considered)

IWlcJLj
33 htucu-vt- OJloQ LZ'

Name:

Address’

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLLare not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents.The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study,we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.
We object to the report’s findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours). We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
fllpartl50.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
us.



Dear Heather Macintyre:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-3: Noise Measurements rather than DNL/Modeling
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019

Comments and Responses
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-388: Heather Macintyre

Comment for the Part 150Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM- 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

(You trial* include you/ fall name end completeoMrea for your comment to be considered )

dJName:

J /o.l /> okee{>Jnrih£PAddress:

I live In the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict thehorrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west.They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part ISO process while Ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels In our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study, we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing It, to request the development of seasonal noise contours,as It has been done In other Part 150
studies.We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours Just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west).In order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.

We object to the report's findings(Section 4,5.3), where It states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e.only using annual average contours).We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging,"and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks.This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote MonitoringTerminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas In Broward County combined,yet the study Indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that BrowardCounty
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels In our area.

This graphic superimposes two

maps provided on
fllpartl5Q.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area,theStudy
contour lines are not even close to

us.



Dear Barry Garfeis:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-3: Noise Measurements rather than DNL/Modeling
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019

Comments and Responses
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-389: Barry Garfeis

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

(You must include your full name andyorniiletc address for your comment to be consideredI

e- c-AName

•26 / ^ fy ol-Y^j-hreegcry fasyui ^c,c(L</<2 /<
j

Address:
/

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study, we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.
We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours). We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1 -595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
fllpartl50.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area,the Study
contour lines are not even close to
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-390: Anker Pearce

Dear Anker Pearce:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-3: Noise Measurements rather than DNL/Modeling
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

must include yourfull name and complete addressfor your comment to be considered )

2-^3 ( jjo /bor L-Oy

Name:

333 IZ_fT LAunAddress:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.
The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway duringwinds from the west.They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study, we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.
We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours).We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging,"and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote MonitoringTerminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined,yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
fllp.il'150 com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
us.
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-391: Khalil Maurice Nasser

Dear Khalil Maurice Nasser:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-3: Noise Measurements rather than DNL/Modeling
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16,2018
6:00PM- 8:30PM,Signature Grand,6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

(You must include your full name and complete addressfor your comment to be considered)

A Y/ c S i i
-3Z>n. tiyCOMie, SJylZNte</(u O/

oo tOW1Name:

Address: y

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.
The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendousaircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They aremisleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computermodeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents.The resultis an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.
2) As part of this study,we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 studyand the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150studies.We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour mapshowing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west),in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraftnoise levels we experience.

We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental DesignTool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours). We believe thatmodifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of theyear andcause unbearable noise inour area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westwarddepartures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no informationregarding theresolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the studyconsultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595,the flight trackshows them south of 1-595.
4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote MonitoringTerminals that exist around the airport are not includedintheStudy and are not usedto verify thenoise levels depicted by thecomputer modeling.
Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do nothave unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward Countyofficials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
fllpartl50.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
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Dear Giori Stauch:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-3: Noise Measurements rather than DNL/Modeling
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019

Comments and Responses
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-392: Gloria Stauch

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie,Florida 33317

(You must include yourfull name and complete address for your comment to be considered)

Ĉ cpLl 5TAU,CHName:

Address:

Ilive in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLLare not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleadingreviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents.The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study,we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performingit, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.
We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours).We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined,yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two

maps provided on
fllpartl50.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area,the Study
contour lines are not even close to
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-393: Dan & Sophie Morrison

Dear Dan & Sophie Morrison:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-3: Noise Measurements rather than DNL/Modeling
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM- 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

(You must include yourfull name and complete address for your comment to be considered)

Chin t- fhphie MorName:

'raThon U Ff . <i J o FL 3»i7,2mAddress:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.
The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departureson the NorthRunway during winds from the west.They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" theDNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study,we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it,to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies.We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.

We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3),where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours). We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging,"and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks.This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote MonitoringTerminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined,yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
fllpartl50.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-394: Don Uden

Dear Don Uden:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-3: Noise Measurements rather than DNL/Modeling
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

--- ( you must include yourfullmme arid complete addressfor your comment to be considered)

Name:

Address:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.
The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents.The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study,we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.

We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours).We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined,yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
fllpartl50.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-395: Sharon Grabowski

Dear Sharon Grabowski:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-3: Noise Measurements rather than DNL/Modeling
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

(You must include yourfull name and complete address for your comment to be considered)

G? AA \Or

Q4 / KMssfto- Uo
OCA>Name:

Address:
/

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendousaircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They aremisleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computermodeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents.The resultis an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.
2) As part of this study, we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 studyand the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours,as it has been done in other Part 150studies.We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour mapshowing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraftnoise levels we experience.

We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3),where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental DesignTool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours).We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise inour area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westwarddepartures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no informationregarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the studyconsultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight trackshows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote MonitoringTerminals that exist around the airport are not includedin the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do nothave unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward Countyofficials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.
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Dear Richard Potter:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-3: Noise Measurements rather than DNL/Modeling
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019

Comments and Responses
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-396: Richard Potter

Comment for the Part150 Public Workshop January 16,2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

(You must include yourfull name and complete addressfor your comment to be considered)

Name:

Address:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modelingof the Part 150 process while ignoringadditional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents.The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study,we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it,to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.
We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e.only using annual average contours). We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote MonitoringTerminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

/
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Dear John & Bobbi Bunton:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-3: Noise Measurements rather than DNL/Modeling
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019

Comments and Responses
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-397: John & Bobbi Bunton

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16,2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317
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Name:

Address:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study,we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours,as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.
We object to the report’s findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours).We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging,"and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphicsuperimposes two
maps provided on
fllpartl50.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
us.



Dear Holly Ouna Milbe:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-3: Noise Measurements rather than DNL/Modeling
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019

Comments and Responses
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-398: Holly Ouna Milbe

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM- 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

(You must include yourfull name and complete address for your comment to be considered)

JOTName

j" li <X(JLfj Vi.1X rrA I a,Address: /a
I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL arenot accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAAand requested by residents.The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study, we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it,to request the development of seasonal noise contours,as it has been done in other Part 150
studies.We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.

We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3),where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours). We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging,"and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595,the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote MonitoringTerminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
fllpartl50.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
us.
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Dear Stephanie Houser:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-3: Noise Measurements rather than DNL/Modeling
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019

Comments and Responses
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-399: Stephanie Houser

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM- 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

\ (You must include yourfull name ’’ f'l complete address for your comment to be considered)

.3M 0
Name:

Lir\Address:

live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.
The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study,we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies.We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.

We object to the report’s findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours).We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
fllpartl50.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
us.



Dear Gina Garcia:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-3: Noise Measurements rather than DNL/Modeling
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019

Comments and Responses
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-400: Gina Garcia

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM- 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

(You must include your full name and complete address for your comment to beconsidered)

Name:

333 / 7-A4A£ flcrVo*J •‘tuDAddress: ,

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.
The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendousaircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They aremisleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computermodeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The resultis an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study,we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 studyand the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour mapshowing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraftnoise levels we experience.
We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental DesignTool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e, only using annual average contours). We believe thatmodificationsare necessary grven a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise inour area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westwarddepartures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no informationregarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the studyconsultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight trackshows them south of 1-595.
4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not includedin the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.
Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined,yet the study indicates we do nothave unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
fllpartl50.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
us.



Dear Charles Evans:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-3: Noise Measurements rather than DNL/Modeling
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019

Comments and Responses
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-401: Charles Evans

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

(You must include yourfull name and complete address for your comment to he considered)

Name:

Address:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLLare not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

. 1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents.The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study,we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours,as it has been done in other Part 150
studies.We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.
We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3),where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours).We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1 -595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

V

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote MonitoringTerminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on

i. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
us.



Dear Angelina Pluzhnyk Evans:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-3: Noise Measurements rather than DNL/Modeling
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019

Comments and Responses
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-402: Angelina Pluzhnyk Evans

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

(You must include your full name and complete address for your comment to be considered)

Name;

<M3/Address:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study, we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.
We object to the report’s findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours).We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our a:\aa are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
depai tures compounds the noise 'evels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the i oise contours an.- bas-.d o,i computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown tha^ when planes fty over our neighborhood north of 1-595,the flight track
shows them south of 1-595. TfajCt cO/iS A Mf£ /C<J-AdS} (f t i a f- O f J k l 7~

ft'£J77 si Cv7is / /lOn/nertT in M&S.
we object (o the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.AC&O£̂> A<? <tf\ itU f - . ./A (JijLJC/ /nonsro

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas In Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not , ^ j

have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County /
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.
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Dear Earl Prizlee:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-3: Noise Measurements rather than DNL/Modeling
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10 NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019

Comments and Responses
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-403: Earl Prizlee

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

(You must include yourfull name and complete address for your comment to be consideredI

fter&LsizeName:

tt/of tei LMLCO Fz>er LbM&u>/me fuT 7Address:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL arc not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west.They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study, we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.

We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours). We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote MonitoringTerminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not

have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County

officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

fwo uJt Mu 4ic ,
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Dear Kimberly McCawley:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-3: Noise Measurements rather than DNL/Modeling
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019

Comments and Responses
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-404: Kimberly McCawley

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM- 8:30PM,Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

(You roust include your full nonle ond complete address for your comment to be considered)

kumbey Li
<3 Ln f Pf VOM cLi/Tdcxj f f ~L 333 I cK

Name:

Address:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.
The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west.They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 6Sdb for the entire year,

2) As part of this study, we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.

We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours). We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging,"and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks.This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined,yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.
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Dear Lynn Cahoon:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-3: Noise Measurements rather than DNL/Modeling
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-405: Lynn Cahoon

From: Richard (Dick) Cahoon bchprop@mac com <9
Subject: Airport Noise Comment form to take to meeting

Date: January 15, 2019 at 10:29 PM
To: Susan Moustaki susanrtw@yahoo com
Cc: Lynn Cahoon. * lynncahoon@mac com

LfeOfcti?9.' iment form DRAFT for Part 150 Puhtt-S2A116kiMnt'.jkp5H
b Worksh 1inal.pdf?
£xare8-lr ^
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Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16,2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

,'YCKJ mjil ,'r&< j&e toof fji nxneort cow/ele odfreis for toarconvr*r>\ to be av^de/cd)

Cl e.* J ^Name:

0 ( L r*Address t
I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.

Ihe Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150Airport Noise Study for FLL lie rot j:..- jit and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft nose levels we experience during westward departures onthe NorthRunway during winds from the west. Ihey are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1| We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual aver aging" the DNL|Day Night Average Sound Levell in the computer
modelingof the Part 150 process while gnoring additional methods allowed by the FAAand requested by residents, rhe result
isanerroneousconclusionthatthe nose levels in our area are belowbSdb for the entire year.

2) As partof this study, we continue toast; the BrowardCounty Aviation Department |BCAD| whichoversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it. to request the development of seasonal noise contours,as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested andcontmue to request noise contours Just for periods of west winds |a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrrvats from the west), in order toaccurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.

We object to the report's findings ISection 4.5.3|,where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
loolstandarddeparture and arrival profiles are necessary|i.e. only using annual average contoursl. We believethat
modifications are necessarygrvena) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in

our area are not accurately represented by "annualaveraging,"and b|that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the nose levels for us.

3 j We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses fight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks.Thsssue has beenbrought to the attention of BCADand the study
consultanttono avail. We have repeatedly diown that when planes fly over our neighborhood northof 1-595, thefhght track
shows them south of 1-595.

4| We object to the faetthat real -world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that«st aroundthe airport are not included
mthe Study and are not used to venfy the nose Iwels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD thanallother areas in Broward County combined,yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels . We therefore question the accuracy of ths Part ISOstudy and requestthat BrcrwardCounty
officials andthe FAA reject current conclusions for nose levels inour area.

!
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Dear Commenter:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-3: Noise Measurements rather than DNL/Modeling
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019

Comments and Responses
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-406: Illegible

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie,Florida 33317

address for your comment to be considered)

Name:

Tf' LudorJJlj 553 / ZAddress:

live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.
The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLLare not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAAand requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study,we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performingit,to request the development of seasonal noise contours,as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west),in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.
We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3),where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours). We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks.This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595,the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote MonitoringTerminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two

maps provided on
fllpartl50.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
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Dear Susan Moustala:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-3: Noise Measurements rather than DNL/Modeling
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019

Comments and Responses
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-407: Susan Moustala

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

(You must include your full nameam) complete addressfor your comment to be considered)

i\ mai
j F^' lwic\ i ^ l^

Name-

Address.

live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.
The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west.They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65dbforthe entire year.

2) As part of this study,we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it,to request the development of seasonal noise contours,as it has been done in other Part 150
studies.We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west),in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.
We object to the report’s findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e.only using annual average contours).We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote MonitoringTerminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
flloartl50.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaintsare
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
us.



Dear Commenter:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-3: Noise Measurements rather than DNL/Modeling
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019

Comments and Responses
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-408: Illegible

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16,2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

(You must include your full name and complete addressfor your comment to be considered)

Name:

Address:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west.They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study,we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it,to request the development of seasonal noise contours,as it has been done in other Part 150
studies.We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.
We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3),where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e.only using annual average contours). We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks.This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote MonitoringTerminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
fllpartl50.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
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Dear Scott McCawley:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-3: Noise Measurements rather than DNL/Modeling
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019

Comments and Responses
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-409: Scott McCawley

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16,2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

IYou must include your full name and complete address for your comment to be considered)

SfjoW Mc-fay/l
oWUlp ChJr Cay I, %Name:

1(UkdjUrioJe , (PL 335 )3--AAddress:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.
The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study,we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it,to request the development of seasonal noise contours,as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west),in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.

We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e.only using annual average contours).We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhoodnorth of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depictedby the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
fllpartl50.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area,the Study
contour lines are not even close to
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Dear Jose Frias:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-3: Noise Measurements rather than DNL/Modeling
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019

Comments and Responses
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-410: Jose Frias

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018

6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317
(You must include yourfull name and complete address for your comment to be considered)

X*Name:

EL S33in-Address:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures ontheNorth Runway during winds from the west. They are

misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer

modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result

is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study, we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study

and the consultants performing it,to request the development of seasonal noise contours,as it has been done in other Part 150

studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map

showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.

We object to the report’s findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design

Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours). We believe that

modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in

our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward

departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information

regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study

consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not

have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County

officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area
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This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
fllpartl50.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
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Dear Milady Frias:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-3: Noise Measurements rather than DNL/Modeling
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019

Comments and Responses
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-411: Milady Frias

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16,2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM,Signature Grand,6900 FL-84 Davie,Florida 33317

(You must include your full name and complete addressfor your comment to be considered)

OlO \Q^~ C ^ 3-53̂ 2-

Name:

Address:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging'' the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents.The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study, we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.
We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours). We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and bjthat the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks.This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote MonitoringTerminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
IllpartlSO com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
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Dear Jose Frias:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-3: Noise Measurements rather than DNL/Modeling
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019

Comments and Responses
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-412: Jose Frias

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16,2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand,6900 FL-84 Davie,Florida 33317

(You must include yourfull name and complete address for your comment to be considered)

(IftDt K\U)

Name:

Address JJf̂ rN

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study, we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours,as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.
We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours).We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595 .

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote MonitoringTerminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
flloartlSG com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
us.



Dear Kathy Adams Frias:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-3: Noise Measurements rather than DNL/Modeling
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019

Comments and Responses
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-413: Kathy Adams Frias

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018

6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317
(You must include yourfull name and complete address for your comment to be considered)

iVp'At/i -PvU fr ^Name:

PicAsJrt* 2-Vyfir -7A AJIAJAddress: /

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study, we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.

We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours). We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and bjthat the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not

have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County

officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on

< !|p-i.~ tl50.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
us.



Dear Roger Haberkorn:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-3: Noise Measurements rather than DNL/Modeling
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019

Comments and Responses
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-414: Roger Haberkorn

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018

6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317
(You must include your full name and complete address for your comment to be considered)

Name:

•32^7Address:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL an* not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study, we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.

We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours). We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not

have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County

officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two

maps provided on
filpartlSO com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
us.



Dear Francis Atwill:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-3: Noise Measurements rather than DNL/Modeling
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019

Comments and Responses
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-415: Francis Atwill

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

(You must include your full name and complete address for your comment to be considered)

TTT tJ /C( sName

S 3T> J -2-Address:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents.The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study, we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies.We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.

We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3),where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours).We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not

have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
fllpartlSO.cor. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to

us.



Dear Gitty Malo:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-3: Noise Measurements rather than DNL/Modeling
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019

Comments and Responses
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-416: Gitty Malo

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16,2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

(You must include yourfull name and complete address for your comment to be considered)

Qitkj M& ib
6u) \tUacc- Ft 333 ) 2-

Name:

Address:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study,we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150

studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.

We object to the report’s findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours).We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined,yet the study indicates we do not

have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
flipartlSO com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
contour lines are not even close to
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Dear Audrey J. Edwards:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-3: Noise Measurements rather than DNL/Modeling
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019

Comments and Responses
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-417: Audrey J. Edwards

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16, 2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

f (You must Lncktd+f°u^full name and complete address for your comment to be considered)
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Name:

Address:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.

The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents.The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65dbforthe entire year.

2) As part of this study, we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies. We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.
We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3),where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours). We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging, "and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595,the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined,yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.
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This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
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that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, the Study
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Dear Richard V. Thompson:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-3: Noise Measurements rather than DNL/Modeling
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019

Comments and Responses
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-418: Richard V. Thompson

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16,2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM,Signature Grand,6900 FL-84 Davie,Florida 33317

(You must include yourfull name and complete addressfor your comment to be considered)

d,\CM(\Q£> V 'TrtOMfcQtJName:
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Address:

Ilive in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County^l » J(td Vaxe. Rrr sSyiA'S !
The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part ISO Airport Noise Study for FLL are not accurate and donot depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west.They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of “annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study,we continue to ask the BrowardCounty Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it, to request the development of seasonal noise contours,as it has been done in other Part 150
studies.We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west),in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.

We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3),where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e. only using annual average contours). We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging,"and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks. This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595,the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not

have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
fllpartl50.com. It plainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area,the Study
contour lines are not even close to
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Dear Calvin Pinkerton:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comments. 

•  1-10: NCP Recommendations
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-419: Calvin Pinkerton

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International

.. . Airport
v.AJUiN j i 2200 SW 45,n Street, Suite 101 * Dania Beach, Florida 33312 -954-359-6100

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program,which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates,please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.

/9

When Planes are departing Westbound, I strongly request that
a "Quite EPR" takeoff procedure be used. I also request that
turn outs be allowed until the aircraft reach at least Flamingo

no

Rd.

Arrivals from an eastbound direction should be required to be
on Final when they cross Flamingo Rd.

Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101Dania Beach,Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-419: Calvin Pinkerton (continued)

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment FormL

Goku^Bak
Address l.%f ) O c$ V\/ I Q1 ,A \ J ¥

'PlAnfwWn^ FI, 3^ -317
pa-pioKior 1

Siqn^fiiv<?̂ Cyrano! iDrWir? F t

First and Last Name

Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surroundingcommunities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150,Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to
monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at
www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

J-.T— *



Dear Michael Straoland:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-1: Supplemental Noise Metrics/Additional Noise Study
• 1-2: DNL (Use of the DNL Metric)
• 1-3: Noise Measurements rather than DNL/Modeling
• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 

System)
• 1-5: AEDT/Noise Methodology
• 1-6: Flight Tracks
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-420: Michael Straoland

Comment for the Part 150 Public Workshop January 16,2018
6:00PM - 8:30PM, Signature Grand, 6900 FL-84 Davie, Florida 33317

(HMI mat include you/ full nameand complete addrext for ynyr comment to be considered)

Name:

26 7? MAH?7Jin' L*u'Address:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles/ southwest Fort Lauderdale/ southeast Plantation area of Broward County.
The Noise Exposure Maps developed for the Part 150 Airport Noise Study for FLL aro not accurate and do not depict the horrendous
aircraft noise levels we experience during westward departures on the North Runway during winds from the west. They are
misleading reviewers and we have the following objections:

1) We object to the exclusive use of the method of "annual averaging" the DNL (Day Night Average Sound Level) in the computer
modeling of the Part 150 process while ignoring additional methods allowed by the FAA and requested by residents. The result
is an erroneous conclusion that the noise levels in our area are below 65db for the entire year.

2) As part of this study,we continue to ask the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) which oversees the Part 150 study
and the consultants performing it,to request the development of seasonal noise contours, as it has been done in other Part 150
studies.We specifically requested and continue to request noise contours just for periods of west winds (a contour map
showing departures to the west and another for arrivals from the west), in order to accurately show the unacceptable aircraft
noise levels we experience.
We object to the report's findings (Section 4.5.3), where it states that no modifications to the Aviation Environmental Design
Tool standard departure and arrival profiles are necessary (i.e.only using annual average contours). We believe that
modifications are necessary given a) that westward departures which occur for 20% of the year and cause unbearable noise in
our area are not accurately represented by "annual averaging,"and b)that the 290 heading regularly used for westward
departures compounds the noise levels for us.

3) We object to the fact that the noise contours are based on computer modeling that uses flight track data with no information
regarding the resolution and accuracy of such flight tracks.This issue has been brought to the attention of BCAD and the study
consultant to no avail. We have repeatedly shown that when planes fly over our neighborhood north of 1-595, the flight track
shows them south of 1-595.

4) We object to the fact that real-world data from the Remote Monitoring Terminals that exist around the airport are not included
in the Study and are not used to verify the noise levels depicted by the computer modeling.

Our area files more noise complaints with BCAD than all other areas in Broward County combined, yet the study indicates we do not
have unacceptable noise levels. We therefore question the accuracy of this Part 150 study and request that Broward County
officials and the FAA reject current conclusions for noise levels in our area.

This graphic superimposes two
maps provided on
fllpartl50.com. Itplainly shows
that despite the fact that the
majority of noise complaints are
generated from our area, theStudy
contour lines are not even close to
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Dear Carole & Jonathan Harvey:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 
System)

•  1-6: Flight Tracks
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 2-11: FLL Noise Insulation Program
• 3-4: Fuel Residue/Soot
• 3-5: Vibration
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-421: Carole & Jonathan Harvey

BRtfWARD# COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2203 SW 45"Sired Suile 101 •Dana Be*:!- Ftor*da 33312 •
954-35£-fliOO

Comment Form

i o Ao

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments

will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:

Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study
2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101Dania Beach. Florida 33312

T k

Please note:AH comments may be mode publicly ovoiloble.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-421: Carole & Jonathan Harvey (continued)

BK&/VARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW Sireei. Suit* 101•D*>« Beacn FJomJa 33312 •
954-30S-61CO

Comment Form

HMutof * Tonicfhf- fi & /YA£ (/ £</First and Last Name dARPiX^ . i'1'
Wit £. Ub ~Z'7 (UK,Address

Hf. 3 '33 i?~

Email Address

5T / j /1 ft - j-Q /Lf Crr LA A - /Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department |BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL|with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined In Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations <CFR ) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning . At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to
monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at
www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.



Dear D. Loleski:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-422: D. Loleski

BRtfWARD‘ COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-floltywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45T Slnw! SUM 101 •D«r<8 Be** Fx>r*8 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below toprovide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Holfywood International Airport. Your comments

will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop,or mail by January 23, 2019 to.

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood international Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study
2200 SW 45th Street. Suite 101Dania Beach.Florida 33312

Please note: All comments mov be made publicly ovoiloble.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-422: D. Loleski (continued)

BR&WARD4 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45' Street Suite 101 •D«fl«Beecr Floitda 33312 •
9M-35M10O

Comment Form

First and Last Name

M'lisl 5u/ 'Z'Z'ZtAddress

^ 33J/ -Z,
Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FlL|with the surrounding communities. This
study,a "Part 150 Study,” will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at
www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.



Dear John Boston:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-9: Part 150 Regulations / FAA Guidance
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-3: East Flow
• 2-5: Existing / General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 3-2: Quality of Life
• 3-3: Impact on Property Values
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-423: John Boston

John Boston
2208 Anchor Dr (aka SE 20th Street)
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33316

January 18, 2019

Broward County Aviation Department
Re:Comments on Part 150 Noise Compatibility Planning Study

Harbour Inlet along with Harbor Beach make up the Southeastern end of the barrier island,
bounded by the Intracoastal Waterway,Port Everglades inlet, and the Atlantic Ocean.

This is a famlfy-oriented enclave of well-maintained single famify homes along with several
high-rise and mid-rise condominiums at the beach. Both St Sebastian Catholic Church and the
Church by the Sea are located in the neighborhood.

The vast majority ( ** 80%) of departures / takeoffs from FLL are to the East. Unfortunately for
our neighborhood,most of the large commercial jets turn Northerly almost immediately after
they become airborne, typically taking them just South of or directly over our neighborhood.
The noise from these engines in take-off mode is almost continuous at times.
The directed red lines on the following graphic depict the typical East-bound flight path

Harbor beachl
Harbour Inlef
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-423: John Boston (continued)

The situation is diminishing our quality of life and likely having a significant negative impact on
property values.
We believe there are reasonable alternatives to the early turns to the North.

If the planes were to delay their turn northerly, the departure flight path would take them a
short distance over industrial areas and Vod D. Mizell and Eula Johnson State Park to the
Atlantic Ocean. Once over the Atlantic they could make their turn toward the North.
We further believe that the DNL noise modeling results presented at the workshop do not
adequately distinguish the noise contours for periods of East-bound departures from periods of
West-bound departures. Averaging the two does not accurately or fairly represent the
conditions experienced by our neighborhood during periods of East-bound departures.

We kindly request your attention to addressing our concerns.



Dear Kevin Young:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-9: Part 150 Regulations / FAA Guidance
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-3: East Flow
• 2-5: Existing / General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 3-2: Quality of Life
• 3-3: Impact on Property Values
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-424: Kevin Young

Kevin Young
2208 Anchor Dr (aka SE 20,h Street)
Fort Lauderdale,FL 33316

January 18, 2019

Broward County Aviation Department
Re: Comments on Part 150 Noise Compatibility Planning Study

Harbour Inlet along with Harbor Beach make up the Southeastern end of the barrier island,
bounded by the Intracoastal Waterway, Port Everglades inlet, and the Atlantic Ocean.
This is a family-oriented enclave of well-maintained single family homes along with several
high-rise and mid-rise condominiums at the beach. Both St. Sebastian Catholic Church and the
Church by the Sea are located in the neighborhood.
The vast majority ( "80%) of departures / takeoffs from FLL are to the East. Unfortunately for
our neighborhood,most of the large commercial jets turn Northerly almost immediately after
they become airborne, typically taking them just South of or directly over our neighborhood.
The noise from these engines in take-off mode is almost continuous at times.
The directed red lines on the following graphic depict the typical East-bound flight path
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-424: Kevin Young (continued)

The situation is diminishing our quality of life and likely having a significant negative impact on
property values.

We believe there are reasonable alternatives to the early turns to the North.

If the planes were to delay their turn northerly, the departure flight path would take them a
short distance over industrial areas and Vod D. Mizell and Eula Johnson State Park to the
Atlantic Ocean. Once over the Atlantic they could make their turn toward the North.

We further believe that the DNL noise modeling results presented at the workshop do not
adequately distinguish the noise contours for periods of East-bound departures from periods of
West-bound departures. Averaging the two does not accurately or fairly represent the
conditions experienced by our neighborhood during periods of East-bound departures.

We kindly request your attention to addressing our concerns.
i /
i v v_, Uj



Dear Mr. & Mrs. Hall:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 
System)

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-9: Part 150 Regulations/FAA Guidelines
• 2-2 Departures
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-425: Mr. & Mrs. Hall

January 20th,2019
1909 Admirals Way
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33316

Attention: Fort Lauderdale Airport Department:

My husband and I are residents of Harbour Inlet and are members of the Harbour Inlet Association.
Harbour Inlet is a residential community on the SE part of the barrier island.

We have several concerns regarding the documentation we received at the recent planning session
which we attended at the Signature Grand on Wednesday evening.

First of all, regarding complaints about the flight paths of the aircraft. It is our understanding that aircraft
are exempt from state and local law and that they are only subject to Federal law. This already places
three levels of jurisdiction above residents and their concerns as I understand it.

There were 11 permanent noise monitoring locations established. Two of these were located in Davie,
four in Dania Beach, four in SW Fort Lauderdale and one in Hollywood. We don't feel that this would give
an adequate picture of aircraft and aircraft noise in SE Fort Lauderdale.
The problem is virtually the same for SW Fort Lauderdale as it is in for SE Fort Lauderdale. Outgoing
flights do not reman on their runway heading as long as they should. They turn north far too early and
since they do, there is extreme noise in many residential neighborhoods. Not only is this noise
unacceptable, but the number of flights has been increasing and is predicted to increase further by 2023.

We need to resolve this situation. Obviously, the FAA must be involved. If we are not given satisfaction,
then I believe we must take the same action as Phoenix, Arizona took when they were not satisfied. They
sued the FAA. I believe there is enough support here in Fort Lauderdale to do the same. I understand
form Ben Sorenson that we, Fort Lauderdale, have hired the same consulting firm that Phoenix hired
when they were having problems with the FAA.

This project requires much oversight from the community as well as from local government. We hope we
will get it. It is really our only hope.

Dr. and Mrs. Michael H. Hall
202-549-4435



Dear Mary Skroch:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments.

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-7: Part 150 Regulations/FAA Guidelines
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

Safety
The mission of the FAA is to provide the safest, most effi  cient 
airspace system in the world. The role of the FAA Airports 
organization in meeting this goal is to provide leadership in planning, 
and developing a safe and effi  cient national airport system to satisfy 
the needs of aviation interests.

Flight tracks are designed for airspace and airport safety and 
effi  ciency, and aircraft must follow these tracks in order to operate 
and land safely. The airspace surrounding FLL is structured so that 
arriving aircraft can be safely and effi  ciently transitioned from the 
en route environment to the approach control environment and 
eventually to the airfi eld. Likewise, the airspace is structured so 
that departing aircraft can transition from the airfi eld to the terminal 
environment and ultimately to the en route environment. Standard 
Terminal Arrival Routes (STARs) and Departure Procedures (DPs) 
simplify and expedite safe arrival and departure procedures in 
airspace. Aircraft fl ying in and out of FLL follow these routes to 
ensure the safest transition to and from FLL.
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-426: Mary Skroch
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Comment Form
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The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of

Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This

study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,

nesvsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

wwv2.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

In addition to the information referenced above, the following discussion 
 addresses your comment.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-426: Mary Skroch (continued)

Comment Formn r\V& A /A n n AVIATION DEPARTMENT
I J I T C/ Y V A l \ 1 / Fort Lauderdale-Holl/wood International

^ * COUNTY 220?SW 45' Sire*: Sufte 101 •Dana B»*:h Ptorrta 33312 •— &M-33S41Q0D AO

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the

measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase

of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments

will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact Information on the

other side of this form.
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Please drop this form In the Comment Box at the Public Workshop,or mail by January 23,2019 to: Q
wh3Sik̂ c)Is — ~T&f *

I
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street. Suite 101 Dama Beach. Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Prabhuling Patel:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-9: Part 150 Regulations / FAA Guidance
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-3: East Flow
• 2-5: Existing / General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 3-2: Quality of Life
• 3-3: Impact on Property Values
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-427: Prabhuling Patel

January 18, 2019

Broward County Aviation Department
Re: Comments on Part 150 Noise Compatibility Planning Study

Harbour Inlet along with Harbor Beach make up the Southeastern end of the barrier island,
bounded by the Intracoastal Waterway,Port Everglades inlet,and the Atlantic Ocean.
This is a family-oriented enclave of well-maintained single family homes along with several
high-rise and mid-rise condominiums at the beach. Both St. Sebastian Catholic Church and the
Church by the Sea are located in the neighborhood.

The vast majority (~ 80%) of departures / takeoffs from FLL are to the East. Unfortunately for
our neighborhood,most of the large commercial jets turn Northerly almost immediately after
they become airborne, typically taking them just South of or directly over our neighborhood.
The noise from these engines in take-off mode is almost continuous at times.

The shading on the following NEM Report graphic depicts the typical East-bound flight path:

During the Part 150 Airport Noise Study there were 11permanent noise monitoring locations
established. Two of these were located in Davie,four in Dania Beach,four In SW Fort Lauderdale and
one in Hollywood. We don't feel that this would give an adequate picture of aircraft and aircraft noise in
SE Fort Lauderdale.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-427: Prabhuling Patel (continued)

The situation is diminishing our quality of life and likely having a significant negative impact on
property values.

I believe there are reasonable alternatives to the early turns to the North.

If the planes were to delay their turn northerly, the departure flight path would take them a
short distance over industrial areas and Vod D.Mizell and Eula Johnson State Park to the
Atlantic Ocean. Once over the Atlantic they could make their turn toward the North.

I further believe that the DNL noise modeling results presented at the workshop do not
adequately distinguish the noise contours for periods of East-bound departures from periods of
West-bound departures. Averaging the two does not accurately or fairly represent the
conditions experienced by our neighborhood during periods of East-bound departures.

I kindly request your attention to addressing our concerns.

Prabhuling Patel
(Harbour Inlet Resident)

1997 Admirals Way
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33316

7 :̂2 / ? ~ ?5"77



 Dear Troy Thomassen:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment.

•  1-10: NCP Recommendations

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-428: Troy Thomassen

BRgJWARD
1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45r Street. Suit* 1C1 • Bea^ Florida 33312 •
964 39&-610O

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport Your comments
will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation In the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23,2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, AviationDepartment - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments mov be made publicly available
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-428: Troy Thomassen (continued)

BKXWVAKD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Port Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW *5’Street S-Jte 101 •Dams Beach F enoa 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

7^ v/ /AFirst and Last Name
7

W / // fLS /

f/C'.'l'/^7 /iVVv^Z- , / >
*7?/^

(J- jPer /1*} A4>f^

> (S*PAddress

iyEmail Address «»

/Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study,'’will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations|CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compof/bi/ity Mooning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to
monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at
www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.



Dear John Skroch:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  1-9: Part 150 Regulations/FAA Guidelines
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-429: John Skroch

A /A n AVIATI0N DEPARTMENT
-.UWVAKU Fort Lauderda,e Hol,ywood International

V- COUNTY 2200 SW 45mStreet, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 *
954-359-6100

Comment Form

'Ty'D c l̂ \First and Last Name

iS kJ ( S'/—-
P c

v

i 61\ »\

Address

r/
CZrJ rynEmail Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of

Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This

study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-429: John Skroch (continued)

AVIATION DEPARTMENT Comment Form
g^gy Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45mStreet, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 *
954-359-6100

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments

will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.
If you wish to receive future project updates,please provide your contact information on the
othef side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by January 23, 2019 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Gary Luedtke:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comments.

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-430: Gary Luedtke

CsW-1 LU f t I

i- i t ~n

FLL's 2017-19 FAA Part 150 Noise Compatibility Program
Possible Changes to arrival & departure procedures to reduce noise

"by routing flights over less-populated areas"

d« Accomplish the second of the two airport objectives of the 2013 runway expansion project.
"enhance safety margins by separating landings & takeoffs on different runways"

Assign all landings to the 10L Main, & all takeoffs from the 10R South, runway
in both usual (-88%) eastern, & (-12%) western operational modes.

(if the enabling taxiway reconfiguring didn't get completed with the runway project, now's the time;
add it to this year's lOL-reconstruction /crosswind-runway relocation project)

• Assign the 10L Main, all western usage: the normal (-88%) arrivals;& in (~ 12%) western mode, all the departures.
" " 10R South, all eastern usage: the normal departures & all arrivals in western mode.

c« Prohibit, except for maintenance or emergencies, western arrivals to 10R.
Continue its usage, as now, for arrivals from the east, U departures to either direction.

cd « Return to the Interlocal Agreement's Phase1..."land only to the west, & depart only to the east"on 10R.

cd » Return to Tower Order 8400.9a "Runway 9L (now 10L) is the preferred runway'"
Preferred defined as: used exclusively till it reaches capacity. Capacity being two arrivals / minute.

d* CLOSE the south runway 9pm to 9am, meaning RUNWAY LIGHTS OUT overnights;
like it was by Tower Order 8400.9a from '98 to '13 from lOp to 7 am.

(when the predominant FLL arrivals separations are two minutes,
the 90 minutes before the night-time, & three hours after the morning's existing, often ignored, voluntary closure times
both averaged four-minute separations on1/15/19).Comfortable, to alleviate FLL's most disrupting effects)

• - when FLL requests airlines avoid the south runway night-times for noi9C abatement
- when the runway's landing-glideslope indicates 400' over Noise Monitor 3 & its surrounding 848 homes
- when 85 dB causes ear damage

Regardless if FAA MIA ATCT vectors improperly, & FLL's Controllers don't sidestep that error,
the pilots are always the final-choice deciders... apply airlines financial penalties for disregarding noise guidelines,

landing to10R between 9 pm & 9 am
altitude under 350' @ Monitor 3 (where one's on-record @110')
over 95 dB SEL

At 55/ home per violation, the accumulation to be distributed annually equally, to homes in 2018's 65 DNL.
At least some responsibility would be determined, with some restitution to the victims.
c bases on available capacity.̂ Mtached illustrates FLL's 2017 design operations capacity was162^000 over its usage^* Capacity would need Controlling Implementation & Enforcement. Violations of FLL's Night-time Noise request
have included Controllers' losing track of time, inability to estimate arrival time, & 6-minute separations as "heavy."
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COMMENT CONTINUED COMMENT CONTINUED

P-430: Gary Luedtke (continued)
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3. COUNTY agrees to:

A. Amend the Broward County Land Use Plan and Compre

n-- E£V.*n.s
addressed by the Airport Master Plan Update;

Restrict the use of proposed runway 9R/27L as
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the extent
address the matters TOTAL AIRCRAFT MOVEMENTS(ARRIVING AND DEPARTING)

lieV517

L5 VS 16

Month; JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV j ANNUAL
S 7*!2'J.bwMi -112,703

4,3» 4,1» 5.394 10.9» 5.7« 9 BX 11.8» 11.5H 05X 1G.8« 8.0«
B. 2017 27,336 25.986 29.988 28.242 25,188 24.501 2G.2G3 25,198 19.847 23,774 2G.43G

4.8« 7.4* 3.6« 2.9» 4.2« 4.3« 2.8« 4,7« 5.8« 0.8« 5.4« 6.0« 4.4»follows: 2016 20,210 24,97' 28,466 25.46C 23,828 22,884 23,494 22,592 19,749 20,347 24.477 27.758 290,239
MVS 15 9.1« 9.2«

23.243
9.1« 7,6« 8,6« 8.7« 8.6« 123 9.0H 4,4« 5.9« 4.7« 7.0«

(1) At all rimes during phases 1, 2 and 3 of opera

iSSSsSfssffiSIKSf
2015 25,013 27,487 24,743 22859 21.941 22.864 21.578 18.670 20.180 23.228 2G.19G 278.002

13 VS 14 4.1« 3.0« 4.7« 1.1» 0.4« 1.9« 2.7« 1.7» 4.8» 5.2« 5.5» 7.0»
2014 22,935 21.288 25.190 22.993 21,041 20.181 21.055 20.168 17.131 19.326 21,924 25.016 258,254

12 VS 13 0.2« 3.28 2.6« 1.3« 2.6« 55!« 5.6« 4.3« 9.2« 3 7« zm 14« 2.8«
2013 23,915 21,945 26435 23 251 20 958 19,804 20.501 19 837 16.34S 18.369 20.785 23.387 255,532

11 VS 12 2.4» 0.5« 3.8» 6.5« 0.7« 0.1« 2.8« 0.8» 1.1» LSH 0.5« 2.3» 1.6«
2012 23,871 22.682 25,771 23,546 21.508 20,889 21,727 20.737 18,000 19.072 21.329 23.728 2G2.869

(2) At the start-up of operation of the proposed

or the closure of runway 9L/27R as hereinafter provided. This

level of use shall be referred to herein as "Phase 1.'
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COMMENT CONTINUED COMMENT CONTINUED

P-430: Gary Luedtke (continued)

BR&cWARD1 COUNTY
s

FORT LAUDERDALE-HOLLYWOOD INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT (FLL)
INFORMAL RUNWAY USE PROGRAM

Tower Order FLL 8400.9a
March 15, 1998 11/6/2018

/ 5 O
APPLICATION: Informal Runway Use Program - an approved runway use program
which does not require a Letter of Understanding and participation in the program is
voluntary for aircraft operators/pilots.

2018 Baseline Contour Assumptions1.RUNWAY USE PROCEDURES:
a) The Fort Lauderdale •Hollywood International Airport Informal Runway

Use Program applies to all turbojet aircraft regardless of weight
b) Runway 9L Is the preferred runway,and is the calm wind runway.
c) All turbojet arrivals and departures will use Runway 9L/27R.
d) Arrival and departure procedures;

1. Departures 9L, 9R, 27R, 27L: Remain on runway heading until
3,000 feet or three (3) miles.

2. Departures 13: Turn left heading 090 degrees as soon as
practical; maintain 090 degrees until reaching 3,000 feet or
three (3) miles.

3. Departures 31: Turn left heading 270 degrees as soon as
practical; maintain 270 degrees until reaching 3,000 feet or
three (3) miles.

e) Runway 9R/27L is closed from 2200 «0700 local for noise abatement.

2018 Total Aircraft OperaLons: 335,000 (Master Plan Update)

17 VS Ifi r" 1 1— W 1 APR AV JUS5 £H WL AUG SC? OCT NOV DEC ANNUAL25-SSil 2?.37S|:aVS 17
2c:-l S 3i;|27.33d U.SSIIS 3SCI 39-iSsJ '5-2'2l 3-OKl«4 5-7?i|
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IS^f-il 2S.:3il 15-34-1 23.77:1 1C -3tl



Dear Herb Ressing: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-431: Herb Ressing

AVIATION DEPARTMENTc-WARD LauderdaioMo,|^°od |n*»rn**'°n*1

COUNTY 2200 SW 45* Sirwt Sate 101 * Oama Beach Flnroa 33312 •
934-339-«IOO

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the

measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase

of the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at Fort lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments

will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated

If you wish to receive future project updates, please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop,or mail by January 23,2019 to:
Fort lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101Dania Beach,Florida 33312

Please note All comments may be mode publidv available.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-431: Herb Ressing (continued)

BKjcWVARD
1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45’Street Sute 101 * Oama Beach Fto/iOa 3331? •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

First and Last Name

H?oAddress

_
n * W0> „

£7 sv
The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD|began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined In Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR ) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages all interested parties to
monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at
www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

Email Address

%Meeting Location

/4, 2 0 / <?



Dear Fiona McClusky:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations

FLL part 150 Noise Complaint 
 
Caller: (954) 931-4820 
Extension: 798 - FLL Airport Public Workshop 
Grasshopper #: (800) 974-2703 
Timestamp: 2/3/2019 9:59:07 AM (UTC-05:00) Eastern Time (US & Canada) 
 
 
Read Your Voicemail 

"My name is Fiona McClusky. I am a resident at arrowhead golf and tennis which is on 
State Road 84 just above University Drive. I'm calling because with the change of your 
flight your airplanes are taking off over my home and I can no longer sit on my patio 
and listen to my TV with the windows open because of the noise and I think that's a 
real problem because every resident in my area and I think the airport needs to do 
something about it. Again my name is Fiona McClusky. The number you call me back 
at 954-931-4820 excuse me again 954-931-4820. Thank you." 
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-432: Fiona McClusky



Dear Matthew Silverstein:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-1: Arrivals
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

Complaint ID: 168199 
 
Phone/ID:  8082301996 
Name:  Matthew Silverstein 
Street Address:  9630 NW 17th St 
City/State:  Plantation, FL 
Zip:  33322 
County:  Broward 
 
Date/Time Received: Feb 07 2019 15:26  Filing Method: BCAD Airport Mo 
 
Airport: Ft. Lauderdale-Hollywood Intl 
Complaint Types: Too Loud & Low 
 
Im writing to specifically address the noise generated by arrival aircraft turned from downwind to 
base for runways 10L and 10R. I’m a pilot for an airline at FLL and I would like to work with the 
noise abatement team to proactively help reduce aircraft noise in my neighborhood as well as 
others. I’m intimately aware of why some areas are plagued with noise and have a plan to help 
combat this. I know FLL will be going single runway soon, and this will change things, but I’m in 
a unique opportunity to give feedback. 
 
Right now a major noise problem happens when ATC gives aircraft clearance to descend to 
2000 and turn left from downwind to base. Most aircraft are too high and must deploy speed 
brakes to get down to the altitude in time or risk being unstable and aborting the whole 
approach. Two undesirable outcomes of this are the noise the speed brakes produce, mainly on 
the Airbus, and how low some aircraft get so far from the airport. I have personally seen heavy 
jet(767, 777) aircraft fly over my house at 2000, which is more than 5 miles arc distance from 
the 10L final approach fix. 
 
Also you may be familiar with the steps Jetblue has taken steps to install hush kits on their 
Airbus to reduce the whistling noise the Airbus makes. That noise is unique to the arrival phase 
and validates my community’s concern about the noise generated on arrival. 
 
I would love to have active corespondence with your team and look forward to your response. 
Thank you. 
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-433: Matthew Silverstein



Dear Joanne Robinson:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-9: Part 150 Regulations / FAA Guidance
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-3: East Flow
• 2-5: Existing / General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 3-2: Quality of Life
• 3-3: Impact on Property Values
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-434: Joanne Robinson

Harbor Inlet Association
PO Box 460549
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33346-0549

January 18, 2019

Broward County Aviation Department
Re: Comments on Part 150 Noise Compatibility Planning Study

Harbour Inlet along with Harbor Beach make up the Southeastern end of the barrier island,
bounded by the Intracoastal Waterway,Port Everglades inlet, and the Atlantic Ocean.

This is a family-oriented enclave of well-maintained single family homes along with several
high-rise and mid-rise condominiums at the beach. Both St. Sebastian Catholic Church and the
Church by the Sea are located in the neighborhood.

The vast majority ( ~ 80%) of departures / takeoffs from FLL are to the East. Unfortunately for
our neighborhood,most of the large commercial Jets turn Northerly almost immediately after
they become airborne, typically taking them just South of or directly over our neighborhood.
The noise from these engines in take-off mode is almost continuous at times.

The blue shading on the following NEM Report graphic depict the typical East-bound flight path

O
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-434: Joanne Robinson (continued)

During the Part 150 Airport Noise Study there were 11permanent noise monitoring locations
established.Two of these were located in Davie, four in Dania Beach, four in SW Fort Lauderdale and
one in Hollywood. We don't feel that this would give an adequate picture of aircraft and aircraft noise in
SE Fort Lauderdale.
The situation is diminishing our quality of life and likely having a significant negative impact on
property values.

We believe there are reasonable alternatives to the early turns to the North.
If the planes were to delay their turn northerly, the departure flight path would take them a
short distance over industrial areas and Vod D. Mizell and Eula Johnson State Park to the
Atlantic Ocean. Once over the Atlantic they could make their turn toward the North.

We further believe that the DNL noise modeling results presented at the workshop do not
adequately distinguish the noise contours for periods of East-bound departures from periods of
West-bound departures. Averaging the two does not accurately or fairly represent the
conditions experienced by our neighborhood during periods of East-bound departures.

We kindly requesi-wour attention to addressing our concerns.

Joanne Robinson, President
Board of Directors
Harbour Inlet Association



Dear Joanne Korvick:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing / General Noise Complaint
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 3-5: Vibration
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1 Thereupon the following proceedings were had:

2          MS. KORVICK:  Joanne Korvick.  2407

3     Gulfstream Lane, Fort Lauderdale, 33312.

4          I would like you to put down that I would

5     like the airplanes to stay on the runway headings

6     until they get to the Everglades before they make

7     their turns.  I live in Lauderdale Isles along

8     the river.  And if you're at the river when the

9     planes take off you cannot hear a person standing

10     next to you speak.

11          I would also like -- I know they can't demand

12     this, but I would also like them to negotiate

13     with, I believe it's Fed-Ex who takes off with

14     their jumbo plane at 6:00 in the morning, and see

15     if they can get it to take off later in the day

16     because it shakes the whole house when they take

17     off and we can hear their engines rumbling before

18     they even leave the runway, it's such a big

19     plane.  And then once it gets airborne it's so

20     loud you cannot sleep through it.

21          That's it.

22          MR. TAYLOR:  Conrad H. Taylor, middle initial

23     H.  3135 Southwest 50th Street, Dania beach.

24          We learned about the runway situation from

25     watching everybody get amped up on free meals and
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Dear Conrad H. Taylor:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 2-5: Existing / General Noise Complaint
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 3-3: Impact on Property Values
• 3-5: Vibration
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1 Thereupon the following proceedings were had:

2          MS. KORVICK:  Joanne Korvick.  2407

3     Gulfstream Lane, Fort Lauderdale, 33312.

4          I would like you to put down that I would

5     like the airplanes to stay on the runway headings

6     until they get to the Everglades before they make

7     their turns.  I live in Lauderdale Isles along

8     the river.  And if you're at the river when the

9     planes take off you cannot hear a person standing

10     next to you speak.

11          I would also like -- I know they can't demand

12     this, but I would also like them to negotiate

13     with, I believe it's Fed-Ex who takes off with

14     their jumbo plane at 6:00 in the morning, and see

15     if they can get it to take off later in the day

16     because it shakes the whole house when they take

17     off and we can hear their engines rumbling before

18     they even leave the runway, it's such a big

19     plane.  And then once it gets airborne it's so

20     loud you cannot sleep through it.

21          That's it.

22          MR. TAYLOR:  Conrad H. Taylor, middle initial

23     H.  3135 Southwest 50th Street, Dania beach.

24          We learned about the runway situation from

25     watching everybody get amped up on free meals and
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P-436: Conrad H. Taylor
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1     decided to change the flight path, how do I get

2     my extra money out of my house now?  You put me

3     in a doomsday situation.

4          MR. CHOWDHURY:  Ahmmed Chowdhury, 2290

5     Southwest 44th Street, Dania Beach, 33312, e-mail

6     address a.chowdhury@psmanage.com.

7          Okay.  The comments, I just recently bought

8     the property about like six months ago.  I didn't

9     know about the noise.  So once I bought it I

10     actually brought my mom back home to visit me and

11     she couldn't stay because of the noise.  You

12     know, she was hard to get to sleep at night.  So

13     it was very inconvenient for me that -- having a

14     mom visit where she couldn't stay because of the

15     noise.  So I want to see if anything can be done

16     so I can bring my mom to visit me again.

17          MR. PATTERSON:  James Patterson.  My address

18     is 3724 Riverland Road, Fort Lauderdale, 33312.

19          My concerns this evening have to do with the

20     noise.  It seems like there's two easy fixes.

21     Number one, that the planes would 95 percent of

22     the time take off over the water.  The only

23     reason they would not do that is when safety

24     comes into play.  And on safety, I mean wind.

25     And, of course, if the wind dictates which
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1     t-shirts from Tamarac saying we need a bigger

2     runway as long as they didn't change the flight

3     path or didn't change our noise levels too badly.

4     Now that they've changed the flight path directly

5     over Griffin Road you can't sleep at night and

6     during the day it rattles everything.  Talking to

7     people over at the Broward Sheriff's Office, the

8     Bomb Squad and the Medical Examiner's Office, the

9     noise level is higher than it has ever been.  You

10     can't sleep at night.  Planes coming over come

11     directly over us, we can see their runway landing

12     gear dropping down.  We've called them many times

13     trying to log in on the flights and all the

14     noise.  We're not set for noise litigation until

15     2020.  And now showing that this study is now

16     going to affect us in 2023, I'm gonna lose 50 to

17     $80,000 on my house because of the noise level

18     and all the people in Tamarac want a bigger

19     airport.  We're suffering because no commissioner

20     lives in my area now.  And the only ones that

21     have been on the Dania Beach Commission

22     understand the noise level is too damn much, and

23     we got excluded from the noise mitigation meeting

24     from the county commissioners.  It would be nice

25     if somebody included us in.  But now that they
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P-436: Conrad H. Taylor (continued)



Dear James Patterson:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-4: Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring System 
(ANOMS)

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing / General Noise Complaint
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1     decided to change the flight path, how do I get

2     my extra money out of my house now?  You put me

3     in a doomsday situation.

4          MR. CHOWDHURY:  Ahmmed Chowdhury, 2290

5     Southwest 44th Street, Dania Beach, 33312, e-mail

6     address a.chowdhury@psmanage.com.

7          Okay.  The comments, I just recently bought

8     the property about like six months ago.  I didn't

9     know about the noise.  So once I bought it I

10     actually brought my mom back home to visit me and

11     she couldn't stay because of the noise.  You

12     know, she was hard to get to sleep at night.  So

13     it was very inconvenient for me that -- having a

14     mom visit where she couldn't stay because of the

15     noise.  So I want to see if anything can be done

16     so I can bring my mom to visit me again.

17          MR. PATTERSON:  James Patterson.  My address

18     is 3724 Riverland Road, Fort Lauderdale, 33312.

19          My concerns this evening have to do with the

20     noise.  It seems like there's two easy fixes.

21     Number one, that the planes would 95 percent of

22     the time take off over the water.  The only

23     reason they would not do that is when safety

24     comes into play.  And on safety, I mean wind.

25     And, of course, if the wind dictates which
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1     the captain will then pull back the throttle.

2     Thus it will allow the plane to take off over the

3     people below them in a very quiet manner,

4     considerate manner.

5          Then the other thing that comes into play

6     that I'm concerned with here is the noise.  And

7     if they can't control which direction they take

8     off, my second solution would be install columns

9     or posts with decibel readings.  And I know for a

10     fact how these work because the company I was

11     with we had four corporate jets.  We had an SB1

12     Citation, two Falcon 10s and a Falcon 50

13     corporate jet.  With the Cessna Citation jet a

14     sheriff came in one day, dropped a piece of paper

15     on my desk and said, I'm sorry, but I have to do

16     this.  And I said, what is that?  He says, it's a

17     piece of paper telling you that you can never

18     bring your plane back to the Santa Ana Airport

19     ever again.  I said, are you kidding me?  No.  I

20     said, why?  He said, because the plane was too

21     loud.  I said, too loud three times; five times?

22     No, too loud one time.  I said, well, too loud

23     one time in five years or three years?  No, one

24     time, period.  I said, you're telling me I cannot

25     bring that plane back to this Santa Ana Airport
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1     direction the planes take off, I'm totally

2     understanding that.  Yet, numerous times I've

3     looked at my wind chimes, that's not moving.

4     I've looked at my phone that tells me how many

5     knots of breeze is at the airport, which would

6     tell me that there's no real reason to have

7     planes taking off over the homes instead of over

8     the water.  And from the experience I have of

9     taking off numerous times in Newport Beach,

10     California and at the airport that's known as

11     Newport Beach Airport, Santa Ana airport, John

12     Wayne Airport, which all are the same, they have

13     a special requirement for the captains to adhere

14     to.  They are required to inform the passengers

15     prior to take off that they have a special

16     procedure that they use at the Santa Ana Airport.

17     That procedure is such.  The traffic controllers

18     tell the captains, taxi position and hold.  At

19     that point the captain will take the plane and

20     will apply almost maximum thrust.  At the point

21     when the plane starts to tremble he releases the

22     brake.  The plane will then accelerate at a fast

23     pace down to the end of the runway and at that

24     point the captain will have an extreme angle of

25     attack of the aircraft.  After a safe altitude
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1     again because it's too loud?  He said, that's

2     right.  After that I wrote a letter to the

3     manager of the airport and apologized because of

4     the full payload of fuel and the passengers and

5     the manager gave me a pass.  He says, okay.

6          Now, the way I got caught on this, and this

7     is the solution for Fort Lauderdale, with the

8     decibel readings, what that does, it immediately

9     captures the decibel reading, how loud the plane

10     was, it also captures the N number.  The N number

11     is like the license plate for the aircraft.  So

12     the machine automatically tags how loud and the

13     license plate, the N number, of the aircraft.

14     With that information you could do a couple

15     things.  You could penalize the people and fine

16     them or could you do what was done to me and say

17     don't ever bring that plane back to the airport

18     again.

19          So, it seems like it's compromise here.

20     They're not going to give me what I want, which

21     is always take off over the water.  The

22     compromise is the decibel readers.  And I think

23     what we need to do is install those and then

24     determine, how loud is too loud, come up with a

25     scale.
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1          Now, I talked with Winston because a couple

2     of weeks ago it sounded like an F-18 went in my

3     front window and out my back window.  It was so

4     loud.  And when I talked to Winston I talked to

5     him about the meters.  He said, oh, we have one

6     in your area but it's been down for quite some

7     time.  And he says, and with the way we are, that

8     meter means nothing to us.

9          So, it seems as if someone needs to say, wait

10     a minute, the logical solution and a step in the

11     right direction by the aircraft, the airport, you

12     know, the -- American Airlines, the airliners,

13     the companies, the airport and the people that

14     are the homeowners, a compromise is to have an

15     allowable decibel reading that you could get in

16     and out of that airport that's acceptable to the

17     homeowners.

18          Thank you very much.

19          With the baseline that's been established in

20     Newport Beach or Santa Ana Airport it shows that

21     there is a solution that historically has worked

22     for years.  And it seems like if it's applicable

23     for them and it works there, why would it not

24     work here?

25          (Whereupon, no other attendees volunteered to
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1     put comments on the record and the proceedings

2     were adjourned at 8:30 p.m.)

3
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Dear Ahmmed Chowdhury:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-5: Existing / General Noise Complaint
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
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1     decided to change the flight path, how do I get

2     my extra money out of my house now?  You put me

3     in a doomsday situation.

4          MR. CHOWDHURY:  Ahmmed Chowdhury, 2290

5     Southwest 44th Street, Dania Beach, 33312, e-mail

6     address a.chowdhury@psmanage.com.

7          Okay.  The comments, I just recently bought

8     the property about like six months ago.  I didn't

9     know about the noise.  So once I bought it I

10     actually brought my mom back home to visit me and

11     she couldn't stay because of the noise.  You

12     know, she was hard to get to sleep at night.  So

13     it was very inconvenient for me that -- having a

14     mom visit where she couldn't stay because of the

15     noise.  So I want to see if anything can be done

16     so I can bring my mom to visit me again.

17          MR. PATTERSON:  James Patterson.  My address

18     is 3724 Riverland Road, Fort Lauderdale, 33312.

19          My concerns this evening have to do with the

20     noise.  It seems like there's two easy fixes.

21     Number one, that the planes would 95 percent of

22     the time take off over the water.  The only

23     reason they would not do that is when safety

24     comes into play.  And on safety, I mean wind.

25     And, of course, if the wind dictates which
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Dear Steven Hiss:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments.

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-3: East Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude
• 3-4: Fuel Residue/Soot
• 3-5: Vibration
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P-439: Steven Hiss
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Comment Form
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Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the Noise Exposure Maps and the
measures you would like considered for the Noise Compatibility Program, which is the next phase
of the Id CFR Part 150 Study at Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments

will be reviewed and considered during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated.

If you wish to receive future project updates,please provide your contact information on the
other side of this form.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-439: Steven Hiss (continued)
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The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) began a study to improve the compatibility of
Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding communities. This
study, a "Part 150 Study." will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) Part ISO,Airport Noise Compatibility Plonning At key points during the project,
newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD encourages ail interested parties to

monitor the project website for the latest study information and announcements at

www.flloartlSQ.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.



Dear Ms. Marrapodi:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following response that applies to your comments. 

Landscaping

The purpose of the Part 150 currently underway at FLL is to evaluate 
the compatibility of aircraft noise and the surrounding communities.  
Concerns related to landscaping around the aiport should be directed 
to the Broward County Aviation Department.
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1 Thereupon, the following proceedings were had:

2           MS. MARRAPODI:  The -- I don't have any

3      problems with planes and noises.  Because of the

4      way technology moves, the planes are getting

5      quieter and quieter anyway.  So I think, by the

6      time -- I am going to make a fuss now; by the time,

7      you know, like five, ten years from now, it doesn't

8      matter, because the planes are so quiet that you

9      won't even notice them.

10           I like to see more trees, and I know they say

11      they -- they do and they don't absorb the noise;

12      but I would rather see trees than roads, and I --

13      as long as planes bring in revenue, income, you

14      know, and keeps our taxes, I can live with the

15      noise.  If I don't like it, I move.  Very simple.

16              (Whereupon, a recess was had.)

17           MR. JOHNSON:  I was just concerned about the

18      noise coming down for the horses.  There is a lot

19      of horses around here.  That's namely all we have

20      around here is horses.  There are a few cows, too,

21      but, I mean, namely it's horses.

22           The reason why noise is so important is

23      because there is a lot of horses that are just

24      giving birth, and loud noises can cause them to

25      give birth early, or they can hold it, and the
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1 Thereupon, the following proceedings were had:

2           MS. MARRAPODI:  The -- I don't have any

3      problems with planes and noises.  Because of the

4      way technology moves, the planes are getting

5      quieter and quieter anyway.  So I think, by the

6      time -- I am going to make a fuss now; by the time,

7      you know, like five, ten years from now, it doesn't

8      matter, because the planes are so quiet that you

9      won't even notice them.

10           I like to see more trees, and I know they say

11      they -- they do and they don't absorb the noise;

12      but I would rather see trees than roads, and I --

13      as long as planes bring in revenue, income, you

14      know, and keeps our taxes, I can live with the

15      noise.  If I don't like it, I move.  Very simple.

16              (Whereupon, a recess was had.)

17           MR. JOHNSON:  I was just concerned about the

18      noise coming down for the horses.  There is a lot

19      of horses around here.  That's namely all we have

20      around here is horses.  There are a few cows, too,

21      but, I mean, namely it's horses.

22           The reason why noise is so important is

23      because there is a lot of horses that are just

24      giving birth, and loud noises can cause them to

25      give birth early, or they can hold it, and the

Dear Mr. Johnson:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

•  2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
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1      horse doesn't make it; the colt won't make it.

2      That's it.

3             (Whereupon, a recess was had.)

4           (Whereupon, no other attendees volunteered to

5      put comments on the records and the proceedings

6      were adjourned at 8:30 p.m.)
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1           I guess that's it.

2              (Whereupon, a recess was had.)

3           MR. LUEDTKE:  People know me.  People have

4      called me by my first name, but I don't know some

5      of them.  She suggested they all have name tags.

6      Look where the name tags are:  Down here under

7      their jackets.  Name tags belong so you can read

8      them and know who the person is.  I shouldn't have

9      to look down there at your crotch to see that you

10      have one.

11              (Whereupon, a recess was had.)

12           MS. FUENTES:  Alma, A-L-M-A, Fuentes,

13      200 Southeast 5th Avenue, Dania, 33004.

14           So I live right next to the airport, and I'm

15      new to the area.  I am a resident, and I've been

16      here now going on two years -- we'll say two years.

17           And at the beginning, you know, I heard an

18      airplane once in a while:  Oh, exciting, that's

19      fine.  Other times, I did not hear it; but, lately,

20      I am a little concerned at the noise level.

21           I remember when they voted on the extension of

22      the airport way back then that the residents in the

23      area, homeowners, were complaining and had a

24      meeting about it, because of the noise level

25      issues; and the airport won, and they got the

Dear Alma Fuentes:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  1-6: Flight Tracks
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
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1      extension of that runway, whatever it was, back

2      then.

3           Now it happens to me, the airplanes are coming

4      a little bit further south, okay, south of the

5      airport, and it happens more so at 5 o'clock on the

6      morning on a Sunday.

7           I want to say today, one at 5 o'clock flew so

8      close over my house that I was going to duck.  The

9      sound was -- and I'm not exaggerating.  Maybe I

10      need new windows.  I don't know.

11           So, again, my fear, I'm here for the reason

12      that we need to keep it under control before the

13      airport decides that they are going to do their own

14      different routing that has not been, I want to say,

15      voted on or approved by whoever does the approving.

16           So we deserve -- as residents, we were here

17      before those extensions of this airport.  We

18      deserve peace and tranquility in our homes, and we

19      like where we live.  We love the community.  I

20      should not have to move, and I just don't want it

21      to get out of control and out of hand

22      noise-level-wise and the hours of operation, and

23      that appears to be happening, as -- from what I can

24      hear.  Okay.

25           (Whereupon, no other attendees volunteered to
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1      put comments on the records and the proceedings

2      were adjourned at 8:22 p.m.)
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1      the house.  Five o'clock come, I am up, no more

2      sleeping.  They are running over the house.

3           MS. LOLESKI:  He said, who I am going to call?

4      If somebody intrudes you that much, I can call the

5      police and help out.  Who we going to call for the

6      plane coming?  Really, that house, something we

7      need to do about it.

8           MR. LOLESKI:  Thank you.

9           MS. LOLESKI:  Thank you.

10              (Whereupon, a recess was had.)

11           MS. WRIGHT:  Pat Wright.

12           We live directly over the pathway of the south

13      runway in the west there, and so the noise is

14      really loud.  We would really appreciate it if, on

15      holidays, they didn't even run any planes over us.

16      The landings of the planes are a whole lot louder

17      than the takeoffs going over us and -- because we

18      live in the west.

19           It would be nice if they could take off at a

20      steeper rate so that the noise is maybe less

21      minimal when they do take off over us and possibly

22      stay a little higher up and come down at a greater

23      angle, although that may make it worse for the

24      neighbors that are closer to the airport, the end

25      of the runway -- I don't know that -- which we

Dear Pat Wright:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-1: Arrivals
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
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1      would not want that.

2           Ideally, if they could just stop landing over

3      us and move those over to the north runway, it

4      would be great.

5           And one comment I do want to make is that I

6      used to complain.  My husband and I, my neighbors,

7      and other people I knew, used to complain about the

8      noise.  We have all given up, because nothing is

9      ever done.  We were told lies about why a plane was

10      flying over at 1 o'clock in the morning, or they

11      would tell us why or just not to tell us the

12      reason, and complaining makes no sense anymore.

13      It's just -- it's a futile waste of our time,

14      absolutely futile.

15           I was wasting about half of my day writing

16      down complaints and trying to get them sent off and

17      not going through, not being answered, having to

18      make phone calls.  That's asinine for that kind of

19      behavior.

20           We really feel that we have -- Dania Beach is

21      the most affected town, and we feel that BCAD

22      really does not care about us.  If they did, they

23      would really, seriously address the issues we have

24      and make improvements so they can lower the noise

25      for us.
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1           I guess that's it.

2              (Whereupon, a recess was had.)

3           MR. LUEDTKE:  People know me.  People have

4      called me by my first name, but I don't know some

5      of them.  She suggested they all have name tags.

6      Look where the name tags are:  Down here under

7      their jackets.  Name tags belong so you can read

8      them and know who the person is.  I shouldn't have

9      to look down there at your crotch to see that you

10      have one.

11              (Whereupon, a recess was had.)

12           MS. FUENTES:  Alma, A-L-M-A, Fuentes,

13      200 Southeast 5th Avenue, Dania, 33004.

14           So I live right next to the airport, and I'm

15      new to the area.  I am a resident, and I've been

16      here now going on two years -- we'll say two years.

17           And at the beginning, you know, I heard an

18      airplane once in a while:  Oh, exciting, that's

19      fine.  Other times, I did not hear it; but, lately,

20      I am a little concerned at the noise level.

21           I remember when they voted on the extension of

22      the airport way back then that the residents in the

23      area, homeowners, were complaining and had a

24      meeting about it, because of the noise level

25      issues; and the airport won, and they got the
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Dear Mr. and Mrs. Loleski:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 2-11: FLL Noise Insulation Program
• 3-4: Fuel Residue/Soot
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1 Thereupon, the following proceedings were had:

2           MR. LOLESKI:  Dimce, D-I-M-C-E, Loleski,

3      L-O-L-E-S-K-I, at 4500 Southwest 25th Terrace.

4           I am very much affected, especially in the

5      nighttime.  Any time of the night, the planes fly.

6      I cannot sleep.  My house, it's not mean nothing

7      for me today because I cannot live in it.  If I

8      cannot sleep in it, what I need the house for?  And

9      the flying, 11 o'clock, 12 o'clock, 5 o'clock, they

10      start it.  I only have a few hours to sleep.

11           And I have a serious problem:  If I don't wash

12      the table outside, what I have in my backyard,

13      three days later, you can write your name how much

14      dust is there.  My car is parked in the front, like

15      somebody put a can of oil on the top when I wash

16      it, nothing but oil on the top of the car.

17           If my window is cracked a little bit, inside I

18      can smell the fumes and a black particle coming in

19      the house from the thing.  My roof was a red; now

20      it's totally black.  My gutters of the rain, what

21      they catching, they turning black.  My house looks

22      like it's there a hundred years; it's only ten

23      years old.

24           I like to have some kind of -- some kind of

25      response for my life.  After the planes start
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1           The next day I went to the commissioners, and

2      I got a worse reception there.  They come, two

3      sheriffs there, to watch me when I come into

4      Broward Governmental Center and watch me when I

5      come out, like the biggest criminal in Broward

6      County.

7           I work 35 years for Broward County.  I helped

8      build this county, and now what I got?

9           MS. LOLESKI:  Calm down.  You are getting

10      excited.  We have to look to the future.

11           MR. LOLESKI:  What future?  There is no

12      future.

13           MS. LOLESKI:  Can I input something because --

14      my name is Luba Loleski, and the house location,

15      it's at four hundred -- you got that?

16           What we are looking with the location of the

17      house, it's within one mile, under -- direct under

18      the runway --

19           MR. LOLESKI:  Direct landing pad.

20           MS. LOLESKI:  -- on the landing; and if we

21      cannot live, another person cannot live, either.

22           We have put for rent, the house.  The people

23      going to come and say they love the house, but once

24      the plane flies over, they turn around, and they

25      don't want to do anything with it.  So we cannot --
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1      flying, they put a pacemaker in me, and I'm very

2      concerned for my life.

3           Because I live in the United States where I

4      have Constitution rights, at least to have peace

5      and quiet in my house, that's guaranteed by

6      Constitution of United States.

7           Now, everybody makes money out of this.  We

8      can start with the airport.  We start with the

9      taxing.  We start with the hotels.  We start with

10      the Port Everglades, all of these big cruise ships.

11      Everybody makes money.

12           I pay my tax every time on time.  I just sent

13      a check three days ago, and nobody come to ask me.

14           One night, there was all night the planes.

15      Because they closed the northbound runway, all the

16      planes was concentrate on the south.  I was so

17      tired.  I didn't sleep all night.

18           I went to the airport office there.  They

19      almost going to lock me up.  They going to take me

20      to jail.  There was six police officers come there,

21      like I'm the biggest criminal in the country, and I

22      am only looking for my rights.  I went there to

23      speak to somebody:  Oh, no, you have to come later,

24      three hours later.  We have nobody now to speak to

25      you.
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1           MS. LOLESKI:  It's unbelievable.

2           So taking in consideration so many things we

3      are experiencing, it is the best that it's purchase

4      the house.

5           MR. LOLESKI:  We are looking for some kind of

6      help.  Somebody has to help us, because we live in

7      the United States.  We have our rights and --

8           MS. LOLESKI:  So this, too, needs to be

9      considered.  I hope this -- this time, the 150

10      study will help us.

11           MR. LOLESKI:  But it is a wait, two years of

12      wait.

13           MS. LOLESKI:  Two years.

14           MR. LOLESKI:  Two years, we are probably not

15      going to have two years to live.

16           MS. LOLESKI:  Recently he had pacemaker.  I

17      don't know if he disclosed that or not.  He goes up

18      and down.  I am trying to keep him down, and we are

19      out more often.  It is what it is.

20           MR. LOLESKI:  It's a residential area.

21      Seven o'clock in the morning, you cannot cut the

22      grass.  I mean, noise, you cannot -- the dogs

23      cannot bark.  Ten o'clock, nobody can make loud

24      music in the residential area.

25           But 12 o'clock come, I got a big jet come over
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1      to try to sell it, we have been putting on and off

2      and on and off, and nothing has happened.

3           What we are looking is, because it's fairly

4      new, the house and the windows and doors are

5      hurricane proof, we thought that that would be

6      sufficient enough for the noise; however, when

7      those men came, we did experience -- we were a few

8      time out of the city.  I had a death in the family,

9      so when we come back, we lost chance for the

10      soundproof.

11           Anyhow, we are looking whether buyout or

12      relocation, whatever.  It's going to be these two,

13      because it's very close under the pad.  The sound,

14      we don't think that it's going to help a lot.

15           It is not just -- I mean, the phone, you

16      cannot use it.

17           MR. LOLESKI:  The TV stops.

18           MS. LOLESKI:  It stops, the TV stops.

19           The shade that comes over through the window

20      on the table, it's unbelievable.

21           MR. LOLESKI:  The plane comes in the house,

22      the shape of the plane coming inside the side.

23           MS. LOLESKI:  Inside the house.

24           MR. LOLESKI:  The nighttime lights go through

25      and go to the other side.
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1      the house.  Five o'clock come, I am up, no more

2      sleeping.  They are running over the house.

3           MS. LOLESKI:  He said, who I am going to call?

4      If somebody intrudes you that much, I can call the

5      police and help out.  Who we going to call for the

6      plane coming?  Really, that house, something we

7      need to do about it.

8           MR. LOLESKI:  Thank you.

9           MS. LOLESKI:  Thank you.

10              (Whereupon, a recess was had.)

11           MS. WRIGHT:  Pat Wright.

12           We live directly over the pathway of the south

13      runway in the west there, and so the noise is

14      really loud.  We would really appreciate it if, on

15      holidays, they didn't even run any planes over us.

16      The landings of the planes are a whole lot louder

17      than the takeoffs going over us and -- because we

18      live in the west.

19           It would be nice if they could take off at a

20      steeper rate so that the noise is maybe less

21      minimal when they do take off over us and possibly

22      stay a little higher up and come down at a greater

23      angle, although that may make it worse for the

24      neighbors that are closer to the airport, the end

25      of the runway -- I don't know that -- which we
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1           I guess that's it.

2              (Whereupon, a recess was had.)

3           MR. LUEDTKE:  People know me.  People have

4      called me by my first name, but I don't know some

5      of them.  She suggested they all have name tags.

6      Look where the name tags are:  Down here under

7      their jackets.  Name tags belong so you can read

8      them and know who the person is.  I shouldn't have

9      to look down there at your crotch to see that you

10      have one.

11              (Whereupon, a recess was had.)

12           MS. FUENTES:  Alma, A-L-M-A, Fuentes,

13      200 Southeast 5th Avenue, Dania, 33004.

14           So I live right next to the airport, and I'm

15      new to the area.  I am a resident, and I've been

16      here now going on two years -- we'll say two years.

17           And at the beginning, you know, I heard an

18      airplane once in a while:  Oh, exciting, that's

19      fine.  Other times, I did not hear it; but, lately,

20      I am a little concerned at the noise level.

21           I remember when they voted on the extension of

22      the airport way back then that the residents in the

23      area, homeowners, were complaining and had a

24      meeting about it, because of the noise level

25      issues; and the airport won, and they got the

Dear Mr. Luedtke:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

•  1-7: Public Meetings/Administrative/Communication
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-445: Mr. Luedtke



Dear Alex Gutierrez:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following response that applies to your comment.

•  Noise generated from motor vehicle traffi  c on interstate 
roadway facilities such as I-595 falls under the purview of 
District 4 of the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT), 
not the Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD).  The 
FDOT has their own process for evaluating traffi  c noise from 
their facilities, and their traffi  c noise policy can be found in 
Part 2, Chapter 18 “Highway Traffi  c Noise” of the FDOT 
Project Development & Environment (PD&E) Manual, which 
is available through the FDOT’s website.
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-446: Alex Gutierrez



Dear Peter S. Tingom:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

•  1-10: NCP Recommendations
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-447: Peter S. Tingom
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-447: Peter S. Tingom (continued)



Dear Sara Nichols:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 
System)

• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 3-2: Quality of LIfe
• 3-3: Impact on Property Values
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-448: Sara Nichols
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-448: Sara Nichols (continued)



Dear George & Lisa Finck:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 3-4: Fuel Residue/Soot
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-449: George & Lisa Finck
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-449: George & Lisa Finck (continued)



Dear Muriel Freund: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments.

•  2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: Existing Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 3-3: Impact of Property Values
• 3-4: Fuel Residue/Soot
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-450: Muriel Freund
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COMMENT CONTINUED COMMENT CONTINUED

P-450: Muriel Freund (continued)
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P-450: Muriel Freund (continued)
COMMENT CONTINUED



Dear Rick Soltis: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments.

•  2-2: Departures
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-451: Rick Soltis
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-451: Rick Soltis (continued)



Dear Tom Ferland: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments.

•  2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-452: Tom Ferland
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COMMENT CONTINUED COMMENT CONTINUED

P-452: Tom Ferland (continued)



Dear Heather MacIntyre:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments.

• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 
System)

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-7: Public Meetings/Administrative/Communication
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 3-2: Quality of Life

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-453: Heather MacIntyre
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COMMENT CONTINUED COMMENT CONTINUED

P-453: Heather MacIntyre (continued)
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-453: Heather MacIntyre (continued)



Dear Louise Tully: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments.

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 3-4: Fuel Residue/Soot

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-454: Louise Tully



Dear Jill Prizlee:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments.

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-455: Jill Prizlee
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COMMENT CONTINUED COMMENT CONTINUED

P-455: Jill Prizlee (continued)
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-455: Jill Prizlee (continued)



Dear Earl Prizlee:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-456: Earl Prizlee



Dear Geoff rey Rames:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 3-6: Prior Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-457: Geoff rey Rames

BftOWARP F°rt Lauderdale-Hol|ywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101
954-359-6100

AVIATION DEPARTMENT Comment Form

•Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •

First and Last Name

Address

£ ??? / ^
Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals

Ĵ TfJepartures
East Flow

(^VVest Flow
Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations
J21 FAA airspace changes

Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway

^ Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)

^JB-Tort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other

/S/
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-457: Geoff rey Rames (continued)

3/a
Comment for the BCAD Part 150 Study

I request that my comments on this page be entered into the official record of the Partl50 Airport Noise Compatibility Planning
Study being conducted for Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. I also request that all notifications of future meetings
for Public Input be sent to my email address.

{Svcfsziip* t/r £My Name & Address:
My email address:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles neighborhood in southwest Fort Lauderdale. Our neighborhood has become severely impacted by the
unbearable aircraft noise and constant overflights since the westward departure procedure for the north runway changed after the
opening of the new south runway. This is due to the original departure heading being changed from 275 to 290.

1. We were told by officials of BCAD and the FAA that the change from 275 degrees to 290 degrees was necessary for "safety"
reasons for simultaneous departures from the South and North runways.

2. When assigned the 290 heading, pilots begin that turn as soon as the aircraft "wheels up" instead of waiting till the end of the
runway,thereby not using the designated flight path south of 1595. Additionally,"Pilots will also be requested to maintain their
heading within the respective corridor until an altitude of 3,000 feet, or a distance from the runway end of three miles is reached
(standard departure for FLL)". 1 This is not being complied with.

3. We were then told that the new departure procedures are in accordance with the Environmental Impact Study (EIS) for 2008.
"The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous departures".2 [emphasis added].

4. The EIS 2008 does not address the noise levels over our community if new departure procedures are implemented and only one
noise reading was taken for the EIS: for an arrival on Tortugas Lane.3

5. There is no mention of simultaneous versus non-simultaneous departures in the Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT
document.4

6. These new departures were implemented with no public input from our community.

HOWEVER, despite the FAA's requirement for the 290 heading for 15 degrees of separation, the reality is that for west departures:

- Numerous departing flights on the south runway are assigned a 290 heading, which crosses over the flight path of the north
runway and is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- Numerous departing flights on the north runway are still assigned the 275 heading every day that westward departures are used,
which is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- As both 275 and 290 are assigned from both runways throughout the day,a reasonable person can only conclude that the 290
heading is used strictly for convenience and NOT FOR SAFETY.

- The tower is able to assign these headings because it staggers the takeoffs.

And since the staggering of departures is normal operating procedure now, we maintain that all flights can use the original 275
heading with departures being staggered as necessary. Using the 275 headingexclusively for both runways with staggered
departures, when necessary,greatly diminishes the horrendous aircraft noise to which the neighborhoods in southwest Fort
Lauderdale are exposed during westward departures.

Simply stated, since the departures are staggered on 290 headings, there is no reason they cannot be staggered on 275 headings.

''Letter from Kent George to Mayor Jack Seiler, August 3, 2015.
'Environmental Impact Study 2008,Page 6C-20: "Runway 9L27R departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree and 30-degree turns to the North. Runway
9R/27L departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree turns to the South.The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous
departures".
3 EIS 2008: Appendix H,Page H.l-6 TM29
a Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT letter dated August 3,2015. Also states, Page 3,"the 290 (west) heading must be used for all departures to gates

ARKES/ZAPPA/BAHMA [sic] and 275 (West ) MNATE [sic].



Dear Michael D. Hanley:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

•  1-10: NCP Recommendations
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-458: Michael D. Hanley

BROWARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 • Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

V-\ £) v\ \ t£ ^First and Last Name V\ V. ^ ^ ^ v.

S Vv, K csAddress

Si v«-: ^ \

Email Address ^ V\ Q V0 )•- **0^ >̂ Q CyvW V

Meeting Location Oi ’'•s-o \ V4- -k > N

9^ RrK =i J-?'S

The Broward County Aviation Department ( BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3) ?

0 Arrivals
Departures

0 East Flow
West Flow

^Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

&Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations

IE Overflights related to the new south runway
Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City

iVSouthwest Ranches
Weston
Other —
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-458: Michael D. Hanley (continued)

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

BR^/VARD1 COUNTY

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.

ruvcvrr
<-, \ (j. C? gS

VA VC\
~^ V> v S. gSoc.cr.y ^ <V ŝ ^ >> <- . ~VVC*.

Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop,or mail by December 1, 2017 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available



Dear Ernie Siegrist:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  1-6: Flight Tracks
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-459: Ernie Siegrist

u\\3
BRjt&VARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45ln Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

k'rnu. ^ u j r {s}~
32 lb sU; SDTH- I.A)

First and Last Name

Address

Rn/IF F L. 35 3 W
r /s ~f<g hrl) ^outh

jgfrflg}f££.
Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals
Departures
East Flow

©'West Flow
Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

©'Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations

Overflights related to the new south runway
Sxhanges in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
6̂avie

Plantation
Cooper City

Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-459: Ernie Siegrist (continued)

np ' \ A /A n AVIATI0N DEPARTMENT

DirG^\/-\|\U Fort Lauderdale'Hol|ywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45ln Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 -
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.

/) <; the. fcpYcstfifa-hjc -fr M»s<r Mcr) ,h^ itl T 'v*dil l r <3Y) earned lu ft- / rif A/oycg-
L*d OU ~tTvO )c)erT - jr ) &)

ppsv)f- t̂ fs ivitj CVftvlhnvrrfy
ST h \V?KA- hm sp )c\>r) < Ivi cT^VLj Altf
£ rd ***fpr&jr) -

A fr\A ) V\ ) C

Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by December 1, 2017 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach,Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available,



Dear Joel Mains: 

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

•  1-10: NCP Recommendations
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-460: Joel Mains

lifennv yA A/A nr\ AV|ATION DEPARTMENT
QrV\^A||\| J Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45,h Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment F

F L O R I D A

First and Last Name

/W Jj//r

5VQ7ZLLuf/ZJT' <?

Address

lMAM0A6CU8OOW-..4/&7—Email Address

Sdurp-rtj&S'T'Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals
Departures
East Flow
West Flow
Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway
Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City

[^Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-460: Joel Mains (continued)

nn V'A A /A nr\ AV|AT|0N DEPARTMENT

Dl \ ŜV\/ \KL/
Fort Lauderdale-Hol|ywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45'h Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 *
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates,please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.

f - n A/C^JTJY r £>A/ j*/?'>
CAJdc/ £-£\ /'t/gf. /0 z/V/jgT 'TTyiuAS r\*Z-

5O O T S R /7s
£- /v£$mc is / £ /M/U A/ O A/ /?< /A/?*
&/0 ^000 /̂ 7~: 7/CC &C/ /S /C- /fo/T*' -X

cJQO Lh yyj /P/rJTAW ^
/> /g Ajr? B o r Z 7Z>«JA/

Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by December 1, 2017 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Yvonne Siegrist:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations:
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-461: Yvonne Siegrist

u\GBKj^VARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45ln Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

iment Form

F L O R I D A

tv? ^$U )

tFirst and Last Name

Address , t

Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning . At key points
during the project,newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpart150.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals
Departures
East Flow

V^A/est Flow
[p-Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

O-tarly morning operations

H-HPAA airspace changes
frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway
Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood

HDavie

Plantation
Cooper City

Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other



Dear Douglas McKay:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study.
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-462: Douglas McKay

BRjftMRD
' COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312
954-359-6100

?nt Form

W \\ b
F L O R I D A

First and Last Name

^Jf7 US /3» ’V&v* /
Address

SZ 3TJJ3Q

DMg/r%ys>s-u/^. etg
1/S/* < 333

U/.*g£

Email Address

Meeting Location. ,

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a “Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?
"^fArrivals

Departures

#East Flow
—1 Wpst Flow
(^Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway
Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation

Cooper City
[/•'Southwest Ranches

Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-462: Douglas McKay (continued)

BRjc&VARD
COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.

w

Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by December 1, 2017 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach,Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear John Eastman:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

•  1-10: NCP Recommendations
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-463: John Eastman

ll\3
B^X^VARD

COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45in Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

mment Form

F L o R I D A

First and Last Name

.5UJ

5M) (TAAJCUJ. 3 3 3 3 2
Address

yoHUH9.ce iEmail Address

5OUIAJ /JA-LL 11In/nSt,JZMeeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

^( Arrivals
Departures
East Flow
West Flow
Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

^ Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations

^Overflights related to the new south runway
Changes in flight paths for the north runway

r
P

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City

Ĥ.Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-463: John Eastman (continued)

nnV#7\ A /A nr\ AVIATION DEPARTMENT

DIT^MVAKL^ Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by December 1, 2017 to: 1/^( AJ
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study (As j

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Steve Breitkreuz:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019

Comments and Responses
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-464: Steve Breitkreuz

BK&WARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 451" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

rv i A /Vfc&y t

[ GST 7~7>r

First and Last Name e <s-t
py 71) Cc< JAddress ft. r t

.1f-f, us? /J- P/. .T -m'a
f/<v/ e 7\ /~~ ^ V rjEmail Address jr e> i j r.

bUlMeeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals
Departures
East Flow
West Flow
Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway
Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)

D Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City

0 Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-464: Steve Breitkreuz (continued)

\\\&
nn V' \ A /A nrv AVIATION DEPARTMENT

Dl \ Fort Lauderdale-Hol|ywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45in Street , Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by December 1, 2017 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Shea Hansen:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-11: FLL Noise Insulation Program

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-465: Shea Hansen

BR&WARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L o R I D A

First and Last Name

MSI2.Address

YY\ g. <^\iaMcin% e.nQ fl^miLCon^Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals
Departures
East Flow
West Flow
Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway
Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

J&Pania Beach- Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other

Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-465: Shea Hansen (continued)

n n M A /A n n AVIATION DEPARTMENT

DK VAKL/ F?rt Lauderdale‘Hol,Ywood international

COUNTY 2200 SW 45'h Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 *
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates,please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop,or mail by December1, 2017 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Mitchell Ryan Stone:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

•  1-7: Public Meetings/Administrative/Communication

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-466: Mitchell Ryan Stone

ll-W-Kl

BRjt&VARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45'h Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

R I P A

XyQS\
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First and Last Name

Address
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Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com.Thank you for your interest and participation.
What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals
Departures
East Flow

•d'West Flow
(^Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

ZTEarly morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway
Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

î Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-466: Mitchell Ryan Stone (continued)

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45ln Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

BR$/VARD- COUNTY

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop,or mail by December 1, 2017 to:

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Milton Anton:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

•  1-7: Public Meetings/Administrative/Communication

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-467: Milton Anton

BRjcftVARD
COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

First and Last Name

\̂ \00 V,Address

Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3) ?

Arrivals
Departures
East Flow

CTyVest Flow

^H^lighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations
'^rFAA airspace changes
'+3 Frequency of operations

Overflights related to the new south runway
Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)

^K^ollywood
Datoe

Plantation
Cooper City

Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-467: Milton Anton (continued)

n n v/ \ A /A n n AVIATION DEPARTMENT

Di \ ^ ' VVAKD ^°rtLauderda|e'Ho||ywood ,nternational

COUNLY 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future

project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by December1, 2017 to:

Fort Lauderdale-Flollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Ebenere Faloden:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-468: Ebenere Faloden

nnV'-lA /A nr\ AVIATION DEPARTMENT

D l \ V# \| \L y F°rt Lauderdale-Hol|ywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

' jCA/[First and Last Name

*2J 1) ft T* rf**&Address

y.T CA,L*J.^ y û̂ i / , ^ i jyy)

kcj f t > t U.'iw CQV^YU f
Email AddresSt.

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department {BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl5Q.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals
Departures
East Flow
West Flow
Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations

FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway

CXhanges in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
Fopt Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)

'Hollywood

Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston
OtherDavie



Dear Kevin Geehan:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-469: Kevin Geehan

BRjctyVARD
1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street,Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

First and Last Name

fe/OD fU.ry Kiu-L 160 1Address

Email Address

ft 1̂ *~V~j c toMeeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities.This study,a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals
Departures
East Flow

,)3> West Flow
Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

SfEarly morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway
Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

JE’ Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other



Dear John and Lisa Barter:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-470: John & Lisa Barter

BR&WARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45"' Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

\ l t )hn ^ /-A- /
n i ® Xu ) 19^ 1rf

First and Last Name

Address

^16 r in
1

'VrrdtonT>tnr lv AlCFEmail Address
~T>| u-d-Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR ) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals
Departures
East Flow
West Flow
Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway

Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City

Southwest Ranches
Weston

Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-470: John & Lisa Barter (continued)

nnVr'iA /A nr\ AVIATION DEPARTMENT

LDI \ VVAKU Fort Lauderdale-H°llywo°d International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45"' Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by December 1, 2017 to:

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Dale Wilson:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 
System)

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-471: Dale Wilson

BR&WARD
COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

o a I D A

ScuW W ( \ S o s\First and Last Name

Address

HL- 332)17a. I 0^
Email Address

1 O AMeeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150,Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www,fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals
Departures
East Flow

JST West Flow
Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

^Early morning operations
$FAA airspace changes

^Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway

S Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

^Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED COMMENT CONTINUED

P-471: Dale Wilson (continued)

nnv,'\ A /A nn AVIATION DEPARTMENT

V/ \|\L/ F?rt Lauderdale-Hol|ywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 *
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by December 1, 2017 to:

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study
2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101Dania Beach,Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Dave Goldman:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude
• 3-4: Fuel Residue/Soot
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-472: Dave Goldman

BR&WARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

47(,\ <5 u) \V~ St -

First and Last Name

Address

<yQV j 3-2 ® ^ivuuiEmail Address

T) i -êMeeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport ( FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals
Departures
East Flow

53 West Flow

^ Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

12 Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway

^'Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

«Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-472: Dave Goldman (continued)

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45,h Street , Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

BR&JWARD-1 COUNTY

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Flollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future

project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop,or mail by December1,2017 to:

Fort Lauderdale-Flollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach,Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Tony & Beth Martins:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  1-6: Flight Tracks
• 2-1: Arrivals
• 2-2: Departures

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-474: Tony & Beth Martins

BR$/VARD
COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 451" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

> [VJbU
hvc IwVA,?! fi. JSAM 7

First and Last Name \A\

Address

fw6? 0Jdvts (X . fSs\
\V W C ( [ LJL4V\

Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150,Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartlSO.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals
yS^Departures

East Flow
West Flow
Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway
Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

^Plantation
Cooper City

Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-474: Tony & Beth Martins (continued)

n n^A A /A n n AVIATION DEPARTMENT
[jIY v>‘VVAKU F°rt Lauderda,e-Hol|ywood lr>ternational

COUNTY 2200 SW 45lhStreet, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by December 1, 2017 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach,Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear John Skroch:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
•  1-10: NCP Recommendations
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-475: John Skroch

BRjcWVARD
1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 • Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

CQ/yt S>CU / Z-U. 5/

First and Last Name

Address

pf
( %(& yA- [\Email Address /\C> t C

Ŝ fixvJUi-Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150,Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project,newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals
]0 Departures

East Flow
West Flow
Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway

$ Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

23 Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other —
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-475: John Skroch (continued)

nn ' \ A /A nn AVIATION DEPARTMENT

LJl \ Vr\l\L/ F°rt Lauderdale'Hol|ywood International

COUN T Y 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop,or mail by December 1, 2017 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Michael Capelli:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment.

•  2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-476: Michael Capelli

BRjcWVARD
1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I O A

First and Last Name
*
G ^-o OJItXo OrdcLtlAddress

VJ e S'HW K
4——

S'MytS •• y o.ty-Av» (VEmail Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals
Departures
East Flow

^5? West Flow

^Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway
Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches

^Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-476: Michael Capelli (continued)

BR&WARD* COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates,please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop,or mail by December 1, 2017 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Roger Habekorn:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-477: Roger Habekorn

BROWARDCOUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

First and Last Name

S?Jt / S

Pl̂ At p jf~c 3̂ 3;y

7 cn.

Address

Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR ) Part 150,Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals

^^Departures
East Flow

/^sWest Flow

^Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

larly morning operations
AA airspace changes
requency of operations
)verflights related to the new south runway
Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

lantation
Cooper City

Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-477: Roger Habekorn (continued)

nnv 9 \ A /A nr\ AV|AT|0N DEPARTMENT

l3l\ Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45ln Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.

Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop,or mail by December1, 2017 to:

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study
2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Linda & Richard Stoddard:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  1-6: Flight Tracks
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-478: Linda & Richard Stoddard

BRjcftVARD
* COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45"1 Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

E L O R I P A

First and Last Name

Address

f'/s?*:' AZAT'S?/' . X-Xo/ /
/

'/s r ^Email Address . -- - . '

~SSSS?̂ 7Meeting Location -X
The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals

^^Departures
East Flow

J$^West Flow
Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway

MChanges in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City

Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-478: Linda & Richard Stoddard (continued)

n p i M I /A Hr-N AVIATION DEPARTMENT

Dl \ C^WAKU Fort Lauderdale*Hol|ywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Flollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by December 1, 2017 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Russell Pressey:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-479: Russell Pressey

BRjctyVARD
1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45'h Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Mtsaft\\ fikSS&V)
Soo Va

First and Last Name

<\Address 7

Email Address

T)WWA&d ,RMeeting Location /

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals

^Departures
East Flow

M̂West Flow
Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations

FAA airspace changes

^ Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway
Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City

Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-479: Russell Pressey (continued)

n n V i A /A n r\ AV|AT|0NDEPARTMENT
Qy \^r\|\[_./ Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45in Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop,or mail by December 1, 2017 to:

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study
2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Dexter F. George:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-3: East Flow
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-480: Dexter F. George

BR&WARD
COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45th Street. Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

eexn-e. ‘f .

C£>4r \ ’glNl dtcotur
First and Last Name

Address

AmPl/tbQDM -
Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals
Departures

M Êast Flow
West Flow

©''Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations
t'fFAA airspace changes

Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway
Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

^Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other



Dear Juon & Jim Ankston: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  1-6: Flight Tracks
• 2-4: West Flow
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-481: Juon & Jim Ankston

Bft#WARD
COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Uu a 4 -J l ,y> /9AJK s rto /OFirst and Last Name

SoJ / 3>^Address

f> s^'Tygr? c fJ , 3/ 7- g-
Email Address

PCMeeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Fiollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR ) Part 150,Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals
M^Departures

East Flow
T'West Flow

Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

©^arly morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway
Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)

D Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

D^lantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-481: Juon & Jim Ankston (continued)

nnv'AA /A nr\ AVIATION DEPARTMENT

Dl\C\Y\/\|\L/ F°rt Lauderdale'Hol|ywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45lh Street , Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by December 1, 2017 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach,Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Graham Sharman:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-4: ANOMS (Aircraft Noise and Operations Monitoring 
System)

• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-7:  Early Morning and Nighttime Operations

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-482: Graham Sharman

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101
954-359-6100

AVIATION DEPARTMENT Comment Form

•Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
F L O R I D A

C.* V<* VV3First and Last Name

hy jQ & Fu q>T^ /-7Lr* N “TtfAddress

S"t - A -tjF
j-W t V-

C C iy\ c AEmail Address

TH A-kto/JD\ CL V\c;Vi^ V'C'-Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals

^BCpepartures
East Flow

)^ West Flow

^^lighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway

"']><£tianges in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

^2<£lantation
Cooper City

Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other

5 <£•
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-482: Graham Sharman (continued)

n n ' \ A /A n n AVIATION DEPARTMENT

DlT Fort Lauderdale-Hol|ywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45m Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L o R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future

project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by December1,2017 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101 Dania Beach,Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Ali & Phyllis Andalib: 

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  2-8: Aircraft Altitude
• 3-5: Vibration
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-483: Ali & Phyllis Andalib

BR#WARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45"' Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O W I D A

Ali -i Pllvlli-S ApÂ / ib
.gj |A/ f-

P l . *.*,*. /7

t lr. a • qngta / JVJ j m i h a<>ti1
1 Q .b l/f i l'y f V

First and Last Name

ve ,Address

Plan |-ah' A ft

Email Address _

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150,Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

[Ĵ arly morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway
Changes in flight paths for the north runway

4/ Apr

3KDe|
ivals
partures

East Flow
West Flow

I^MTlghttime operations (10pm -6am)

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

[[^Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-483: Ali & Phyllis Andalib (continued)

nn ' ' A A /A nr\ AV|AT|0N DEPARTMENT
C'^VVr\KL/

Fort Lauderdale-Hol|ywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.

Ittl(8!om& Qifo.. .At' Ju mHA )M A r [ A

(MW.;

Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by December 1, 2017 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available



Dear Jim Sanders:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 3-6: Prior Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-484: Jim Sanders

BRjcftVARD-1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45'" Street , Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

jhAFirst and Last Name

C/Kk Lsn
f j- pc-

Email Address cy'r̂ \ < L

Address

C0-̂ rv~'

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals
Departures
East Flow
West Flow

H Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations

^ Overflights related to the new south runway

XlChanges in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)

^ Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-484: Jim Sanders (continued)

Comment for the BCAD Part 150 Study

I request that my comments on this page be entered into the official record of the Partl50 Airport Noise Compatibility Planning
Study being conducted for Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. I also request that all notifications of future meetings
for Public Input be sent to my email address. Qefc ^ ("2- ^ t • 1y f '• L 3:J .

o
iMy Name & Address:

My email address: A

I live in the Lauderdale Isles neighborhood in southwest Fort Lauderdale. Our neighborhood has become severely impacted by the
unbearable aircraft noise and constant overflights since the westward departure procedure for the north runway changed after the
opening of the new south runway. This is due to the original departure heading being changed from 275 to 290.

1. We were told by officials of BCAD and the FAA that the change from 275 degrees to 290 degrees was necessary for "safety"
reasons for simultaneous departures from the South and North runways.
2. When assigned the 290 heading, pilots begin that turn as soon as the aircraft "wheels up" instead of waiting till the end of the
runway, thereby not usingthe designated flight path south of 1595. Additionally, "Pilots will also be requested to maintain their
heading within the respective corridor until an altitude of 3,000 feet,ora distance from the runway end of three miles is reached
(standard departure for FLL)".1 This is not being complied with.

3. We were then told that the new departure procedures are in accordance with the Environmental Impact Study (EIS) for 2008.
"The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous departures".2 [emphasis added].

4. The EIS 2008 does not address the noise levels over our community if new departure procedures are implemented and only one
noise reading was taken for the EIS: for an arrival on Tortugas Lane.3

5. There is no mention of simultaneous versus non-simultaneous departures in the Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT
document.4

6. These new departures were implemented with no public input from our community.

HOWEVER, despite the FAA's requirement for the 290 heading for 15 degrees of separation,the reality is that for west departures:

- Numerous departing flights on the south runway are assigned a 290 heading, which crosses over the flight path of the north
runway and is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- Numerous departing flights on the north runway are still assigned the 275 heading every day that westward departures are used,
which is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- As both 275 and 290 are assigned from both runways throughout the day,a reasonable person can only conclude that the 290
heading is used strictly for convenience and NOT FOR SAFETY.

- The tower is able to assign these headings because it staggers the takeoffs.
And since the staggering of departures is normal operating procedure now,we maintain that all flights can use the original 275
heading with departures being staggered as necessary. Using the 275 heading exclusively for both runways with staggered
departures,when necessary, greatly diminishes the horrendous aircraft noise to which the neighborhoods in southwest Fort
Lauderdale are exposed during westward departures.

Simply stated, since the departures are staggered on 290 headings,there is no reason they cannot be staggered on 275 headings.
1Letter from Kent George to Mayor Jack Seiler,August 3,2015.
‘Environmental Impact Study 2008,Page 6C-20: "Runway 9L27R departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree and 30-degree turns to the North. Runway
9R/27L departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree turns to the South. The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous
departures".
3 EIS 2008: Appendix H,Page H.1-6 TM29
4 Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT letter dated August 3,2015. Also states,Page 3, "the 290 (west) heading must be used for all departures to gates
ARKES/2APPA/BAHMA [sic] and 275 (West) MNATE[sic].



Dear Judy Seiler:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 3-6: Prior Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-485: Judy Seiler

BR&WARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

First and Last Name

t:;4-
Address

Email Address

Gtrf--r-s()Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Flollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals
Departures

East Flow

^LWest Flow
Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations

^Overflights related to the new south runway

Gv 1Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
IZ Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)

Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-485: Judy Seiler (continued)

Comment for the BCAD Part 150 Study

I request that my comments on this page be entered into the official record of the Partl50 Airport Noise Compatibility Planning
Study being conducted for Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. I also request that all notifications of future meetings
for Public Input be sent to my email address.

s .I<v' 2, '-i?.c / fo --My Name & Address _ _ - 1 -V-

My email address:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles neighborhood in southwest Fort Lauderdale. Our neighborhood has become severely impacted by the
unbearable aircraft noise and constant overflights since the westward departure procedure for the north runway changed after the
opening of the new south runway. This is due to the original departure heading being changed from 275 to 290.

1. We were told by officials of BCAD and the FAA that the change from 275 degrees to 290 degrees was necessary for "safety"
reasons for simultaneous departures from the South and North runways.
2. When assigned the 290 heading, pilots begin that turn as soon as the aircraft "wheels up" instead of waiting till the end of the
runway,thereby not using the designated flight path south of 1595. Additionally, "Pilots will also be requested to maintain their
heading within the respective corridor until an altitude of 3,000 feet, or a distance from the runway end of three miles is reached
(standard departure for FLL)".1 This is not being complied with.

3. We were then told that the new departure procedures are in accordance with the Environmental Impact Study (EIS) for 2008.
"The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous departures".2 [emphasis added].
4. The EIS 2008 does not address the noise levels over our community if new departure procedures are implemented and only one
noise reading was taken for the EIS: for an arrival on Tortugas Lane.3

5. There is no mention of simultaneous versus non-simultaneous departures in the Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT
document.4

6. These new departures were implemented with no public input from our community.

HOWEVER, despite the FAA's requirement for the 290 heading for 15 degrees of separation, the reality is that for west departures:

- Numerous departing flights on the south runway are assigned a 290 heading,which crosses over the flight path of the north
runway and is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- Numerous departing flights on the north runway are still assigned the 275 heading every day that westward departures are used,
which is obviouslynot incompliance with the requirement for 15 degreesof separation

- As both 275 and 290 are assigned from both runways throughout the day,a reasonable person can only conclude that the 290
heading is used strictly for convenience and NOT FOR SAFETY.

- The tower is able to assign these headings because it staggers the takeoffs.

And since the staggering of departures is normal operating procedure now, we maintain that all flights can use the original 275
heading with departures being staggered as necessary. Using the 275 heading exclusively for both runways with staggered
departures,when necessary,greatly diminishes the horrendous aircraft noise to which the neighborhoods in southwest Fort
Lauderdale are exposed during westward departures.

Simply stated, since the departures are staggered on 290 headings, there is no reason they cannot be staggered on 275 headings,

Letter from Kent George to Mayor Jack Seiler, August 3, 2015.
’Environmental Impact Study 2008,Page 6C-20: "Runway 9L27R departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree and 30-degree turns to the North. Runway
9R/27L departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree turns to the South. The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous
departures".
3 EIS 2008:Appendix H,Page H.l-6 TM29

'Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT letter dated August 3,2015. Also states,Page 3, "the 290 (west) heading must be used for all departures to gates
ARKES/2APPA/BAHMA [sic] and 275 (West) MNATE [sic].



Dear Kevin-Michael Wolfer:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 3-6: Prior Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-486: Kevin-Michael Wolfer

BROWARDCOUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach. Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

\ l -Q'

^Ho\ CsJr
First and Last Name

Address

g ~̂A-CV?h ^ ' /, oerv-v^Email Address Opve?l I

C' 5~Y~zt- î —^Meeting Location
d

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities.This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals
Departures
East Flow

^West Flow

MNighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway
Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-486: Kevin-Michael Wolfer (continued)

Comment for the BCAD Part 150 Study

jquest that my comments on this page be entered into the official record of thePartl50 Airport Noise Compatibility Planning
Study being conducted for Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. I also request that all notifications of future meetings
for Public Input be sent to my email address. .

.. 2&>I Ĉ g-tZ’^ YfriiHiLlcfti '
My Name & Address:
My email address:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles neighborhood in southwest Fort Lauderdale. Our neighborhood has become severely impacted by the
unbearable aircraft noise and constant overflights since the westward departure procedure for the north runway changed after the
opening of the new south runway. This is due to the original departure heading being changed from 275 to 290.
1. We were told by officials of BCAD and the FAA that the change from 275 degrees to 290 degrees was necessary for "safety"
reasons for simultaneous departures from the South and North runways.

2. When assigned the 290 heading, pilots begin that turn as soon as the aircraft "wheels up" instead of waiting till the end of the
runway,thereby not using the designated flight path south of 1595. Additionally, "Pilots will also be requested to maintain their
heading within the respective corridor until an altitude of 3,000 feet, or a distance from the runway end of three miles is reached
(standard departure for FLL)".1 This is not being complied with.

3. We were then told that the new departure procedures are in accordance with the Environmental Impact Study (EIS) for 2008.
"The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous departures".2 [emphasis added].

4. The EIS 2008 does not address the noise levels over our community if new departure procedures are implemented and only one
noise reading was taken for the EIS: for an arrival on Tortugas Lane.3

5. There is no mention of simultaneous versus non-simultaneous departures in the Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT
document.4

6.These new departures were implemented with no public input from our community

HOWEVER,despite the FAA's requirement for the 290 heading for 15 degrees of separation, the reality is that for west departures:

- Numerous departing flights on the south runway are assigned a 290 heading,which crosses over the flight path of the north
runway and is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- Numerous departing flights on the north runway are still assigned the 275 heading every day that westward departures are used,
which is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- As both 275 and 290 are assigned from both runways throughout the day, a reasonable person can only conclude that the 290
heading is used strictly for convenience and NOT FOR SAFETY.
- The tower is able to assign these headings because it staggers the takeoffs.
And since the staggering of departures is normal operatingprocedure now,wemaintain that all flights can use the original 275
heading with departures being staggered as necessary. Using the 275 heading exclusively for both runways with staggered
departures,when necessary,greatly diminishes the horrendous aircraft noise to which the neighborhoods in southwest Fort
Lauderdale are exposed during westward departures.
Simply stated, since the departures are staggered on 290 headings, there is no reason they cannot be staggered on 275 headings.

’letter from Kent George to Mayor Jack Seiler,August 3, 2015.
‘Environmental Impact Study 2008,Page 6C-20: "Runway 9L27R departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree and 30-degree turns to the North. Runway
9R/27L departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree turns to the South.The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous
departures".
3 EIS 2008: Appendix H, Page H.l-6 TM29
4 Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT letter dated August 3,2015. Also states,Page 3, "the 290 (west) heading must be used for all departures to gates
ARKES/ZAPPA/BAHMA [sic] and 275 (West) MNATE (sic).



Dear Dirk Lowry:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments.

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 3-3: Impact on Property Values
• 3-4: Fuel Residue/Soot

Safety

The mission of the FAA is to provide the safest, most effi  cient 
airspace system in the world. The role of the FAA Airports 
organization in meeting this goal is to provide leadership in planning, 
and developing a safe and effi  cient national airport system to satisfy 
the needs of aviation interests.

Flight tracks are designed for airspace and airport safety and 
effi  ciency, and aircraft must follow these tracks in order to operate 
and land safely. The airspace surrounding FLL is structured so that 
arriving aircraft can be safely and effi  ciently transitioned from the 
en route environment to the approach control environment and 
eventually to the airfi eld. Likewise, the airspace is structured so 
that departing aircraft can transition from the airfi eld to the terminal 
environment and ultimately to the en route environment. Standard 
Terminal Arrival Routes (STARs) and Departure Procedures (DPs) 
simplify and expedite safe arrival and departure procedures in 
airspace. Aircraft fl ying in and out of FLL follow these routes to 
ensure the safest transition to and from FLL.
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-487: Dirk Lowry

BR#WARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

7* —-First and Last Name

2Address «•

Email Address e-*r ,

>. V sS-JMeeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity {select up to 3)?

Arrivals
©“Departures

East Flow

kJ'west Flow
Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations

Overflights related to the new south runway
D^hanges in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
D Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
t>fort Lauderdale (north

Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other

or west of FLL)

In addition to the information referenced above, the following discussion 
 addresses your comment.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-487: Dirk Lowry (continued)

LocOr ^TALKING-POINTS:

DYNAMIC AIRWAYS: We can recall Dynamic Airways making the turn to the main runway prior to take
off, The pilot was advised, by the follo5vjng aircraft.There was ignited fuel falling from the starboard
engine. This was minutes from take off had it been given a 290 heading where would that plane have
been able to put down safely? In the opinion of many pilots there would not have been time for a
return. It's not a matter of if, but when will a plane fall into one of the neighborhoods on the 290
heading as its being used now.

THE SAFETY FACTOR INDUSTRIAL CORRIDOR: There is an industrial corridor that's available for the
West departure headings that should be considered over a densely populated neighborhood thereby
giving an aircraft less densely populated area in case of an emergency.

STAGGARD TAKEOFFS: It's reasonable to request staggered takeoffs Since there isn't enough traffic to
justify simultaneous take offs or any "Aircraft Separation". We have the patterns. Many are given the
275 heading which is acceptable to the neighborhood; however some are given (many MD80's) the 290
heading for no apparent reason. We do listen to the Tower and maintain a printed flight schedule. We
have photographs of overflights but subsequent flight tracks are not proven to be accurate. For Wake
Vortex Turbulence Separation it appears the runways are far enough apart, in excess 3,000+ feet of the
minimumal allowed minimum standar of 2,700 feet subsequently being, that distance would mitigate
any Vortex Turbulence,making the argument of Separation a nonissue.

NEXTGEN: NextGen is an FAA program that isn't a very popular from LaGuardia Airport to the San
Francisco Bay. Senator Barbara Boxer and Senator Diane Feinstein stepped to the plate and requested
the FAA to examine potential remedies to the noise caused to Californians including greenhouse gasses
and pollution. Cities are suing the FAA for this program to be cancelled. A letter to Phoenix from the
FAA stating, "The Phoenix Metroplex Project was officially suspended on December 11, 2015, prior to
the completion of the design." The city of Phoenix sued and got results. We have the letter. NextGen
is not here yet and the Tower instructions are already pushing /testing this program. It was mentioned
the Metroplex was working on DIS for FLL and it looks like it will not be a better solution. May we have
a voice on the Metroplex work group? With reference to the work group no mention of the pt. 150 is
mentioned.

ECONOMICS: We are asking for a no cost solution to our problem. With no consideration for our
neighborhood this present situation is unacceptable,however as it stands it will cost the county and the
City of Ft. Lauderdale a serious request for a reduction in taxes. This doesn't consider the obvious
consideration for proven health issues from noise, pollutions through greenhouse gasses, reduced
property values and soot from exhaust.

THERE IS A SIMPLE FIX WITH NO COST TO ANYONE: GO BACK TO A RUNWAY HEADING OF 275.



Dear James Clamges:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 3-6: Prior Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-488: James Clamges

BR®/VARD
COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

J PI*First and Last Name

30 r^A r. U--\Address \

Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR ) Part 150,Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals
Departures
East Flow

^K^West Flow

jXLNighttime operations (10pm -6am)

C Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway

^ Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City

Southwest Ranches
Weston

Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-488: James Clamges (continued)

Comment for the BCAD Part 150 Study

I request that my comments on this page be entered into the official record of the Partl50 Airport Noise Compatibility Planning
Study being conducted for Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. I also request that all notifications of future meetings
for Public Input be sent to my email address.
My Name & Address:,3 am** C \ enters
My email address oc*- \f -C- ?33U

Ilive in theLauderdale Isles neighborhood in southwest Fort Lauderdale. Our neighborhood has become severely impacted by the
unbearable aircraft noise and constant overflights since the westward departure procedure for the north runway changed after the
opening of the new south runway. This is due to the original departure heading being changed from 275 to 290.

1. We were told by officials of BCAD and the FAA that the change from 275 degrees to 290 degrees was necessary for "safety"
reasons for simultaneous departures from the South and North runways.
2. When assigned the 290 heading, pilots begin that turn as soon as the aircraft "wheels up" instead of waiting till the end of the
runway, thereby not using the designated flight path south of 1595. Additionally,"Pilots will also be requested to maintain their
heading within the respective corridor until an altitude of 3,000 feet, or a distance from the runway end of three miles is reached
(standard departure for FLL)".1 This isnot being complied with.
3. We were then told that the new departure procedures are in accordance with the Environmental Impact Study (EIS) for 2008.
"The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous departures".2 [emphasis added].
4. The EIS 2008 does not address the noise levels over our community if new departure procedures are implemented and only one
noise reading was taken for the EIS: for an arnval on Tortugas Lane.’
5. There is no mention of simultaneous versus non-simultaneous departures in the Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT
document.4

6. These new departures were implemented with no public input from our community.
HOWEVER, despite the FAA's requirement for the 290 heading for 15 degrees of separation,the reality is that for west departures:

- Numerous departing flights on the south runway are assigned a 290 heading,which crosses over the flight path of the north
runway and is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- Numerous departing flights on the north runway are still assigned the 275 heading every day that westward departures are used,
which is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- As both 275 and 290 are assigned from both runways throughout the day, a reasonable person can only conclude that the 290
heading is used strictly for convenience and NOT FOR SAFETY.
- The tower is able to assign these headings because it staiaters the takeoffs.
And since the staggering of departures is normal operating procedure now,we maintain that all flights can use the original 275
heading with departures being staggered as necessary. Using the 275 heading exclusively for both runways with staggered
departures, when necessary,greatly diminishes the horrendous aircraft noise to which the neighborhoods in southwest Fort
Lauderdale are exposed during westward departures.

Simply stated, since the departures are staggered on 290 headings,there is no reason they cannot be staggered on 275 headings.
Letter from Kent George to Mayor Jack Seiler,August 3, 2015.

’Environmental Impact Study 2008,Page 6C-20: "Runway 9L27R departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree and 30-degree turns to the North. Runway
9R/27L departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree turns to the South.The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous
departures".
3 EIS 2008: Appendix H,Page H.l-6 TM29
4 Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT letter dated August 3, 2015. Also states.Page 3, "the 290 (west) heading must be used for all departures to gates
ARKES/ZAPPA/BAHMA [sic] and 275 (West) MNATE [sic).



Dear Karen Rames:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 3-6: Prior Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-489: Karen Rames

BR&WARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

uuen ecFirst and Last Name

Address

)CArA/weS G. rva/TEmail Address

O tjMeeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals
Departures
East Flow
West Flow

'^Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

-Z Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway

'^Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)

'^Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-489: Karen Rames (continued)

Comment for the BCAD Part 150 Study

I request that my comments on this page be entered into the official record of the Partl50 Airport Noise Compatibility Planning
Study being conducted for Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. I also request that all notifications of future meetings
for Public Input be sent to my email address.

My Name & Address:
My email address: _

I live in the Lauderdale Isles neighborhood in southwest Fort Lauderdale. Our neighborhood has become severely impacted by the
unbearable aircraft noise and constant overflights since the westward departure procedure for the north runway changed after the
opening of the new south runway. This is due to the original departure heading being changed from 275 to 290.

1. We were told by officials of BCAD and the FAA that the change from 275 degrees to 290 degrees was necessary for "safety"
reasons for simultaneous departures from the South and North runways.

2. When assigned the 290 heading, pilots begin that turn as soon as the aircraft "wheels up" instead of waiting till the end of the
runway, thereby not using the designated flight path south of 1595. Additionally, "Pilots will also be requested to maintain their
heading within the respective corridor until an altitude of 3,000 feet, or a distance from the runway end of three miles is reached
(standard departure for FLL)".1 This is not being complied with.

3. We were then told that the new departure procedures are in accordance with the Environmental Impact Study (EIS) for 2008.
"The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous departures" .7 [emphasis added].

4. The EIS 2008 does not address the noise levels over our community if new departure procedures are implemented and only one
noise reading was taken for the EIS: for an arrival on Tortugas Lane.3

5. There is no mention of simultaneous versus non-simultaneous departures in the Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT
document.4

6. These new departures were implemented with no public input from our community

HOWEVER, despite the FAA's requirement for the 290 heading for 15 degrees of separation, the reality is that for west departures:

- Numerous departing flights on the south runway are assigned a 290 heading, which crosses over the flight path of the north
runway and is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- Numerous departing flights on the north runway are still assigned the 275 heading every day that westward departures are used,
which is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- As both 275 and 290 are assigned from both runways throughout the day, a reasonable person can only conclude that the 290
heading is used strictly for convenience and NOT FOR SAFETY.

- The tower is able to assign these headings because it staggers the takeoffs.

And since the staggering of departures is normal operating procedure now, we maintain that all flights can use the original 275
heading with departures being staggered as necessary. Using the 275 heading exclusively for both runways with staggered
departures, when necessary, greatly diminishes the horrendous aircraft noise to which the neighborhoods in southwest Fort
Lauderdale are exposed during westward departures.

Simply stated, since the departures are staggered on 290 headings, there is no reason they cannot be staggered on 275 headings.

^Letter from Kent George to Mayor Jack Seiler, August 3, 2015.
'Environmental Impact Study 2008,Page 6C-20: "Runway 9L27R departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree and 30-degree turns to the North. Runway

9R/27L departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree turns to the South. The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous
departures".
3 EIS 2008: Appendix H,Page H.l-6 TM29
a Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT letter dated August 3, 2015. Also states, Page 3, "the 290 (west) heading must be used for all departures to gates

ARKES/ZAPPA/BAHMA [sic] and 275 (West) MNATE [sic].



Dear Anker Pearce:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment.   

•  1-9: Part 150 Regulations/FAA Guidelines
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-490: Anker Pearce

BR&WARD4 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45ln Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

First and Last Name

Z y'i l \~ jorAddress

Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study,a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrival* _ Early morning operations
irspace changes

Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway
Changes in flight paths for the north runway

•epartures

East

^>West Flow
Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)

^2"fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City

Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-490: Anker Pearce (continued)

I-H r\ v'\ A /A nr\ AVIATI0N DEPARTMENT

Dl \ C^WAKU Fort Lauderdale-Hol|ywood International

COUN TY 2200 SW 45,h Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop,or mail by December 1, 2017 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach,Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Khalil Maurice Nasser:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
•  1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-491: Khalil Maurice Nasser

BRjctyVARD
1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

tcukuL
2JfkP, /J/{SSAO L/CN&
'fV£T IX0O&EDAI&, -ft 333!?̂

First and Last Name

Address

Icffl/Visscr £ urLl>aj cvfri ,
(/TO <,£ ‘5fJc' hrt

'
7v /4 /

Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department ( BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150,Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3) ?

Arrivals
Departures
East Flow

^West Flow

^•Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations

FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway

5? Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)

^.Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED COMMENT CONTINUED

P-491: Khalil Maurice Nasser (continued)

\
Part 150 Comments

Our neighborhood has become severely impacted by unbearable aircraft noise and constant overflights since
the departure procedure for the North runway changed. We were told by officials of BCAD and the FAA that
the change from 270 degrees to 285 degrees was necessary for safety reasons for simultaneous departures
from the South and North runways. We were then told that the new departure procedures are in accordance
with the Environmental Impact Study (EIS) for 2008. Page 6C-20 of the EIS 2008 states: "Runway 9L/27R
departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree and 30-degree turns to the North. Runway 9R/27L
departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree turns to the South. The additional turns are needed to
obtain minimum separation during simultaneous departures", [emphasis added]

n n^' \ A /A n n AVIATION DEPARTMENT

Dirt̂ VAKU F°rt Lauderdale-Hol|ywood International

( .oUNTY 2200 SW 45in Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form. However on a perfect day, clear skies, good visibility, no weather related NOTAMs, FLL keeps

assigning 290 as departure heading to both north and south runways 28R and 28L I! That means 0
degrees of separation...! Departure heading of 290 is assigned even when operating with 0
degrees of separation, with no simultaneous departures in both runways and the airport not
operating at capacity ! Why? And why increase the risk of a disaster by issuing departures on runway 28R
with an immediate heading of 290 over a residential area instead of a 275 heading over a commercial area
and turn to a 290 heading after passing state road 441,which is3 miles from the runway ?
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0st/fnJ At night the situation is even more ridiculous. On a good day, with good visibility, no weather
related NOTAMs, FLL keeps assigning 290 as the departure heading from the north runway 28R
even when the south runway 28L is closed between 10pm and 6am II Wekeephavingdepartures at
a headingof 290,that end up over us with headings of 300 or above-because planes turn as soon as airbom-
even though the south runways is not operational at night, there is no separation concern, and clearly
on a night like this, no weather concern. Why? And why increase the risk of a disaster by issuing
departures on runway 28R an immediateheading of 290 over a residential area instead of a 275 heading over

^
a commercial area and turn to a 290 headingafter passingstate road 441,which is3 miles from the run.way?

Note that based on the Miami Air Traffic Control Tower (ATCT) and Fort Lauderdale ATCT letter dated August
3,2015,Page 3,the 290 (west) heading must be used for all departures to gates ARKES/ZAPPA/BAHMA [sic]
and 275 (West) MNATE [sic].
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ftu There is no mention of simultaneous versus non-simultaneous departures in the Miami ATCT and Fort
Lauderdale ATCT document. ALSO these new departures were implemented with no public input from our
community and the EIS 2008 does not address the noise levels over our community if new departure
procedures are implemented. As a matter of fact,there was only one noise reading taken,see Appendix H,
Page H.l-6 TM29 during the EIS 2008 for an arrival on Tortugas Lane.
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Also, on August 3,2015, Kent George stated in his letter to the mayor of Fort Lauderdale, "Pilots will also be
requested to maintain their heading within the respective corridor until an altitude of 3,000 feet, or a
distance from the runway end of three miles is reached (standard departure for FLL)". THIS IS NOT WHAT
HAPPENS IN REALITY!!* Way to often airplanes start turning as soon asthey areairbom.3) -33̂ W 3Z£. lot 3 whs

Ik#) ir/t/t^ "it OJQtj
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/ 3COQ To conclude, the airplanes fly over our homes when there is no simultaneous departure. They over our
homes,will into the night, even when the south runway is closed. They over homes when there is dear skies,
good visibility, no major weather. Airplanes make turns as soon as they are airborn. Airplanes take off very
frequendy on 290 heading from the South and North runways,which if done simultaneously, that means 0
degrees of separation which according to BCAD and the FAA it's a safety hazard. Or departures on both 28R
and 28L are given a heading of 290 and get staggered. If departures are staggered on 290 headings why are
they not staggered on 275 headings?
Above all,as we repeated from the beginning, we need a waypoint directly west (270) on each runway at
theTurnpike in order to avoid airplanes turningprematurely right over our homes.

Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by December1, 2017 to:

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Gloria Stauch:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 3-6: Prior Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-492: Gloria Stauch

BRtfWARD' COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

•?r Ucui ci 33 2 1 2-

First and Last Name

Address

Ton .PJPHC/VEmail Address

—fieMeeting Location 3
The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport ( FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3) ?

Arrivals

^ Departures
East Flow

st Flow
Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway

^^Zhanges in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)

^Vort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-492: Gloria Stauch (continued)

Comment for the BCAD Part 150 Study

I request that my comments on this page be entered into the official record of the Partl50 Airport Noise Compatibility Planning
Study being conducted for Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. I also request that all notifications of future meetings
for Public Input be sent to my email address.

r i cX-My Name & Address:
My email address:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles neighborhood in southwest Fort Lauderdale. Our neighborhood has become severely impacted by the
unbearable aircraft noise and constant overflights since the westward departure procedure for the north runway changed after the
opening of the new south runway. This is due to the original departure heading being changed from 275 to 290.

1. We were told by officials of BCAD and the FAA that the change from 275 degrees to 290 degrees was necessary for "safety"
reasons for simultaneous departures from the South and North runways.
2. When assigned the 290 heading, pilots begin that turn as soon as the aircraft "wheels up" instead of waitingtill the end of the
runway, thereby not using the designated flight path south of 1595. Additionally, "Pilots will also be requested to maintain their
heading within the respective corridor until an altitude of 3,000 feet, or a distance from the runway end of three miles is reached
(standard departure for FLL)". 1 This is not being complied with.

3. We were then told that the new departure procedures are in accordance with the Environmental Impact Study (EIS) for 2008.
"The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous departures".2 [emphasis added].

4. The EIS 2008 does not address the noise levels over our community if new departure procedures are implemented and only one
noise reading was taken for the EIS: for an arrival on Tortugas Lane.3

5. There is no mention of simultaneous versus non-simultaneous departures in the Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT
document.4

6. These new departures were implemented with no public input from our community.

HOWEVER, despite the FAA's requirement for the 290 heading for 15 degrees of separation,the reality is that for west departures:

- Numerous departing flights on the south runway are assigned a 290 heading, which crosses over the flight path of the north
runway and is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- Numerous departing flights on the north runway are still assigned the 275 heading every day that westward departures are used,
which is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- As both 275 and 290 are assigned from both runways throughout the day, a reasonable person can only conclude that the 290
heading is used strictly for convenience and NOT FOR SAFETY.
- The tower is able to assign these headings because it staeeers the takeoffs.
And since the staggering of departures is normal operating procedure now, we maintain that all flights can use the original 275
heading with departures being staggered as necessary. Using the 275 heading exclusively for both runways with staggered
departures, when necessary,greatly diminishes the horrendous aircraft noise to which the neighborhoods in southwest Fort
Lauderdale are exposed during westward departures.

Simply stated, since the departures are staggered on 290 headings, there is no reason they cannot be staggered on 275 headings.
1Letter from Kent George to Mayor Jack Seiler, August 3, 2015.
‘Environmental Impact Study 2008,Page 6C-20: "Runway 9L27R departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree and 30-degree turns to the North. Runway
9R/27L departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree turns to the South. The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous
departures".
3 EIS 2008: Appendix H,Page H.l-6 TM29
4 Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT letter dated August 3, 2015. Also states,Page 3,"the 290 (west) heading must be used for all departures to gates
ARKES/ZAPPA/BAHMA [sic] and 27S (West) MNATE [sic].



Dear Ken Stauch:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 3-6: Prior Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-493: Ken Stauch

BRXWVARD' COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

First and Last Name

Address

\-fVlVS) CEmail Address

Meeting Location 2
The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150,Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals C Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway

25 Changes in flight paths for the north runway

>/ Departures
J East Flow

^West Flow
Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)

^^Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-493: Ken Stauch (continued)

Comment for the BCAD Part 150 Study

I request that my comments on this page be entered into the official record of the Partl50 Airport Noise Compatibility Planning
Study being conducted for Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. I also request that all notifications of future meetings
for Public Input be sent to my email address. s'

7 {\ Sjfr L( f h 2Q\-^(rlL I
I live in the Lauderdale Isles neighborhood in southwest̂ Port Lauderdale. Our neighborhood has become severely impacted by the
unbearable aircraft noise and constant overflights since the westward departure procedure for the north runway changed after the
opening of the new south runway. This is due to the original departure heading being changed from 275 to 290.

My Name & Address:
My email address:

M:;o:

1. We were told by officials of BCAD and the FAA that the change from 275 degrees to 290 degrees was necessary for "safety"
reasons for simultaneous departures from the South and North runways.

2. When assigned the 290 heading, pilots begin that turn as soon as the aircraft "wheels up" instead of waitingtill the end of the
runway,thereby not using the designated flight path south of 1595. Additionally, "Pilots will also be requested to maintain their
heading within the respective corridor until an altitude of 3,000 feet, or a distance from the runway end of three miles is reached
(standard departure for FLL)".1 This is not being complied with.

3. We were then told that the new departure procedures are in accordance with the Environmental Impact Study (EIS) for 2008
"The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous departures".2 [emphasis added].

4. The EIS 2008 does not address the noise levels over our community if new departure procedures are implemented and only one
noise reading was taken for the EIS: for an arrival on Tortugas Lane.3

5. There is no mention of simultaneous versus non-simultaneous departures in the Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT
document.'1

6. These new departures were implemented with no public input from our community .

HOWEVER, despite the FAA’s requirement for the 290 heading for 15 degrees of separation, the reality is that for west departures:

- Numerous departing flights on the south runway are assigned a 290 heading, which crosses over the flight path of the north
runway and is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- Numerous departing flights on the north runway are still assigned the 275 heading every day that westward departures are used,
which is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- As both 275 and 290 are assigned from both runways throughout the day, a reasonable person can only conclude that the 290
heading is used strictly for convenience and NOT FOR SAFETY.

- The tower is able to assign these headings because it staggers the takeoffs.

And since the staggering of departures is normal operating procedure now, we maintain that all flights can use the original 275
heading with departures being staggered as necessary. Using the 275 heading exclusively for both runways with staggered
departures, when necessary, greatly diminishes the horrendous aircraft noise to which the neighborhoods in southwest Fort
Lauderdale are exposed during westward departures.

Simply stated, since the departures are staggered on 290 headings, there is no reason they cannot be staggered on 275 headings.

Letter from Kent George to Mayor Jack Seiler, August 3, 2015.
‘Environmental Impact Study 2008, Page 6C-20: "Runway 9L27R departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree and 30-degree turns to the North. Runway
9R/27L departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree turns to the South. The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous
departures".
3 EIS 2008: Appendix H,Page H.l-6 TM29
4 Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT letter dated August 3, 2015. Also states,Page 3, "the 290 (west) heading must be used for all departures to gates

ARKES/ZAPPA/BAHMA [sic ] and 275 (West) MNATE [sic].



Dear Joni White:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: General Noise Complaint
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 3-6: Prior Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-494: Joni White

BRjcWVARD
COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L o R I D A

First and Last Name

Q.Z 2S fey
} i La if d 'r 333/

Address

c ,- /nEmail Address

Meeting Location 'ct n < I?•"* £ Co /t «4

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl5Q.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals
CBTlepartures

East Flow
S-West Flow

Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway

0"thanges in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)

Q"Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City

Southwest Ranches
Weston

C Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-494: Joni White (continued)
COMMENT CONTINUED

Comment for the BCAD Part 150 Study

I request that my comments on this page be entered into the official record of the Partl50 Airport Noise Compatibility Planning
Study being conducted for Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. I also request that all notifications of future meetings
for Public Input be sent to my email address.
My Name & Address: Cat /' C J> SJ /
My email address. ^jgSyr g & rtfa.MCA

n n'/'i A /A n r\ AV|AT|0NDEPARTMENT

Dir FOft Lauderdale-Hol|ywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

E L O R I D A 7

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.

I live in the Lauderdale Isles neighborhood in southwest Fort Lauderdale. Our neighborhood has become severely impacted by the
unbearable aircraft noise and constant overflights since the westward departure procedure for the north runway changed after the
opening of the new south runway. This is due to the original departure heading being changed from 275 to 290.
1. We were told by officials of BCAD and the FAA that the change from 275 degrees to 290 degrees was necessary for "safety"
reasons for simultaneous departures from the South and North runways.
2.When assigned the 290 heading, pilots begin that turn as soon as the aircraft "wheels up" instead of waiting till the end of the
runway, thereby not using the designated flight path south of 1595. Additionally,"Pilots will also be requested to maintain their
heading within the respective corridor until an altitude of 3,000 feet, or a distance from the runway end of three miles is reached
(standard departure for FLL }".1 This is not being complied with.

IA_l~ 4W AlAJ /i k t J o - ~7-V*

A/AJ- U > //*/ ih ' r **-//>f/f r ^
\t/h Ctf 3L uje -jl J it Lf Tfj hutf f+ltj

—•*£Ltin.e£—butt'hi
pldnn s-J / .-? v /,4 UJf

h.0uS* j rtv /L / ny /? /^ /n

Lj p w ns jiM evtJ PHV /t raa! /4 a

U> yJ) p la rj rS

aA 'the.Uifid. —l*afee
hUhf* Asivne 'fr.i

/1 u /lutk ' jhec

j' bc 0 /trjZScan.

Jl(/ (/ >/ u/kf’i art-/ LL/ CS/ US/nMiLii a t rt

Vil STe/L -rt 3. We were then told that the new departure procedures are in accordance with the Environmental Impact Study (EIS) for 2008.
"The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous departures".2 [emphasis added].

uj.' stl(>UI . <y«>7 /W
JA V4r /-0L sF'&e 4. The EIS 2008 does not address the noise levels over our community if new departure procedures are implemented and only one

noise reading was taken for the EIS: for an arrival on Tortugas Lane.3Ctrl /AP* Ava /70

t' ko/Ĵ /1gnpfCJA 2̂ ^ran
5. There is no mention of simultaneous versus non-simultaneous departures in the Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT
document.4n't r u /Z- /Per/}/). kJ*i

>9 a /lap /L-'Sa* CA { ) n /\ nrt /10U0 6. These new departures were implemented with no public input from our community,a 4 /,

c/0 f Y/; 7%C>4rear HOWEVER, despite the FAA's requirement for the 290 heading for 15 degrees of separation, the reality is that for west departures:-ikr/? r )Oinl-e cko !j)/a n/ <nye ±4-
'/Ac,*

0 - Numerous departing flights on the south runway are assigned a 290 heading,which crosses over the flight path of the north
runway and is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation-fcM r/j27nr

LJOuIsfi &/vs rJ - Numerous departing flights on the north runway are still assigned the 275 heading every day that westward departures are used,
which is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

i / ,? Asft

r*,.,U',C^ Y> ft /Yoblrat :/ - As both 275 and 290 are assigned from both runways throughout the day, a reasonable person can only conclude that the 290
heading is used strictly for convenience and NOT FOR SAFETY.&L hrin AUL

,s7 Si4ir.
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And since the staggering of departures is normal operating procedure now, we maintain that all flights can use the original 275
heading with departures being staggered as necessary. Using the 275 heading exclusively for both runways with staggered
departures, when necessary, greatly diminishes the horrendous aircraft noise to which the neighborhoods in southwest Fort
Lauderdale are exposed during westward departures.
Simply stated, since the departures are staggered on 290 headings, there is no reason they cannot be staggered on 275 headings.
better from Kent George to Mayor Jack Seiler, August 3,2015.
‘Environmental Impact Study 2008,Page 6C-20: "Runway 9L27R departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree and 30-degree turns to the North. Runway
9R/27L departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree turns to the South. The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneousPlease drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop,or mail by December 1, 2017 to:

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study
2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312 EIS 2008: Appendix H, Page H.l-6 TM29

4 Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT letter dated August 3, 2015. Also states.Page 3, "the 290 (west) heading must be used for all departures to gates
ARKES/ZAPPA/BAHMA (sic) and 275 (West) MNATE [sic].

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Steve Dolgin:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-1: Arrivals
• 2-3: East Flow
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-495: Steve Dolgin

BRjCftVARD
1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdaie-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45"’Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

First and Last Name

Address

5 A. $-0 I * j, ' V N p go I CtmA

{k{QY<\&.
f L) rtV <

Email Address

• eMeeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

^Arrivals
Departures
East Flow
West Flow
Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway
Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live? — wTI / ±>e- , << n <fi. c e.'AecV,

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City

Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other



Dear Angelia Evans:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 3-6: Prior Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-496: Angelia Evans

BF$£WARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45ln Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

r /X /MyVC/tFirst and Last Name
J7dhJ/ ^4WOAddress

JstU*£iS>cMte,
// /3y&rA /OeAEmail Address

7?

Meeting Location
J7

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals
tToepartures

EasJ.FIow
invest Flow

Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Earlv.morning operations
ETTAA airspace changes

Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway

ouianges in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)

ttj'fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUEDCOMMENT CONTINUED

P-496: Angelia Evans (continued)

Part 150 Comments
Our neighborhood has become severely impacted by unbearable aircraft noise and
constant overflights since the departure procedure for the North runway changed. We
were told by officials of BCAD and the FAA that the change from 270 degrees to 285
degreeswas necessary for safety reasons for simultaneous departures from the South and
North runways. We were then told that the new departure procedures are in accordance
with the Environmental Impact Study (EIS) for 2008. Page 6C-20 of the EIS 2008 states:
“Runway 9L/27R departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree and 30-degree
turns to the North. Runway 9R/27L departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree
turns to the South. The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during
simultaneous departures”, [emphasis added]

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 * Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

AVIATION DEPARTMENT Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.

P/ecl-yj <£CC Jfjl 00771
Note that based on the Miami Air Traffic Control Tower (ATCT) and Fort Lauderdale
ATCT letter dated August 3, 2015, Page 3, the 290 (west) heading must be used for all
departures to gates ARKES/ZAPPA/BAHMA [sic] and 275 (West) MNATE [sic].

There is no mention of simultaneous versus non-simultaneous departures in the Miami
ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT document. ALSO these new departures were
implemented with no public input from our community and the EIS 2008 does not
address the noise levels over our community if new departure procedures are
implemented. As a matter of fact, there was only one noise reading taken, see Appendix
H, Page H.l-6 TM29 during the EIS 2008 for an arrival on Tortugas Lane.

Also, on August 3, 2015, Kent George stated in his letter to the mayor of Fort
Lauderdale, “Pilots will also be requested to maintain their heading within the respective
corridor until an altitude of 3,000 feet, or a distance from the runway end of three miles is
reached (standard departure for FLL)”. THIS IS NOT WHAT HAPPENS IN
REALITY!!! Airplanes start turning while they even do not reach the end of the
runway.

To conclude, the airplanes fly over our homes when there is no simultaneous departure.
Airplanes make turns before they even reach the end of the runway. Airplanes take off
very frequently on 290 heading from the South and North runways, which suggests that
they are staggered. Since the departures are staggered on 290 headings why are they not
staggered on 275 headings?

Above all, as we repeated from the beginning, we need a waypoint directly west on each
runway at the Turnpike in order to avoid airplanes turning prematurely right over our
homes.

Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by December 1, 2017 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.
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COMMENT CONTINUED COMMENT CONTINUED

P-496: Angelia Evans (continued)

LAUDERDALE ISLES
CIVIC IMPROVEMENT ASSOCIATION, Inc.

Southwest Fort Lauderdale Neighborhoods
The Lauderdale Isles Civic Improvement Association has been very proactive with
the FLL Airport noise issue since the new South Runway opened in September 2014.
In February 2015, we formed our Airport Noise Committee to address the problem.
Committee members include commercial airline pilots and former air traffic control-
lers, and we have been extremely active - and vocal - pursuing the issue at the fed-
eral, county, and city levels with our elected leaders.

PO Box 121255,Fort Lauderdale, Florida 33312
www.ourlicia.com

Nonprofit
Organization
Sinoe 1959

However, the residents of Lauderdale Isles are not alone in this battle. We have now
started to form a coalition with other affected neighborhoods in southwest Fort
Lauderdale and unincorporated Broward County, encompassing over 10,000 resi-
dents. All of these residents are affected by the very serious noise due to the 290
departure heading used on runway 28R.

Airport Noise Issue Presentation to
Mr. Mark E. Gale

CEO/Director of Aviation
Broward County Aviation Department

Presented by
The Airport Noise Committee of

The Lauderdale Isles Civic Improvement Association B
ii....• * V**.' Assoc.

Angelina Pluzhynk Evans
LidA Airport Noise Committee Chairperson

Member of BCAD Airport Noise Abatement Committee for RMT#8
Dirk Lowry
LidA President

Member of LidA Airport Noise Committee
Geoff Rames

LICIA Vice President
Member ofUdA Airport Noise Committee

C*** Aatm.

December 7, 2016

AIRPORl ISIIIRI:
The solution to the FLL Airport Noise issue affecting the
neighborhoods of Southwest Fort Lauderdale is simple.
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P-496: A
ngelia Evans (continued)

Exhibit #1
FLL Departure Headings for
North Runway prior to opening
of the South Runway

Lauderdale Isles

Exhibit #2
FLL Departure Headings after
opening of South Runway in
September 2014
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COMMENT CONTINUED COMMENT CONTINUED

P-496: Angelia Evans (continued)

The Honorable Jack Seiler
Mayor, City of Fort Lauderdale

April 13, 201S
Page 2 of 2BK&WARD* COUNTY Exhibit #3

Letter to Mayor
Seiler from Tim
Ryan It will take several months for these procedures to be implemented as air traffic control staff,

pilots and other personnel must be notified of the changes and trained to execute the modified
procedures. Once in place, we are optimistic that aircraft noise will be reduced in
neighborhoods around the airport to the degree it can be while still ensuring the safe arrival
and departure of air traffic at FLL, Please keep in mind that pilots ultimately have the authority
to depart from arrival and departure procedures when, in their best judgment, it is necessary to
do so for the safe operation of their aircraft.

TIM RYAN, Mayor
Board o* County Commnstone's CMstuot 7
115 S Anorews Avenue Frot LatKlftfdaie Florida.954, 357 700?

April 13, 2015

The Honorable Jack Seiler
Mayor, City of Fort Lauderdale
100 N. Andrews Avenue
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301

In addition to these interim efforts to work with the FAA to resolve noise impacts related to the
new flight procedures at FLL, I encourage representatives of the City of Fort Lauderdale, as well
as residents, to participate in the new noise study ("Part 150 Study") that is scheduled to begin
after April 2016. This study is the FAA's formal process for evaluating airport noise impacts, and
there will be an opportunity for input from the public as well as local government officials.Dear Mayor Seiler:

I received a copy of Resolution No. 15-68, recently adopted by the Fort Lauderdale City
Commission, relating to noise impacts on some Fort Lauderdale neighborhoods resulting from
changes in arrival and departure procedures at the Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport (FLL).

In the meantime, we remain ready and willing to work with you and with FAA officials to
address concerns related to our airport as they may arise. If you have any further questions or
concerns about this matter, please feel free to contact me.

As always, it is a pleasure to work with you on behalf of the people of Fort Lauderdale and of
Broward County.As the resolution correctly states, airport arrival and departure procedures are entirely within

the purview of the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). With the opening of the new south
runway, the FAA implemented new arrival and departure procedures to ensure that a safe
distance is maintained between planes simultaneously using the north and south runways.
These procedures were adopted as part of the Final Environmental Impact Statement for the
South Runway Expansion project issued in June 2008, and have been available to the public
since then. r, Broward County

All the same, we at Broward County are aware that now that the new south runway is
operational, residents in neighborhoods that have not been affected by aircraft noise in the
past are now experiencing noise impacts. In order to alleviate these noise impacts, Broward
County Aviation Division (BCAD) staff initiated discussions with FAA personnel at the regional
level requesting changes to arrival and departure procedures.

The Broward County Board of County Commissioners
The City of Fort Lauderdale City Commission
Bertha Henry, County Administrator, Broward County
Lee Feldman, City Manager, City of Fort Lauderdale
Kent George, Aviation Director,Broward County

c

I am pleased to report that these discussions appear to have been productive, and that the FAA
is initiating changes to arrival and departure procedures that will keep the majority of arriving
and departing aircraft on a more narrow path until they reach a greater distance from the
airport. In essence, aircraft departing to both the east and west would not turn to the north or
south until getting a greater distance from the airport than they currently have been .

fe'owanl County Board r/t
•Mart* •». * >|a,

"rmu'c c
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COMMENT CONTINUED COMMENT CONTINUED

P-496: Angelia Evans (continued)

Exhibit #4a
Letter to Mayor
Seiler from
Kent George

Bfc$WARD
COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT - Fort Lauderdale/Hollywood International Airport
2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •954-359-6100

§

hAugust 3, 2015 03 i*Jack Seiler, Mayor
Fort Lauderdale City Hall, 8lh Floor
100 North Andrews Avenue
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301

_
T3 -Q T-
CTJOra o CM
C/3 "D
05 > w
~ o 05

CO re Q.<^ 0) K 'I
a i “ c

l i dII^ISi
3 ?Dear Mayor Seiler:
fe 5

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) requested a number of months ago, a review by the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) of the departures headings from Broward County's Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood
International Airport (FLL) as a result of numerous inquiries form the cities and communities surrounding FLL. The
FAA in response to this inquiry sent the attached letter to me late Friday , July 17lh

, The FAA intends to implement the
departure corridors as depicted on the attached layout in accordance with their letter of July 17th. Pilots will also be
requested to maintain their heading within the respective corridor until an altitude of 3,000 feet, or a distance from the
runway end of three miles is reached (standard departure for FLL).

Additionally, during the daily nighttime voluntary closure of Runway 10R/28L between the hours of 10:30pm and
6:00am, all aircraft operating from the north runway will be requested to fly runway heading, which is within the
attached referenced corridor, and follow standard departure procedures for FLL, The above procedures will be
instituted by the FAA as early as August 3, 2015.

sb o
.0 -5 — 05
'£ $ o
X 0) g 0)

U J Z s o
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0> *
BCAD has also begun the process through Broward County Purchasing, to procure the services of a consultant to
conduct a Part 150 Noise Compatibility Study (Study). This Study will be inclusive with extensive requests for public
input and the conducting of public hearings. Your community and its citizens are encouraged to provide input and
attend the public hearings. This information and participation will be vital in the production of the new Part 150
Program. You will be informed when the meetings are scheduled.

=3
05

$ 3
CD <ZSincerely,

Kent ie, AAE
lor of Aviation

KGG/ml

!Attachment 8
C: Broward County Board of County Commissioners

Bertha Henry, County Administrator
Joni Armstrong Coffey, County Attorney
Evan Lukic, County Auditor

G:\EXECUTIVE\Aviation Direclor\For1 Lauderdale City ol\FAA Review of Departures & Landings at FLL 8.15 doc

s

Broward County Board of County Commissioners
Mark 0. Bogen Beam Furr • Dale V C.Holness Martin David Kiar Chip LaMarca • Stacy Riller •TimRyan •Barbara Shariel • Lois Wexler

www.broward.org/www fll.net
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COMMENT CONTINUED COMMENT CONTINUED

P-496: Angelia Evans (continued)

Exhibit #5
Typical day when west winds
require westward departures

Exhibit 4C
Letter from FAA to Kent George
describing new headings©

U.S. Deportment
of Transportation
Federal Aviation
Administration

Airports Division
P.O.Box 20636
Atlanta, GA 30320-0631
404 -305-6700

July 17. 2015

Mr. Kent G. George
Director of Aviation
Broward County Aviation Dept,

2200 SW 45"'Street
Suite 101
Dania Beach, FL 33312

Dear Mr. George:

This letter serves to bring together several conversations between the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA) and Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) regarding south
runway departure headings at the Fort Lauderdale-Mollywood International Airport (FLL).

Pursuant to FAA Order 1050.1 E.Environmental Impacts: Policies and Procedures and the
National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) Implementing Instructions for Airport Actions, the
FAA prepared an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the Development and Expansion of
Runway 9R-27L and Other Associated Airport Projects at FLL, The Final EIS and Record of
Decision (ROD) finalized in 2008.
Based on a request by BCAD, in March 2015, the FAA lias reviewed the proposed runway
heading adjustments and has determined that these adjustments conform to the previously filed
2008 FEIS and ROD.

Although the agency normally requires 30 days to brief personnel, the FAA will implement these
adjustments in the following jet heading as early as August 3, 2015. October 21, 2016

Between 12am-11:59pmEast - 080 and 095
West - 275 and 290

FLL departures from Runways 10L/28R and 10R/28L
If you have further questions, please contact Winsome Lenfert at 404-305-6700 and John
McCartney at 404-305-6230. This plot of all FLL departures on 10/21/16 was provided by BCAD.

Sincerely,

Winsome A. Lenfert
Manager. Airports Division
Southern Region JUL 2 4 2015
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-496: Angelia Evans (continued)
COMMENT CONTINUED

Exhibit #6
The simple solution. Use 275 deg.
heading, staggering simultaneous
takeoffs, like at other airports.

From: terichter [mailto: - nviucr ^ciirioisl.iKi]
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2016 9:34 PM
To: Ryan, Tim <‘|
C 'c: Angelina Pluzlmyk <lin;iY/ el)ydcii uci>; Geoff Rames <; mu , m i . . ,

Subject: LICIA (Lauderdale Isles) FLL noise solutions

i >; Carter. Kristin <!• r. \ R > ! .k ii >; Iclieia. v.oldstciii'

i>; Dirk Lowry <Jio". ast.nct>

Mr. Ryan

I assume that you are up to your ears addressing the airport noise concerns of the Lauderdale Isles and surrounding neighborhoods.

As per your request after our brief conversation at the last neighborhood meeting. I'm not writing to complain, but to enlighten you
on some solutions and misconceptions about the noise issues.

I am a ( .-iniain fur a rnaiur airline and have flown in and out of South Florida for Ul ’ years . I have consulted acquaintances from
both MIA and FLL ATC. The solutions arc quite simple if not for the bureaucracy of the FAA .

SOLUTIONS

We are told that the 290° heading is necessary to maintain 15 degrees of seperation for flights departing both runways simultane-
ously. Other airports accross the country accomplish seperation by staggering departures. This could easily be accomplished at
FLL.

-Staggered departures
Smiles in trail is normal seperation for departing aircraft with the exception of large "heavy" aircraft which account for only a few of
the daily departures. Using staggered departure procedures and a runway heading of 275° on the north runway and a 275-290° for the
south runway will only add 15-20 seconds more than simultaneous departures. With the exceptions of peak departure limes, most
departures are ALREADY staggered, however they are still assigned a 290° on the north runway, taking them directly over the
Lauderdale Isles.I -3 mile and/or 3000ft restriction
When assigning north runway departures a 275° heading and restricting any turns until reaching 3 miles and/or 3000 feet would keep
departing aircraft over industrial and clear of the Lauderdale Isles. This restriction would assure a distance and altitude that would
drastically reduce the noise levels to pre expansion levels while causing a MINIMAL (10 second) delay on the northbound turn.8

Ui

I MISCONCEPTIONS-FAA (or anyone else) comments that "Rogue" pilots are to blame are ignorant comments. Flying a heading is the most basic of all
pilot skills. Not to mention that a pilot can be violated for deviating. Many pilots are using autopilots (which cannot deviate) and/or
flight directors.

-People are confused about "Heading"and "Track". Runway heading does not account or correct for wind. A south wind of 20kts will
push an aircraft even further to the north over the neighborhood. Track adjusts for that south wind. A Track requires a fix
(longitude/latitude) off the end of the rumway that the aircraft flies to.

-Magnetic Variance is an insignificant change to magnetic heading and is or shouldn't even be part of the discussion or an excuse for
the new (290°) heading. Its a sound bite. It has only changed 1° in my 38 years of flying.

Respectfully

Thierry Richter
(LICIA Airport Noise Committee Member)
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P-496: Angelia Evans (continued)
COMMENT CONTINUEDCOMMENT CONTINUED

THE BOTTOM LINEExhibit #6B
Simultaneous Departure
Statisitics

1. Our Roadblocks:
Everyone we have contacted accepts the party line and says: “ The FAA says no changes un-
til the Part 150 study is finished ( in two to three years).”- Congresswoman Lois Frankel: “ Wait for the Part 150.”- County Commissioner Tim Ryan & staff: “ Wait for the Part 150.”- City of Ft.Lauderdale, including it’s lobbyists in Washington: “ Wait for the Part 150.”- BCAD Noise Abatement Staff: “Wait for the Part 150.”

SIMULTANEOUS FLIGHTS
From the North & South Runways at FLL

The FAA says that flights require separation for the purpose of safety for si-
multaneous takeoffs on the north & south runways. 2. BUT!!

No Part 150 Study was required to change the headings in August 2015.
-The changes were made in response to Kent George’s “request” to the FAA for a
“review”, as seen in the previous pages of this presentation. Notably, these
changes resulted in a dramatic improvement of the noise situation in the east part of
Fort Lauderdale,but made things much worse for southwest Fort Lauderdale.
- So why must we now wait for a 2- 3 year Part 150 Study before any changes?

We asked BCAD to tell us how many simultaneous departures occur on a
daily basis at FLL. BCAD could not provide this information.

One of our committee members analyzed the raw data for November 20,
2016. He found:

3. THE FLIGHT PATTERNS ALREADY EXIST FOR THE 275 HEADING:
- The South Runway: they are used all the time
- The North Runway: They are used every night from 10:30pm to 6:00amFor a total of (409) departures on Nov. 20 there were (26) instances that two

aircraft took off within 0-59 seconds of one another on the two runways; ap-
proximately 7% of all departures. 4. THE SOLUTION IS SIMPLE:

- Assign the 275 heading and stagger simultaneous flights as is done at other airports.
- And it can be implemented NOW - without a Part 150 study.



Dear J Peter Strong:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment.

•  1-10: NCP Recommendations
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P-497: J Peter Strong

BR#WARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45ln Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

First and Last Name

*2. ^ i ~2- \p\ V~i V-s U~vAddress

A, 1. CtfVfy<?
S t d *w k̂A4. a

Email Address rv

.0 (jT~

\AAUW"̂ ATVQ-Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www,fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals
TTtfepartures

nearly morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway

flanges in flight paths for the north

Eajj-F
Lowest

low
est Flow

Nighttime operations (10pm -6am) runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach Plantation
Cooper City

Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other

Fo[t-Lauderdale (east of FLL)
ITFort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)

Hollywood
Davie
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-497: J Peter Strong (continued)

n n v/ t A /A H P v AVIATION DEPARTMENT

Dl \ t^WAKU F°rt Lauderdale-Hol|ywood International

CQUN FY 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.

:d rP-L u <* )

A//7Y~~^X S)~\ *V \~t—GU-i*)
y\\

'

Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop,or mail by December 1, 2017 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Diana Steeger-Katz:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations 
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 3-2: Quality of Life
• 3-6: Prior Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
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P-498: Diana Steeger-Katz

BRjcftVARD
1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Sje&rep Knr?nmFirst and Last Name

AW2. L̂ nprAddress

£-r / .rta\c:Pl/9t £
/3^1C A/(£) QtnsiÔ ’Z. .Email Address

Meeting Location
(/

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals
iS Departures

East Flow

^ West Flow
Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

DSL Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes

X Frequency of operations
(XfOverflights related to the new south runway

Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)

JKf Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City

Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED COMMENT CONTINUED

P-498: Diana Steeger-Katz (continued)

Comment for the BCAD Part 150 Study

I request that my comments on this page be entered into the official record of the Partl50 Airport Noise Compatibility Planning
Study being conducted for Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. I also request that all notifications of future meetings
for Public Input be sent to my email address.

hipno /<̂ T2
n n^A A /A n n t AVIATION DEPARTMENT
[jlY V/ \l\L r F°rt Lauderdale-Hol,ywood International

( OUNTY 2200 SW 45'h Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

My Name & Address: i.
My email address:F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future

project updates,please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.

I live in the Lauderdale Isles neighborhood in southwest Fort Lauderdale. Our neighborhood has become severely impacted by the
unbearable aircraft noise and constant overflights since the westward departure procedure for the north runway changed after the
opening of the new south runway. This is due to the original departure heading being changed from 275 to 290.

1. We were told by officials of BCAD and the FAA that the change from 275 degrees to 290 degrees was necessary for "safety"
reasons for simultaneous departures from the South and North runways.

/A/JQAL/S ft 2. When assigned the 290 heading, pilots begin that turn as soon as the aircraft "wheels up" instead of waiting till the end of the
runway,thereby not using the designated flight path south of 1595. Additionally,"Pilots will also be requested to maintain their
heading within the respective corridor until an altitude of 3,000 feet, or a distance from the runway end of three miles is reached
(standard departure for FLL)".1 This is not being complied with.

y -2Q7

iX<g<s^2.. '^££> /4

3. We were then told that the new departure procedures are in accordance with the Environmental Impact Study (EIS) for 2008.
"The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous departures".2 [emphasis added].

JC 4. The EIS 2008 does not address the noise levels over our community if new departure procedures are implemented and only one
noise reading was taken for the EIS: for an arrival on Tortugas Lane.3y*-

// ^
5. There is no mention of simultaneous versus non-simultaneous departures in the Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT
document.4

6. These new departures were implemented with no public input from our community.

A? t Ĵ 4 /v^yv
HOWEVER, despite the FAA's requirement for the 290 heading for 15 degrees of separation, the reality is that for west departures:

/ - Numerous departing flights on the south runway are assigned a 290 heading, which crosses over the flight path of the north
runway and is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- Numerous departing flights on the north runway are still assigned the 275 heading every day that westward departures are used,
which is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- As both 275 and 290 are assigned from both runways throughout the day, a reasonable person can only conclude that the 290
heading is used strictly for convenience and NOT FOR SAFETY.

- The tower is able to assign these headings because it staggers the takeoffs.

And since the staggering of departures is normal operating procedure now,we maintain that all flights can use the original 275
heading with departures being staggered as necessary. Using the 275 heading exclusively for both runways with staggered
departures, when necessary, greatly diminishes the horrendous aircraft noise to which the neighborhoods in southwest Fort
Lauderdale are exposed during westward departures.

Simply stated, since the departures are staggered on 290 headings, there is no reason they cannot be staggered on 275 headings.

Letter from Kent George to Mayor Jack Seiler, August 3, 201S.
‘Environmental Impact Study 2008,Page 6C-20: "Runway 9L27R departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree and 30-degree turns to the North. Runway
9R/27L departure tracks were supplemented with lS-degree turns to the South.The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous
departures".
3 EIS 2008: Appendix H, Page H.l-6 TM29
4 Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT letter dated August 3,2015. Also states,Page 3,"the 290 (west) heading must be used for all departures to gates
ARKES/2APPA/BAHMA [sic] and 275 (West) MNATE [sic].

Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by December 1, 2017 to:

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach,Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Richard Katz:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-6: Frequency o Operations
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 2-8 Aircraft Altitude 
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 3-6: Prior Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-499: Richard Katz

BRjcftVARD
1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45"' Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

0-\cV\Gn\ Y-c^r—First and Last Name

Address

f vlT’UgYvcJ^ o3ft ^:\jn4ncx >̂ccyv-)Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations ( CFR ) Part 150,Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals

^Departures
East Flow
West Flow
Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway
Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)

^1 Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City

Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED COMMENT CONTINUED

P-499: Richard Katz (continued)

Comment for the BCAD Part 150 Study

I request that my comments on this page be entered into the official record of the Partl50 Airport Noise Compatibility Planning
Study being conducted for Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. I also request that all notifications of future meetings
for Public Input be sent to my email address.

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45in Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

BR&WARD1 COUNTY

Comment Form

My Name & Address: 'L-(1>̂ CL
My email address: V vf vlvTF L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future

project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.

I live in the Lauderdale Isles neighborhood in southwest Fort Lauderdale. Our neighborhood has become severely impacted by the
unbearable aircraft noise and constant overflights since the westward departure procedure for the north runway changed after the
opening of the new south runway. This is due to the original departure heading being changed from 275 to 290.

1. We were told by officials of BCAD and the FAA that the change from 275 degrees to 290 degrees was necessary for "safety"
reasons for simultaneous departures from the South and North runways.
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2. When assigned the 290 heading, pilots begin that turn as soon as the aircraft "wheels up" instead of waiting till the end of the
runway, thereby not using the designated flight path south of 1595. Additionally, "Pilots will also be requested to maintain their
heading within the respective corridor until an altitude of 3,000 feet, or a distance from the runway end of three miles is reached
(standard departure for FLL)".1 This is not being complied with.

\OrlOA 3. We were then told that the new departure procedures are in accordance with the Environmental Impact Study (EIS) for 2008.
"The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous departures 2 [emphasis added].

4. The EIS 2008 does not address the noise levels over our community if new departure procedures are implemented and only one
noise reading was taken for the EIS: for an arrival on Tortugas Lane.3

5. There is no mention of simultaneous versus non-simultaneous departures in the Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT
document.4

6. These new departures were implemented with no public input from our community,

f \CCYC. ,\<X fiHcAiUeJ . HOWEVER, despite the FAA's requirement for the 290 heading for 15 degrees of separation, the reality is that for west departures:

- Numerous departing flights on the south runway are assigned a 290 heading, which crosses over the flight path of the north
runway and is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- Numerous departing flights on thenorth runway are still assigned the 275 heading every day that westward departures are used,
which is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- As both 275 and 290 are assigned from both runways throughout the day, a reasonable person can only conclude that the 290
heading is used strictly for convenience and NOT FOR SAFETY.

- The tower is able to assign these headings because it staggers the takeoffs.

And since the staggering of departures is normal operating procedure now, we maintain that all flights can use the original 275
heading with departures being staggered as necessary. Using the 275 heading exclusively for both runways with staggered
departures, when necessary, greatly diminishes the horrendous aircraft noise to which the neighborhoods in southwest Fort
Lauderdale are exposed during westward departures,

Simply stated, since the departures are staggered on 290 headings,there is no reason they cannot be staggered on 275 headings.
better from Kent George to Mayor Jack Seiler, August 3, 2015.
‘Environmental Impact Study 2008, Page 6C-20: "Runway 9L27R departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree and 30-degree turns to the North. Runway
9R/27L departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree turns to the South. The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous
departures".
3 EIS 2008: Appendix H, Page H.l-6 TM29

‘Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT letter dated August 3, 2015. Also states,Page 3,"the 290 (west) headingmust be used for all departures to gates

ARKES/ZAPPA/BAHMA [sic] and 275 (West) MNATE [sic].

Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by December 1, 2017 to:

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Charles Solak:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 3-6: Prior Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-500: Charles Solak

BR#WARD* COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L o R i

First and Last Name

Address

Email Address

Meeting Location A4~t-Jrc_- CJ-U--4 ^J
The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals
Departures
East Flow
West Flow
Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway
Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston

C Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-500: Charles Solak (continued)

Comment for the BCAO Part 150 Study

I request that my comments on this page be entered into the official record of the Partl50 Airport Noise Compatibility Planning
Study being conducted for Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. I also request that all notifications of future rpeetings
for Public Input be sent to my email address.

Cl U-~~\ So L A K Lrf-tou~

I - C r.

My Name & Address:
My email address: 4 iOK VL i>'-7
I live in the Lauderdale Isles neighborhood in southwest Fort Lauderdale. Our neighborhood has become severely impacted by the
unbearable aircraft noise and constant overflights since the westward departure procedure for the north runway changed after the
opening of the new south runway. This is due to the original departure heading being changed from 275 to 290.

1. We were told by officialsof BCAD and the FAA that thechange from 275 degrees to 290 degrees was necessary for "safety"
reasons for simultaneous departures from the South and North runways.

2.When assigned the 290 heading, pilots begin that turn as soon as the aircraft "wheels up" instead of waiting till the end of the
runway, thereby not using the designated flight path south of 1595. Additionally, "Pilots will also be requested to maintain their
heading within the respective corridor until an altitude of 3,000 feet,or a distance from the runway end of three miles is reached
(standard departure for FLL)". 1 This is not being complied with.
3. We were then told that the new departure procedures are in accordance with the Environmental Impact Study (EIS) for 2008.
"The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous departures".2 [emphasis added].

4. The EIS 2008 does not address the noise levels over our community if new departure procedures are implemented and only one
noise reading was taken for the EIS: for an arrival on Tortugas Lane.3

5. There is no mention of simultaneous versus non-simultaneous departures in the Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT
document.4

6. These new departures were implemented with no public input from our community.

HOWEVER,despite the FAA's requirement for the 290 heading for 15 degrees of separation, the reality is that for west departures:

- Numerous departing flights on the south runway are assigned a 290 heading, which crosses over the flight path of the north
runway and is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- Numerous departing flights on the north runway are still assigned the 275 heading every day that westward departures are used,
which is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- As both 275 and 290 are assigned from both runways throughout the day, a reasonable person can only conclude that the 290
heading is used strictly for convenience and NOT FOR SAFETY.
- The tower is able to assign these headings because it staggers the takeoffs.

And since the staggering of departures is normal operating procedure now, we maintain that all flights can use the original 275
heading with departures being staggered as necessary. Using the 275 heading exclusively for both runways with staggered
departures,when necessary,greatly diminishes the horrendousaircraft noise to which the neighborhoods in southwest Fort
Lauderdale are exposed during westward departures.

Simply stated, since the departures are staggered on 290 headings, there is no reason they cannot be staggered on 275 headings.

'Letter from Kent George to Mayor Jack Seller, August 3,2015,

‘Environmental Impact Study 2008, Page 6C-20: "Runway 9L27R departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree and 30-degree turns to the North. Runway
9R/27L departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree turns to the South,The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous
departures".
3 EIS 2008: Appendix H,Page H.l-6 TM29
1Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT letter dated August 3,2015. Also states, Page 3,"the 290 (west) heading must be used for all departures to gates
ARKES/ZAPPA/BAHMA [sic] and 275 (West) MNATE [sic].



Dear Commenter:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-501: Illegible

BRjcWVARD
1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

«.4ky PJx,First and Last Name

Ljh
Address

Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl5Q.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals

^^Departures
East Flow

^̂ West Flow

'̂'’Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

^ Early morning operations

^
_.^TAA airspace changes

^Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway
Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach

^Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston

Other



Dear David Gabbard:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-4: West Flow

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-502: David Gabbard

BRgWARD4 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A
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First and Last Name

Address

7
Email Address

^rr -̂i/NlA- Tt^EIg (CgA/viMeeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150,Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals
0'Departures

East Flow
HrWest Flow
3Zl\lighttime operations (10pm -6am)

HZ'Early morning operations
5/FAA airspace changes

Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway

©''Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)

HYort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-502: David Gabbard (continued)

BR$/VARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45ln Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L o R i D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by December1, 2017 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Flollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach,Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Robert Franks:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 3-2: Quality of Life
• 3-6: Prior Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-503: Robert Franks

BRjcWVARD
1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45ln Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312
954-359-6100

Comment Form

First and Last Name

i L LAddress

Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations ( CFR) Part 150,Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals
Departures
East Flow
West Flow
Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway
Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

C Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUEDCOMMENT CONTINUED

P-503: Robert Franks (Continued)

for the BCAD Part ISO Study

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

BR&WARD1 COUNTY
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2-FLO R I D A MyNanr &Address

MV eaudaddress:Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future

project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.
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mbwrjteaircraft none amdconstant owrilKmsinShewritward departure procedure for thenorthmuinway changedafter the
opening of thenew south runway. The its due to the anginal departure headingbeingchanged from 275 to 290.
IDive run(theLauderdale1

1. We were told byofficialsofBCAD andtheFAAthat the change from 275 degreesto 290 degrees was necessary for‘safety*
reasons for simultaneous departures from the South and North runways.T LcodS) TA>
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2.When assignedthe 290 heading,pilots beginthat turn as soon as the aircraft "wheels up" instead of waitingtill the endof the
runway,thereby not using the designated flight path south of 1595. Additionally,"Pilots will also be requested tomaintain their
headingwithin therespective corridor until an altitude of 3,000 feet,or a distance from the runway end of three miles is reached
(standard departure for FLLJ".1 This is not beingcomplied with.

3. We were then told that the new departure procedures are in accordance with theEnvironmental Impact Study (EIS{ for 2006.
"The additional turns areneededto obtain minimum separation duringsimultaneous departures".2 [emphaus added/.

S/vV-TT 4. The EIS 2008 doesnot address the noise levelsover our community if new departure procedures are implemented and only one
noise reading was takenfor the EIS:for an arrival on Tortugas Lane.3

5. There is no mention of simultaneous versus non-simultaneousdepartures in theMiami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT
document.4

6. These new departures were implemented with no public input from our community.
HOWEVER,despite the FAA's requirement for the 290 heading for 15 degrees of separation,the reality is that for west departures:(To> J-Z-d££C±/' - Numerous departing flights onthe southrunway are assigned a 290 heading,which crosses over the fight pathof thenorth
runway and is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- Numerous departing flights on the north runway are still assigned the 275 heading every day that westward departuresare used,
which is obviously not incompliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- As both 275 and 290 areassigned from both runways throughout the day,a reasonable person can only conclude that the 290
heading isused strictly forconvenience and NOT FOR SAFETY.
-The tower is able to assign these headings because it staggers the takeoffs.
And since the staggering of departures is normal operatingprocedure now, we maintain that all flights canuse the original 275
heading with departures being staggered as necessary. Using the 275 heading exclusively for both runways with staggered
departures,when necessary,greatly diminishes the horrendous aircraft noise to which the neighborhoodsinsouthwest Fort
Lauderdale are exposed duringwestward departures.

7 ZA/ ^kJ
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Simply stated,since the departures arestaggered on 290 headings,there isno reason they cannot be staggered on 275 headings.

Letter fromKent George to Mayor lack Seiler, August 3, 2015.
'EnvironmentalImpact Study 2008,Page 6C-20: ‘Runway 9L27R departure tracks were supplemented with15-depee and30-drc>returns totheNorth. Runway
9R/27L departure tracks were supplemented with15-degree turns to the South.The additional turns are needed to obtainminimumseparation during simultaneous
departures".
3 EIS 2008: Appendix H,Page H.1-6 TM29
4Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT letter dated August 3, 2015. Also states.Page 3,"the 290 (west) heading must be used for all departures to gates
ARKES/ZAPPA/BAHMA [sic) and 275 (West) MNATE [sic].

Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by December 1, 2017 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101 Dania Beach,Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Keith Roberts:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 3-2: Quality of Life
•  3-4: Fuel Residue/Soot

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-504: Keith Roberts

BR&WARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

L O W I

jCv.TTK t>&c /ClFirst and Last Name

? 7 Tt l /s=~r̂</ </( y
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S'iUAddress

w
7

Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fiIpart150.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

^Arrivals
pf-bepartures

East Flow
West Flow

/^’Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

-3TEarly morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations

^̂ Overflights related to the new south runway
Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

H.Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-504: KEITH ROBERTS (continued)

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312
954-359-6100

BRjcWVARD
1 COUNTY

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop,or mail by December 1, 2017 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101 Dania Beach,Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Geoff  Rames:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 3-6: Prior Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-505: Geoff  Rames

rj s / \ A /A nr\ AVIATI0N DEPARTMENT
IjIVSJ y KI ) F°rt Lauderdale-Hol|ywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45lhStreet, Suite 101 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •

First and Last Name

Address

J "5 1r t.

Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals

^Departures
East Flow

IQ Ŵest Flow
" Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway

Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)

f^Yort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston

Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-505: Geoff  Rames (Continued)

Comment for the BCAD Part 150 Study

I request that my comments on this page be entered into the official record of the Partl50 Airport Noise Compatibility Planning
Study being conducted for Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. I also request that all notifications of future meetings
for Public Input be sent to my email address.

sZt* 4, A- <^iMy Name & Address:
My email address: <£•&*** /* i . >

I live in the Lauderdale Isles neighborhood in southwest Fort Lauderdale. Our neighborhood has become severely impacted by the
unbearable aircraft noise and constant overflights since the westward departure procedure for the north runway changed after the
opening of the new south runway. This is due to the original departure heading being changed from 275 to 290.

1. We were told by officials of BCAD and the FAA that the change from 275 degrees to 290 degrees was necessary for "safety"
reasons for simultaneous departures from the South and North runways.

2. When assigned the 290 heading,pilots begin that turn as soon as the aircraft "wheels up" instead of waiting till the end of the
runway, thereby not using the designated flight path south of 1595. Additionally,"Pilots will also be requested to maintain their
heading within the respective corridor until an altitude of 3,000 feet, or a distance from the runway end of three miles is reached
(standard departure for FLL)".1 This is not being complied with.

3. We were then told that the new departure procedures are in accordance with the Environmental Impact Study (EIS) for 2008.
"The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous departures" 2 [emphasis added].

4. The EIS 2008 does not address the noise levels over our community if new departure procedures are implemented and only one
noise reading was taken for the EIS: for an arrival on Tortugas Lane.3

5. There is no mention of simultaneous versus non-simultaneous departures in the Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT
document.4

6. These new departures were implemented with no public input from our community.
HOWEVER, despite the FAA's requirement for the 290 heading for 15 degrees of separation,the reality is that for west departures:

- Numerous departing flights on the south runway are assigned a 290 heading, which crosses over the flight path of the north
runway and is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- Numerous departing flights on the north runway are still assigned the 275 heading every day that westward departures are used,
which is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- As both 275 and 290 are assigned from both runways throughout the day, a reasonable person can only conclude that the 290
heading is used strictly for convenience and NOT FOR SAFETY.

The tower is able to assign these headings because it staggers the takeoffs.

And since the staggering of departures is normal operating procedure now, we maintain that all flights can use the original 275
heading with departures being staggered as necessary. Using the 275 heading exclusively for both runways with staggered
departures,when necessary,greatly diminishes the horrendous aircraft noise to which the neighborhoods in southwest Fort
Lauderdale are exposed during westward departures.
Simply stated,since the departures are staggered on 290 headings, there is no reason they cannot be staggered on 275 headings.

better from Kent George to Mayor Jack Seiler, August 3,2015.
'Environmental Impact Study 2008, Page 6C-20: "Runway 9L27R departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree and 30-degree turns to the North. Runway
9R/27L departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree turns to the South.The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous
departures".
3 EIS 2008:Appendix H,Page H.l-6 TM29
0 Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT letter dated August 3, 2015. Also states, Page 3,"the 290 (west) heading must be used for all departures to gates
ARKES/ZAPPA/BAHMA [sic] and 275 (West) MNATE [sic].



Dear Alan & James Gagnon:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  2-1: Arrivals
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-506: Alan & James Gagnon

B[\ Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International

C O U N T Y 2200*SW 45th Street, Suite 101
954-359-6100

AVIATION DEPARTMENT Comment Form

•Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •

Ij
*

S. u ) -y/xlo)

£hUS/(^ 33*>rj
Jj^non ?/£

ALUM f J*

dcjACnqFirst and Last Name

!/?./£** jeAddress

)/Xri /T^S. fs-TKEmail Address

bMeeting Location
/

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com.Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

<AArrivals

^ Departures

iT^East Flow
C West Flow

Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

iv/sarly morning operations

's/FAA airspace changes
frequency of operations

^Overflights related to the new south runway
Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-506: Alan & James Gagnon (continued)

nrwflA/Ann AVIATION DEPARTMENT

OCVVAKD F°rt Lauderda,e-Hol|ywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45"1 Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates,please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop,or mail by December 1, 2017 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Richard Cahoon:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 3-2: Quality of Life
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-507: Richard Cahoon

BR&WARD' COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45'" Street,Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

3
i
i (First and Last Name s'.
F"r( F( »/
b r (i 7 /ty?

!A-Address

Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR ) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals
Departures

East Flow
West Flow
Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

^lEarly morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations

^Overflights related to the new south runway
>5*KChanges in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)

^0Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston

Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-507: Richard Cahoon (continued)

11/2/17 Comments by Dick Cahoon on FAA’s Part 150 Noise Study

Prior to the South runway, Airline arrivals and Departures from and to
the west for many years travelled from the everglades straight to the
runway. We were never bothered and still are not bothered by arrivals
from the west, which line up with the runway and are always south of
I-595. Departures were noisy at times, and hadI known how noisy, I
would not have bought a home here.

However, it was nothing compared to the horror of the intrusive noise
after the drastic change in operations following the opening of the
2nd runway. The FAA started having west departures turn sharply and
immediately to the north so the planes flew close to and sometimes
over our houses. The FAA changed the departures without notice or
explanation, without public comment, and without a study such as a
Part 150 study. The FAA refuses to change departures back to the
way they were for decades, ruining our quiet enjoyment of our
property and blasting noise sometimes so bad that we cannot hold a
conversation outside on our lawn or patio or even inside or even
inside with windows closed.

Also, planes prevent sleep from before 6 am to late at night, until
11:30 and sometimes after midnight. This directly DIMINISHES OUR
HEALTH. At least 4 out of 5 health professionals will tell you the
average person, especially those age 70 or more like me and my wife,
needs more sleep than that, or we will suffer the consequences of
shortened life, diminished quality of life and many other health
hazards.
The solution for our neighborhood is incredibly simple. Go back to
departures straight out toward the everglades to the west until at
least 3 miles to US 441 before turning north. There is no reason to
turn north. We have been lied to about the reasons, ignored, and
been given bogus reasons for the change in flight direction. Flying
over a residential area is outrageous when flights could continue the
historic direction to the west over areas that are mostly natural,
commercial, industrial, or transportation corridor of I-595.



Dear Crystal Townsend:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 3-2: Quality of Life
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-508: Crystal Townsend

BREVARDCOUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

IOeu^aOFirst and Last Name ( r\ i

l CL/ C» /r i / /- > y t- C1

jjfefcr'WccjCl
Address

333 UU
Plrat/iS' Aiv4 HviJ-'Js <i )

CP'̂ <531. f ]
Email Address

a e (rlrr^Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150,Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www,fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals
Departures
East Flow

0^/Vest Flow
;rCN7ghttime operations (10pm -6am)

Z7! Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes

2TFrequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway

Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)

"3 Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-508: Crystal Townsend (continued)

nnv'\ A /A nr\ AV|AT|ONDEPARTMENT

lDl \ V/ \I \L/ F°rt Lauderdale-Hol|ywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45'h Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L o R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by December1, 2017 to:

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study
2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Barbara Huie:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following response that applies to your comments. 

Vehicle Parking and Car Traffi  c

The purpose of the Part 150 Study currently underway at FLL is to 
evaluate the compatibility of aircraft noise and the communities that 
surround FLL.  Concerns related to vehicle traffi  c and parking at FLL 
should be directed to the Broward County Aviation Department. 
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-509: Barbara Huie

BR&WARD* COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

PfljrVvirn nuteFirst and Last Name

V-V :LU-\vnccd FtAddress

UmeVrx x h/c- ac\ • ccxv\Email Address

Sjcwdiire (i mnnMeeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals
Departures

East Flow
West Flow
Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway
Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-509: Barbara Huie (continued)

BR&VVARD' COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates,please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by December 1, 2017 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Davin Townsend:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-10: NCP Recommendations 
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-11: FLL Noise Insulation Program
• 3-2: Quality of Life
• 3-3: Impact on Property Values
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-510: David Townsend

BROWARDCOUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

zOfA /1First and Last Name

Address

S-
<?C£.Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllparn50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals

^Departures
East Flow

Ĵ West Flow
Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations

^ FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway

^.Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)

XiFort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
i Hollywood

Davie

Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-510: David Townsend (continued)

n n v ' \ A /A n P\ AVIATI0N DEPARTMENT

DKOYVAKU Fort Lauderdale-Hol|ywood International

COUN 1 Y 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

i p A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by December1, 2017 to
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101 Dania Beach,Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Dirk Lowry:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
•  2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-511: Dirk Lowry

BR&WARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

<C) /V ^First and Last Name <J QJ <S- 7
/ ISL ) r\j i —tA-̂ SV fig 3 ~5 JvAddress

V//* -
Email Address

57^ /Meeting Location >V 1-e

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities.This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150,Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrjyals
ILKDepartures

E^stfFlow
B^West Flow

Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

C Early morning operations

-V^AA airspace changes
Frequency of operations

J Overflights related to the new south runway
’Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach

ForJ-Eauderdale (east of FLL)

DYort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-511: Dirk Lowry (continued)

i> ( y'-VL L0 iO f^vl<s“L-tx-'U it Cu,\-<L
Part 150 Comments
Our neighborhood has become severely impacted by unbearable aircraft noise and
constant overflightssince the departure procedure for the North runway changed. We
were told by officials of BCADand the FAA that the change from 270 degrees to 285
degreeswas necessary for safety reasons for simultaneous departures from the South and
North runways. We were then told that the new departure procedures are in accordance
with the Environmental Impact Study (EIS) for 2008. Page 6C-20 of the EIS 2008 states:
“Runway 9L/27R departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree and 30-degree
turns to the North. Runway 9R/27L departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree
turns to the South. The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during
simultaneous departures”, [emphasis added]

Note that based on the Miami Air Traffic Control Tower (ATCT) and Fort Lauderdale
ATCT letter dated August 3, 2015, Page 3, the 290 (west) heading must be used for all
departures to gates ARKES/ZAPPA/BAHMA [sic] and 275 (West) MNATE [sic].
There is no mention of simultaneous versus non-simultaneous departures in the Miami
ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT document. ALSO these new departures were
implemented with no public input from our community and the ETS 2008 does not
address the noise levels over our community if new departure procedures are
implemented. As a matter of fact, there was only one noise reading taken, see Appendix
H, Page H.l-6 TM29 during the EIS 2008 for an arrival on Tortugas Lane.
Also, on August 3, 2015, Kent George stated in his letter to the mayor of Fort
Lauderdale, “Pilots will also be requested to maintain their heading within the respective
corridor until an altitude of 3,000 feet, or a distance from the runway end of three miles is
reached (standard departure for FLL)”. THIS IS NOT WHAT HAPPENS IN
REALITY!!! Airplanes start turning while they even do not reach the end of the
runway.

To conclude, the airplanes fly over our homes when there is no simultaneous departure.
Airplanes make turns before they even reach the end of the runway. Airplanes take off
very frequently on 290 heading from the South and North runways, which suggests that
they are staggered. Since the departures are staggered on 290 headings why are they not
staggered on 275 headings?

Above all, as we repeated from the beginning, we need a waypoint directly west on each
runway at the Turnpike in order to avoid airplanes turning prematurely right over our
homes.



Dear Donna Couhe:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  1-7: Public Meetings/Administrative/Communication
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 3-2: Quality of Life
• 3-3: Impact on Property Values

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-512: Donna Couhe

BR&WARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45'n Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

I D A

V
r^O AFirst and Last Name

ilw- T1- ii/eAddress

Fv- Z l ' j l f

Email Address

S1 G/UATU(U gjjjWbMeeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3) ?

Arrivals
Departures
East Flow
West Flow

•^ENighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes

^ Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway
Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)

C Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston

Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-512: Donna Couhe (continued)

HH'* '1A /A nn AVIATION DEPARTMENT

\JW Q^WXKL/ Fort Lauderdale-Hol|ywood International

COUN 1 )' 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by December 1, 2017 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood international Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101 Dania Beach,Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Bob Leonard:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 3-6: Prior Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-513: Bob Leonard

BRX&VARD^ COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

First and Last Name

)Ldj- 333 ^
j.Address

1 l? c »> (*> * r^TEmail Address

~5lg oh*J*£>Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150,Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals

^^Departures

East Flow
st Flow

Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

arly morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway
Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Z Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)

J£^ort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED COMMENT CONTINUED

P-513: Bob Leonard (continued)

Comment for the BCAD Part 150 Study

nnv' \ A /A nn AVIATION DEPARTMENT

LJl \^vVWxKLy F°rt Lauderdale‘Hol|ywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 -
954-359-6100

Comment Form I request that my comments on this page be entered into the official record of the Partl50 Airport Noise Compatibility Planning
Study being conducted for Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. I also request that all notifications of future meetings
for Public Input be sent to my email address.
My Name & Address
My email address: ^rx(%r , hA * I

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.

I live in the Lauderdale Isles neighborhood in southwest Fort Lauderdale. Our neighborhood has become severely impacted by the
unbearable aircraft noise and constant overflights since the westward departure procedure for the north runway changed after the
opening of the new south runway. This is due to the original departure heading being changed from 275 to 290.

1. We were told by officials of BCAD and the FAA that the change from 275 degrees to 290 degrees was neces^v^or "safety"
reasons for simultaneous departures from the South and North runways. l i t d * -/ Were uJ’*'
2. When assigned the 290 heading, pilots begin that turn as soon as the aircraft "wheels up" instead of waiting till the end of the
runway,thereby not using the designated flight path south of 1595. Additionally, "Pilots will also be requested to maintain their
heading within the respective corridor until an altitude of 3,000 feet,ora distance from the runway end of three miles is reached
(standard departure for FLL)".1 This is not being complied with.

Ckv-tr,

V

J /SJt - Z-l^ ^*
3. We were then told that the new departure procedures are in accordance with the Environmental Impact Study (EIS) for 2008.
"The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous departures".2(emphasis added].rf-
4. The EIS 2008 does not address the noise levels over our community if new departure procedures are implemented and only one
noise reading was taken for the EIS: for an arrival on Tortugas Lane.3

5. There is no mention of simultaneous versus non-simultaneous departures in the Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT
document."7

Jjcrf

6. These new departures were implemented with no public input from our community.
FIOWEVER, despite the FAA's requirement for the 290 heading for 15 degrees of separation,the reality is that for west departures:

- Numerous departing flights on the south runway are assigned a 290 heading, which crosses over the flight path of the north
runway and is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- Numerous departing flights on the north runway are still assigned the 275 heading every day that westward departures are used,
which is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- As both 275 and 290 are assigned from both runways throughout the day, a reasonable person can only conclude that the 290
heading is used strictly for convenience and NOT FOR SAFETY.
- The tower is able to assign these headings because it sunners the takeoffs.

And since the staggering of departures is normal operating procedure now, we maintain that all flights can use the original 275
'heading with departures being staggered as necessary. Using the 275 heading exclusively for both runways with staggered
departures,when necessary, greatly diminishes the horrendous aircraft noise to which the neighborhoods in southwest Fort
Lauderdale are exposed during westward departures.
Simply stated,since the departures are staggered on 290 headings, there is no reason they cannot be staggered on 275 headings.

Vetter from Kent George to Mayor Jack Seiler, August 3, 2015.
‘Environmental Impact Study 2008, Page 6C-20: "Runway 9L27R departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree and 30-degree turns to the North. Runway
9R/27L departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree turns to the South.The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous
departures".
3 EIS 2008: Appendix H, Page H.l-6 TM29
Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT letter dated August 3,2015. Also states,Page 3,"the 290 (west) heading must be used for all departures to gates

ARKES/ZAPPA/BAHMA [sic] and 275 (West) MNATE (sic).

Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by December1, 2017 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach,Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Douglas Bushey:

Thank you for submitting your comment regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c response that applies to your 
comment. 

• 1-7: Public Meetings/Administrative/Communication
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-514: Douglas Bushey

BROWARDCOUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45ln Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

YbtJtj A AFirst and Last Name

Address

U>,CLK f \& (Email Address

S\ <tyv\V.»YfMeeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals
Departures
East Flow

0/West Flow
I^Jighttime operations (10pm -6am)

M Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway
Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

— Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other —
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-514: Douglas Bushey (continued)

BRjctyVARD
- COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45"' Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future

project updates,please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by December 1, 2017 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach,Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Benjamin Acher:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 3-2: Quality of Life
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-515: Benjamin Acher

BR&WARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45"' Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach. Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

r
S~

QQ TWe- SjwiiiV f~> I - -L ;
First and Last Name

Address

I

1 r* *~ t I3Email Address l~ r 53 ('rn̂ CsV! ^3Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR ) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3) ?

Arrivals
Departures

fî East Flow
West Flow

S^Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

0^Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway
Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches

_ Weston
j/other (X K
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-515: Benjamin Acher (continued)

BR0WARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

E L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future

project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by December 1, 2017 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Charlotte Rodstrom:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 3-6: Prior Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-516: Charlotte Rodstrom

BR&WARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

OKFirst and Last Name

[ a t e WwrgVjAddress

-A- N
Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com.Thank you for your interest and participation.
What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations

29 Overflights related to the new south runway
Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Departures
East Flow

$West Flow
Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Where do you live?

Dania Beach

£fcFort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City

Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other .
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-516: Charlotte Rodstrom (continued)

Comment for the BCAD Part 150 Study

I request that my comments on this page be entered into the official record of the Partl50 Airport Noise Compatibility Planning
Study being conducted for Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. I also request that all notifications of future meetings
for Public Input be sent to my email address.

My Name & Address:
My email address: C C(~o<V .̂V< o ,r g> cv>

Hive-in the Lauderdale Isles neighborhood in southwest Fort Lauderdale. Our neighborhood has become severefy impacted by the
unbearable aircraft noise and constant overflights since the westward departure procedure for the north runway changed after the
opening of the new south runway. This is due to the original departure heading being changed from 275 to 290.

1. We were told by officials of BCAD and the FAA that the change from 275 degrees to 290 degrees was necessary for "safety"
reasons for simultaneous departures from the South and North runways.

2. When assigned the 290 heading,pilots begin that turn as soon as the aircraft "wheels up" instead of waiting till the end of the
runway,thereby not using the designated flight path south of 1595. Additionally, "Pilots will also be requested to maintain their
heading within the respective corridor until an altitude of 3,000 feet, or a distance from the runway end of three miles is reached
(standard departure for FLL)". 1 This is not being complied with.
3. We were then told that the new departure procedures are in accordance with the Environmental Impact Study (EIS) for 2008.
"The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous departures".2 [emphasis added].
4. The EIS 2008 does not address the noise levels over our community if new departure procedures are implemented and only one
noise reading was taken for the EIS: for an arrival on Tortugas Lane.3

5. There is no mention of simultaneous versus non-simultaneous departures in the Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT
document.4

6. These new departures were implemented with no public input from our community.

HOWEVER, despite the FAA's requirement for the 290 heading for 15 degrees of separation, the reality is that for west departures:

- Numerous departing flights on the south runway are assigned a 290 heading, which crosses over the flight path of the north
runway and is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- Numerous departing flights on the north runway are still assigned the 275 heading every day that westward departures are used,
which is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- As both 275 and 290 are assigned from both runways throughout the day, a reasonable person can only conclude that the 290
heading is used strictly for convenience and NOT FOR SAFETY.
- The tower is able to assign these headings because it staggers the takeoffs.

And since the staggering of departures is normal operating procedure now,we maintain that all flights can use the original 275
heading with departures being staggered as necessary. Using the 275 heading exclusively for both runways with staggered
departures, when necessary, greatly diminishes the horrendous aircraft noise to which the neighborhoods in southwest Fort
Lauderdale are exposed during westward departures.
Simply stated, since the departures are staggered on 290 headings, there is no reason they cannot be staggered on 275 headings.

1Letter from Kent George to Mayor Jack Seiler, August 3,2015.
‘Environmental Impact Study 2008,Page 6C-20: "Runway 9L27R departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree and 30-degree turns to the North. Runway
9R/27L departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree turns to the South. The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous
departures".
3

EIS 2008: Appendix H,Page H.l-6 TM29
4 Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT letter dated August 3,2015. Also states,Page 3,"the 290 (west) heading must be used for all departures to gates
ARKES/ZAPPA/BAHMA [sic] and 275 (West) MNATE (sic).



Dear Tanner Lake:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  1-7: Public Meetings/Administrative/Communication
• 2-1: Arrivals
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-517: Tanner Lake

BRjcWVARD
COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

E L O R I D A

"fanner lavs.
'2-882- nrr.lnnrd r \r r \e . Dnvne , PL.

First and Last Name

Address

. oono
muif , . fvirftnrh

Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning . At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

IArrivals
Departures
East Flow
West Flow
Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations

PL FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway
Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood

W Davie

Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-517: Tanner Lake (continued)

BR&WARD- COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at
Fort Lauderdale-Flollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by December1, 2017 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach,Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Vince Baumert:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 3-6: Prior Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019

Comments and Responses
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-518: Vince Baumert

BR&WARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

L O R I P A

[fl mzA/'hFirst and Last Name

( ' X> OnAddress

u,yi4'A;.' <>*. /1A' /laJfhAi /, tlfto-*
SI'&P-AJ-V Cxhf̂ -K

Email Address

5Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals
Departures
East Flow

*^West Flow

^Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations

FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway

^Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other

£
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-518: Vince Baumert (continued)

Comment for the BCAD Part 150 Study

I request that my comments on this page be entered into the official record of the Partl50 Airport Noise Compatibility Planning
Study being conducted for Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. I also request that all notifications of future meetings
for Public Input be sent to my email address.

/ l/i/ A $ QUA yv\ Cs (x.y i-'dli/ ]

I live in the Lauderdale Isles neighborhood in southwest Fort Lauderdale. Our neighborhood has become severely impacted by the
unbearable aircraft noise and constant overflights since the westward departure procedure for the north runway changed after the
opening of the new south runway. This is due to the original departure heading being changed from 275 to 290.

My Name & Address:
My email address:

1. We were told by officials of BCAD and the FAA that the change from 275 degrees to 290 degrees was necessary for "safety"
reasons for simultaneous departures from the South and North runways.

2. When assigned the 290 heading,pilots begin that turn as soon as the aircraft "wheels up" instead of waiting till the end of the
runway, thereby not using the designated flight path south of 1595. Additionally,"Pilots will also be requested to maintain their
heading within the respective corridor until an altitude of 3,000 feet,ora distance from the runway end of three miles is reached
(standard departure for FLL)".1 This is not being complied with.

3. We were then told that the new departure procedures are in accordance with the Environmental Impact Study (EIS) for 2008.
"The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous departures".2 [emphasis added].
4. The EIS 2008 does not address the noise levels over our community if new departure procedures are implemented and only one
noise reading was taken for the EIS: for an arrival on Tortugas Lane.3

5. There is no mention of simultaneous versus non-simultaneous departures in the Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT
document.4

6. These new departures were implemented with no public input from our community.

HOWEVER, despite the FAA's requirement for the 290 headingfor 15 degrees of separation, the reality is that for west departures:

- Numerous departing flights on the south runway are assigned a 290 heading,which crosses over the flight path of the north
runway and is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- Numerous departing flights on the north runway are still assigned the 275 heading every day that westward departures are used,
which is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- As both 275 and 290 are assigned from both runways throughout the day, a reasonable person can only conclude that the 290
heading is used strictly for convenience and NOT FOR SAFETY.

- The tower is able to assign these headings because it staggers the takeoffs.

And since the staggering of departures is normal operating procedure now, we maintain that all flights can use the original 275
heading with departures being staggered as necessary. Using the 275 heading exclusively for both runways with staggered
departures, when necessary,greatly diminishes the horrendous aircraft noise to which the neighborhoods in southwest Fort
Lauderdale are exposed during westward departures.

Simply stated, since the departures are staggered on 290 headings, there is no reason they cannot be staggered on 275 headings.

1
Letter from Kent George to Mayor Jack Seiler,August 3,2015.
‘Environmental Impact Study 2008,Page 6C-20: "Runway 9L27R departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree and 30-degree turns to the North. Runway
9R/27L departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree turns to the South.The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous
departures".
3 EIS 2008: Appendix H,Page H.l-6 TM29
4Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT letter dated August 3,2015. Also states,Page 3,"the 290 (west) heading must be used for all departures to gates
ARKES/ZAPPA/BAHMA [sic] and 275 (West) MNATE [sic].



Dear Sean Osley:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 3-6: Prior Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-519: Sean Osley

BRjc&VARD* COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

a OsFirst and Last Name

^ Cdr f'L
( I LMAJ-4

Address

Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150,Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals
Departures
East Flow

^West Flow
Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway

[0 Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)

/§3. Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City

Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-519: Sean Osley (continued)

Comment for the BCAD Part 150 Study

I request that my comments on this page be entered into the official record of the Partl50 Airport Noise Compatibility Planning
Study being conducted for Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. I also request that all notifications of future meetings
for Public Input be sent to my email address.

Cys(f 6/
SZ rtt _ tOivt /

My Name & Address:
My email address:

I live in the Lauderdale Isles neighborhood in southwest Fort Lauderdale. Our neighborhood has become severely impacted by the
unbearable aircraft noise and constant overflights since the westward departure procedure for the north runway changed after the
opening of the new south runway. This is due to the original departure heading being changed from 275 to 290.

1. We were told by officials of BCAD and the FAA that the change from 275 degrees to 290 degrees was necessary for "safety"
reasons for simultaneous departures from the South and North runways.

2. When assigned the 290 heading,pilots begin that turn as soon as the aircraft "wheels up" instead of waiting till the end of the
runway, thereby not using the designated flight path south of 1595. Additionally, "Pilots will also be requested to maintain their
heading within the respective corridor until an altitude of 3,000 feet,ora distance from the runway end of three miles is reached
(standard departure for FLL)".1 This is not being complied with.

3. We were then told that the new departure procedures are in accordance with the Environmental Impact Study (EIS) for 2008.
"The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous departures''.2 [emphasis added].

4. The EIS 2008 does not address the noise levels over our community if new departure procedures are implemented and only one
noise reading was taken for the EIS: for an arrival on Tortugas Lane.3

5. There is no mention of simultaneous versus non-simultaneous departures in the Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT
document.4

6. These new departures were implemented with no public input from our community.

HOWEVER, despite the FAA's requirement for the 290 heading for 15 degrees of separation, the reality is that for west departures:

- Numerous departing flights on the south runway are assigned a 290 heading,which crosses over the flight path of the north
runway and is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- Numerous departing flights on the north runway are still assigned the 275 heading every day that westward departures are used,
which is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- As both 275 and 290 are assigned from both runways throughout the day,a reasonable person can only conclude that the 290
heading is used strictly for convenience and NOT FOR SAFETY.

The tower is able to assign these headings because it staggers the takeoffs.

And since the staggering of departures is normal operating procedure now, we maintain that all flights can use the original 275
heading with departures being staggered as necessary. Using the 275 heading exclusively for both runways with staggered
departures,when necessary,greatly diminishes the horrendous aircraft noise to which the neighborhoods in southwest Fort
Lauderdale are exposed during westward departures.

Simply stated, since the departures are staggered on 290 headings,there is no reason they cannot be staggered on 275 headings.

Letter from Kent George to Mayor Jack Seiler,August 3, 2015.
'Environmental Impact Study 2008,Page 6C-20: "Runway 9L27R departure tracks were supplemented with15-degree and30-degree turns to the North. Runway
9R/27L departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree turns to the South.The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous
departures".
3 EIS 2008:Appendix H,Page H.l-6 TM29
4Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT letter dated August 3,2015. Also states,Page 3,"the 290 (west) heading must be used for all departures to gates
ARKES/ZAPPA/8AHMA [sic] and 275 (West) MNATE [sic].



Dear Richard Cahoon:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  1-9: Part 150 Regulations/FAA Guidelines
• 2-6: Frequency of Operations
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 3-2: Quality of Life

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-520: Richard Cahoon

BR&WARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

c AA igH c AFirst and Last Name

P4~
/

/i)

S/Vyvi/z/Hi

Address

Email Address •> .. . .. . yy~-
Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project,newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up tojS)?

Arrivals
Departures

East Flow

^West Flow
Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway

0Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)

^̂
Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-520: Richard Cahoon (continued)

oo A

Noise Averaging Nonsense

Regarding the study's consideration of noise averaging, it
would be helpful to ask whether a low average would make
up for a violent wake up by even one plane at 5:54 am.
Or,
How would someone like an average of only one air horn
blast daily from his neighbor, even though the average noise
level for the day would be much lower.
Or,
How many days of no activity would be required to average
away the pain level following a pulled tooth without
anesthesia? Or to average away the noise from the screams
resulting from such pulled tooth?
Or,
How can the study talk about noise average when the sound
is not averaged for our ears. Rather, our ears are ASSAULTED
for 30 seconds or longer during westerly departures that veer
north from 275 heading, followed by silence until the next air
assault. The next assault often occurs within one or two or so
minutes, and sometimes we get some relief for several
minutes between noise assaults.

THE POINT IS AVERAGING IS ABSURD.
Averaging is just another of the many ways the faa tries to
use to distract from the noise imposed by its narrow focus on
airplane departures without regard to the tragedy on the
ground.

When we cannot hear ourselves think, let alone talk or hear at
times when planes are overhead.



Dear Thierry Richter:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-521: Thierry Richter

BR&WARD
COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45"' Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

E L O R I P A

t h / ; J $t c. s'
KNassau Ln

V C 3 '3?> i
-V<g> c*\cViW* ^g ur r/aqr>)

First and Last Name

Address

Email Address

>̂ 1Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150,Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals

^Departures
East Flow

Gi/west Flow
G/Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations
[V]/FAA airspace changes
i^yFrequency of operations

Overflights related to the new south runway

Gi/changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
_J Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)

G/Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City

Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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MISCONCEPTIONS

-FAA (or anyone else) comments that "Rogue" pilots are to blame are ignorant comments. Flying a heading is the most basic of all pilot skills.Not to mention that a pilot can be violated for
deviating Many pilots are using autopilots (which cannot deviate) and/or flight directors

-People are confused about'Hea
neighborhood Track adjusts for

iding'and Track" Runway heading doesnot account or correct for wind A south wind of 20kts will push an aircraft even further to the north over the
that south wind A Track requires a fix (longitude/latitude) off the end of the rumway that the aircraft flies to.

-Magnetic Variance is an insignificant change to magnetic heading and is or shouldn't even be part of the discussionor an excuse for the new (290®) heading. Its a sound bite. It has only
changed 1* in my 38 years of flying

Respectfully

Thierry Richter

(Volunteer noise committee member)

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE Tablet

Under Florida law, most e-mail messages to or from Broward County employees or officials are public records, available to any person upon request, absent an
exemption. Therefore, any e-mail message to or from the County, inclusive of e-mail addresses contained therein may be subject to public disclosure

is!

From:terichter [mailto:terichter@comcast.net]
Sent:Thursday,July 21, 2016 9:34 PM
To:Ryan,Tim <TRYAN@broward.org>;Carter,Kristin <KMCARTER@broward.org>; felicia.goldstein@mail.house.gov
Cc:Angelina Pluzhnyk <lina@chyden.net>;Geoff Rames <grames.licia@gmail.com>; Dirk Lowry <dlowryl37@comcast.net>
Subject: LICIA (Lauderdale Isles) FLL noise solutions

Mr. Ryan

Iassume that you are up to your ears addressing the airport noise concerns ot the Lauderdale Isles and surrounding neighborhoods

As per your request alter our briel conversation at the last neighborhood meeting. I'm not writing to complain, but to enlighten you on some solutions and misconcepbons about the noise issues.

Iam aCaptain lor amajor airline and have llown in and out ot South Florida tor 30+ years I have consulted acquaintances trom both MIA and FLL ATC. The solutions are quite simple it not tor
the bureaucracy of the FAA

SOLUTIONS

We are told that the 290° heading is necessary to maintain 15 degrees of seperation for flights departing both runways simultaneously. Other airports accross the country accomplish separation
by staggering departures. This could easily be accomplished at FLL

-Staggered departures

3miles in trail is normal seperation for departing aircraft with the exception of large'heavy" aircraft which account for only a few of the daily departures Using staggered departure procedures
and a runway heading of 275°on the north runway and a 275-290° for the south runway will only add 15-20 seconds more than simultaneous departures With the exceptions of peak departure
times,most departures are ALREADY staggered, however they are still assigned a 290°on the north runway, taking them directly over the Lauderdale Isles

-3 mile andfor 3000ft restriction

When assigning north runway departures a 275° heading and restricting any turns until reaching 3 miles and/or 3000 feet would keep departing aircraft over industrial and clear of the Lauderdale
Isles This restriction would assure a distance and altitude that would drastically reduce the noise levels to pre expansion levels while causing a MINIMAL (10 second) delay on the northbound
turn



Dear Anker Pearce:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  1-7: Public Meetings/Administrative/Communication
• 1-9: Part 150 Regulations/FAA Guidelines

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-522: Anker Pearce

BRjcWVARD
1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Auktr fiVC-
[A/ haIt {'ia/ lpo' LfrnJt

First and Last Name

Address

Email Address

b I f lA i j f G /w J9Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150,Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivalŝ -
Departures

Eastjlow-

Twestilow
“ Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

£TEarly morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway
Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)

J^fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City

Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-522: Anker Pearce (continued)

BR&WARD* COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport.Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop,or mail by December 1, 2017 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

LA/ C

e c

c 0y\r
£UCK£D

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Louis Allistair de Verteurl:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 3-6: Prior Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-523: Louis Allistair de Verteurl

BROWARDCOUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

First and Last Name

Address

23^/Z-

/-4-AZ)£ (/ <&'Jfe.tsS&ct7?/ - A/zr'Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150,Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals

^Departures
East Flow

^West Flow

^Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

XEarly morning operations

XFAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway

^Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)

^Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-523: Louis Allistair de Verteurl (continued)

Comment for the BCAD Part 150 Study

I request that my comments on this page be entered into the official record of the Partl50 Airport Noise Compatibility Planning
Study being conducted for Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. I also request that all notifications of future meetings
for Public Input be sent to my email address.

k&~cs / SMy Name & Address:
My email address: lAAC>£V<y* i A/CT

I live in the Lauderdale Isles neighborhood in southwest Fort Lauderdale. Our neighborhood has become severely impacted by the
unbearable aircraft noise and constant overflights since the westward departure procedure for the north runway changed after the
opening of the new south runway. This is due to the original departure heading being changed from 275 to 290.

1. We were told by officials of BCAD and the FAA that the change from 275 degrees to 290 degrees was necessary for "safety"
reasons for simultaneous departures from the South and North runways.

2. When assigned the 290 heading,pilots begin that turn as soon as the aircraft "wheels up" instead of waiting till the end of the
runway, thereby not using the designated flight path south of 1595. Additionally,"Pilots will also be requested to maintain their
heading within the respective corridor until an altitude of 3,000 feet,ora distance from the runway end of three miles is reached
(standard departure for FLL)". 1 This is not being complied with.

3. We were then told that the new departure procedures are in accordance with the Environmental Impact Study (EIS) for 2008.
"The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous departures".2 [emphasis added].

4. The EIS 2008 does not address the noise levels over our community if new departure procedures are implemented and only one
noise reading was taken for the EIS: for an arrival on Tortugas Lane.3

5. There is no mention of simultaneous versus non-simultaneous departures in the Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT
document.4

6. These new departures were implemented with no public input from our community.

HOWEVER, despite the FAA's requirement for the 290 heading for 15 degrees of separation, the reality is that for west departures:

- Numerous departing flights on the south runway are assigned a 290 heading, which crosses over the flight path of the north
runway and is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- Numerous departing flights on thenorth runway are still assigned the 275 heading every day that westward departures are used,
which is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- As both 275 and 290 are assigned from both runways throughout the day, a reasonable person can only conclude that the 290
heading is used strictly for convenience and NOT FOR SAFETY.

- The tower is able to assign these headings because it staggers the takeoffs.

And since the staggering of departures is normal operating procedure now, we maintain that all flights can use the original 275
heading with departures being staggered as necessary. Using the 275 heading exclusively for both runways with staggered
departures, when necessary, greatly diminishes the horrendous aircraft noise to which the neighborhoods in southwest Fort
Lauderdale are exposed during westward departures.

Simply stated, since the departures are staggered on 290 headings, there is no reason they cannot be staggered on 275 headings.

Letter from Kent George to Mayor Jack Seiler, August 3, 2015.
'Environmental Impact Study 2008,Page 6C-20: "Runway 9L27R departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree and 30-degree turns to the North. Runway
9R/27L departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree turns to the South. The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous
departures'1.
3 EIS 2008: Appendix H, Page H.l-6 TM29
4 Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT letter dated August 3, 2015. Also states,Page 3, "the 290 (west) headingmust be used for all departures to gates

ARKES/ZAPPA/BAHMA [sic] and 275 (West) MNATE [sic].



Dear Mary Ayers:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-7: Early morning and Nighttime Operations
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 3-2: Quality of life
• 3-4: Fuel Residue/Soot
• 3-6: Prior Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-524: Mary Ayers

BRjc&VARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A
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First and Last Name

Address

7^£phlnc.(f \ '/ ffy2Zf @
J r hAftmuf * toA^

y\ CMS!Email Address

rMeeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project,newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals
Departures

Ea^t Flow
S-West Flow
Q'̂ ghttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations

©'Overflights related to the new south runway
Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)

B'̂ ort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED COMMENT CONTINUED

P-524: Mary Ayers (continued)

Comment for the BCAD Part 150 Study

n r v<' \ A /A n r\ AVIATION DEPARTMENT
0" y N T X I X L/ F°rt Lauderdale-Hol,Vwood International

C O U N T Y 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 -
954-359-6100

Comment Form I request that my comments on this page be entered into the official record of the Partl50 Airport Noise Compatibility Planning
Study being conducted for Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Ialso request that all notifications of future meetings
for Public Input be sent to my email address.

F L O R I D A My Name & Address: Mary Avers- 2501Cat Cay Lane. Fort Lauderdale,. FL 33312
My email address: deepbluediver229@hotmail.comPlease use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.

I live in the Lauderdale Isles neighborhood in southwest Fort Lauderdale. Our neighborhood has become severely impacted by the
unbearable aircraft noise and constant overflights since the westward departure procedure for the north runway changed after the
opening of the new south runway. This is due to the original departure heading being changed from 275 to 290.
1. We were told by officials of BCAD and the FAA that the change from 275 degrees to 290 degrees was necessary for "safety"
reasons for simultaneous departures from the South and North runways.{JJLUVL i.a Is^S TKg fi/iaJ-
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2. When assigned the 290 heading,pilots begin that turn as soon as the aircraft "wheels up" instead of waiting till the end of the
runway, thereby not using the designated flight path south of 1595. Additionally,"Pilots will also be requested to maintain their
heading within the respective corridor until an altitude of 3,000 feet, or a distance from the runway end of three miles is reached
(standard departure for FLL)".1 This is not being complied with.+_L
3. We were then told that the new departure procedures are in accordance with the Environmental Impact Study (EIS) for 2008.
'The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous departures".2 [emphasis added].

4. The EIS 2008 does not address the noise levels over our community if new departure procedures are implemented and only one
noise reading was taken for the EIS: for an arrival on Tortugas Lane.3

5. There is no mention of simultaneous versus non-simultaneous departures in the Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT
document.4

6.These new departures were implemented with no public input from our community.
1- l HOWEVER, despite the FAA's requirement for the 290 heading for 15 degrees of separation, the reality is that for west departures:

- Numerous departing flights on the south runway are assigned a 290 heading, which crosses over the flight path of the north
runway and is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation
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cl - Numerous departing flights on the north runway are still assigned the 275 heading every day that westward departures are used,
which is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

f s - As both 275 and 290 are assigned from both runways throughout the day, a reasonable person can only conclude that the 290
heading is used strictly for convenience and NOT FOR SAFETY.

1a -fok w k - The tower is able to assign these headings because it staggers the takeoffs.
And since the staggering of departures is normal operating procedure now, we maintain that all flights can use the original 275
heading with departures being staggered as necessary. Using the 275 heading exclusively for both runways with staggered
departures, when necessary, greatly diminishes the horrendous aircraft noise to which the neighborhoods in southwest Fort
Lauderdale are exposed during westward departures.
Simply stated, since the departures are staggered on 290 headings, there is no reason they cannot be staggered on 275 headings.

better from Kent George to Mayor Jack Seiler,August 3, 2015
‘Environmental Impact Study 2008,Page 6C-20: "Runway 9L27R departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree and 30-degree turns to the North. Runway
9R/27L departure tracks were supplemented with15-degree turns to the South. The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous
departures".
3 EIS 2008: Appendix H,Page H.l-6 TM29
Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT letter dated August 3,2015. Also states,Page 3,"the 290 (west) heading must be used for all departures to gates

ARKES/ZAPPA/BAHMA [sic] and 275 (West) MNATE [sic|.

it
Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by December 1, 2017 to:

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study
2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

(^> 2>«JE- MhviktcL'Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Neil Rubin:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 2-8: Aircraft Altitude
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 3-4: Fuel Residue/Soot
• 3-6: Prior Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-525: Neil Rubin

BROWARD' COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

th\ l
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First and Last Name

MAddress

rolAr L
n<z ] [ & A& Y

hrAn/)

F(
Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals
SH^epartures

Last Flow
Vwest Flow
Y'Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway
Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)

0^Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED COMMENT CONTINUED

P-525: Neil Rubin (continued)

Comment for the BCAD Part 150 Study

nnv'AA /A nn\ AV|AT|0N DEPARTMENT

Dl \ C^VVAKU F?rt Lauderdale-Hol|ywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 - Dania Beach, Florida 3 3 3 1 2 -
954-359-6100

Comment Form I request that my comments on this page be entered into the official record of the PartlSO Airport Noise Compatibility Planning

f
Study being conducted for Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. I also request that all notifications of future meetings
for Public Input be sent to my email address.

F L O R I D A
My Name & Address: Neil Rubin- 2501C.;t Cay L.me, Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312
My email address: _ skaternylgihotmail.comPlease use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.

I live in the Lauderdale Isles neighborhood in southwest Fort Lauderdale. Our neighborhood has become severely impacted by the
unbearable aircraft noise and constant overflights since the westward departure procedure for the north runway changed after the
opening of the new south runway. This is due to the original departure heading being changed from 275 to 290.
1. We were told by officials of BCAD and the FAA that the change from 275 degrees to 290 degrees was necessary for "safety"
reasons for simultaneous departures from the South and North runways.be.l n

leu) 2.When assigned the 290 heading,pilots begin that turn as soon as the aircraft "wheels up" instead of waiting till the end of the
runway, thereby not using the designated flight path south of 1595. Additionally, "Pilots will also be requested to maintain their
heading within the respective corridor until an altitude of 3,000 feet, or a distance from the runway end of three miles is reached
(standard departure for FLL)".1 This is not being complied with.
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3. We were then told that the new departure procedures are in accordance with the Environmental Impact Study (EIS) for 2008
"The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous departures".2 [emphasis added].
4. The EIS 2008 does not address the noise levels over our community if new departure procedures are implemented and only one
noise reading was taken for the EIS: for an arrival on Tortugas Lane.3

5. There is no mention of simultaneous versus non-simultaneous departures in the Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT
document.L tL-p.

AXJ<L\A LOU) 6. These new departures were implemented with no public input from our community.
HOWEVER, despite the FAA's requirement for the 290 heading for 15 degrees of separation,the reality is that for west departures:

- Numerous departing flights on the south runway are assigned a 290 heading, which crosses over the flight path of the north
runway and is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- Numerous departing flights on the north runway are still assigned the 275 heading every day that westward departures are used,
which is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- As both 275 and 290 are assigned from both runways throughout the day, a reasonable person can only conclude that the 290
heading is used strictly for convenience and NOT FOR SAFETY.

The tower is able to assign these headings because it staggers the takeoffs.
And since the staggering of departures is normal operating procedure now, we maintain that all flights can use the original 275
heading with departures being staggered as necessary. Using the 275 heading exclusively for both runways with staggered
departures, when necessary, greatly diminishes the horrendous aircraft noise to which the neighborhoods in southwest Fort
Lauderdale are exposed during westward departures.
Simply stated, since the departures are staggered on 290 headings, there is no reason they cannot be staggered on 275 headings.
1
Letter from Kent George to Mayor Jack Seiler,August 3, 201S.
‘Environmental Impact Study 2008,Page 6C-20: "Runway 9L27R departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree and 30-degree turns to the North. Runway
9R/27L departure tracks were supplemented with15-degree turns to the South.The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous
departures".
3 EIS 2008; Appendix H, Page H.l-6 TM29
1Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT letter dated August 3, 2015. Also states.Page 3,"the 290 (west) heading must be used for all departures to gates
ARKES/ZAPPA/BAHMA [sic] and 275 (West) MNATE [sic].

Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by December1, 2017 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Joan Smith:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 3-5: Vibration

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-526: Joan Smith

F°rt Lauderdale-Hol|ywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

AVIATION DEPARTMENT Comment Form

F L O R I D A

3^0 A. ' i 4-kFirst and Last Name

-Cf J whezokLo&> (Address

Email Address

Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals

^JJepartures
East Flow

'yCl West Flow
Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway

^^Kfchanges in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)

^Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-526: Joan Smith (continued)

rjrj v ' \ A /A n|-\ AVIATION DEPARTMENT
T^\|\L/ ^ort Lauderdale-Hollywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 - Dania Beach, Florida 33312 -
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by December1, 2017 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Kenneth Caccauale:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-527: Kenneth Caccauale

B&XWVARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by December 1, 2017 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101 Dania Beach,Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-527: Kenneth Caccauale (continued)

B&XWVARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by December 1, 2017 to:
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street,Suite 101 Dania Beach,Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Gary Luedtke:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

•  1-7: Public Meetings/Administrative/Communication
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-10: Airport Operations Forecast
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-528: Gary Luedtke

BRMWARD• COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45m Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

g/+fZi ArgfcT&eFirst and Last Name

^ V Jy>lZ \V £.Address

Ft 3 3$72. - S&J 3

G-lozbTtzLG. e it .Email Address

U.<*LB fc CiZAK &Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150,Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com.Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3) ?

[^Arrivals
Departures

Ef East Flow
West Flow
Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations

^Overflights related to the new south runway
Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

E/Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)
Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-528: Gary Luedtke (continued)

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

BRdWARD* COUNTY
Comment Form

F L O R I D A

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.
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la. Restrict, meaning prohibit unless having good reason, western arrivals to the south runway.
No change, continuing south runway western departures, <fe full eastern arrivals & departures.

lb. Dedicate the north runway to all arrivals, from either direction; & south runway to only departures.
lc. Limit the main runway to western operations (arrivals & departures), & the south runway to eastern usage.
2. Designate the north runway the PREFERRED, used exclusively till it reaches capacity.
3. Hefllly financially-pcnaluc pilots k /or their airline, for flagrant violations of the published guidelines regarding

time, altitude & 'or noise. Annually distribute the proceeds equally toowner-occupied homes in the existing 65 DNL.

4. CLOSE, via lights-out, the south runway by Tower Order from 9p - 9am (as it was, lOp - 7am, from '95 to 2013).

5. Mandate that everyone involved, from city & county commissioners, FLL management, airline representatives &
pilots who use the south runway. Part 150 staff & TAC members, FLL’s Noise Abatement Committee, &
Dania's Airport Advisory Board; visit Dania Cove Park, a couple blocks north of Griffin on 25lh Terrace,
to experience the actual effects on the surrounding homes.
IF TRUMP CAN CO TO PUERTO RICO.WE CAY CO THE MILE.

4



Dear Lynn Cahoon:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 3-6: Prior Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-529: Lynn Cahoon

BRjt&VARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

CoJk\ oov~>il±lFirst and Last Name

U)Address

Yk /i 2̂l
Email Address {_±

Meeting Location 5 r -C Cy]fst~dl1
The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150,Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

Arrivals
Departures
East Flow

K^West Flow
Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway
Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)

[& Fort Lauderdale (north or west FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City

Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED COMMENT CONTINUED

P-529: Lynn Cahoon (continued)

From: DICK CAHOON bchprop@mac.com &
Subject: 150 comments

Date: Novembers, 2017 at 3:11 PM
To: Lynn Cahoon lynncahoon@mac comnn V,'A A /A nr\ AV|AT|0N DEPARTMENT

[Dl \ V/ \l \L y F°rt Lauderdale _Hol|ywood International

COUNTY 2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

»

Comment for the BCAD Pert ISO StudyPlease use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.

Irequest that my comments on this page be entered Into the official record of the PartlSO Airport Noise Compatibility Planning
Study being conducted for Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. I also request that all notificationsof future meetings
for Public Input be sent to my em* address

My Name & Address:
My email address: b'lih/l. <SChn

I
C-A Ilive in theLauderdale isles neighborhood In southwest fort Lauderdale. Our neighborhood has become severely impacted by the

unbearable aircraft noise and constant overflights since the westward departure procedure for the north runway changed after the
opening of the new south runway. This is due to the original departure headingbeing changed from 275 to 290.is -GV- u/ r̂kHt -. JT.J

\?> ~f^tc. l] ilha 1. We were told by officials of BCAD and the FAA that the change from 275 degrees to 290 degrees was necessary for "safety"
reasons for simultaneous departures from the South andNorth runways.r-fn r~

4-) J ’finS' |o rT^y^llihs^ 2.When assigned the 290 heading,pilots begin that turn as soon as the aircraft'wheels up* Instead of waiting till the end of the
runway, thereby not using the designated flight path south of 1595. Additionally,'Pilots will also be requested to maintain their
heading within the respective corridor until an attitude of 3.000 feet, or a distance from the runway end of three miles is reached
(standard departure for FLlt”. 1 This Is not being complied with.Ursi d j&Lghfy

hnyx -P- ** j
Li.k

O \fl2A— OKJr
3. We were then told that the new departure procedures are in accordance with the tnreonmei >tal impact Study (H5) for 2008.

'The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous dcparturM . /rmpfMiff mMed,1

a. Ihe EIS 2008 does not address the noise levels over our community if new departure procedures are implemented and only one
noise reading was taken for the EIS: for an arrival on Tortugas Lane.’

tuxj /v

1/1

5. There is no mention of simultaneous versus non-slmultaneous departures in the Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCf
document.6

rtfrl'KJL /t=»Jcr}£Tfoies
f'iK~l OOy i rwT/'Vll 2/1I

3.
'oh C

icUyS jfN<wV Q»y\ tn\ iheS) Gr

CJO
6. These new departures were implemented with no public Input from our community.U
HOWEVER,despite theFAA's requirement for the 290 heading for 15 degrees of separation, the reality is that for west departures:

) - Numerous departing flights on the south runway are assigned a 290 heading, which crosses over the flight path of the north
runway and is obviously not In compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

• Numerous departing flights on the north runway are still assigned the 27S heading every day that westward departures are used,
which Is obviously not In compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- As both 275 and 290 are assigned from both runways throughout the day, a reasonable person can only conclude that the 290
heading Is used strictly for convenience and NOT FOR SAFETY.

- The tower is able to assign these headings because It staggers the takeoffs.

And since the staggenng of departures Is normal operatingprocedure now,we maintain that all flights can use the original 275
heading with departures being staggered as necessary. Using the 275 heading exclusively for both runways with staggered
departures, when necessary,greatly diminishes the horrendous aircraft noise to which the neighborhoods in southwest Fort
Lauderdale are exposed during westward departures.

Simply stated,since the departures are staggered on 290 headings, there Is no reason they cannot be staggered on 275 headings.
loiter trcmKenl George to Mayor tick Scllor, August 3. 2015.
'(nerormtnlrl Inxml Study ICO*. Pege 6C-20: "ku>wi»*'9L27k depaUiiTetr»tk > y.ete rupptemenied with ) 5-degree and W degree turnsto theMorlh Rut»»»
9K/27L departure tracks were supplemented with IS degree rums to me South The additional turns are needed to obianmnmumseparationduring; simultaneous
departures*
3 EIS M08:Append!.H, PageH 1-6 TM29
‘Miami ATCT and Ton Lauderdale ATCT loner dated August 3, 2D1S. Also states,Pago 3. 'Ihe 290 (urest)headingmust be used lor al departures to gates
AflkESfZWH'A /BAHMA till) aryl 17S(We>tlMNATE|vc|

Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop,or mail by December1, 2017 to:

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study
2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101 Dania Beach,Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Terry Rhoades:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 3-6: Prior Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-530: Terry Rhoades

Comment for the BCAD Part 150 Study

I request that my comments on this page be entered into the official record of the Partl50 Airport Noise Compatibility Planning
Study being conducted for Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. I also request that all notifications of future meetings
for Public Input be sent to my email address.
My Name & Address: / y h f > A .
My email address: sSt / * 7T7 /v.
I live in the Lauderdale Isles neighborhood in southwest Fort Lauderdale. Our neighborhood has become severely impacted by the
unbearable aircraft noise and constant overflights since the westward departure procedure for the north runway changed after the
opening of the new south runway. This is due to the original departure heading being changed from 275 to 290.
1. We were told by officials of BCAD and the FAA that the change from 275 degrees to 290 degrees was necessary for "safety"
reasons for simultaneous departures from the South and North runways.
2. When assigned the 290 heading,pilots begin that turn as soon as the aircraft "wheels up" instead of waiting till the end of the
runway,thereby not using the designated flight path south of 1595. Additionally,"Pilots will also be requested to maintain their
heading within the respective corridor until an altitude of 3,000 feet,or a distance from the runway end of three miles is reached
(standard departure for FLL)".1 This is not being complied with

3. We were then told that the new departure procedures are in accordance with the Environmental Impact Study (EIS) for 2008.
‘The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous departures".2 [emphasis added].

4. The EIS 2008 does not address the noise levels over our community if new departure procedures are implemented and only one
noise reading was taken for the EIS: for an arrival on Tortugas Lane.3

5. There is no mention of simultaneous versus non-simultaneous departures in the Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT
document.4

6. These new departures were implemented with no public input from our community.
HOWEVER,despite the FAA's requirement for the 290 heading for 15 degrees of separation,the reality is that for west departures:

- Numerous departing flights on the south runway are assigned a 290 heading, which crosses over the flight path of the north
runway and is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- Numerous departing flights on the north runway are still assigned the 275 heading every day that westward departures are used,
which is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- As both 275 and 290 are assigned from both runways throughout the day,a reasonable person can only conclude that the 290
heading is used strictly for convenience and NOT FOR SAFETY.
- The tower is able to assign these headings because it staggers the takeoffs.
And since the staggering of departures is normal operating procedure now,we maintain that all flights can use the original 275
heading with departures being staggered as necessary. Using the 275 heading exclusively for both runways with staggered
departures, when necessary, greatly diminishes the horrendous aircraft noise to which the neighborhoods in southwest Fort
Lauderdale are exposed during westward departures.

Simply stated, since the departures are staggered on 290 headings, there is no reason they cannot be staggered on 275 headings.
ILetter from Kent George to Mayor Jack Seller,August 3,201S.
’Environmental Impact Study 2008,Page 6C-20: "Runway 9L27R departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree and 30-degree turns to the North. Runway
9R/27L departure tracks were supplemented with15-degree turns to the South.The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous
departures".
3 EIS 2008: Appendix H,Page H.i-6 TM29
* Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT letter dated August 3,2015. Also states.Page 3,"the 290 (west) heading must be used for all departures to gates
ARKES/ZAPPA/BAHMA [sic] and 275 (West) MNATE [sic].
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Dear Barbara Magill:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
•  1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-5: Existing/General Noise Complaint
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 3-2: Quality of LIfe
• 3-3: Impact on Property Values

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
Final 14 CFR Part 150 Noise Exposure Map Report

June 2019
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-531: Barbara Magill

Bfcjc&VARD
COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street , Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

F L O R I D A

First and Last Name

/ ¥ V-9 SC /V-M (-/-Address

Pri<L ,F<~ 33 $ t&
i

U CrW & i / . C cn̂Email Address

b>°0 S t, AiM-Meeting Location

The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations ( CFR) Part 150, Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.fllpart150.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.

What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3)?

D Arrivals
By Departures

Z East Flow
West Flow
Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

Early morning operations
FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway

~>/ Changes in flight paths for the north runway

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
sf Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)

Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City

Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other
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COMMENT CONTINUED

P-531: Barbara Magill (continued)

nrw'A A /A nr\ AV|ATION DEPARTMENT

Olv V T T X F V L/ Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International

C .C)UF^1 T Y 2200 SW 45'" Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

D Ao

Please use the space below to provide your comments regarding the 14 CFR Part 150 Study at

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. Your comments will be reviewed and considered
during the Study. Your participation in the process is appreciated. If you wish to receive future
project updates, please provide your contact information on the other side of this form.
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Please drop this form in the Comment Box at the Public Workshop, or mail by December 1,2017 to:

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport, Aviation Department - Part 150 Study

2200 SW 45th Street, Suite 101Dania Beach, Florida 33312

Please note: All comments may be made publicly available.



Dear Tom Feerland:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 3-6: Prior Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-532: Tom Feerland

7W ,
uVftComment for the BCAD Part 150 Study

I request that my comments on this page be entered into the official record of the Partl50 Airport Noise Compatibility Planning
Study being conducted for Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. I also request that all notifications of future meetings
for Public Input be sent to my email address.
My Name & Address: /*My email address: "7$ «cT
I live in the Lauderdale Isles neighborhood in southwest Fort Lauderdale. Our neighborhood has become severely impacted by the
unbearable aircraft noise and constant overflights since the westward departure procedure for the north runway changed after the
opening of the new south runway. This is due to the original departure heading being changed from 275 to 290.

1. We were told by officials of BCAD and the FAA that the change from 275 degrees to 290 degrees was necessary for "safety"
reasons for simultaneous departures from the South and North runways.

2.When assigned the 290 heading, pilots begin that turn as soon as the aircraft "wheels up" instead of waiting till the end of the
runway, thereby not using the designated flight path south of 1595. Additionally, "Pilots will also be requested to maintain their
heading within the respective corridor until an altitude of 3,000 feet, or a distance from the runway end of three miles is reached
(standard departure for FLL)".1 This is not being complied with.
3. We were then told that the new departure procedures are in accordance with the Environmental Impact Study (EIS) for 2008.
'The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous departures".2 [emphasis added].

4. The EIS 2008 does not address the noise levels over our community if new departure procedures are implemented and only one
noise reading was taken for the EIS: for an arrival on Tortugas Lane.3

5. There is no mention of simultaneous versus non-simultaneous departures in the Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT
document.4

6.These new departures were implemented with no public input from our community.
HOWEVER, despite the FAA's requirement for the 290 heading for 15 degrees of separation,the reality is that for west departures:

- Numerous departing flights on the south runway are assigned a 290 heading,which crosses over the flight path of the north
runway and is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- Numerous departing flights on the north runway are still assigned the 275 heading every day that westward departures are used,
which is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- As both 275 and 290 are assigned from both runways throughout the day, a reasonable person can only conclude that the 290
heading is used strictly for convenience and NOT FOR SAFETY.

- The tower is able to assign these headings because it staggers the takeoffs.
And since the staggering of departures is normal operating procedure now, we maintain that all flights can use the original 275
heading with departures being staggered as necessary. Using the 275 heading exclusively for both runways with staggered
departures, when necessary, greatly diminishes the horrendous aircraft noise to which the neighborhoods in southwest Fort
Lauderdale are exposed during westward departures.

Simply stated, since the departures are staggered on 290 headings, there is no reason they cannot be staggered on 275 headings.

Letter from Kent George to Mayor Jack Seiler, August 3,2015.
’Environmental Impact Study 2008, Page 6C-20: "Runway 9L27R departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree and 30-degree turns to the North. Runway
9R/27L departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree turns to the South. The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous
departures".
3 EIS 2008:Appendix H,Page H.1-6TM29
"Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT letter dated August 3,2015. Also states, Page 3,"the 290 (west) heading must be used for all departures to gates
ARKES/ZAPPA/BAHMA [sic] and 275 (West) MNATE (sic).



Dear Bob Magill:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 2-1: Arrivals
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-3: East Flow
• 2-7: Early Morning and Nighttime Operations
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-533: Bob Magill

BR&WARD1 COUNTY

AVIATION DEPARTMENT
Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International
Airport
2200 SW 45lh Street, Suite 101 •Dania Beach, Florida 33312 •
954-359-6100

Comment Form

First and Last Name ^ \ . .
Address

Email Address

Meeting Location C /Q^ .̂
The Broward County Aviation Department (BCAD) recently began a study to improve the
compatibility of Fort Lauderdale Hollywood International Airport (FLL) with the surrounding
communities. This study, a "Part 150 Study," will follow the process outlined in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 150,Airport Noise Compatibility Planning. At key points
during the project, newsletters will provide updates on study progress. BCAD will also host
additional public workshops to provide future opportunities for input throughout the Study. BCAD
encourages all interested parties to monitor the project website for the latest study information
and announcements at www.flipartl50.com. Thank you for your interest and participation.
What are the most significant concerns that you would like the FLL Part 150 Study to address
about aircraft flight activity (select up to 3) ?

Arrivals
Departures

^East Flow
West Flow

^..Nighttime operations (10pm -6am)

^ Early morning operations

FAA airspace changes
Frequency of operations
Overflights related to the new south runway

y' Changes in flight paths for the north runway

8

Where do you live?

Dania Beach
IS Fort Lauderdale (east of FLL)

Fort Lauderdale (north or west of FLL)
Hollywood
Davie

Plantation
Cooper City
Southwest Ranches
Weston
Other



Dear Valerie Rhoades:

Thank you for submitting your comments regarding the Fort 
Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport 14 CFR Part 150 Study. 
Please see the following topic specifi c responses that apply to your 
comments. 

• 1-6: Flight Tracks
• 1-10: NCP Recommendations
• 2-2: Departures
• 2-4: West Flow
• 2-9: Changes to Airport Operations
• 3-2: Quality of Life
• 3-6: Prior Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)

Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport
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COMMENT RESPONSE

P-534: Valerie Rhoades

Comment for the BCAD Part 150 Study

I request that my comments on this page be entered into the official record of the Partl50 Airport Noise Compatibility Planning
Study being conducted for Fort Lauderdale-Hollywood International Airport. I also request that all notifications of future meetings
for Public Input be sent to my email address.

MvNamEaArtrfr^ yaleiril ftho 6ulfitr^a Ln. Laudardak., FL-
My email address: fro 1 (jj ,V\ 33 5 \ 2^

I live in the Lauderdale Isles neighborhood in southwest Fort Lauderdale. Our neighborhood has become severely impacted by the
unbearable aircraft noise and constant overflights since the westward departure procedure for the north runway changed after the
opening of the new south runway. This is due to the original departure heading being changed from 275 to 290.
1. We were told by officials of BCAD and the FAA that the change from 275 degrees to 290 degrees was necessary for "safety"
reasons for simultaneous departures from the South and North runways,

2. When assigned the 290 heading, pilots begin that turn as soon as the aircraft "wheels up" instead of waiting till the end of the
runway, thereby not using the designated flight path south of 1595. Additionally,"Pilots will also be requested to maintain their
heading within the respective corridor until an altitude of 3,000 feet, or a distance from the runway end of three miles is reached
(standard departure for FLL)". 1 This is not being complied with.
3. We were then told that the new departure procedures are in accordance with the Environmental Impact Study (EIS) for 2008.
"The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous departures".2 [emphasis added).
4. The EIS 2008 does not address the noise levels over our community if new departure procedures are implemented and only one
noise reading was taken for the EIS: for an arrival on Tortugas Lane.3

5. There is no mention of simultaneous versus non-simultaneous departures in the Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT
document.4

6. These new departures were implemented with no public input from our community.
HOWEVER, despite the FAA's requirement for the 290 heading for 15 degrees of separation, the reality is that for west departures:

- Numerous departing flights on the south runway are assigned a 290 heading, which crosses over the flight path of the north
runway and is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- Numerous departing flights on the north runway are still assigned the 275 heading every day that westward departures are used,
which is obviously not in compliance with the requirement for 15 degrees of separation

- As both 275 and 290 are assigned from both runways throughout the day, a reasonable person can only conclude that the 290
heading is used strictly for convenience and NOT FOR SAFETY.

- The tower is able to assign these headings because it staggers the takeoffs.
And since the staggering of departures is normal operatingprocedure now, we maintain that all flights can use the original 275
heading with departures being staggered as necessary. Using the 275 heading exclusively for both runways with staggered
departures,when necessary, greatly diminishes the horrendous aircraft noise to which the neighborhoods in southwest Fort
Lauderdale are exposed during westward departures.
Simply stated, since the departures are staggered on 290 headings, there is no reason they cannot be staggered on 275 headings.

Letter from Kent George to Mayor Jack Seiler, August 3,2015.
’Environmental Impact Study 2008, Page 6C-20: "Runway 9L27R departure tracks were supplemented with15-degree and 30-degree turns to the North. Runway
9R/27L departure tracks were supplemented with 15-degree turns to the South. The additional turns are needed to obtain minimum separation during simultaneous
departures".
3 EIS 2008: Appendix H,Page H.l-6 TM29
4Miami ATCT and Fort Lauderdale ATCT letter dated August 3,2015. Also states, Page 3, "the 290 (west) heading must be used for all departures to gates
ARKES/ZAPPA/BAHMA [sic] and 275 (West) MNATE (sic)..
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